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PARLIAMENTARY REFORM CATECHISM.

INTRODUCTION.

than this one possible remedy. Of the corn-
SECTION I. position of it--such as in my conception it

must be, to be productive of any effect--HISTORY OF THE :ENSUING TltACT--ALARM-

some conception was and is now endeavoured
]NG STATE OF THE COUNTRY AND THE CON- to be given in the ensuing little tract. On
STITUTION. the subject of the necessity, more than a few

THe. following little tract was written as long introductory pages cannot at this time, and
ago as in the year 1809. It was offered at in this place, be spared. To give any ade-
the time to one of the time-serving daily quate conception of it, would require a much
prints, in which other papers on the same larger work.
subject had already found admittance. No For the destruction of everything by which
name was sent with it : and, the weathercock the constitution of this country has ever been
being at that time upon the turn, insertion distinguished to its advantage, no additional
w_s declined, measures need be employed: let but the prin-

From that time to the present, despair of ciples already avowed continue to be avowed
use kept this, together with so many other --let but the course of action, dictated by
papers, upon the shelf. In a state of things, those principles, be persevered in--the con-
such as the present, if in any, they possess summation is effectual.

chance of finding readers. -- Sad condition Gagging Bills _ suspension of the Habeas
of human nature l--until the cup of calamity, Corpus Act -- interdiction of all communica-
mixed up by misrule, has been drunk to the lion between man and man for any such pur-
very dregs, never has the man a chance of pose as that of complaint or remedy--all
beit_g heard, who would keep it from men's these have already become precedent--all
lips. these are in preparation--all these are re-

For a long time past had the necessity, -- garded as things of course.
and not only the necessity, but supposing it The pit is already dug : one after another,
ettainable, the undangerousness, -- of a Par- or all together, the securities called English
hamentary Reform, and that a radical one, liberties will be cast into it. With the sacred
presented itself to my mind, if not in a light name of reform on their lips, and nothing
as yet sufficiently clear for communication, at better than riot or pillage in their hearts, let
any rate in the strongest colours. Long had but a dozen or a score of obscure desperadoes
this sole possible remedy against the other- concert mischief in a garret or all alehouse,
wise mortal disease of misrule, been regarded fear will be pretended-- prudence and wis-
by me as the country's only hope. Long bad dora mimicked_honest cowards will bemade
I beheld, and not long after did I delineate to acquiesce and to co- operate by feigned
the road to national ruin, in the economy of cowardice : -- for the transgression of the do-
]£d_uund Burke, adopted and enforced under zen or the score, the million will be punished,
Wdliam Pitt, by the pen of his confidential ad- and from the subjects of a disguised despo.
viser, Mr. Rose. The first of these sketches tism will be made such under a despotism in
i_ already before the public ;* the other will form, to which dhgnise is no longer neces.
soon be so. sary : --such is the state of things, for which

DrawiI on, in the road to that gulf, from it is time for every man to prepare himself,
those times down to the present,-- the coun- As for the Habeas Corpus Act, better the
try, if my eyes do not deceive me, is already statute-book were rid of it. Standing or
at" the very brink : -- reform or convulsion, lying as it does, up one day, down another,
such is the alternative. How faint soever --it serves but to swell the list of sbem.se-
the hope of its being attainable, -- I for one, curities, with which, to keep up the delusion.,
under the disease under which I see the the pagesofourlawbooksarc_. When
country lingnr:mg, cannot discover any other t,o man has _eed of it, Chon it is that it stands:

comes a time when it might be of me, and
• In the Pamphleteer, No. 17, for Jantmry then it is suspended,

1817, v/_v Voh V. t_ 27_.
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France is put under a garrison _ the means
SECTION II. of security were as obvious as the efficacy of

them was certain, --and in comparison withMOST PROMINENT PRESENT GRIEVANCE_

GARRISONINGFRANCE. the existing ones, the modes and forms lenient
to the vanquished. Blow up all their fortifi-

THE p]nins, or heights, or whatsoever they cations without exception: earry off all their
are. of Waterloo -- will one day be pointed cannon: destroy all their arsenals and their
to by the historian as the grave--not only founderies: destroy all their manufactories of
of French, but of English liberties. Not of arms of evcrykind: leave them not a fowl-
France alone, but of Britain with her, was ing-pieee : mark out for predicted vengeance
the conquest consummated in the Nether- every attempt to set up another foundcry:
lands. Whatsoever has been done and is do- parcel out half the country among the allies:
ing in France, will soon be' done in Britain. or, should any such partition be too dangerous
Reader, would you wish to know the lot de- to Christian charity among the crowned and
signed for you ? Look to France, there you newly-chrisfisnize_ Christians, divide the
may behold it. whole into any number of lots. Yes: though

In France, on the subject of their common the whole country were parcelled out into
interests, no longer esn any information be lots, -- stiR, if in each lot men were left to
received through the channel of any news- take their own measures for the preservation
paper, other than those which are not only of what was left to them, -- all these inflie-
instruments, but avowed instruments, in the tions put together would have been mercy,
hands of the ruling despotism : no longer, in comparison of that of fastening upon their
from any source, any information that has not shoulders the old man of the woods, with his
for its object deception m constant and uni- 150,000 foreign guards.
versal deception : information in which, with For the moment, in respect of subjection,
a degree of anxiety proportionate to its ira- and absence of everything that ever went un-
portance, truth is suppressed, and by which der the name of liberty, France is but what
pernicious error is circulated and inculcated, she was. Exit the old weathercock, enter
A newspaper, into which amy expression can the ultras, and then Spain will be to France
find its way, by which the "'feelings" of the modelofgond government. Then, under
"' great characters" in their high situations the protection of the Waterloo conqueror and
can in any degree be " hurt'-- (and is it his employers, the wardrobe of the Holy Vir-
possible they should not be hurt, as often as gin will be supplied with a new gown, and
any misdeeds of theirs are exposed ?)many every prison in the country with a new set
such source of instruction is in that country of torture-boots and thumb-serews.
a no longer tolerable nuisance. The same Let him who thinks himself able, figure to
causes will produce the same effects : the himself a case in which there would not be a
same "great characters" by which the mon- demand-- an adequate demand-- for the sys-
ster of anarchy has so happily been crushed tern of garrisoning France ;_ on the suppo-
in France _ by these same exalted persons sition that the existence of any such demand
will the same monster be crushed in Britain. has place at present. The demand is corn-

There they are--our fifty thousand men, posed of possibilities,- converted, it is ni-
with the conqueror of French and English leged, into practical eertaiaNes by past facts.
liberties m the protector of the Bourbons -- There/lave been Septembrians and anarchists;
the worthy vanquisher and successor to Bona- -- ergo, no sooner does France cease to be
parte at the head of them : there they are_ garrisoned by us, than the reign of those role-
and, until every idea of good government-- ereants will recommence. There _as been
ever_ idea of anything better than the most one Napoleon Bonaparte ;--ergo, no sooner
absolute despotism--has been weeded out, does France cease to be garrisoned by us,

once more as thoroughly weeded out by than in comes either the self-same, or exactly
the Bourbons,. as ever it had been by Bona- such another. Well : these past events, who
parte,_there it is that the whole of them, is there that can cause them not to have
or whatsoever part may be deemed sufficient had place? Nobody. We]_thcu; never, never
for the purpose, are destined to continue, can it cease--the necessity of garrisoning

There they are, and for what is it that France with English armies.
they were planted there ? m For security ? Once more: -- For what, then, is it that
For the security of Britons ? for the security France has been_ is now, and by the blessing
of Frenchmen ? for the security of Germans ? [ of GOd is destined to be forever, garrisoned ?
for the security of Netherlanders ? for the I Is it for security ?--is it for the keeping out
security of any other race of men under the [ anarchy?--is it for the keeping out bad gn-
sun ? Impossible. [ vernment? Alas! no: _o any such object,

Had the seeur/ty, of anything but the uni- I never, never has any real fear attached itself:
versa/deslmtism which produced it, been the _ the hea_ng-- the moderately monarchical__
object of that new holy lub, ue , by which all [ constitution, on which, at their entrance, the
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despots set the_ perfidious foot, would that in the face of those who are viewing it from
have been bad government ? No: it was not St. James's park.
for keeping out bad--it was for keeping out Here then is one use, for the fifty thousand
good government. Under whatsoever form Britons, who, in France, with the hundred
it might have been established wconstitu- thousand men of other nations, are preying
tionat monarchy, or upon the model of the at one and the same time upon the vitals of
American United States, democracy--there France and Britalm Here is one use--be-
was the real object of terror to all the newly hold now another.
re-christianized crowned heads,--and to their The other use--need it here be mentioned •
loyal and correspondently pious, -- corone- Exists there that reader, who has not already
ted, and not yet coroneted advisers, told it to himself? Yes, it is to return to all

There they are-- but happily with the At* plans of reform, to all petitions for reform
lantie between us and them -- the never-suf- to all groans--to all complaints -- to all cries
ficiently-aecursed United States. There they for mercy--the proper, and properly, and ai-
are -- living, and (oh horror I) flourishing _ ready proposed answer, the bayonet. The
and so flourishing ! flourishing under a govern- bayonet ? Yes : by the blessing of God, the
ment so essentially d[egitimate/ Oh what a bayonet. But is it altogether so sure, that,
reproach to legitimacy ! Oh what a reproach, should matters come to the push, the direc-
a never-to-be-expunged reproach, to our own tion that will be prescribed by legitimacy
Matchless Constitution --matehlessin rotten is exactly the direction in which the bayonets
boroughs and sinecures I Oh! had they but will move? The men by whom they will be
one neck -- these miscreants I Ten times, to be pushed, of what class are thry ? Are
twenty times, any number of times, the blood they of the blood royal ?--are they of the peer-
spilt at Waterloo, would be well spent in cut- age ? Are they not of the swinish multitude ?
ting it. There they are, with their prosperity -- are they not as perfect swine as we are ? Is
the effect : there they are, with their good it possible they should ever forget it ? And
government-- their matchless good govern- when, in a direction that is not pleasing to
ment-- the cause of it. him, the swine is driven, is he not apt to re-

There they are-- but, happily, with two tragrade ?
thousand leagues of sea between us and them An army in France necessary for the seen-

the ten millions of two-legged swine, with rity of Britain ? Yes ! if an army in China
the illegitimacy and the unmcumbered and is so too ; -- not otherwise.
undisturbed prosperity in which they wallow. Propose anything good ; the answer is at

But now-- suppose the same, or a similar hand : -- wild, theoretical, visionary, Uto-
accursed government, with the accursed pro- plan, impracticable, dangerous, destructive,
sperity, transplanted from that blessed dis- ruinous, anarchical, subversive of all govern-
tahoe--planted under our very noses: planted ments-- there you have it. Well, but in
with no more than one-and-twenty miles of America there it is : and no such evil conse-
sea to dilute the stench of it. Without so much quences -- nothing but what is good, results
as a single useless place, needless place, over- trom it. Aha ! and so the United States
paid place, unmer¢ted penszon-- not to speak government is yonr government, is it ?
ofsznecures--no not so much as apeerage, to You are a republican then, are you ? --what
settle a borough or buy offa country gentle- you want is, to subvert this constitution of
man .-- suppose these mlscreants--not one of ours ; the envy of nations I the pride of ages !
them re-christmnized -- not one of them oc- --matchless in rotten boroughs and sinecures
cupied in embroidering a robe for the Holy -- Very well : begin and set up your republic.
Virgin-- debating, and resolving, and enact- and, in the meantime, you, who are so ready to
lug-- without so much as a single bayonet to talk offeelings, think what yours will be, when,
secure good order to their deliberations ;-- after a few nights lodging in the Tower, the
resolving and enacting, and, like their accursed knife of the hangman, after having rubbed off
preceptors and forerunners, paying off public its rust upon the Spenccans, is doing itsoflice
debt faster than we are contracting it:--sup- in your bowels.
pose all this state of things brought into exist- Propose anythingthat would put an._'power
ence-- brought into existence, and not more into the hands of those of whose obedience all
than half-a-guinoa or a crown, for a place in power is composed : you propose democracy;
a passage-boat--not more than three hours and if any such epithet as democrat/ca/is up-
row in a wherry -- necessary to enable a man plleable to it, there you have s reason, and
to see it. that a conclusive one, for casting it out with-

In this case, by what possibility could the out further thought : cuting it offas if it were
eye, the head, orthe heart, be shut against the a viper, and trampling upon it : and for this

reason _for there needs no other--is eter.spectacle of the united nuisances--F'osp .er/._
and goodgovernme_ f To what use deny then" nity to be givento every thing that i_ corrupt
existence ? With as much effect might a man and mischievous.
deny the existence of the dome of St. Paul's, What, according to them men, is the u_
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of the eont_dtution ? To make the people had any such plea as that of necessity, was a
happy ? MAke them happy l-- curse on the notion which, when ones taken in hand, DR-
swinish multitude I What then ? Why, to nlshed at the slightest touch.
make the one man happy, the one object of Power, money, factitious dignity-- by an
legitimate ido]atry, mwith the small number _attractive force, the existence of which, and
of otAers to whom it accords with his high the omnipotence, is as indisputable as that
pleasure to impart any of the means of hap- by which the course of the heavenly bodies
piness, is determined _each of these elements of

Now, by this bugbear word democracy, are [the matter of 9vod_ that precious matter,
the peopleofthis country to be frightened out the whole mass of which, in so far as at the
of their senses ?--frightened by Gwelphs any !hands of the monarch it is sought by a mere-
more than by Stoarts, into passive obedience ber of either of the two other branches of the
and non-resistance, efficient sovereignty, operates in the character

of matter of corruptive i_fluence _ attracts
and draws to it the two others: the greater

SECTION IIL the quantity a man has of any one of them,
CAUSE8OFTHE ABOVEAND ALL OTHER MIS- the greater the facility he finds in his endea-

CHIEF8;_PAETICULAR INTERESTSMONAR- YOURSto obtain for himself the two others;
CHICALAND ARISTOCRATICAL_ ADVERSETO each in a quantity proportioned to his de-
THE UNIVERSAL_ THEIRASCENDENCY. sires:--those desires, which in human nature

have no bounds.
GOaDXD to the task by the groans of all The more he has of any one of them, the

around me, of late, _ with an attention, which more therefore it is his w/sh to have of that
the nature of the objects that were continually and all of them. But the more he has of any
forcing themselves upon all eyes and upon all one of them, the more is it right also that he
ears, rendered more and more painful to me, should have of them ? All of them at the
-- I have been looking more closely than ever expense of the people, -- the poor people, at
into the constitution ;_ I mean the present whose expense whatsoever is enjoyed by their
state of it ;_and, in as few words as possi- rulers is enjoyed ? Oh gross, oh flagitious
ble, of this most appalling of all examinations, absurdity ] 'I'ne more ? No: but on the con-
what follows is the result, trary the less. Whatsoever be the quantity

As early as the year 1809, and I forget how of the matter of reward, which, in any shape
much earlier, it had seemed to me (it hasbeen whatsoever, nmy be necessary to obtain at a
already hinted,) that in the principle which, by man's hands the requisite service, the more
those in whose hands the fate of the country he has of it in any one shape, -- the less the
rested, had not only been acted upon but i need he has of it in any other shape.
avowed, the road to national ruin might be In the case of the poorest individual, --in
but too clearly traced. This principle was _ the character of a guardian, by any man has
that in the hands of the trustees of the people, any such immoral notion ever been started,
the substsneeofthe people was a fund, out of as that, in the substance of his ward, any
which, without breach of trust, and without proper source of enrichment to himself is to
just repro_h in any shape--fortmzes_as he found? Power, over a single individual
the phrase is _ by those who, without ex- and his little property, a sufficient payment
posing themselves to punishment, could con. for the labour: and power over twenty rail.
_rive to lay their hands on the means, might lions, and their property, together with all
be--nay _and, it being matter of necessity, that mass of patronage, m lucrative of neces-
at any price, and to an amount absolutely sity, s great part of it,--shall it not be suffi-
unlimited, ought to be _ made. cient ? Those who either have no property,

In this principle I saw the two domineer- or have it not in sufficient quantity for their
ing interests _ the monarchicel and the aria- maintenance,--such men must, indeed, either
toeratieal_which in our mixed constitution be paid or not employed: _but, among men
--(fur suchat least itwas at one time)--anta- who not only have property, but have it in
goniaing with the every now and then strug- sufficiency, is it supposable that there can ever
gling, but always vainly and feebly struggling, be s deficiency in the number of those, in
democratiea]: completely agreed,---and with- whom the pleasure of possessing such power
out concert, because without need of concert, will be sufficient compensation for all the pa_n
co.operating with each other, _ in the dis- attached to the exercise of it? Look at the
semination, and in the inculcation of it: the country magistracy: see we not there _ not
party out of power as well as the party in only an example, but a host of examples ?
power inculcating it in theory; the party in Yes: and in those examples a host of proofs.
power, by theory and prance. Unfortunately-- in the breasts of all who

That, on the part of both these interests, havepower, mer/t being, as they ull agree and
rids principle, together with the practice that eertify_to one another and to the people,
belonged to it, was but too natural-- was infinite _ so must be the reward.
abundantly evident: that, for its adoption, it Of the demand for the matter of reward_
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viz. money, power, and factitious dignitym long have we delayed the necessary task of
(these are its principal shapes)m the infinity obtaining, at the expense of it, indemnity for
and absolute irresistibility being thus eats- the past and security for the future:rail
hEshed, thenandthereupon comes the demand providentially weak, now is the favourable
for the supply-- and that supply a propor* time for taking advantage of its weakness,
tionable one. Here, however, to a first view, and preventing it from becoming formidable:
comes somewhat of a difficulty. From the --now has the Lord of Hosts--as the arch°
body of the people--how habituRlly soever bishop's prayer will not fall to inform us_
blind and passive--money in/_finite quan- delivered the enemy into our handal Thus,
tity cannot be demanded all at once : they if there be nothing past, for which to obtain
would become desperate; they would rise: indcmmty, 8ecur/ty for tbef_tm'e will, at any
better (they would say to themselves,) better rate, be an easy purchase.
be shot or hanged at once, than starved. The French people, for example_already

A set of drains must therefore be eats. have they had one set of Septembrizera,
blished and set to work: drains, by and and--so happy were theyunder thero--by
through which, by degrees--those degrees the first favourable opportunity they would
ever in the eyes of the devourers but too give themselves another : and, no sooner had
slow m under colour either of use, or what they septembrized France, than they would
is so much better, of necesslty-- money may cross over, and, with the assistance of the
be drawn out of the pockets of the blinded, travelling orator and the Spenceans, septem.
deluded, unsuspicious, uninquisitive, and ever brize us in the same way. The French have
too patient people :--l . Wars: 2. Distant and already had one Bonaparte ;--so happy were
proportionably burthenseme dependencies all they under him--leave them to themselves
over the habitable globe--(and note, that, in --immediately they would give themselves
prosecution of these views, every such de- another. In his scheme for invading and eon-
pendency, without exception, has been made quering this country, the first Bonaparte
a source of net expense --net expense, the failed :--the second Bonaparte, by whom such
amount of which is destined to perpetual another plan would immediately be formed,
and unlimited increase :) 3. Penal colonies : would succeed in his. From these two con-
4. Claims of universal dominion over the uni- siderations put together, or indeed from either
vernal water-way of nations, with a determi- of them, follows the necessity of garrisoning
nation to destroy the shipping of all nations France, and keeping possession of the eouno
by whom those claims shall be contested: try till the danger is at an end: -- yes, till the
5. Annexation of "Hanover to Hampshire:" danger is atan end; which it is impossible it
and that to the end that not n hostile gun ever should be.
may be fired anywhere on the continent, but i Yes: wars would be invaluable, were it
that we may be in readiness to interfere, sub- only for the mer/t of which they are the never°
sidizing one of the contending parties, and failing sources. When a battle is fought--
helping to oppress the other ]° 6. Splendour i uuless it be a drawn one, which does not often
of the crown; that efl'u]gence, with the in-happen--it must be gained by somebody.
crease of which-- and in exact proportion to Gained on one side it must be, in what degree
that increase -- will increase the respect, and soever the generals on the respective sides are
with it the submission, and with it the hap- fit or unfit for their work. The greater the
piness of the people : 7. Erection of Hanover number that fight, the grea_er the number of
into a kingdom for that purpose, and that the those who are capable of being killed. A
Hanoverians may the less grudge the increase battle is gained, -- the number of the killed
of taxes that will be necessitated by the in- is great, -- and halfa million is scares enough
crease of dignlty. Here, though not yet a to reward the merit which, from one single

complete one, is a list of these productive bosom, has been displayed in it.
drains: -- and are they not efficient ones ? In regard to all these drains of money, and

As for war--never can a pretence for it all these sources of merit and reward,--the
be wanting-- s pretence not yielding to any, great misfortune is this: For every shilling
in which, at any time in the course of the which, by means of any one of these drain_
present reign, it has ever been made : -- no ; unless it be the last, the men of merit--and
never can a pretence be wanting, so long as all placem_n without execptlon are ex o_.
that nation exists anywhere, against which do men of merit, -- for every shillingwhieh
war can be made. the men of merit thus put into their pockets,

The nation -- the nation to he warred some score, or some dozen at least, must come

upon_is either formidably strong, or pro- out of the pockets of the poor people. A
videntlaUy wcak:mif formidably strong, too man who sets his neighbour's house on fire,

that he may rout an eg_ f.._ himself, _is the
" ParL Reg. xv. anno 1784. Commmls, Earl emblem by which a certain sort of man is

Nugsut. " He (Dord Chatham) had o/_en said, pictured by Lord Baeon. Would youseeathat Hanover was a millstone about the neck of
England, that would weigh her dora b and sink man of this sort, you need not look far, so
her." you look high enough for these/_ve.alHi-
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twenty years, or _me_bouts -- to go no into the mo_chieal coffers-- this one thing
further beek--lm this poor nation been kept needful cannot find its way into those asked
on fire, lest the emblematic eggs in sufficient receptacles without instruments and conduit-
quantity should be wanting to its rulers, pipes. Upon and out of the poekets of t_.e

Money, is it wanting (and it always is people it cannot be raised, but through the
wanting) for the support of the splendour of forms of parliament : -- not bnt through the
the _-own _--for the support of royal _utg _ forms of parliament, nor therefore without
Money supplied by parliament-- aupplied in a the concurrence of the richest men in the
direct way, and without a burthen more than country, in their various situations--in the
eorraspondent to the supply being deficient situation of peers, great landholding, and as
hand it always is deficient-- Droits of Ad- yet uneoroneted commoners, styled eountr_
miralty are sent by Almighty Providence to gentlemen,- and others. In those men is
feed, but never to fill up--for nothing can the chief property of the country, and with
ever fill up-- the deficiency. The persons, it__ (for in the language of the aristoeratle
for the reward of whose merit more and mere school, property and virtue are synonymous
of that object of universal desire is everlast- terms) -- the virtue of the country. And
ingly wanted--these persons join with one here we have another partial, separate, and
another, not only in commencing groundless sinister interest--the ar_stoeratwal interest
war, but in commencing that groundless war -- with which the demoeratieal interest has
in a piratical manner,--in a manner in which also to antagonize : --another overbearing,
the monarch and his instruments may add and essonti_lly and immutably hostile interest,
millions tothe conjunct sp]endour,--not only --against which, and under which, the uni-
the foreigners who thus and for this purpose versal interest has to struggle, and as far as
have been converted into enemies, are plun- possible to defend itself.
dered, but the men, by whose hands the Sueh is the state in which the country lies :
plunder is got in, deprived of that which, had -- the universal interest crouching under the
the war been commenced otherwise than in conjunct yoke of two partial and adverse in-
the way of piracy, would have been their due terests, to which, to a greater or less extent,
Thus do these on whom it depends bribe one it ever has been made, --and to the greatest
another to eommit piracy !-- piracy, which extent possible, as far as depends upon them,
has been made legitimate, because, by their cannot, in the nature of man and things, ever
power and for their own benefit, it has been cease to be made, a continual sacrifice.
made unpunishablel For the consummation of this sacrifice,

Money, power, fltcfitinus dignity--among adequate ¢ndination--such is the nature of
the modifications of the matter of good-- man--never could have been wanting:--
among the good things of this wicked world but as to the power--the effective power --

these, as it is the interest, so has it ever never at any former period could it have been
been the study, -- as it has been the study, seen swelled to a pitch approaching to that
so has it been the endeavour-- of the too- at which it stands at this moment.
hatch -- as it has been, so will it, and where Well : such being the swell of voracious
the monarch is a human being, so must it _ower, what are the means- what the in-
be everywhere_to draw to himself in the strument--by which it has been affected?
greatest quantity possible. And here we have What but the precious matter already men-
ouepartial, one separate, one sznister interest, tioned ? __ Yes, the very matter of good :--
the monarchical--the interest of the ruling for such in _tselfit is, but, by reason of the
one-- with which the universal, the democra, two relative sztuutions-- the situation of the
tieat interest has to antagonize, and to which hands by which it is possessed, and that of
that aU-comprebenslve interest has all along the hands, which the very nature of man
been, --and unless the only possible remedy keeps ever open to receive it, operating __
--eve_l parliamentary reform, and that a ra- and by the whole amount of it--in the chs-
dical one, should he applied, -- is desthted to tarter of matter ofeviJ _ matter ofcorruptwe
b_ for ever made asaeritice:--asaerifice? influence. Ever upon the increase is the
Yes : and, by the bIeesing of God upon the quantity of this essentially good, this acci-
legitimate a_d pious labours of his vieegerent dentally, but alas I how extensively perni-
and the express image of his person here upon cious, matter : -- ever upon the increase the
earth, s still antedating sacrifice. Omnipre- pernicious effect of it. In an endless series
sunce, immortality, impeecability --equal as of alternating and reciprocating operations,
ke is to Go_ as touching all these "attri. this matter is itself both effect and cause.
/_tes" (ask Btackstoue else, I. 270, 250, 246, Waste begets corruption; corruption, waste.
249,)--who is there that, without adding Fed through the already enumerated drains
impiety to disloyalty, can repine at seeing --viz. useless places, needless places, over-
anything or everything he might otherwise pay of needful places, groundless pensions,
eall his own, included ia the sacrifice ? and sinecures, some number of times more

Meantime the money, which, in an endless richly endowed than the most richly endowed
and boumtle_ stream, is thus to keep flowing efficient offices -- these, together with peer-
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ages, and baronet_es, and ribbons -- for v_,ents, whose attachment to the muse of the
pcorag_hunters, be ronetage-hunters, andrib- people was well known to him, east your
boo-hunters-- these, by their bare existence, eyes around you, and find me out the two
and without need of their being either asked honestest and ablest men you can lay your
or offered, -- always with the fullest effect, hands on, to fill those seats. The agent
never with the personal danger, or so much bestirs himself, and reports. But ere the
as the imputation, attached to the word report reaches its destination, the coroueted
bribery,--operate in the character, and pro- patriot has found money wanting, and the
duce the effect, of matter of coruptive influ, borough, the seats, with the patriotism that
ence : that pestilential matter, against the would have filled them, are all sold.
infection of which not a household in the Yes x in this country--under this constltu-
country can be said to be secure, from the tion--may be seen an official person, who by
archiepiscopal palace down to the hovel by his station is, for ever, er o,_icio, C r.t
the road side. General : it is his situatwn makes him so : it

What ? not the ducal mansion ? Oh no: suffices for the purpose : to produce the effect
that full as little as any other. The duke, (and let this be well observed,) no overt act
who, if there were no such thing as a ribbon, ---no, nor so much as a thought--is on his part
nor any such place as a gaming-house, nor necessary :-- were it possible for him to have
.... but there is no end to the et e_teras -- the will, scarcely in his situation would it be
might of himself be independent, is dependent in his power to avoid being so.
by his dependents : and the more enormous Well: this attribute, which Blackstone has
the mass of his property, the more numerous, forgot to add to the other " attributes" of tbo
as well as the higher, the list of his alliances, god of his idolatry--this attribute of C r-
--the wider and the more craving is the Generalship, which, after all, could not have
circle of his dependents.* place if there were not a parliament to c ,

Laud his virtue, party orator, party scribe: -- this inseparable attribute, disastrous as
--laud that virtue, which is composed of rank it is, does it, in this our country, form any
and property, and consists of nothing else : peremptory objection to monarchy? Not it
laud him to-day, while he is yet yours:-- indeed. But why not? Even becanse, in de.
come to-morrow, he has crossed over, and mocratic ascendency m such as it would be
his place is on the other side. A duke has a constituted by radical reform-- the corruption
borough, and in it a brace of seats. Sincere would have its antidote--its constantly ope-
or insincere, quoth the duke to one of his rating antidote -- and that antidote an effec-

tual one.
* In the pension list are still to be seen the Extinguish monarchy?_suppress, extir-

pensions enjoyed by divers ladies, procured for pate the peerage ?-- Oh, not I indeed : no-
them by a certain duke, they being relations of thing would I extinguish ; nothing would Ihis by marriage, then in a state of infancy; their
father, a hero of the turf, living and dyingin the extirpate : uti possidetis--that which you
bosom of affluence, have, continue to have--and God bless you

In one part of the present most religious reign, with it :-- this, in all matters of reform--this,
there existed an Earl of Leinater : _ at t_at in so far as is not inconsistent with the very
time, and under that rifle, prernierpeer of Ire- essence of the reform, is--and, so long as I
land. Beingsohigh, and withal so rich, l_ewas have had any, has ever been--with me a
made a duke, that with the exception of the
blood-royal, no race might ever be so high as his. ruling principle. Leaving, with all my heart,
When for some time he had been a duke, being the full benefit of it to monarchy and aristo-
zo high as he was, it was found that he was not eracy--to the ruling.few, my aim, mywiehes,
rich enough. On the pretence of his adminls- confine themselves to the securing, if it be

tering the sort of/aw called equltl/,-but having possible, a participation in that same benefitno more to do with either, or with justice, than
the Duke of Montrose has, who receives his to demooracy_to the subject.mamj--to the
JY2000 a-year for calling himself Lord Juatice. poor suffering and starving people.
General,--he was accordingly made MaJter of Monarchy a property ! Not it indeed. Mo-
theYiolle: sesistantas such to and under the Lord narchy is a trust: is it not, Prince Regent ?
Cbancellorof Ireland--receiving fees, and doing __ have you not said it is ? Peerage a pro-
nothing whatever for any of those fces : helping perry? Not it indeed. Peerage is atrust:
thus to deny justice to the poor--falsely pre- is itnot, my Lord anybody ? If it is not,
tending to render justice, and from richest and what business have you to be what you are,poorest without distinction exacting money on
that false pretence : "obtaining money on that and where you are ?
fahe pretence ;" and instead of the Hulks, having T Whatmever blanks may eventually he ob-
his station at the head of the House ot xaoms, servable in the remainder of this work, _.e lzva-

After those examples--m which scor_ of such deuce of the printer is the virtue to which the
might be added--let any one speak of the matter honour of them will be due. In toe premmt in-
of zvea/th, in the character of a preservation stance, for filling up the defl¢_ between the C
_gain_t corruption: for this is amour the _ and the r, thecandourands/_Iseityofthex_mder
tencm by which the waste made of It, by. the may employ the lattem .o_e .rye?' or any otr_,_%
cramming of official pockets wire it, Ires oeen if any oihezs there be, which in nia "vi_..may oe
justified, more appe_te.--t Not¢ to tl,¢ or_uo_ eau_on._
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Ascendency! ascondency_that is what is few may be more and more profusely pam-
luflicient- this, therefore, is all that should pered.
be asked for. In Ireland, we have Protestant Now suppose an army of Frenchmen gnr-
ascendency. Well : and what is the effect ? risonlng England, as an army of Englishman
In Ireland, the Catholics--the great majority (oh I preteuceless and inhuman tyranny I) are
mare not yet, it is true, quite so well cir- garrisoning France. In that case, what would
eumstanced as could be wished : still, bow- the description of our condition be ? What
ever, they exist; still they are not extirpatecL but that the dominion we were groaning under

For the seduction of his fellow-traveller, was the dominion of a set of men whose in.
what was the course taken by the ingenuity terest was opposite to our own, by whom that
of Ferdinand Count Fathom ? Ask his bio- oppositeness was understood and felt, and by
grapher--ask Smollet: he will inform you. whom our interest was made a continual sa-
He began with picking her pocket: her purse, crifice to that separate and hostile interest.
and with it her virtue, was then at his corn- Well : that, and but too indisputably, is it
round. By mere existence on the throne on not the description--the too just description
which he is sitting, without need of stirring --of the dominion under which we live ?
a finger, uttering a word, or giving a nod, in Discarding the case of public-- of national
the character of that Ferdinand, and with the _ subjection under a foreign yoke, take the
same disastrous success, may the monarch of ease ofprivate.-.ofdomestie subjection :--take
these reahns act. Accomplices-- the hero of the case of negro slavery. The description of
Smollet's history had none : he needed none. the case, is it not still the same ? The slave-
The official _ = of Brltonnia's virtue--the holder, it may be said--for it is continually
C r-General of this country--may have said--has an interest in common with that
as many as there are men, in whose breasts of his slaves. True : and so has the mail-
exists an e_eetive demand for any of the good coach contractor in common with that of his
things which he has at command: and, in horses. While working them, and so long as
regard to this e_ectwe demand -- as Adam they appear able to work, he accordingly al-
Smith would call it-- the difficulty would be lows them food. Yet, somehow or other, not-
to find _ not the bosom in which it does, withstanding this community of interest, so
but the bosom in which it does not display it is, that but too often negro as well as horse
itself, are worked to the ve_ y death. How happens

In this state of things, C r- General this ? How but because, in the same breast
being the proper style and title of the head- with the conjunct interest, is lodged a sepa-
manager of the concern, taken by himself,-- rate and sinister interest, which is too strong
add the aristocracy--the corrupted and cor- for it. Even so is it in the case of C r-
rupting aristocracy--C r-General _" Co. General and Co., under whose management
is the proper firm of the partnership. As to the condition of the poor people is day by day
the business of it, it consists but too plainly, approaching nearer and nearer to the condi-
llke that of the Bank of England, in draining tion of the negro and the horse.
the contents of all pockets into its own ; and " I can have no interest but that of my
the more intolerable the indigence thus pro- people," says the royal parrot _ I can have
duced, the more craving the demand for that no interest but that of my people: with these
eorruptive supply, by the hope of which men words in his mouth, he gives the touch of the
are engaged to concur in the continually re- sceptre to a bill for establishing a nest of
peated measures, from which the indigence re- sinecures.*

• calves its continually repeated aggravation.
Now of this almost universal corruption, * Behold the connexion between waste and

what is the effect ? A mere moral spot ? -- a corruption, in the view taken of it by divers
statesmen at divers periods.

mere ideal imperfection ? Alas I no : but a Proceedings of ttie Society of the Friend: of
somewhat more palpable and sensible one. the People, London, 1793, May 6th, Hr. Baker,
What the real, the sensible mischief consists M.P. chairman, Lord John Russell, deputy
in is_the suet/rice made, as above, of the in- chairman_ p. 22--" We positively alarm, that
rarest and comfort of the subject-many, to the in fact, a case has lately occurred, which, on the
overgrown felicity of the ru//ng few : the el- very principles of the objection, establishes the

necessity of a reform in the construction of the
House of Commons. We mean the late ar_.feet of the corruption being--to engage all

whom it has corrupted to bear their respec- ment intended to act a_ain_ Russ/c_which might
tire parts in the perpetual accomplishment have involved the natron in a mc_t impolitic and
of their perpetual sacrifice. Is not this suf- ruinous war; and to which a large majority of
tieiently intelligible ? Well, if that expres- the House of Commons gave their mlppor_ in
aion be not, perhaps tl_is may be : viz. that direct contradiction to the real interests, and to

the only remedy, may with but too much tea- • •

son for ever expect to be. continually more for theadoptionoftbeseelety: ,, The immense
a_d more grievously oppre_se_ that the rulin 9 ascumuls_n of debt_--the enormo_s taa_tion of
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Under the constitution as it stands---under the desired complement of 53,000. Struck
the administration as it is carried on--in off l Why ? because they are regarded as
what state, as towards the one and the other, superfluous ? Oh no: for of those means of
are the affections of the people ? Take the coercion which require no money, boundless
answer from Lord Castlereagh (Morn. Chron. is the supply which at this very moment is
Feb. 8, 1817.) In the year justended, 53,000 providing. Why, then ? Even because, --as
were the number of iirelocks "indispensably under the most perfectly undisguised despot-
necessary to aid the civil power in the dis- ism, so under a disguised one, -- in so far as
charge of its duty :" in other words, to keep supplies cannot be had,--the revenue having,
the people from the endeavour to substitute a in the compass of a single year, fallen off,
better to the government as it stands. Now, for example, by any such amount as that of
indeed, at this season of tbrced retrenchment, one-sixth,--retrenchment must be made. In
5000isthenumberofmentobestruckofffrom this time not only of peace but oftriumpb--

_eventeen millions of annual revem_ _ demon- " every man a convert to parliamentary reform :
strate that the collee_ive interests of the comma- there is an annual revenue of t_vnty.three mil-
mty have been neglected or betrayed." lions sterling, eolieeted by the executive govern-

ParL Reg. anno 1793, p. 408 ? -- Burke, anno ment tiom the people." Thus far Fox. Anno
1770 ? as quoted with applause by Mr. Erskine, 1797, it was these twenty-three millions: now,
now Lord Ersldne.--" When the House of year ending 5oh January 1817, £_7,360,694.
Commons was thus made to conmder itself as Last year, year ending 5th January 1816, it was
master of its constituent.% there wanted but one £fi6A43,802. Commons House, Abstract of net
thing to seeure it (this was in 17700 against all produce of revenue ; years ending 6th January
possible future deviauou towards popularity-- 1816 and 1817. Date of order for printing, 3d
an unlimited fund of money to be lind out ae- February 1917. The hope, of course excellent,
cording to the pleasure of the court." with all speed_ its deficiency will be supplied, and

Parl. Reg. anno 1793, p. 420. Mr. (now Sir increase added. Well now : besides the other
Philip) Francif. _ Speaking of parliamentary ewls, is it not bythe twenty-three millions that
reform, " Thin (says he) is the only measure that the sixty-six millions have been generated ? In
can restore and preserve the eansmution -- that another twenty years, will the sixty-six millions
can prevent such ruinous wars in future." have been swelled to 132 millions ? No: _ but

Parl. Reg. anno 1793, p. 310.--Charles Fox for what reason ? Only because, before it can
and Edmund Burke.--" Since that time" (1784, have arisen to that pitch, the people must, in such
the year of Pitt the second's secession,} " four. a proportion, have been either slaughtered or
fifths of the elective franchises of Scotland" (in starved, that by no addition, either to the slaugh-
this work he had the aid of the first Lord Mel- toting or the starvation, could any increase be

produced.ville 0 "and Conawal more particularly, have
passed into the hands of government _ and the Woedfall's Debates_ anno 1797, iii. 330. --

prediction, which an honourable gentleman (Mr. ,Charles Fox.( Speaking of and to Pitt"2d.)--HeBurke) then made upon the occasion, has been has bestowed no fewer _an 115 titles, inclu-
hterally fulfilled-- no House of Commons has drag new creations and cievataons from one rank
been smce found strong enough to oppose the to anomer : how many of them are to be aseribed
ministers of the crown." Thusfar Charles Fox : to national services, andhowmanytoparliamen-

add -- nor _illing ¢nougl_ tary interest, I leave the House to inquire." So
Woodfall s Debates, vol. hi. anno 1797. Charles far Fox. This was no more than thirteen years,

Fox andPitt 2d._SpeakmgoftheAmerieanwar, from 1784 to 1797 : since that time, twenty years
and observing that, popular or not _popular at the. have ela:psed : to any porson who would have the
commencement (anne 1780,) in whmh year a dis- goodness to inform me, on produeeable grounds,
solution of parliament took place, the war was at what the addition that has since been made may
any rate " extremely unpopular,, as a prgof that amount to, that I may give to the inibrmation
the parliament did not even then (anno 1780) such publicity as may be in my power, the gra-
_peak the voice of the people :" and after assert- titude of all honest reformists will be due.

ng the opportunities of ini_ormation possessed by Parl. Reg. anno 1793, p. 3fl3.--" Mr. Grey, '_im, and the care and accuracy with which he (now Earl Grq/) "remarked, that when Mr.
had endeavoured to avail himasff of them, he Pitt moved for an addition of 100 members to
adds, _ Not more than three or four persons were be added to the counties, he could not carry his
(then) added to the number of those who had I motion ; and yet he had contrived (this was in
trom the beginning opposed .... that war." ] nine years from 1784 to 1793) to procure the no-
_ In the same pa_me,Pitt being present, Fox, [ ruination of forty members by indirect means;
from words alleged to be those of Pitt, imputes I for he had added to the Honso of Pce_ thirty
to him a Irersuasion to that same effect :--" You t members, who eittaer nominat_ql directly o_ lay
see," says Pltt_ as thereupon quoted by Fox--I irresistible influence, thatnumber of members of
"' you see that so defective, so inadequate is the I the House of Commons as .... the petltioners
present.practice, at least,, of the elective fran- ] were reader to prove." See the pet itima, ib. p. 518,
chise) _atno impre_inn of national calamity, no [ in which it is asserted, that at this time (1793)
c_.nwetinn of ministerial error, no abhorre_ace of I lb0 members owe their elections en.ttreay to
dlsastmuswar, are sufl_cient to stand a_ainst that peers: and that forty peers l_urn eighty-one
corrupt influence which has mixed itself with members.
ejection, and which dmwm and stifles tbe popular Parl. Reg. anno1793, p.38&--Mr. Grey, now
voice" _arl Grey.--" Were the evils of the American

Woedfall's Debates, anno 1797, ill. 3°J.-- war nothing ? These were, in his mind, entk-ely
Charles .Foz.--There m'a lumping" consideration owing .t° the unequal,,and corrupt representation
.... which, now more than ever, ought to make in parliament.
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no Pretender in existence _ France, instead Well then : by a standing army it is that
of a cause of fear, an object of compassion--- we are governed : and a standing army__ a
three-and-fifty thousand men necessary to be

Note that, in the very nature of the case, to a
kept up to prevent a second revolution ! In very considerable amonnt, though it be impos-
the same year of the last century, as this is of sible to say to what amount_ the number cannot
the present one, ouzgreat-grandfathers--what but have been "--so from the very first, even
would they have said to such a numher?_onr Walpole himself declared it to be _ superfluous
great-grandfathers, m in whose days_ a Pro- and excessive : the excesshaving for its cause the
tender continually threatening from abroad, principle of the inseparable union between waste
and at home a strong party, even after a de- and corruption, as already brought to view.
feat, were still strong enough to keep on foot
matter for another rebellion, which in twenty- Years of ordi_.arydemand. Ez_fa demand.
eight years from that time, actually broke

out ! In the same year of the last, as this is vm_. IN_ !ve,_ Numh,_ ¢_,_ Nu,_b_of the present century, what was the whole sol_,_ S_d_ _oJd,e_.
number demanded and provided for this same 1717 16,000 1767 16,754 1728 2"2,955
service ? Answer : 16,000, and no more ; 17_9 17,709 1768 17_265 1734 25,734

1736 17,704 1769 17,142 ]740 28,852
not so much as one-tilled of the number ac- 1737 17,704 1775 17,547 1741 29,033
tuslly in demand, as above. Walpole, then 173s 17,704 1774 18,024 1742 &5,554

1752 IS,S57 1786 14,sso 1746 a3,030
in opposition, opposing even that number on 17gs 18,857 1787 14,140 1770 23,000
the ground of alleged excess.* 1764 17,532 1788 14,380 1771 23,442

1765 17,421 1789 17,448 1784 21_05

• Upon a necessarily hasty search, made into 1766 1.7,306 179o 17,448
such documents as happen to lie within my know-
ledge and my reach,- the following are the e.• From Chandler's Debates, years 1717,
amounts of such part of the army, as appears to 1726, 1729, 1734, 1737, 1738, 1740, 1741_ 1742.
have been employed-- employed for the same From Almon's Debates, 1752, 1753, 1764, 1765_
sort of service as that one above, for which the 1766, 1767, 1766, 1770, 1769, 1790. From An-
_3,000 have been employed. To match thepre- nual Register, 1769, 1771,1774,1784, 1736, 1767,
sent and last year, the years here exhibited, by 17_6. From Almon's Parliamentary Regxster,
the deseriptmn of years ofordlnary demand, have year 177&
all of them been years of mamfest and complete Shields and Monltiol*s --by these two appel-
peace. Out of the hundred years in question, no lations, two different sets of quotations, examples
more than 29 {it may be observed) are on this of which are hereinafter likely to be found, may
occasion brought to view. Of the comparative be designated : shields, composed ofquotations
smallness of this number, there have been three exhibiting opinions accordant with those hero
muses :--L About half the number of years have delivered, and having for their object the defend.
been years of actual war. 2. Of the remaining ing those opinions against the scorn or hostile

fifty or thereabouts, being years of peace (i. e. terror of those, in whose eyes, by the eingle word
years in no part of any of which was war actually innovation, be the proposition what it may, an
carried on,) t_eut!/-nine was the only number, objection, and that acenduslve one, is afforded :
concerning which, in the sources of informanon of these an exemplification has just been seen :-
in question, any information could be found, In monitgons, composed of quotations from persons
consideration of their being so nsarly in agree- who-- beingabsolutely, and, generally speaking,
merit with each other, and at the same time form- more or less well-informed as it may have hap-
ing so considerable a ma_ority, twenty out of the pened -- have, by one means or other, common-
twenty-nine are here inserted, under the above ly by that presumption which is so natural an
head of years of ordinary demand. In the case aceoaJpaniment of power, by what means soever
of the remaining nine years_ ranked, as will be obtained--been led into the misadventure of
seen, under the contrasted head of years of extra betraying, at any rate, relative ignorance, -- by
demand, -- the circumstances of the times not their eagerness to overwhelm with the reproach

of ignorance men in inferior situations, whose
interests and wishes have been regarded as not

being, for any such purpose as the present, ca-
pable of being subjected to a l_'cular examina-
tion,--the very circumstance of the superiority accordant with theirs.
of the numbers, in so much smallor a number of As to the quotations employed as shield*, an
instances, has been regarded-as constituting an intimation given once for all_ may in this place
adequately conelueive proof , that in those years have its us_ In the plan itself, may be seen the
respectively there exisied some specie_ .cause of train of reasoning_ by which I was led to the se-
alarm, -- either from within or from without, or veral particular conclusions : in the formation of
but]h --of sugh a nature, as to cause the condi, that train of reasoning, no opinions drawn from
tion of those years to make an approach more or any external source bore any part: hence it ls_
less considerable to the condition of war years, that, _ unless what regards the narrowness there

How (it may he asked) -- how is it thatj by given to the extent of the electoral franchise be
_elatmtion for war to he carrledon abx'oad, in. regarded as an exception, _ in no instance has it
crease should he given to the number of troops happened, that the opinions here e-mployed as
aaployed or provided forhomeeervice? Answer sh/e/ds had served in the character of sources of
--Th_ are raised and kept at homein tendinous judgment or invention : the formation of the
so be employed in fo-etgn sextice: and till they nion having, in every instance, pceceded the ms-
are thus _nployed, they are not distinguishable covery of the external support.

Not that I couht ever suppose mysetf exempt
from those _ to no other than lime set- from the yoke of that neeesuty, -- by which, onviee_
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standing army of the magnitude which has each man from communicating with every
been seen :-- this, this is the sort of instru- other ?-- on pain of death, to prevent every
ment, without which, it is said, we could not man who is not, from speaking his mind to
be governed; and by which,--so long as the any one who is a soldievT
constitution, in the form into which it has Oh1 but the fault, whatever it is, it is
been moulded, lasts,--it is the intention of always the fault of the people : --behaving
those that govern us that we shall be governed, continually worse and worse, they must con-
And this is that constitution -- that Match- tinually be treated with more and more just
less Constitution m in the praises of which, severity: --the sinners for their own sins--
those whose opulence or power have been the non-sinners for the sins of the sinners
produced by, or are dependent on, the abuses so long as any of them are left alive .... •
of it, never tire. And in this Constitution we No : at this time --at any time, on the
have a Parliament:--and in this Parliament part of the people, any extensive discontent,
a House of Commons :--and m this House of that has ever manifested itself, never has it
Commons a mask for a military government been the fault of the people. Discontent?
of its own erection :--and this mask so trans- No : patience --too much patience n in that
parent an one ! and, under this military govern- has been their fault-- their only fault : a sad
ment, so long as the musk remains _ under fault that : --and, unhappily, under every
this inilitary government are we to lie down, government but an adequutely representative
now and for ever, prostrate and contented, government m under which atone the con-

Well : the United Statesnthe seat of re- cerns which are those of every man, are left
presentative der_ocracp, alias anarchy_what without restraint to the discourse of every
plots, real or pretended, have they, or have man-- an incurable one. The people ? What
they ever had, in their bosom ? What standin 9 interest have they in being governed badly ?
army is it that they have ? On the subject --in having their universal interest sacrificed
of those concerns, which are the concerns of to any separate and adverse interest? But
every man, what laws have they to prevent the men by whom they have been governed

--the interest which these men have had in
many of the most important occasions of hfe, all governing badly -- in governing as they have
humankind are condemned to speak and to a_t, governed--this interest has here been made
upon no firmer ground than thut of derivative manifest, or nothing can be.
judgment: --not that any such continually dis-
proved fancy could ever tor a moment huve had
place in my thoughts,- but thah on any ques- SECTION IV.
tion or subject, those excepted on which a as/f-

formed judgment had been ibrmed by me, it has SOLE REMEDYIN PRINCIPLE_ DEMOCRATIC
never happened to me to see, in my own instance, ASCENDENCY.
any use in the endeavour to present anything SUCH being the disease, behold now the
to the pubhc eye. Ascribing to my own opinion, remedy _ the only remedy : he for whose
taken by itself, as httle intrinsic weight as it is
possible for any other person to ascribe to it, _ nerves it is too strong, let him, as soon as
never giving it as worth anything, and by this the irritation pains him, -- take warning and
only means making sure of never giving it for shut his eyes against it ; let him shut his eyes,
more than it was worth,--accordingly so it is, and prepare his neck for a yoke, the pressure
that, in the reatons subjoined to it by way of sup* of' which will continue on the increaSe, till
port, they having been the consldcratiens from
which the judgment expressed by it had been de- * So long as, in any shape, offences, having
duced, -- in these reasons may be seen the only for their obj_.ct ielief from the mischief of rots-
claim, which I could ever regard any opimons of rnle, are committed, -- the Laws, whatever they
mine as possessing to the pubhc nonce, are, that have been made for the punishment of

As to innovatwn, _in the instance of every them, are thereby proved insuttlcxent; and thus
man, by whom, under that name, any proposed I it is, that, for the self-came otFenees_ fresh and
measure is held up to view in the character of a fresh Laws, continually increasing in extent anct
just object of horror or terror--let it be judged severity, must be made.
whether, by the importance attached to that Theory as well aS praotice_ is not this become
universally irrelevant argument_ an acknowledg- already a maxim of govern n._ent_--is not this b_..
ment is not made of a sort of incapacity of fra- come the very character of- the government _ 1As
ruing, in relation to the sub_ect_ any self-formed as you are_you are more and more oppressed gea-
judgment __ a sort of incapacity of producing any dually : __ senk relief_ forcibly, or be it ev_ so
arguments that are not irrelevant ones, Of the peaceably _ you are oppressed and crushed _a-
consciou_nessofanysuchsenseofincapacity--if denh,. When all hands are cut o_, lest ey
not humility, at any _te toleration as towar_ I shou'ld write treason--all eyes put out_ lest _ey
dissentients should be a natural, and would be [ should, read treason__ all t_ngues cut out_ teat
a more becoming result: unhappily, pertinacity I they should speak treason--then it is _
and intolerance are full as apt to have place in I climax of precautionarywisdom win be atan ena.
the inverse as in the dlreet ratio of the sound. [ --Yes: then, indeed I buthow much earlier? Not
ness of the judgment-- of the degree in which at all : unless_ in some part of this or s future
appropriate intelleo_ual aptitud_ haspLace, _ century--as towards the close of the seventeenth-- the veople-- soldiers and all --dmadd become
and of the quantity of appropriate informatic¢_ eJ'crtlLa//*J"tiredof such theoi'yandsuchpraetiee.possessed.
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either convulsion breaks it, or existence sinks been anarehgfwcould it have been so much
under it. This remedy w two words, viz. as demoeracy f But read his plan--one of
democrat/ca/¢_eendencl/, will, in principle, suf- the few schemes of legislation, to which the
rice for the expression of it. Taking this for authors have been at the same time able and
the general description of the end,--parlia, willing to give the support of reasons. Read
mentary reform will next make its appearance his plan, and with it read his reasons : they
1o the character of a mea_s: parliamentary re- are contained in a letter dated August 15,-
form in general as a proposed means: radical 1783, and addressed to ,' Lieutenant-Colonel
parliamentary reform, as the only means, by Sharman, commander of the Volunteers, Ire.
which either that immediate end, or the ulti- land." Some ipse-dizltism in it about r/ghts,
mate end -- political salvation, can, in the might, in point of reasoning, though perhaps
nature of the case, be accomplished, not in point of power of persuasion, have

Without any outward and visible change in been spared : but, setting aside the ipse-d_ri-
the forms of the constitution,--bythe means t/sm, -- better and sounder, and closer rea-

ulready indicated, by the mere instrumentality soning, is not often to be found. Never yet
of the ever-increasing mass of the matter of has that man been found who durst grapple
good operating in the hands of the crown in with it. Men shut their eyes against it, and
the character ofmattcrofcorruptive influence, write and talk as if it had never been in ex-

have the two separate, partial, and sinister istence.*
interests,--viz, the monarchical and the at/s- Now in this changemfor unless the plague
tocratlcal, --obtained over the democratica/ continues and spreads, a change there must
interest (which is no other than the universal be--in this change, is there any innovation
interest,) not only an ascendency--but an No: in substance there is not so much as
ascendency so complete, that, under the out- an innovation. The one thing needful is
side show of a mixed and limited monarchy, that the power of the purse should be aetn-
a monarchy virtually and substantially abso- ally and effectively in the hands of the real
lute is the result, representatives, the freely chosen deputies of

Without any outward and visible change in the body of the people: thepower of the purse,
the forms of the coostitution_though waste that being the power bythe exercise of which,
already committed cannot be caused not to for the defence of the people against Stuart
have been commltted -- though past misrule tyranny, all other needful powers were ae-
cannot be caused not to have reigned _ yet quired. Now, at various periods in the history
may the plague be stayed. To the demo- of this country, this all-productive power was
cratical, to the universal interest, 91ve--one actually in the hands of the people : witness
might almost say, restore_that ascendency statute after statute : witness in one reign,
which by the confederated, partial, and sivis- viz. the splendid and unhappily conquering
ter interest has been so deplorably abused, reign of Edward IIL, and at thirty-two years
and so long as it continues, will continue to interval, two statutes, by each of which the
be abused :--thus yonhave the remedy: this annual holdingof a parliament--andin those
is what parliamentary reform will do, if it days parliaments annually holden were an-
does anything: this is what parliamentary re- nuaLly changed _ was declared to be the 1e-
form means, if it means anything, gitimate state and condition of the govern-

This, in the year 1780, and again in 1783, ment.
was the declared wish -- the accomplishment Now, if in those days-- in those days in
of it the avowed, the official, the parliamen- which the press was unknown--in which
taryendeavour of the late Duke of Richmend: scarce any man but a priest could so much as
a duke--and with royal blood, though from
a sinister channel, flowing in his veins : al- • Existence, however, it has, and--viz, at
ready, even at the earliest of those two pe- Hone's, 55, Fleet-street, and 67, Old Bailey;

Hone being editor of the Reformer's Register
riods, a veteran : a veteran -- not only in the that existence may even at this day be had |br
army, but in parliament, in office, and of twopence. The titleia--TheRightoftbePeople
course in high office. His declared object to Univenal suffrage and Annual Parliaments,
was _ the restoring to the people what by clearly demoostrate_ by the late Duke of Rich.
him were regarded as their mtal/cmable rights: mond.--In this letter of his, the Duke is against
and what, _ taking the word right in a cer- :eeres_l ofsu:fru_e. By a sort of sentimentality,
rain altogether usual sense, though assuredly wire perhaps a little of self.zegarding interest,
not in a legal sense, may with indisputable .]_.rcei'.ved.orunLmceived, attbebo..tt_m_of it, washis objectmn _ for such as it m, there is but one
propriety be said to be so:_his object_ --:dictated. A little furthe_on, it maybeseen
givingto the people those rights : his declared what a contrast the Duke's logic on this bead
and prindpal raceme _ aniversal su_age and makes with that which had dictated what he has
an mmualty mewed House of Commons. _ mid on the two other& As to his b//t_ date of
Now this peer _ this duke_ what object it anno 1780, it is not to be found in the P_rlia-

men_ry Re .b_..ter, but was published by itself,
lem good thaa t/ds could have been his ob- arst (it is safd) by RJdgway. and just now (Feb.
ject?--what ifisezpectafion? Could it have 1817,) byHone.
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read--and in which there was nothing worth like it: what we want is, under the existing
the reading-- no-- not so much as the bible forms of subjection, the ascendency _ the

to be read; _ if in those days, in which virtual and effective ascendency--of the de-
standing armies were unknown, the people mocratie interest : this is all we are absolutely
could, without danger to themselves or any- in need of: with this we should be content:
body else, possess and exerdse the power of with less than this it is in vain to speak of
the purse ;-- if in those days of ignorance content: for less than tiffs cannot save us.
and barbarism, all this could be ;-- in these Look to negative experience. While, in the
our days, under the protection of such a fo- language of legitimacy and tyranny, and of
rest of bayonets ;-- in these our days, in the venal slavery that craw]s under them, de-
which every man either reads or hears his mocracy and anarchy are synonymous terms.
newspaper--and in which everything that, --see whether, on the whole surface of the
in this part of the field at least, man can need globe, there is, or ever has been, anywhere
for his instruction, may be to be foundin news- so much as a single example, from which this
papers ;---in these days, shall blind cowardice, abuse of words can receive countenance.
or tyranny in the skin of cowardice, find in Look once more at the United States, and
pretended universal ignorance a pretext for see whether, on the habitable globe, there
scorning universal suffrage ? But of this more exists anywhere so reyular, so well-regulated
in an ensuing section, a government.

But enough, and already too much, of the Look not to Greece or Ita_/: look not to
endlessly mischievous absurdity involved in ancient or to middle ages : look not to any
the word innovation. What I is evil converted self-actln 9 democracy. Compared with the
into good by being old ? -- good into evil by democracy here in question--compared with
being new? What[ is experience worth no- a representative democracy -- a demoeracyin
thing? In toothless infancy is there more which the sole power exercised by the people
wisdom than in grey hairs ? From self-con- is that of choosing their deputies, and in those
tradictory nonsense, let us come to common deputies their rulers, -- whatever else has
sense : from long past and widely dissimilar, been called democracy, has had nothing of
let us come to the present state of things, democracy but the name.

In the ascendency of the democratic inte- Well then : forasmuch as in democracy,
rest,- to anything but the continuance of though it be American democracy, a total
unconstitutionally usurped and most perni- democracy, -- forasmuch as in a democracy,
eiouslyabused power, isthercanythe slightest standing by itsel£ without support from any-
show of danger?---in any determinate and as- thing but itself, there be no such thing as
signable shape, any the smallest ground for danger -- no diminution of security for per-
apprehension ? What shall decide ? Shallit son, property, reputation, condition in life,
be emperience_ Well: by experience, and religious worship--in a word, for anything
that as well in its negative asits positive shape, on which man sets a value,-- what ground
the decision is pronounced, can the nature of the ease afford, for any ap-

Look to positive experience : behold it in prehension of danger--in a partial demo.
the American United States. There you eracy, with monarchy a_ld aristocracy by the
have -- not merely democratic ascendency-- side, and at the head of it, for its support ?
democratic ascendency in a mixed government for its support, and for keep_g it in order, a
-- but democracy-- pure democracy, and no- standing army -- a conquering-- an xrrems-
thing else. There youhave--not one demo- tible standing army --that grand instrument
cracy only, but a whole cluster of democracies: of order -- all around it ?
there, allis democracy; all is regularity, trano Well then: such being in general terms
quillity, prosperity, security: continual seen- the instrument-- and the only possible in-
rity, andwithit continuallyinereusing, though strument-- of political salvation, now as to
with practicalequality divided, opulence. All, the principles by which the app//eat/on made
all is democracy: no aristocracy; no mon- of it requires to be guided.
arehy; _1 that dross evaporated. As for us, At present, the caule of the _ is
we need no such purity; we could not brook this: viz. the ride is completely in. .thehands
it: the dross has a glitter un it; our eyes of thuse whose interest it is -- theLr mterest,
are used to it,_that glitter: we cannot part and thence of necessity their desire, and, us
with it. With us, so far as consists with ha- far as depends upon them, the determination
tional salvation, possession not only of pro- --that the mlmfle should continue:_the
perry but of power, even though that power thing required is--leaving the executive Imrt
bebutatrast, isasacredthing: theut/pos- of the government whore it is_ m t?order
ddet/s principle, as in international law a matters, that the controuling part ot _ go..
well known and frequently applied, su in in- vernment shall be in the hands of those whose
ternal government, a sacred principle. Well, interest it is that good government s_ take
let us keep it then--the whole of it: not i place of misrule: of misrule i_ every sn_..,
pure democracy do we want, nor anything and more particularly in the two moot intl.
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mately cormected and mutlmlly fosteringnot (_or in this country isever likelyto
shapes-- waste and corruption, corruption exist) any such large and misceHancous body
and waste. Now these are the whole body of men, of whom the majority maynot, even
of the people, two classes alone excepted : in such a case as this, be expected, and with
viz. those by whom a loss in the shape of reason, to act with a degree of felicity uric-
money, and those by whom a loss in the shape quate to the purpose. For, in respect of those
of power (not to speak of faetifions dignity) concerns which, to each individual taken by
would be sustained or apprehended from the himself, are of still superior importance
change I As to what regards money, the uti viz. physic, law, and religion , for example
possidetis principle being received and acted every man who is not, in his own eyes, com-
upon, -- supposing delinquency out of the petent to make, on the ground of his own
question, the only loss that could befal any- self-formed judgment, the choice of an agent
body would be, loss of the chance of in- or assistant, does he not feel himself reduced
crease. As to what regards power, in this to the necessity of acting on the ground of
shape it cannot be denied, that, of any change, derivative judgment ? -- in a word, on the

by which misrule could on the whole, or ground of public opinion f -- and, under the
any considerable part, be made to cease,-- yoke ot this, as well as so many other neces-
loss of power actually in possession m and sities, the business of life--of private, of
that to no inconsiderable amount-- would be domestic life -- goes on in the way we see.
an altogether inevitable consequence. Loss Of private life ? Well, and why not also of
of money ? Yes I But of what money ? Of public life. Of the business of each ._ Well,
money at present expected to be received as and why not then the business of allY* And

the wages of corruption. Loss of power ? • Reader, mark well the following parallel:
Yes I But of what power ? Of that power when read. _o back a few pages, apply it to
which at present, for the purchase of the pages 5 an¢_8.
wages of corruption in the shape of money, I. Under mixed Monarchy -- Britlah Consti.
as well as other shapes, is perpetually on sale. tutlon.

Before proceeding any farther, up comes 1. Falling off"of the receipts of this last year,
(it must be confessed) a question, the title of ending 5th January 1817, as compared with those
which to an answer cannot admit of dispute, of the last preceding one, £9,083,108.
In the case of so vast a multitude of indivi- 2. Receipts of the same year, ending 5th of
duals, of the vast majority of whom it were January 1817_ £57,360,694.

3. Proportion of the amount of the de_cicncy
too much to suppose that they had any tole- to that of the receipt, about one.aixth.
ruble acquaintance with the business of go-
vernment --how is it that there can be any II. Under Representative.. Dcmoera_.--.4msrl..can United States Constztutzon.
adequate probability of their concurring in 1. Receipts of thelast year (ending five days ear-
the making a tolerably apt choice, in regard lier than the above, British)--dollars 47,000,000.
to the personsby whom itshallthusbe car- 2.Deduct payments and appropriationthat
riedon ? sameyear,38,000,000.

The short answer is _that, as the matter 3. _urplus remaining in the treasury, appli-
stands, the question is but a question of cu- cable in discharge of the public debt, 9,000,000.
riosity and theory. That, for the purpose in Proportion of the surplus to the expenditure,about one-fourth.
question, a choice sufficiently apt can be made 4. Public debt at the end of the last year, dol-
--/s habitual]ymade- and, with entire con- Iars 110,000,000. Amount in pounds sterling, the
fidence, may be reasonably depended upon-- dollar about M. about _7,500,000.
is, by the American examples above referred The British sums are taken from the Com.
to, put altogether out of doubt. The question mens' House document, 3d February 1817: the
is, then, reduced to t/ds: viz. in what, among American from that which follows :--

tPIorning Chrouiclc_ Jan. 2, 1817: Extract
the cirenmstances belonging to the case, are from the ltfessage, transmitted by the Pre:ident
we to look for the cause of a state of things, of the United States of America, to both Houses
of the existence of which there cannot be a of Con_e.tr, Dee. 3, 181_
doubt,--but which, in a distant and abstract " It l_as been estzmated, that during the year
view of it, presents itself as thus improbable, lb16" the actual receipts of revenue at the trea-

For _,;vin_,immediete faeilit,_ to the answer sury, incmding the balance at the commencement
"_ ¢".', _ ..... _. -_ _ _--'-' of the year, and excluding the proceeds of loans

a _on no less I_mu_ In xtsell, _uan anR _a=.,_, ,_am _l] om_.mt tn about the sum
important in its consequences, mav here be i "_ -'_Y.':_ "_0' .......... d-uri the same, . ...... .. ..... of 47 mzllunur qfdollar:: that, ng
yronght to vte w. sins is -- the umunetmn year, the actual payments at the treasury, inelu-
between a self-formed and a derivative judg- dung the payment of the arreamges of the war
merit, On the ground of any self.formed I de_ent, as well rathe paym.ent of a c0nsi-
-;,,a,,,,,o,,_ low indeed _uld in a ease such I aerame excess Devoun me aunu_ approprumon,

q  "tion, to withI amount thosumof
,my tolel_ble .d_r. ee .of.. wisdom or felidt.y: [ [, E,t_mated-] For to the whole of the year,
-- true: but nmther ._ _t _ess so, that on the [podtive ,tatement could not be applied, near a
ground of derieative judgment , there exmts [ month of it being at that time still _o come.
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note, that on this occasion, the prul_bility of not, by the iniheuce of Mersta_din9, re_
making any such choice as shall be not only or impoted, on understating, exerdse, for
foolish but mischievous_ (and in so far as it the most part, the same effective power
is not practically mischievous, no matter how produce, for the most part -- eo far as con*
foo|ish it is) is not only circumseribed_ but cerns possession of the seats _ the mine el.
circumscribed within very narrow limits, by fects as now? Possession of the scats?_
the nature and number of the individuals, Yes; viz. in the case of those, in whose eyes,
who, on an occasion such as that in questions after the necessary change, on the only terms
can offer themselves, with any the least pro- on which they would be to be had, these
spect of finding acceptance at the hands of seats would be worth having. But among
the majority of so large a multitude as that those by whom the office is at present poe-
in question : say at least, several thousands, sessed-- possessed, and on each occasion, at
True it is, that were the electors, for example, each man's pleasure, the functions that be-
the parishioners of a small parish, --many long to it either exercised or neglected, --
might be the instances in which it might how many are there in whose eyes it would
happen, that foolish and ignorant men might, be worth possessing, if at all times the j_nc-
in considerable and those preponderant hum- tlons could not be left neglected, except when,
bers, agree in the choice of some artful and under the spur of sinister interest, the power
profligate man of their own level and their of it came of course to be abused ?
own set, -- by whom, to his own private and Well-- and suppose, among 658 members
sinister purposes, their confidence would be _ (for the supposition, that number may do
abused. But when--whether it be in re- as weU as another,)--among the 658 mem-
spect of territory as well as population, or bers, returned under a system of democratic
in respect of population alonemthe electoral ascendency, ten knaves should be found plot-
circle is of any such large dimensions as those ring and confederating with one another
in question, all such individual and private (though what in that case could they be
causes of seduction and deception arc alto- gainers by any such plotting?)--and four-
aether out of the question: no man can either score and ten fools foolish enough to be led
propose himself, or be reasonably expected to by them. In such a case, what is the mischief
be proposed, but upon the ground of some they would be able to do ?
reputed qualification, of his possession of Alas ! how happy would not the state of
which, supposing him to possess it, the whole things be in comparison of what it is, if there
population of the electoral district will be in were not more than thrice ten knaves oceu-
some sort in the possession of the means of pied without ceasing, not only in the plotting
judging, of mischief, but in the doing it and carrying

Butofallqualifications, real or imaginable, it into effect l_more than thrice ten such
the qualification, such as it is, which consists knaves-- (or, if it be but once, the once is
in the possession of property to such an but too sufficient) -- and more than thrice
amount as to draw attention, is at the same fourscore and ten,--in whom, in a propor-

time the very qualification, concerning the tion altogether indeterminable,--the knavery
possession of which men m general are best of following, with eyes wide open, at the tail
satisfied with their competence to form a right of the knaves, _ and the folly of suffering
judgment, --and that on which, in proportion themselves to be led, with winking, or half-
to its real virtue in the character of presump- closed, or carelessly, or purposely averted
tire evidence of appropriate aptitude, the eyes,--are combined.*
greatest reliance is,_by men in general, and
in particular by the most uninformed classes, i _¥oudfall's Debat_ anno 1797, col ill p,316.--C/_r/ee Fo_;.--" I my that it is demon.

wont to be placed.
The men who at present determine the stated, beyond the power of subterfuge to ques.tion, that genuine representation alone _ gxve

course of election by the influence of will on solid power, and that, in o_er to make ttle go-
will--these same men, in the event of the vernment strong, #hcpeople m_t make the_

proposed change _ these same men, and in a vernmcnt. I say, that you ought to set on thia_and ,na_m of politlcal _dom th_ denny.
proportion much more likely to outstrip than 'trated, and call on the people according to me
to fall short of their deserts, _ would they priginal principles of your system to the drength

_f your government; _ I my, that in doing
do//ar#; and that consequently at the close of the _ouwill not inno_te--you will not infitaLe_
year, there will be a surplus in the treasury ot meaning the French Constitution, which hehad
about the sum of 9 mtHio_ of dolta_s ..... sen speaking of)--" you will only t_t_ to
Theflostingdebtoftreasrrynotmandtemporary me path of the Constitution o! _ xn
loans, will soon be e_tirely discharged. The raking the peop/e of England a ¢munt_ewc part
aggregate of the funded debt_.c_npo_ _ debts f the govvrnment of Ez_gla_ _, _ oo no more
incurred during the wars or rl_ ram.m ?o_ _an restore th¢_genuine edtfl_ dzdgn_ and
has been mtim_ed with reference tO the let Ot i fi_med byour anc_m_."
January next (1817,) at a sum not exceeding one ParL Reg. auno 179_ p.._..--M'¢. G_q/, now
hundred and ten millione of della_ Earl Grey. -- *' In brlii_mg forwazd th_ bu_
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Ascendency? Yes; ascendency it mustbe: praise would be that they were inoperative,
nothing less will serve, must not be in any such proportion of force,

Talk of mixture : yes, this may serve, and as to destroy, or materially to impair, the
mast serve: but then, the intrinsically noxi- efficiency of the only essentially useful one.
ous ingredients-- the ingredients which must Talk o£ balance : never will it do: leave
be kept in, though for no better reason than that to Mother Goose and Mother Black-
that we are used to them _ and being so stone. Balaneel balance] Politicians upon
used to them, could not bear-- (for who is roses _ to whom, to save the toil of thinking
there that could bear?)--to part with them --on questions most wide in extent, and
_these ingredients, of which the greatest most high in importance--an allusion--an

emblem--an anything--so as it has been
heSS, he was aware how ungracious it would be, accepted by others, is accepted as conclusive
for that House to show that thc_/are net the real evidence-- what mean ye by this your ba-
represeutatlves of the people.'"

Ibid. ix 379. _ Mr. Gr .ey/,now Earl Grey. _ lance f Know ye not, that in a machine of
" Why should innovations of the prerogutlve any kind, when forces balance each other, the
be watched with lees jealousy, than innovations in machine is at a stand? Well, and in th_
favour of the popu/ar part of the constitution ?" machine of government, immobility-- the

ParLReg. anno1793,p. 380.--Afr. Grey, now perpetual absence of all motion _ is that the
Earl Grey. --" On looking into the journals of
the 24th of May 1784, he found a motion made, thing which is wanted ? Know ye not that
that the King's speech should be read, wherein -- since an emblem you must have-- since
his Majesty says, that he would be always de- you can neither talk, nor attempt to think,
sirous to concur with his parliament, in support- but in hieroglyphics _ know yon not that, as
ing and maintaining in their just balance the in the ease of the body natural, so in the ca_
rights of every branch of the legislature." of the body politic, when motion ceases, the

Parl. Reg. anne 1793, ix 387.--_$fr. Grey, now body dies ?Earl Grqv. --" Are all these innovations to be
made, in order to increase the influence of the So much for the balance: now for the ra_x-
executive power ? _ and is nothing to be done in turc _ the mixture to which, as such, such
favour of the popular part of the constitution, to virtue is wont to be ascribed. Here is a form
act as a counterpoise _"

Pad. Reg. anno1793,ix 407.--Commons.--"A of government, in which the power is divided
modem author of great eloquence," [E. l_urke, among three in_crests: -- the interest of the
aouo 17707], says Mr. Erskine, now Lord great body of the people--of the mam./;_
Erskine, "speaking of those changes in the and two separate intere_s_the interest of
_English governm- eat, truly said, ' The virtue, the one and the interest of the few -- both of
ap'mh and essence of a House of Commons, con- which are adverse to it :-- two separate and
mats m its bcin_ the express image of the feel- narrow interests, neither of which _s kept on
ings of the nauon. It was not instituted to be a foot _but at the expense, to the loss, and
controul upon the people, as of late it has been
taught by a doctrine of the most pernicious ten- by the sacrifice, of the broader interest. This
dency,but as a controulfer the pcopla' " form of government (say you) has its advan-

ParL Reg. anne 1793, p. 417. _Sir Willlam rages. Its advantages ? -- eompa:ed with
O,Z _4Y_ n_'. _ A delegation of members to that what ?--compared with those iorms of go-

House, ought ever to be .... of Lmso_ having vernment, in which the people have no power
one common interest with those who sent them at all, or in which, ff they have any, they
there." So much for Frinciple : now forfact. have not so much ? Oh yes: with any suchWho were the persons in the parenthesis here
marked as omitted ? .4namer _" Gentlemen form of government for an object of compa-
answering the description of those whom he then risen, its excellence is unquestionable. But,
addre_edo" Could this have been serious ?-- compare it with a form of government in
was it not irony ? which the interest of the people is the only

_reParLad.--"Bef'str,annoimmntain"1793, thatp" 46&--Mr.thereoughtW_zt'tobe" interest that is looked to--in which neither
a. eommunlty of interest between the people and a single man, with a separate and adverse in-
their representatives." terest of his own, nor a knot of men with a

ParL Reg. anne 1793. lx 468._Mr. WAit. separate and adverse interest of their own,
_eag--" We wish onl_ to restore to the demo- are to be found _ where no interest is kept
eracy that power which it ought to possess." up at the expense, to the loss, by the sacrifice,

Works of Sir WilliamJones, by Lord Telgn. of the universal interest to it,-- where is
mou_*, voL viii. p. _ --" SReeeh on the re-
formation of Parliament," sp6ken anne 1782, tl_en the excellence f
May 28, at the London Tare/n, afterwards pen- i Nay, but (says somebody,) in the form of
ned and Imhli_ed by himself.--" It is t_e," government in question, what the supreme
says _qir W'dliam Jone# in tl_ _ " that the universal power is_ is a compound _a
the sp/dt of the constitution ought not to be mixture of the three powers corresponding
ehanged:"[no, in m fsras good-: in , faru to the three interests: what the excellence

bad. nbt?l"itis_that_,why ] " " fa_ theformonght produced by it is in, is_not any one of the
net to be _: and I will now demonstrate three ingredients taken by itself: no _it is
thatthe__'tofourco_timtionrequiresarepr_, them/xture. Take away any one of the three
_ttat_°fthelzeplemrarlyeclua_andnearlYmasses_ntoerm/.w of power, the mixture is changed:
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the excellence is diminished:--take away attributes ! Comes the persecution of the
any two of them, mixture has place no longer: Stuarts, and democracy-- representative de-
- the excellence vanishes, moeracy is planted in America, with nothing

Good--this notion about mixture: Oh but monarchy to hang over it:_comes the
yes, good enough, so long as the respective persecution of the G , the monarchy is
natures of the several interests are kept out now cut up :--and now the salutiferous plantt
of sight. Look at them, and then see who- establibbed in its own roots, cleared of every
ther it be possible that, taking the power of weed that had choked it, shines in all its pu.
the people for the simple substance, --by the rity, --rears and spreads itself, with match-
adding to it either or both of the two other less, and enviable, and envied, and hated, and
powers, and thus making a m_rture, _ any dreaded vigour. By the mere passing from
such qm_lity as excellence, with reference to the one country to the other--oh what a host
what belongs to the szmple substance taken of plagues and miseries in detail N major each
by itself, can be produced, in itself, minor compared with the two capital

A form of government, in which the in- ones--did it not leave bchindl Well worth
tel est of the whole is the only interest pro- taking and holding up to view would be the
vJdcd for--in which the only power is a hst of these abuses: but, for any such task,
power having for its object the support of the present is no place.
_hat interest,--in this term of government ]No.--but for the English Constitution,
behold the simple substance. To this simple democraq/, the only democracy worth the
substance add, separately or conjunctively, name. never could have been known. Oh
a power employed in the support of the in- rare English Constitution 1--there, there is
_erest of one single person, and a power era- thy greatest--there thy only lasting praisel
ployed in the support of the interest of a Balance _ equably? No: I cannot say equa.
comparatively small hnot of persons, -- in hty, when what I mean is ascendency. Pal-
either of these cases you have a mixture : -- sled would be this hand--motionless this
well: compared, then, with the simple sub- pen--if, tbr the first time in a life, already
stance, when and where can be the advan- of some length, it were to attempt deception.
rages of this mivture ? Ascendency--this I do mean, nothing less :

What--what could man ever find to say more I do not mean_indeed I do not. The
in behalf of monarchy, but that monarchy is monarch may, for aught I know, plunge his
h.q,tlmaey f--or in behalf of aristocracy, but hangman's knife in my bowels ; but I am not
that property is virtue _ for " cashiering kings." The one thing need-

Fair questions these : -- should any man ful and sufficient fur the purpose _ this I
feel disposed to answer them, letthe answers would have if [ could: this I would have if
be so too: and let them not -- Oh ! let them I could, whatever were its name. More than
not! be either imprisonment or death! this--not being in my view needful for the

Go to the flour-mill : get a sack of flour, purpose--more I would not have if I could.
in which there is flour, and nothing else :-- For any more than for myself-- for any more
make bread of lt, -- there you have the sire- than myself--no title have I to speak. In
pie substance. In making your bread, add speaking thus ibr myself, I speak what I
now to the flour some powder of chalk, with should expect to fred the sense-- so long as
or without some powder of burnt bones : in it were the quiet sense--of a vast majority
either case you have a m,xture. Well, in of the people--in two at lea_t of the three
either case, so long as you do not add to the kingdoms _ high and low, rich and poor to-
flour too much of that which is not flour, your gether. But, should the only remedy he re-
bread may- afford nourishment: it may give iused, oppression continue, and exasperation
to your constitution--to the constitution of rise against it, then it is not quiet sense that
your natural body--a support. But, from will speak, but exasperatmn : and, as to what
either of these two new ingredients, does this exasperation may say or do, who is there that
body of yours derive any nourishment ? the can undertake to measure it ?
constitution of it any support? your bread
anything that cau be called by the name of
exceUencee SECTION V.

Father of the representative system [ Orate REMEDY IN DETAIL: RADICAL PARLIAMEN-

Simon .De zIlontfort !--thou who, in giving TARY REFORM: ELEMENTARY ARRANGE-
birth to it-- without perhaps intending good MENTS IN TInS EmTmN OFXT --THEIR
to human being, save one-- didst to mankind NECESSITY.
more good than ever was done by any one
other mgrtal manikin giving birth to that IMMEDIATE cause of the mlschief_on the
most beneficent system, thou gavest birth to part of the men acting as representatives of
the only practicable democracy--to the only the people, coupled with adequate power a
democracy, of which extent beyond a nut- sinister interest, productive of a"constant m.
shell, or duration beyond a day, are attainable eritiee made of the interest of the people.
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of the above cause, _in the breasts Applied to the name of the quality univer.
of these same ageuts,--_u/=e indeperulence, selih£, the use of the adjunct virtual is--by
coupled with _m_te depem/tmee: independ- the limitation of which it gives intimation, to
enee as towards theiF principles; dependence distinguish it from unlimited universality of
as towards the C r- General, by whose suffrage ; m_mlted, or absolate, being the
ee tire in_u_ce the above-4nentioned degree of universally, which, but for the ap-
sacrifice is produced, plieation of some limitative adjunct, would,

Here. in the above elements--have, ia a according to the correct import of the word,
nutshell, may be seen the mischief and its be to be understood. Of absolute univer-
causes: _ against this mischief, revoletion selity, if, admitted, the effect would he--to
apart, behold in Parliamentary Reform the admit to the exercise of the franchise in qnes-
name of the only possible semedy, la these tion persons of various descriptions, none of
elements, when developed, may he seen-- whom would be capable of exercising it to
what radical reform is-- what the sort of re- the advantage either of others or of them-
form termed moderate i_; thence, what and selves. ]dio_s, and infants in leading-strings,
where the di/ference, may serve for examples,

The reform sketched out in the ensuing Byvirtuallyuniversalsuffrag_,whatImesn
plan being of the radical kind, --the advan- is--that which will remain of absolutely uni-
rages, by the consideration of which the se- versal suffrage, when from the number of
veral elementary arrangements contained in individuals designated by the word universal,
it were suggested, will there be found. But, all such defalcations shall have been made, as,
on the present occasion, what is required is by specific considerations, shall have been
-- from alt the several arrangements in ques- shown to be productive, each of them of a
tion, to showmthis having been the result benefit in some special shape: that benefit
oftbeinquirymthatwhile, byradlcaireform, being at the same time preponderant over
a remedy, and that an adequate one, would every inconvenience, if any such there be, re-
he applied, _by moderate reform, no remedy suiting from the limitation thus applied :
would be applied, or next to none. In brief, a limitation, viz. t_ the operation of the prin-
the undue independence would remain, and ciple, by which the comprehension of all in-
with it the undue dependence, terests, as far as practicable, is prescribed.

Thus far in generals: now for develop- If, in the instance of any one individual of
meat :-- the whole body oftbe people, it be right that

First point to be considered--situations, the factdty of contributing to the choice of a
in and to both which, to be effectual, the representative--to the choiceofa person, by
remedy must apply itself. These are-- whom, in the representative assembly, his

I. Situation of parliamentary electors, interest shall be advocated, be possessed and
2. Situation of parliamentary representa, exercised,--how can it be otherwise than

t/,_s, right, in the instance of any one other such
!. First, as to the situation of parliamen, person ? In this question, wz. in the impossl-

tar9 electors, bi]ity of finding an answer to it, unless it be
"lake for the deserlption of the ultimate in the case, and to the extent, of the several

end, advancement of the universal interest, defedcatious above alluded to, -- will, it is be-
In the description of this end is included ]ieved, be found contained the substance of
comprehension of all distinguishable par- the argument in support of universality ofsuf.

titular interests : viz. in such sort, that such frage.
of them, between which no repugnancy has If, in the instance of any one individual, it
place, may be provided for in conjunction,and be right that he should possess a share, of a
without defalcation :--while, in regard to such certain degree of magnttude, in the choxce of
of them, between which any such repugnancy a person, to form one in the aggregate body
has place, such defalcations, and such alone, of the representatives of the people, -- how
shall be made, as, when taken all together, can it be right that, in the instance of any
shall leave in the state of a maximum whatso- other individual, the share should be either
ever residuum of comfort and security may-be less or greater f In this question is contained
the result:--with exceptions to as sma/lan ex- the substance of the argument in support of
tent as possible, interests all to be advap.ced : practical equality of representation.
without any exception, an to be cous/dered; That which universality of suffrage has for

1. In the character ofameans, in this same its limit is--need of defalcation for divers
description is moreover included--if it be special causes or reasons: to give intima-
_ot rather the same thing in other words-- tion of this limit is the use of the adjunct
virt=al universality of s_faye, virtual. That which equality of representu-

2. In this same deception is moreover in- tion has for its limit is-- in the first place,
e]adad-- if it be not the same thing agni_ in the inconvenience, which in the shape of de-
other words _practical equali_ of represer_ lcaj, vexation, and expense, could not _d] to be

o_ suffr4ge, the reeldt of any endeavour, employed at any
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assignable point of time, .ts gLve existence to sort, as to give to the vote I dire_on, o_
absdute equality ; in the meat place, the ira- pesite to that which would be the remit of
possibility, resulting from the diversities of the regard entertained by the voter for such
which, in respectofincrease and decrease, the his share in the mdversal interest :_alwa_
quantity of the population is everywhere sus- supposed that, in the cue of such serf-regard°
eeptible ; viz..the impossibility of keeping on ing interest, the advantage corresponding to
foot--for any length of time, any such abso- it is regarded as eertdn of being received ;
lute equality, _ supposing it to have, in the which, in the case of a bribe for example, it
first instance, been established, always is.

3. In the same deseriptiou is, moreover, in. In the case of the vast majority of the num-
cludedfreedomofsuffrage:freedom, towhich , her of voters that would he produced by the
in the present instance, may be considered principleofuniversalsutfrage,--half-a.ff_nea,
as equivalent terms--geauineness and non. for example, or any interest equivalent to the
spurtousness, interest corresponding to that sum, ms)', under

To say that a suffrage ought to be free, a certainty of its being received, be stated u
what is it but to say-- that the will expressed abundantly sufficient for the purpose. But,
by it ought to be the very will of the person setting aside the case of an interest created
by whom it is so expressed ?--the will of by expectation of eventual good or evil
that person and of that person only ; his self- expected, as in that case, at the hands of some

firmed will, -- the product of his own jud 9- other person or persons, according to the ali-
ment, self-formed or derivative as the case rection known to have been given to the vote
may be, -- not produced by the knowledge or -- it is not in the nature of the case, that from
belief of the existence of any wall or wish, a vote given by a single oue out of any such
considered as entertained by any o_her per- large number of electors as is in question--
son, at whose bands the voter entertains an say for example three or four thousand--any
eventual expectation of receiving good or evil, assurance or operative expectation whatso-
in any shape : good or evil, according as, by ever, of any effective advancement of self-
him the said voter, the wishes of such other regarding interest to any such amount--no,
person, in relation to the matter in question, not so much as to any such amount as the
shall or shall not have been conformed to ? value of a single shilling-- should be enter-

In so far as, in the instance of any voter, tained by any man. By himself, nothing could
the vote which is given is, according to this the candidate in question, supposing himcho-
exphmation, and in this sense, not free, it is sen, do for the advancement of any such in-
manifestly not genuine : it is spurious : _ un- dividual self-regarding interest on the part of
der the guise and disguise of the expression the voting elector ; much less could the deeo
of the will of the voter, it is the will _ not tor himself, by any disposition given by him
of the voter, but of some other person. In to a vote, by which no effect whatsoever could
so far as it is given as and for the will of the be produced without the concurrence of a
voter, the giving it, is it any thing better than thousand or two of other votes.
an act of imposture f Thus it appears, that by no indigenous

3 or 4. Secrecy of suffrage. Short reason, by no inbred--self-regarding interest, could
its necessity to secure freedom; i.e. to so- any quantity of seductive or corruptive force,
cure genraneness--to prevent spuriousness, adequate to the purpose of effectual corrup-

Extensive and important as is the result of tion, be created.
the whole body of electoral suffrages, given Not so in the ease of such self.regarding
in the aggregate number of the electoral dis- interest, as in so many various circumstances
tricts ; yet, under any scheme of represen- iseapable of being created by seductive or cor-
tation, in whieh any approach were made to rnptive force, operatingfromwlthout. Intha
vlrtgal universallt_, and practical equallty of present state of things, four thousand _qfi-
suffrage, -- the value, even in his own eye_, of neas for example, more or less, is said to he
the interest* which any one man can have, in the average price of a venal seat. On e_his
the choice of any one candidate in contradis- supposition, four thousand, mluas one, being
tinction to any other, will, generally speaking supposed to be the number of.voting_lectors,
-- and, unless in so far as it may happen to it two thousand guineas would suffice to carry
to be swelled by affections and passions, pro- the e]eetion ; and, on any other election, sup-
duced by accidental circumstances-- he ex- posing four thousand guiveas the price p_.'d,
tremely minute: so minute, that, barring such --here would be a couple of gumeas, which
accidental causes of augmentation, scarcely any man, and every nmn, would have it in his
can there be that private and separate inte- power to receive ]by the selling of his vote.
rest so small as not to be capable of prevail. YrIere,then, is a quantity of corruptive fores
ing against it: of prevailing against it, in such amply sufficient. - Ha_-a.guinea per vote, or

some such matter, has been spolten or, as me

• Understand here, the intent consisting in price habitually paid--and by whom paid ?
his individual share in the universal interest. By a member emiaeet for probity D well
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in public as in private life ; and this, in a Feither from self-formed or from derivative
borough, in which his probityMlying more judgment, a practically adequate conception
within knowledge thah elsewhere -- cannot of the course dictated by his share in the uni-
but be held in at le_t as high estimation as versal interest, -- true it is, that only in so
it can be anywhere else. But if, thus ope- far as this supposition is in conformity to fact,
rating ab e_tra, an interest corresponding to will the freedom in question, supposing it
the sure receipt of half-a-guinea suffices to secured, be subservient to the great ends pro-
determine the conduct of each one of a two posed : but, of the propriety of a supposition
or three thousand of electors, much more will to this effect, proof sufficient for practice has
four times that sum.* already, it is presumed, been afforded. Nor

True it is, that, in any such state of things as yet is the subject closed.
as that which is here proposed, -- at no such Freedom of suffrage being taken for the
sum as four thousand guineas, or anything end,--it will soon (it is hoped) be generally
approaching to it, could the value of a seat seen and recognised, how essential, in every
remain. But, no such seat could remain, instance, to the accomplishment of this end,
without possessing some value : and, so long secresy of su_rage is, in the character of a
as the seat possessed a venal value, so long means.
would each one of the number of the votes In what different ways freedom of suffrage
on which the possession of it depended, is capable of being taken away, --t_) what

Thus minute is the portion of corruptive extent, and by the influence of what dcserip-
force which ought to be regarded as gene- tions of persons it actually and constantly is
rally adequate to the production of the cot- taken away,- these are among the topics,
ruptive effect, _ on the supposition that, as under which the state of the case will pre-
in the present state of things, the direction sently be brought to view.
taken by the vote is in each instance known So much as to the situation of elector: now

or knowable. On the other hand, let but this as to the situation of representative.
direction be to a certainty unknown to every For the purpose of this part of the argu-
individual but the voter himself, m the free- ment, the situation of elector must he sup-
dora--the complete freedom--of his suf- posed to have been properly marked out and
frage, is the necessary result. In vain-- at established: and, for the marking out and es-
the instance, or for the satisfaction of any tablishment of it, the fulfilmeut of the above
other person, at whose hands eventual good condition--the investing of the suffrage with
or evil is expected--in vain would he dis- the above-mentioned desirable quahties--
close, though it be ever so truly, the direction viz. virtual universality, practical equality,
taken by his vote. Apprized, as every voter freedom, and seeresy, must be regarded as
would be, that in such a case, not veraelty effeeted.
but falsehood would be the course prescribed 1. JDue dependenc_ -- i. e. dependence as
by a sense of moral obligation--under the towards constituents; 2.Due independence--
uncertainty produced by the diffusion of a i.e. independence as towards everg other per-
maxim to this effect, and by the universal son :- these, together with universal con-
dechtration by which the observance of it stancy of attendance, present themselves as
might be enforced -- by no elector could any occupying in relation to this situation -- as
adequate inducement be found, for putting cceupyiog, and on the same line--the first
in any such case any real restraint upon the rank, in the scale of ends and means.

freedom of his suffrage : by no other person, 1. Dependence as towards constituents. --
in the character of tempter, would be seen Understand dependence to this effect, viz.
any adequate prospect of advantage m advan- that, in the event of a man's becoming, in
rage, even from simple solicitation, still less the eyes of the acting majority of his eonsti-
from pecuniary expense, employed in the en- tuents, to a certain degree deficient in respect
deavonr to divest the suffrage of the freedom of any of the elements of appropriate apti-
so essential to the utility of it. rude (viz. appropriate probity, appropriate

True it is, that it is only on the supposi- intellectual aptitude, or appropriate active
tion, that on the part of the majority of the taleut,)--it may, before he has had time, by
voters there exists, in the breast of each, means of such deficiency, to produce, in any

considerahie quantity, any irremediable rais-
e Setting aside tbe fearof personal shame, and i chief, _ be in the power of his constituents,tithe evil example that wonld be setto the pub-

lie--many an election do I remember, in which by means of a fresh election, to remove him
not only a cuaple of guineas, but the half or the from his seat.
quar_r of that sum, or even less, would, under 2. Independence. _ Understand as towards
any aebn_ of affluence, have sufficed to deter- all other persons at large, but more particu-
mine the direction which I myself would have

givent_ my vote: Imagine then whether, in my lariy as towards C._ r. General and Co.,eyes, e sort and degree of mural guilt attached by whose influence alone, the nature of the
_ ease of election bribe._Lking on thepart of case conside_d, dependence, as towards him-

me tower emem in gelm_l, can bevery intense, self, can ever,_in the instance of any pro-
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portionapprouehlngtoamajorltyofthew_ole done. This being the case, this endowment
population of the House, --have place, resolves itself into the before-mentioned one

1. As to due dependence_i, e. dependence --viz. due dependence; _or, in addition to
relation to electors, the antiseptic power possessed by the due
Accordingto another supposition, the truth dependence, does it appear that by any dr-

of which has, it is presumed, been proved,-- cumstanee referable to the head of inde-
on the part of the electors--at any rate, on pendence--due independence--any ulterior
the part of the great majority of them-- security can be afforded.
there does exist the disposition to contribute That which, Monarch and Lords remaining,
towards the advancement of the universal in. no reform in the Commons could prevent the
terest, whatsoever con be contributed by their Monarch from doing, is m the giving to any
votes: by those votes, by the afgregate of member of the Commons House, or to any
which--that is, by the majority of that ag- person in any way connected with him, a
gregate-- will be determined the in&vidu- useful and needful place, a needless place, a
ality of the several persons on whom, in the useless place, an overpaid place, a ribbon or
character of their representatives, will be other badge of factitious dignity, a baronetcy,
incumbent the duty of acting their parts re- a peerage : and so in the case of any number
spectively, towards the aceomphshment of of the members : -- in this state stands the
that same ultimate and comprehensive end. mischtef. But that which a reform in the

Unfortnnately, by the essential and un- Commons, so it be a radical one, can do, is--
changeable nature of the two situations, -- so to order matters, as that, on the occasion
vlz. that of C r-General and Co. with of the next general election that has place,
the immense mass of the matter of good-- the electors, if in their eyes the appointment
(not to speak of a less, but still very con- wears the character of a bribe, shall have it
siderab]e, mass of the matter of evil)-- both in their power to rid themselves of the sup-
matters not only capable of being made to posed betrayer of his trust: --in this state
operate, but, by reason of these same rela- stands the remedy. In the way of punishment,
tire situatlon_, at all times--without need not to be inflicted but on legalevidence , true
of any active and purposely directed ope- it is, that against the bestowing of the matter
ration on the part of anybody to that end-- of corruption, mot on the member himself,
actually and with prodigious effect operating but only en a person connected with him,
in the character of matter of corruption, -- nothing does the nature of the case admit of
the representatives of the people are, one in the way of remedy: but, so far as concerns
and all, exposed to the action, and that an the withdrawing thetr confidence forthis put-
altogether ifltense one, of this same baneful pose, no legal evidence is necessary.
matter. In this state of things, that which Such being the primary or principal secu-
in the very nature of the case is altogether titles, follow now two seeondar_j or instru-
impracticable is- the keeping them in any mental ones.
such state, as that in which no such sinister 3. Impermanence of the situation ; vJz. to
interest would be capable of being, in any the degree in which it is secured by annuality
sensible degree, productive of any sinister of re-election:--by the annual recurrence of
effect. Towards preserving a man, then, in the elective process.
such a situation, from being thus corrupted, In two distinguishable ways does this
all that the nature of the case admits of is-- species of instrumental security contribute to
so to order matters, that in the event of his thetwo principal ones :--1. In proportion to
becoming obsequious to the influence of the the short-livedness of the power, diminishes,
matter of corruption, and thereupon mani- both to purchasers, and thence to sellers, the
resting a deficiency in the element of appro- venal value of it ;--the profit capable of being
priate probity, his power of doing mischief reaped by C r-Generalaad Co. by cor-
may receive a terminatmn as speedy as the rupting the representative in question, and
other exigencies bearing upon the case may i engaging him to betrayhis trust: 2. The pro-
admit. ! fit to C r, and thence, in tbe shape of

2. As to due independence : independence money or money's worth, the price which he
as towards C r-General and Co. i will be willing to pay, and thence the cor-

In regard to this endowment, what is ms- ! ruptible representative be able to receive.
nifest is -- that by any direct means-- by In the same proportion, moreover, increases
any means other than that which consists in the power of the antiseptic--the corruption-
the rendering the representative dependent opposing--remedy, placed in the hands of
by reason of his seat-- dependent, therefore, his constituents : the sooner the time for re-
m a degree which cannot be greater than election comes, the earlier will that remedy
that, whatsoever it be, which corresponds to be applicable.*
whatsoever may, in his eyes, be the value

of that seat, _ nothing towards securing to O: Almon's Debate_anno 1744, 'January 29._him the possession of this endowment can be a motion for annual Im_i_m_ta, in prefe.
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To reduce to itt miDinmm the quantity of one word, surprise, may be seen aspedes of
time, during which it shall be in the power fraud, to which all public bodies stand ex-
of the representative to continue in the sup- pose& By a particular knot of confederates,
posed course of mischievous conduct, what whose object is to carry some measure, which,
would be requisite is--that immediately, on in case of u full attendance, would not in
the supposed commission of any such breach their apprehension be approved, -- a day is
of trust, it should be in the power of his appointed _ the earlier, in general, the more
prbwipa/s, that is to say, of the majority of favourable to the fraud ; --two connected

s constituents, to divest him st any time objects being of course aimed at: -- the one
of such his trust, respecting attendance- to get in those from

But, to produce any such effect might whom they expect support- the other, to
require the keeping of the body of the elee- keep out those from whom they expect oppo-
torn in such astute of almost continual atten- sition--in both cases in as great numbers
tiou and activity, as would be incompatible as possible : the other, respecting prepara-
with that degree of attention to their means tion m in such sort that supporters may be as
of procuring and insuring to themselves, in well prepared, -- adversaries, such as cannot
theirrespective productive oceupations, those be prevented from attending, as ill-prepared
means of subsistence, without which the m as possible ; these objects are accordingly°
requisite quanti_y would, to a more or less in each ease, pursued: --pursued by such
considerable extent, failm and thereby mis- particular means as the particular nature of
©bier be produced, in a degree far more cx- the case happens to afford, and admits of.
tensive than could reasonably be expected to By the fixation of a determinate and uni-
he produced, by the difference between a versally fore-known day, both these inconee-
possession capable of being revoked at any nienees stand excluded: but for such fixation,
time, and upon the shortest notice. --and a the door to both lies open.
possession, the termination of which could 4..Exclusion of placemen from the factdty
not be effeeted oftener than at the recurrence of voting in the House.
of some determinate and short period, such The mischief, against which impermanence
as that of a single year: in which last case, of the situation is calculated to operate as u
the maximum of the average duration of the security, is contingent receipt of the matter
supposed disposition to pursue a mischievous of corruption: he who to his seat in the House
course would, vacations considered, be re- adds the possession of any other office, with
duced to considerably less than the half of benefit in a pecuniary or anyother shape an-
the year. hexed to it, -- every such man is actually hur-

On this oc__Jlsion,two iuconvaniences pre- bouring in his bosom a correspondent portion
sent themselves as requiring to be guarded of that pestilential matter, and is actually
against, viz. general w_nt of preparedness, under the dominion of its baneful influence.
and particular and incidental fraudulent sur- In the plan may be seen the reasons, by
pr/se. When,-- for a judgment to be passed which the utility o£ the attendance of place-
by the several bodies of electors, on the con- men in the House, with faculty of speech,
_]uet of their respectiye representatives, a de- and even of motion, is brought to view: and
terminate and universally fore-known day is in the same place is shown, the inapplicabi-
appointed, -- the time capable of being oc- lity of those reasons to the faculty of voting,
eupied in the consideration of that conduct m and the sufficiency of this unnatural and
will, in every instance, be the same : _in baneful union to brand, with the just impu-
every instance allowing of more time and ration of imbee_ity, whatsoever confidence
oppprttmity for appropriate and universal can be placed in any assembly, in which a
]preparation, than could have place upon any so certairdy efficient cause of habitual impre-
other plea. Thus much as to general preps- bity, breach of trust, and misrule, is bar-
ration : now as to particular surprise. In this bonred, and suffered to operate.

True it is, that to the case of the holders
;enca to triennial, made in 1744, by Thomas of places and pensions at pleasure, _ to them
Care_, these arguments were urged with great and them alone does the demand for the ex-
for_ by him, audio _replyto the ministerial ad- clusion in question present itself in its utmost
vocate, Si_ William Yonge, by Sir John Phil. force. But, to the ease of the holders of places
ltpps_ whose ion wu ¢_sated, in the present reign,
Lord Mi_ord. The negative was carried by no during good behaviour, as the phrase is -- a
more than 146to 113: majority nora ore than 32. tenure to the purpose in question not sub-
The only 0thor speaker r_rted is Humphrey stantially different from tenure for llfe -- the
S_ .den_ much inferior, ;whospoke in suppo.rt demand, though not in equa_ presents itself
re'the motion. Of Yonge's reasoning, the weak. as having place in suj_/ent force.

may _o a curiot_s degree _e seen prominent. A place or pension of this description may
Further on comes the occasion for observing the

confidence with which the wish for annual par- be, and, it should seem, ought to be, eon-
liaments has been Wgtrded as confined to vu]_r sidered as a sort of retaining fee. Gratitude
ignorance, or u wish to destroy the governmen_ -- private gratitude -- as towards the patron
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this motive, though, in comf_axisen of self- without certhly restraint of any kind m not
r%_a_iing interest, a social and laudable mo- only without fear of ptm/dtment, under
tire, yet in comparison, especial]), when acting name of punishment -- but without fear of
in oppositlou to patriotlsm--a motive equally reproach or shame.
social, and operating upon the more enlarged And thus it appears, that, after everything
and important scale,--it operates in the cha- which, for the securing of probity m appro-
ratter of an instrument of corruption ;--gra- prints probity rain the breasts of the indivi-
titude, viz. even when it is genuine, and stands dual members, each in his separate capacity,
alone. But, to whom is it unknown, that, in against the assaults of corruptive influence,
whatever breast fear orambitious hope, looking can be done, has been done,--uaiverlal con.
to the future, has placo,--gratitude, looking, stancy of attendance rem(ms, in the character
or pretending to look, solely to the past_gra, of a supplement, necessary to the securing, on
titude, wherever the past presents a pretence, the part of the aggregate body, the same in-
is a clcak--a cloak put on by the self.regard- dispensable element of official aptitude.
ing motive--a cloak presented by decency Nowthen, if, of an assembly cunstitated by
and prudence, a system of deputation, in which suffrage was

5. Universal constancy of attendance, at once virtually universal, practically equal,
Be the place what it will, in which, if at and completely free,--and that assembly corn-

all, the function, be it what it may, must be posed of persons, each of whom was remov-
performed, _ that function cannot be per- able, at the earliest, in a week or two, m st
formed by a man who is not there. A maxim the latest, in less than a year, -- so it were
to this effect seems not to be very open to that, by the means of corr_lptlve influence
dispute, always remaining in the hands of C ..... r-

Beneficial effects of such universal con- General and Co., even under a system of
stancy m mischiefs resulting from the want of constantly universal attendance, a permanent
it -- these, together with the means of effec- majority could be bought,--then, on this sup-
tually securing such attendance, may be seen position, the due and requisite dependence,
in the plan itself, viz. dependence on constituents, could not

The additional character, in which, on the have place. But, that any such open cot-
present occasion, it seems necessary to bring ruption should readily have place, seems mo-
lt more particularly to view, is --that of an rally impossible. Even under the present
additional security against undue dependence system, spite of all its corruption, here and
in the only case in which it can be productive there a case has been seen, in which the
of practical misehief, viz. the case in which a corrupt will of C r-Generaland Co. has
majority, and that apermanent one, have been experienced effectual resistance. Yes; even
brought under the dominion of the corruptive under the present system : how then could it
influence. By absentation, every man h ever be otherwise under a pure one ?
in the case of a pernicious measure, w on evenThat, in so much as a single instance,
his real judgment against it; but who, by or so much as any one occasion, any such
the sinister influence of C r-General general corruption should, in such a state
and Co., is prevented from acting in conse- of things, have place, seems altogether out
queues, at the same time that, were it not of the sphere of human probability. But, to
for such influence, he would attend and vote produce any permanent and unremedied bad
in favour of it;--by mere absentation, does effect, it would require that such corrupt
every such man do exactly one half of the majority should be a permanent une:--for,
utmost quantity of the mischief that he could suppose it ever to cease, the majority of a
do by attending and voting in favour of the single day would suffice to unravel the web
pernicious measure : and so, vice versa, in the of corruption, and devote the corruptiouists,
case of a beneficent measure. On the other if not to punishment under the forms of law,
hand, -- by supposition, the man being one at any rate to universal indignation and ab-
who, on the occasion of the vote he gives, is, horrence, with a certainty of never more being
in the main, induced to be determined by con- reappointed to the trust which, by the sup-
sideration of public good,--then so it is, that, position, they had thus abused.
if the mischievousness of it be to a certain Thus far as to the points of most prominent
degree palpable, if he were in attendance, importance. Remain for consideration the av.
shame would suffice to prevent him from giv- rangements necessary to the simplifiestic_ of
ing his vote on the sinister side. Bat, to the the mode of eleetiou, and thence to the ex-
ease of mere absentetion, the cause of it not clusiou of mlsehiefin so many various shapes,
being known, shame cannotattaeh itself: here such as delay, re,cation, expense, dr_eu
(hen, in so far as attendance and non-attend- and tumult at elections, _ and litigation in
ance are left optional, the half of everyman's consequence of, and even antecedently, and
effective influence in the assembly is left in with a view to election :--misehiefs that have
the condition ofasalcable commodity, capable place, and, to a certain degree, am even foe-
of being sold to C r, Gencral and Co. tered, under the existing mode. Bat, in re-
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gard to these, reference to the plan itself may Arrangements for the simplification of the
here sumce, process ofelection,--ond thereby for the dimi-

nution of delay, vexation, expense, drunken-
heSS, and disturbance, m are to be found not

SECTION VI. only in the radical reform system, but more-
over, in principle at least, in some of the

DIF_nENCE$ _ETWEEN THIS AND THE ORI- moderate reform plans : in so far as they are
GINAL EDITIONSOF RADICALREFORM. in this case, they belong not to the present

So much for absalut¢ views- now for a corn- head.

parative one. Of the Radical Reform l_an- so far as
In the above explained list of principal at- concerns annually, ofeleetwn, --the unknown

rangements -- taking ten for the number-- member of the House of Commons, at whose
I fuld in the original editions of Radical Re- instance the rest of the House joined in tltat
form, these following, viz.-- petition-- (such in those days was the form)

1. Applying to the sitliation of elector, these --to which Edward the Third tw/ce, in the
three, viz.--1. Comprehension ofaUinterests; shape of a law, gave his sanction, --may be
2. Virtualuniversalityofsuffrage; 3. Practi- considered as the original inventor. In the
enlequali_ of suffrage :--these three--unless late reign, viz. as above mentioned, in 1744,
the first and second should be regarded as the it found in Thomas Carew a parlmmentary
same object under two different names, reviver, and in him and Sir John Phillipps

But, in these same original plans, neither (not to mention others) two most powerful
seeresy of su_-age, nor therefore (as it seems advocates: on which occasion, as hath been
to me)freedom of suifrage, are included, seen, it did not want much of being carried.

II. Applying to the _ituation of Represen- Within the compass of the present reign, has
tative, these three, viz.--I. Operating in the this same arrangement found in the Lords an
character of an instlmmental security, imper- advocate in the person of the late Duhe of
manence of the situation, viz. by means of Richmond; T and, since his death, viz. anno
annuality; and, -- in so far as this suffices, 1809, in the Commons,$ in the person of Sir
_the two principal securities, viz. due de- Frane$s _urdett: but, of the degree of ex-
pendence, and, to the extent of its operation, tension insisted upon by the Duke of Rich-
due independence ; 2. Due dependence as mond, no inconsiderable part appears to have
towards electors; 3. Due independence as been given up by Sir Francis Burdett.
towards C r-General and Co. Finding that limitation already proposed,

But, referable to this last hcad, in this and from a quarter so respectable; finding it
same original plan two other securities which already proposed, and regarding it as pro-
] do not find, -- but which, in the character raising-- at any rate in a degree sufficient for
of instrumental securities, with reference to a first proposal _ to be effectually conducive
those principal ones, have presented them- to the purpose, -- finding it already thus pro-
selves to my view as indispensable, -- are-- posed, -- and preferring, on every occasion in
!. Exclusion of placemen t_om the right of which a regard for the end in view will ad-
voting; 2. Universal constancy of attendance, mit of such preference, union to dissension,--

Here, then, are four additional securities: hence it was that, in the annexed Plan, drawn
two of them applying to the one situation, up anno 1809--and word for word as it stands
two of them to the other, -- four additimml at present-- I adopted this same limitation.
securities, in respect of which I hold myself With the arrangement in that same state, I
more particularly responsible, should, after the closer consideration recently

Taking the other edition, --or, in case of bestowed upon the subject, be to a consider-
difference, those other editions,--of Radical able degree satisfied. At the same time, after
Reform, for the original edition or editions, maturer consideration, on the one hand not

the edition composed of these same secu- seeing in it any source of danger, even though
titles, with the addition of the four others, it were in a state of extension still more
which, in the character of instrumental, and ample than that in which it was prescribed

" indeed indispensable securities, I have thus by the Duke of Richmond:--on the other
ventured to propose, may be distinguished by hand, beholding in a limitation which I have
the name of my edition of Radical Parliamen- ventured to propose a specific one -- and that
tary Reform, by anybody that pleases.* in my eyes a very important one, which will

be brought to view under the appropriate
• Since writing the above, I have become sot. head, -- hence it is, that, to give a general

_iently assured, that long before the time when intimation of the difference, the name which,
the ensuing P/an of mine wasdrawn up, the ex- in this my edition, is given to universal suf-
l_lient of the ballot had, in more publications is, v/rtua//y su.ff_age.
_mn on_ been advocated by Major Cartwright: frage, unlversa/
.but none of these publications _._ving been seen
_y me, more than tt_ I am not enabled to my. • See Appendir.. "1-Ibid.
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SECTION VII. case,--in what way or degree would the in-
terest- would the welfare- of the subject-

VIRTUALUNIVERSALITYOF SUFFRAGE _la_ be benefited, so long as in those ruling
FUItTHEIt eONSmEaED, bosoms, instead of appropriate probity, the

/flow as to universal suffrage. Subject to opposite, improtdty, had place? T
dethlcation, each for special reason,- in all
eyes but those to which tyranny is the only 7I"In respect of general utility and propriety,
endurable form of government, -- what prin- behold what were tile sentiments of Sir _' illian_Jones, on tile subject of virtual unive_ality of
ciple can be more impregnable? suffrage: from the anthonties to which be refers,

1. Who is there, that is not susceptible of judge whether, in the best of those old times,
di._comfor_ and comfort-- of pain and plea- such was not the ancient usage : behold, more-
sure ? over, how frivolous were the pre_nces on which

2. Of what is human happiness, felicity, were grounded the still-existing defalcations
• made in the time of Henry VI.

well-belay, welfare -- call it what you please Works of Sir William Jon_, by Lord Teign-
-- composed, but comfort and absence of dis- mouth, voh viii. p. 507. _" Speech on the Re-
comfort---pleasure and exemption from pain ?* formation of Parlmment, anno 1782, May 28."--

3. The happiness and unhappiness of any Speaking of the feudal system--" Narrow and
one member of the eommumty_high or low, ha*e," he says, "as it was, and confined exdu.
rich or poor-- what greater or less part is it sively to landed property,° it admitted the lowest

freeholders to the due enjoyment of that inesti-
of the umversal happiness and unhappines% rouble right, without which it is a banter to call
than that of any other ? I a man free, the right of voting in the choice of

4. Who is there, by whom unhappiness is deputie's to assist in making those laws which
not avoided-- happiness pursued ? may affect not his property only, but hislife, and,

5. Who is there, by whom unhappiness what is dearer, h_s hberty ; and _ohich are not
ought not to be avoided -- happiness ought laws, but tyrannous ordinauces, if imposed on

him withol_t h_s sltffi'age, given in person or by
not to be pursued? deputation. This I concelve to have been the

6. Who is there, that, in avoidance of un- right of every freeholder, even by the feudal po.
happiness, and pursuit of happiness, has not ]ity, from t/_d earliest tlme ; anti the statute of
a course of conduct to maintain-- which, in Hen/y IV. I believvto have been merely deela.
some way or other, he does maintain, -- ratory : an act which passed in the seventh year
throughout life ? of that prince, near four hundred years ago, or-

dains, tiaat ' all they who are present at the county
7. Who is there, whose conduct does not court, as well suitors duly summoned for the same

in its course take, on each occasion, its diree- cause, as others, shall proceed to the election or"
finn from a judgment of the one kind or the their knights for the parliament.' .4//enitors, you
other :-- from a self-formed or a derwatLve see, had the right, and all f_ eeholders were suit-
one o ors in the court_ however "iowthe value of their

8. Who is there, whose conduct is never, freeholds. Observe all along that one pound in
on any occasion, directed by rely other than those days was equal to ten at least in the present

time. b Here, then, is a plain declaration, that
a.self-formed, ju@ment ._ Who is there that, minuteness of real property created no harsh sus-
m relation to the most momentous of the pieion of a dependent mind ; for a harsh suspi-
private concerns of his life, does not fee- cion it is, and, by proving too much, proves no-
quently find himself under the obligatton of thing." Thus far Sir William Jones. Behold
taking for his guidance a judgment of the now the words of the statute 7 Henry IV. e. 15.

After reciting the grievous complaint of the Cola.
derivative kind? --a judgment of no firmer mons (in the French on " al eomm_nalt_) "of
texture ? the undue deetinn of the _nights of counties ....

9. How many are there, in whose instance sometime made of all_tiou of the sheriff's, and
the part taken by a man, in relation to his otherwise again,t the form of the writs, to the
own private affairs considered all together, great slander of the counties, and hindrance Ire-
is not of greater importance to himself (not tardatinn] of the business of the commonalty in
to speak of the whole community,) than any [of] the _aid county," _ it enacts, that, at thecounty court, after proclamation, "all tho!t that
part could be, which, in relation to the whole b¢ there present, as well suitors duly summoned
number of public affairs taken together, could, for the same cause as others, shall attend to the
even under a system of universal suffrage, election of the knights for the parliamen_ and
ever oome under his cognizance ? then in the full county lcourt] they shall pro.

_0. In so far as between the interests of ceva to the election, freely and inditferelitly,
the subject-many, and those of the rulinyfew, notwithstanding any requ_t or commaudment
any such relation as that of incompatibility has to the contraryY'And, a little aller, it adds-- 'CAnd in thewrits
plaee,--soppose, on the part of the rulin 9 of parliament to be made hereafter, thiseiause

few, the prevalent _ or though it were the shall be put: --" Et eleetionem t_ in pleno
exelusive-- possession of appropriate intel-
lectual aptitude, suited to the nature of the a Reasons for doubting of the limitation willbe seen below.

b If so, then to t_cnl!/at _ present lime,
"See Table of Springs of Action, by the Au- _ano 1817.thor, Vd. I. p. 19,%
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Seeurity_general seeurity_against mis- i and advantaye resulting to the community
rule -- in this are we to behold the os/y _ from the utmost amplitude of extent, which,

eomitatu tun factam distincte et aperte sub sigillo tlons on the Question concerning Copvholde_,"
tun et algilli: eorum qui electioni illi interfue* &c. London, 1768, p. 7,)applies aliraitation to
rintnobfitinCanceUm_annstraaddiemetlocum the import of the word other ; (it should be--the
inbrevicontentos, certificesindilate." Note that, French is--autres, other,:) confining, it to
without any distinction made, what is here re. suitor& For this surmise, however, .no ground
quired is -- that the seals to be affixed shall be does he give: nor of any such or other limitatton
the seals of those-- L e. of all those---who shall can I find any intxmation gieen, in or by any word

or words of the statute.--" Communolte du dlthave taken _rt ir_the election. Villeins_--
composing still no inconsiderable part of the po- Countee," says the old French. " Omnes illi
pulation, though it is impossible to say exactly qui elec_ioni illi interfuerint/" says the ]aatm
whetpart, being (it may be supposed)plainly out inclosed in it.
of the questlon_ _ who were the uersons thus ad.
mitred to the exercise of thL__raP_chise? Who

So much for the strong and prosperous reign
of Henry the Foueth, inwhich virtually umver.

but all who were not Villeins ? With the excep, sal suffrage was then established. Comes now the
ttou of a class of persons happily no longer in ex- weak and disastrous reign of his idiot grandson,
terence, if this he not virtually universal suffrage under which, under the sort of pretences that wiil
-- suffrage more extensive than in the case of t_e be seen, it was curtailed.
"householders," _ by Charles Fox and Mr. Statute 8 H. VI. c. 7.--" What sort of men
Grey (as will _on be seen) proposed to be ad. shall be chosen, and who shah be chosen knights
mitred --by the said Mr. Grey, now Earl Groj, of the parliament." Follows the vul_rate trans_
proposed tentto be admitted--i£ this be not, what latien: the original, which is in the 01d French,
else can be ? would fill up too much room here. Of the trans.

Even as to Villeins, _ were they, after all, lauon, except as here corrected, I have by exa-
really excluded ? Look to the wo_ds: clearly not. ruination assured myself of the correctness.
Who were the persons by whom the elections were " Item, Whereas the elections of knights of
to be made? Suitors summoned as such, and shires to come to the parliaments of our Lord the
they alone? No- but "all thaythat be there King, in many countles of the realm of England,
present." Well, but (says somebody,) in the l_ve now of late been made by very great, out.
state of villeinage, no will of his own could any rageout, and excessive number of people dwell.
p_son be said to have- So much for :urmlse ; tng _vithin the same counties of the realm of
and, but for particular inquiry, not an unnatural England, of the which, most part was of people
one. WeLl, as to the fact. Eight-and-twenty of small substance, and, [or] of no value, [i. e.
years before the time in question, viz. anno 1377, _orth] whereof every [one] of them pretended a
was passed the statute 1 R. II. of which e. 6 _ voice equivalent, as to such elections to be made,
a chapter of considerable length _ is in the old _rith the most worthy knights and esquires dwell-
French--and, in the vulgate edition, not trans, ing within the same counties, whereby man.
luted. From this statute i_appears, that already, slaughters, riots, batteries, and divisions among
even at that time, villcinage was a condition very the gentlemen and other people of the same court-
different from slavery. Rent did they ray : and ties, shall very likely rise and be, unless conve.
though, instead of money, it was in the shape nient and due remedybe provided in this behalf.
of service,, yet these services were certain. In (2.) Our Lord the King, considering the pre.
this statute, what is assumed as a general fact is raises, hath provided, ordained, and stablishcd,
-- that they were able to pay aJIne to the kln_, by authority of this present parliament, that the
besides making ear,faction to their lords. T_e knights of the shires, to be chosen within the
main offence imitated to them is -- obtaining It- said realm of England, to come to the parliaments
befallen from those services by forged deeds, of our Lord the King, hereafter to be holden,

The existing eopyholder# are the Lmsterity of shall he chosen in every county of the realm of
the ancient vi_eim. Tenant_ _ the villeins were England, by people dwelling and resident in the

the eypyholders are--so were they and are same counties, whereof every one of them shall
they styl_l _ by cop_j of court rolL Deriving have free land or teneraent "tothe value of forty
from the records of the court the title to the lands shillings by the year at the least, above all
they oempied, what can be more natural, than charges.". ....
that to that same court they should lie under an As to thegreunds. First, as to any supposed
obligation -- under which it included the lilcrty deficiency in respect of appropriate intelieotual
--2_ access and resort to t_ But, supposing any [ aptitude. Among those who, in the shape of
ot mere present at any such court, how is itpos. [ hinded vroperty, had not so much as 40s. a-year
sible that they should not have been included in [ of thug any _ going as tar, say as _e40money of
the assemblage designated as above by the word | thepresent day _ small indeed probably was the
" others,'" ] number of those who were able to _ead: how

Presently, in the "e.xce, dve*' multitude of the / much larger among those who had their 40s. and
permns resorting to tlmse coureb we shall see a | more P Probably enough, very little. As for the
faet_ and the onl_ fuel, empl6_yed in another | " knights and e_uirss_" some few of them not
rely% twenty-five years afterwards_ as a pretence | improbably were tn those days able to read : hut
for limiting in those same courts the right of | by notoneof them_most certainly, wasany book
va_ag to those who possessed, in freehoid_ an [tobe found from which anyinformataon, tending
estate eqmtl in value to £40 a-year money of | to the increase of approFria_ intellectual apti.
p_t t mae- But, unless eopyholders be sup- ] rude, could be extracted.
posed tolmve_ even at that time, made a part of ] Somuch for inte//eetua/ aptitude: nowa_ to
it, where shall we find matter enough out of J./keedom of :u:fra_. " Manslaughter&" &c. ?
which to _ any such e_eesdve multitude P | .... Whkt ! at that time, in any one instance,

True it is, ]R]ack_tone (see his t, C_nsider_- | had any of these mischiefs really taken place P
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subject to the necessary defalcations, can be ] main use and advantage? Yes, but assuredly

_t e right ofsuifrage ? Answer :-The t not the only one.
I Another is--(for is it not?)--the ext_nt

No: no such thing is so much as pretended. | given to the pleasure--thep/easure of power"
Whacthan ? Oh,theywiRverylikety takeplaee, / --derivable from the exercise of it. By the
nnl_s due remedy be provided. Aristocracy this t first English monarch of the Stuart race, the__ all over. But was ever pretence more plainly
groundless ? By the alteration of the value of | pleasure of scratching where it itches was
money, the efficiency of the aristocratical prin- " pronounced too great a pleasure for a subject.
ciple has, in th/_ part of the field of election, On the same principle, in the eyes of many an
though no thanks to padiamont_ been somewhat aristocrat of the present day, so will the plea-
diminished--extent of the right of suWragesome sure, attached to the exercise of a power, so
•vhatincreased.But --such,aswillbe seen,hal furiouslyandhtdignantlygraspedbythemono-beenthe influenceofothercauses--thatfrorr
thlsextensionno realadvantagehas resulted polizinghand. Yes: intheeyesofthearisto-
See whatin a followingsectionwillbe saidm crat.But so willitbe inthe eyesofa lover
thesubjectofvote-compdlingand competition-ofhiscountry,orofa loverofmankind?
cxcludiylg terrorism. So much for the comfort of the elector

On the ground of general utilit and ro riet _ - • • "
..... Y P _ Y Come now the socmlvtrtues,-- probity--be.benota, moreover, the sentiments of Charles

For Woodfall's Ttebates _nn- 1,7u,7_ n_ t nevo[ence -- beneficence, -- conmdered as not
' " -- . _. . ' _ . _ al¢l, I"........

--" There is one posmon m which we shall all bemg wholly without hope of finding place
vgree, that man has a right to be well governed, one day in the breast of the representative :
Now it is obvious, that no people can be satisfied in this breast, virtue; thence in both breasts,
with a government from the constituent parts of comfort, for its fruit
which they arc excluded " " • "

- r+ - - "- + . I A third use and advantage attendant on
in rega a to umversat sn_Trage, even unoer J the m "mi a'i " .........• • . axa z t on ot me ex+en+ given +o +nmthat unhmlted name, we shall fin_ _tm acceding [ .................

ngn_, wilt 1_ no_ aeeormngl De _o ne tounotoit,and advocaungituponprinciple:refutinff] Y
itnootherwisethanupo_ th_grottndofa sup_]
posedmatterof fact,in relatmntowhichithas |a pocketborough.SeetheHistoryoftheWest-
beenseen,and willfurtherbe seen,thetruthisImmsterRepresentationfromthattimeinHone's
exactlyopposite.Not advertingtotheeffectof IReformist'sRegister,No. 3 :a mostinteresting
seeres?lofsnff'ra_e,thenotionon whichhehere|pictureof the stateof purityand good order,
_._rount{s"himself'is--thatin thecaseofnon. |intowhichelectionproceedingsnotonlymay be
_ousekeepersingeneral,freedomofsui_ageis|brought,buthavebeenbrought,and inithave
nottobe_lookedfor. |alreadyforten yearsbeen continued,undera

Antecedentlyto the abovepassage,behold|degreeofextemionsolittleshortofthatofuni-
whathesaysin page327--"My opinionis,that|versalsuffrage.
thebestplanofrepresentationisthatwhichshall| In thesamesentiments--bothastothegeneral
bringintoactivity,,thegreatestnumber ofinde-[prmclple"" andtheill-groundedreasonforputting
pendentvoters: thereuponItis thatframe-|itaside,--alreadyh_l hespoken,and evenstill
diatelyhe goeson andsays,--" and thatthatis|more explicltly_intheyear1793.
defeetivewhtchwouldbringforththosewhosesi-| Almon'sParL Re_ister,anno1793,p.497.
tuationand conditiontakesfromthemthepower|" His" (Fox's)"objectiontouniversalsurlY'age
ofdeliberation."In thisI heartilyconcurwithIwas notdistrustofthedecisionof thenu_ority,
him : butinthenextsectionitwillbe seentoIbutbecausetherewas no practicalmode ofcol-
what thm observationleads: an observationby |lectingsuchsuffrage;and-thatby attemptingit,
whichitmay be seen(ib.p.326)he was led to|whatfromtheoperationofhopeon some,fearon
thedisapprobationofgivinganyextensiontothe[others,and allthesinistermeans ofinfluenc%
systemo_count_/representation. |thatwouldsocertamlybe exerted,fewerindivi-
"A httleearlierinthesamepa_e," I haveal- dualopinionswouldbe collectedthanby an up-
ways,"(sayshe,)"deprccated'un'_versalsuffra_ge,pealtoallmit_inumber.Therefore,holdingf_t
notsomuch on accountoftheconfusiontowhich totherightofthemajoritytodecide,ann tothe
itwouldlead,butbecauseIthin|thatwe should naturalrightsofman,astaughtby theFrench,
in reality lose the very object we desire to obtam": but much. abused by their,,prs_ce_ he would re-
- tt would in its natureembarrassand prevent m_ universalsuffrage. ....

the deliberative VOiceof the country from beiug At that same time, 2V/_'.?O_t_OVW_ar_t_re,,heard. Thus far Cherles Fox: mcening by rea- _ough.he didnotapproye i er_s Irrage
sonofthesupvosedwant offreedom,as above, ao#o#nte_y,approvenoxit,--yea,ann moreover
As to confusi'o'n,-- upon any thing _ke the plan ofannualparr_aments,--comparwt_velg,viz.in
here proposed, all danger of'this sort will be seen compasisen of the existing sy.stem... .....
to be most completel_excluded. Charles Fox Woodfall'sDebates, annolTso, p._t_a.--"t_e"
sat for Westminster. l_nthe Westminster election (_fr. Grey) "did not approve of the Duke of
what confusion do we see ? Yet, in theWestmin- Richmond's plan of refnrn% though he thought

• " " " It "_r election, there remam m abundance natural It better than the p_ system. The Duke
causes of confusion, all which would, on theplan of Richmond's plan? Wel_ what was _tP --

in question, be oomple_y excluded. Su.fl'rageunivenud, l_rfiamenta .annual_/th_ but_ So much as to what might be and would-be. without $ecresy, _ ulence WlU_Ut _, O_
But now look at what actually has been. Anno sufl_.ge.

180"1,SirFrancisBurdett was, for the first time, * For the placeof the# pl_easure_n _d! _elected _racomaor to Charles Fox. Since then, plea_._re_,,ee_prin_,_Actio_Ta#I_,pn +m_n
near ten years have ehpsed_ and in all that time at the same time with ule preeentWaet, f lt'_
lm more confmion than if Wcstmln_ter had been VoL I.p. 195.)
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in the proportionable extent which will so tion is given of the propriety cf defalcation,
naturally be given to the demand, and thence considered as applied to the extent capable
to the supplff, of those precious virtues, -- of being given to the right of suffrage. Call
considered as exercisable by men of lath, on this, for shortness, the legittmate-defalcation
the occasion of their intercourse with men principle.
of low degree ? (See, on this head, the Plan Next come an exception or exceptions, that
itself.) may be found to present themselves as pro-

Tile art and habit of affording, in the shape per to be made to the application of this prin-
suited to each occasion, in the general inter- ciple.
course of life, pleasure,--in which is neces- This principle is--that if, in the instance
sarily included the negative art and habit of of any class of persons, it be sufficiently clear,
avoiding to produce displeasure--courtesy, in that they neither are, nor can be, in such a
a word -- the word as well as the thing de- state of mind as to be, in a sufficient degree,
rived from court--in common account, the endowed with the appropriate intellectual
diffusion of virtue in this shape, has it not aptitude, --then so it is that, in the instance
been regarded as a use and advantage attached of such particular class of persons, a defiles-
to monarchg_ Yes'--nor surely without tion may be made: made, viz. without pro-
reason. But, when for its head-quarters it jadice to anything that is useful in the
has the palace, in what way does it propa- interest-comprehension principle.
gate itself_ To the level of the lowest The consideration, by which the principle
ranks it descends not, but as it were by ac- is itself suggested, and the application of it
cident, by slow degrees, and through an in- directed, is the regard due to the quality of
definite number and variety of channels. But, appropriate intellectual aptitude. In the case
in the ease here in question, reaching the of this or that class of persons, suppose it
lowest level at one step, it fills the whole clear that no such aptitude can, in any de-
atmosphere of society with its balmy in- tree sufficient for practice, be reasonably ex-
fluence, peered to be found,--what follows is--that,

3. Third collateral use -- security afforded from the extent given to the right in question,
against vice in all its shapes, and for virtue a defalcation may be made, correspondent to
in all its shapes, the extent occupied in the field of population

4. By the same tie by which in this case by this class : and thus, without prejudice to
the candidate is restrained from giving the the extentgiventotheuniversal-interest-com-
reins to misconduct in the particular shape prehension principle.
above mentioned, viz. insolence towards in- Take now a few examples :
dividuals in the particular situation in ques- I. MLnors. By the word minors is imme-
tion,--by this same tie, with more or less diately brought to view one vast class of
good effect, is he restrained t?om misconduct persons, to which, without prejadice to the
in all other shapes in general- public as interest-comprehension principle, the legiti-
well as private : by the same spur by which mate-defalcatzon principle promises to be found
he is urged to the making of the compara- applicable.
tively small sacrifices, necessary to the attain- On this occasion, for forming a limit to the
ment of the reputation of urbanity within the extent to be given to this class, what is evi-
limited circle in question, by this same spur dent is--that with full assurance, an age may
is he continually urged to the making of those be taken, such as, that from the extent be-
greater sacrifices-- those continually recur- longing to the dominion of the universal-inte.
ring and perseveringly reiterated sacrifices, rest-comprehension principle, no defalcation
by which, throughout the whole fiehi of a shall be made by the appheation of the legi-
man's influence, in public as in private life, timate-defalcation principle : and even let the
pre-eminence in virtue is attained: _ saeri- age fixed upon for this purpose be supposed
flees of smaller present to greater future in- to be too early an age, still one great advan-
retest; sacrifices of self-regarding to social tage remains untouched ; -- which is--that
interest; sacrifices of social interest on a less in its application to individuals, the defalca-
extensive to social interest on a more exten- tion is not permanent ; not permanent, but
sire scale, temporary only, and the utmost duration of it

IlL Nowas to defalcations.-- So far as limited. As to the age most proper to be fixed
concerns extension, the main object being upon for this purpose,--in this may be seen
comprehension of all interegts, -- suppose the a topic neither unsusceptible nor undeserving
defalcation in question capable of hawn_ place of a separate consideration : but, for anything
without prejudice to that object, slight may llke a full consideration of it, neither t/me
be the advantage that will suffice to warrant nor space can be allowed here. Under British
if. law, in relation to private concerns at large,

First comes the principle, by which (saving viz. in respect of the sole and separate ms-
always the rightful supremacy of the univer- nagement of those concerns taken in the ab-
el-interest-comprehension principle,) intima- gregate, one.and.twenty is the age at which
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the right commences. But at a much earlier in the softer sex: by no marl, even in the ease
age does this and that particular right corn- of the electoral function, where, as in the in-
mence : such as the right of making a last stance of the East India J_ireetion, the active
w,ll; and, what is more to the purpose, the or self-acting, including the imperative power,
right of choosin 9 a guardian. And note, that is in the hands of an aristocracy: an aristo-
though the ctmcerns here in question are, in eracy, itself in England subject to the mixed
respect of extent, the public and universal con- monarchy, but exercising the electoral func-
cerns, and the importance of them propor- tion in relation to the sort of local monarchy,
tioned to that extent, yet, on the other hand by which, under the guise of a council, under

instead of being, as in the present case, the presidenee of a governor, m British Indi_
integral,-- the right here in question is but a so many millions are ruled.*
mhmte fraction of the integral or entire right Although, in all these several instances,
of choosing the fraction of a guardian, for the the propriety of the arrangement were con-
managementofthosegreatcommon concerns, fessedly established,--yet in the case of the

For what remains, see the next head. democratic species of election in question, the
II. Females. As to persons of this sex, the propriety of it could not be stated as present-

sex in which the half, more or less, of the ing itself in any such character as that of a
whole species is contained- usually, ff not necessary consequence. As to anything ap-
constantly, have they on thi_ occasion been )roaching to a decided opinion,--anything of
passed over without notice : an omission that sort--any attemp_ towards it mwould
which, underaMahometangovernment, might in this place be altogether premature. Of the
have place xwth rather less prejuthce to con- few observations here hazarded, what then,
sistency than under a Christian one. it may be asked, is the use ? The use (I an-

The great leading considerations above swer)--the design at least, is--to showin
brought to view--viz, the un_versal-tnlerest- what way, and with a degree of attention
comprehension principle, the quality ofapplo- suited to its importance, the subject is ca-
prlate probity and appropriate intellectual pable of being treated, in respect to principle :
aptit_de -- these guides to decision, ff they of two modes of treatment, which may be the
apply not with propriety to both sexes, it more proper one--on the one hand, the mode
seems not easy to say with what propriety here exemplified, or on the other, this or a
they can be applicable tu either, horse-laugh, a sneer, an expression of score,

As to the interest-comprehension principle, or a common-place witticism, the reader will
--a task which, to the purpose of making determine.t

application of it on competent grounds, pre- * In the county of York, if my information be
seats itself as indispensable, is -- the taking correct, may be f$und a borough, m which belong
a survey of the state of the laws, by which two seats, in relation to _ hieh the electoral fune-
at present the share between the two sexes tion is virtually performed by a single person of
is determined, the female sex.

Thereupon, a sort of preliminary question -l"Woodfall's Reports, anno 1797, p. 327. --
C]_arlesFov._" I hope gentlemen will not smile

presents itself as likely enough to be put :_ if I endeavour--" After saying as above_he adds
Suppose--for argument's sake suppose--the _" My opinion is, that the best plan of repre°
result to be, that on this part of the field of sentatiffn i's that which shall bring into activity
law, due justice has not hitherto been done the greatest number of independent voters, and
to the weaker sex : on this supposition, can that that is defective which would bring forth
any such expectation exist, as that in the those whose situation and condition tak_ fl'on_
formation of a plan in relation to suffrage, them power of deliberation. I can have no con,
any better justice will be done? The answer ception of that being a _.,d plan of election,which should enable indlviduals to bring regi-
is -- that, barring the intervention of this or ments to the poll. I hope gentlemen wilt not
that special obstacle, there seems no sufficient smile if I endeavour to illustrate my Imsitiou by
reason why any such justice should be de- referring to the example of _e other sex. In all
spaired of. For, upon a spurt, upon the spur the theories and projects ot me most aDsum ape-
of the occasion, even against the general bent calation, it has never been su_ that it would
of permanent interest, _ are now and then be advisable to extend the elecuve suffrage to mefemale sex ; and yet, justly respecting, as we must
seen to be made, such sacrifices as. under the do, the mental powers, the acquirements, thems-
permanent, and habitual, and tranquil opera- criminatien, andthetalentsottuewome_rot _ng-
tion of particular interest, are never seen to land, in the present impmv_ state of se_et_,
be made. knowing the oppormnitlea which mey nave mr

As to appropriate intellectual aptitude--in acquiring knowlbige ; that they have .intor_m as

the case of monarchy--in the case of integral dearthegenuineandasfeelingimp°rtantofeveryas ourg_fle._whohears°Wn_ _t m_s t_e
possession of supreme and all-comprehensive me_ that all the superior eb_es o£ the _ematesex
power _by no man, perhaps, unless it be by of England must be more capable of exerc:'_g

John Knox, has physical weakness been the elective s.ulfrage with deli ,b_. "onandP_e
brought forward in the character of an objec- priety, than the uninformed ind_vm.uam m .
tion to the practice of vesting political power loweat class of men, to whom the advocates el
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IIL So/d/ors amISailors. Ifoftbese classes sion, public : matter, taken for the subject of
mention must here be made, scarcely can it the proof, _ in the first place, the /aw by
be for any other purpose than to show that which the elections in question shall, in the
they have not been out of mind. From par- here supposed state of things, have been re-
ticipating in the exercise of this franchise, all gulated; to which might be added (regard
those who are out on foreign service stand being had to matter and applicable space)
excluded by physical, by absolutely insur- this or that portion of other appropriate mat-
mountable obstacles : this being constantly ter :wbut for any such details the present is
and unavoidably the case with many, and in- no place.
eidentally with a11,_those, For the collateral effects, moral and intel-
the bar is not applied by lectual--of such an institution, inquire of the
need the less repine, should the necessity arise IVational Society: _ inquire of anybody
of excluding them by legal ones. Individu- those excepted whose wish--(for, alas ! some
ally considered, no tenable objection could such are there not?) whose un_issembted wish
surely be opposed to the suffrage of any in- has been, to keep us of the swinish multitude
dividual of this so extensive and eminently _to keep us for ever in our state of swine.
meritorious a class of public servants. But, Defensible as it is at all times at the plea-
collected in a mass, under the command of sure of the excluded party,--if by this ex-
C r-General and Co., they might, in clusion the exercise of the right may, in the
any part of the country, or in many parts of instance of some person of full age, be sus-
the country at once, be set a.rolling like an pended, -- in the instance of minors, might
avalanche, overwhelming, as they roiled, the not, on proof given, as above, of possession
settledpopulstionof(whocaneayhowmany?) obtained of appropriate intellectual aptitude
electoral districts. Here is a mischief; but _might not the acquisition of it be aceele-
a mischief to which, by a few regulations, no rated?
less obvious than the mischief, there could So much for defalcation, considered as up-
be no difficulty in opposing an effectual bar. plicable to the extent to be given to this fran-

To the above perfectly obvious grounds of chise. Behold now a principle of exceptmn,
defalcation, add, for consideration, this one operating as a bar to a little swarm of other
more, which will perhaps be found not quite defalcations, -- such as, but for this conslde-
so obvious, ration, would, on grounds more or less cogent,

IV. _/'on-readers. For shortness, let this be apt to present a call--some of them a pe-
be the name of the class : also, for shortness rcmptory call-- for acceptance.
take the following compressed intimation of This principle is the simplification principle.
the ground of the thus proposed defalcation, On the ground of deficiency, in one or other,
with the political and moral institution at- or both, of the elements of the appropriate
tnched to it, and of the mode proposed for aptitude in question--viz, ap_,roprioteprobtty
fixing the termination of it. Principle, not and appropriate intellectual aptttude--various
at variance with the universal-lnterest.com- are the classes that might be proposed for
pre]lension principle : duration of the exclu- exclusion : foreigners in amity, foreigners in
sion_not only temporary, but, to an inde- enmity but at large, outlaws, eonvie_s, vayrants ,
finite degree, capable of being shortened by insolvents, bankrupts, lunatics _ these may
the exertions of the individual excluded.-- serve as examples.
J_roofof the cessation of the cause of exclu- O rare simplicity ? handmaid of beauty,

universal suffrage would extend it; and wisdom, virtue-- of everything that is excel-lent !-- Simplicity--applied to every subject
tion should be to which, without preponderant inconveni-
besause, by the/a_ of nation:, _ and ence, it can be applied _ simplicity, though
by the/a_ of nature, ©that sex is but a sort of negative good, is not the tess a
ours; and because, therefore, their voices good. To the exclusion of sensible (which are
be governed by the relation in which they stand the only real) evils, may it without scruplein society. Therefore it is, sir, that with the ex-
ception ofcampaniss, in which the rightofvoting be applied, where the only evils that can re-
merely affects property, it has never been in the sult from the application are but, as it were,
contemplation of the &ost absurd theorists to ex- m_scent and insensible: evils, for exmnple,

_e x."tend the electxve franclfise to th se which, _though if they existed in a certain
-' quantity, they might, or even would, be felt,

• A law which has no existence. ....... yet, in the greatest quantity in question,
I, _ernaps. A_lery ex_umon, Dy wmcn • • •

•_o h.W _¢ _ ._.,_ ...... i,,ded from that se- ] cannot be felt ; _ evils, m a word, which, _
¢_u_itv_'f_r__th_r'in_ests. which in the [ though but for the operatiou of counter causes,
eme-_f-tl_e-o_.i_--l_flspronounced'indisputable. ] they would or might be productive of actual
Ground of this exdu_r at ]east a principal J sensible sufferance or loss of comfort, _yet,
part of that ground--a perhap, ! . [ by the operation of such counter causes, will

law of mmn'e--anothe_ non.entity. A too / be nrevented from ¢arrvin_ that cavacitv into
• omm_phr_e:inthepm_ntimtance,_e, [ o,.J " ° --"--- "
what is at the bottom of it ? | _'"
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So much for principle; now for application, deceit lef_ possible : and, forasmuch as by
Even at the place of election, much more in small numbers no promise of effect would be
a j udicatory of appcalconstitutedforthe put- afforded, while among large numbers, the
pose, --among the accompaniments of every larger the number the fuller the assurance of
such investigation are the intimately con- detection,--no probability can this possibility
nected misehiefs, with which all judicature have for its accompaniment.
is so liable to be infested, viz. delay, vezation,
and expense. In all these may be seen real
and sensible--acutely sensible evils. But, in SECTION VIII,

the case of a right, which, how important so- VIRTUAL UNIVERSALITYOr 8UlrFEAGEm
ever, when taken in its integraltty, is to all ITS UNDANGEItOUSNESSo
really effective purposes, such as the esta-
blishment of laws, and the execution of rues- Os the topic of supposed or imputed dan-
sures of administration, itself but the fractlon gerousness, after what has been seen already,
ofa.fraction,--supposethatbytheexceptlon- acespt the following observations, compressed
able classes, all of them taken together--that to that degree of compression which time and
is, by the admission given to them, be they _lac¢ necessiutte.
ever so exceptionable, no sensible change for Objection:--Universal suffrage, universal
_he worse can ever, in all human probability, _ostility and anarchy, m Answer: No, not
be made in the conduct of public aft'airs; __ the smallest approach to any such evils.
the consequence is, that the supposed incon- Hostility?--under what provocation, and
veni enee is ideal and theoretical merely, not agmnst what object ? Provocation now, alas l
actual and practical, but too abundant: in that case, abselutcly

The simplification principle, thus explained, none. Provocation, say you? Msay, instead
__ apply it to the question as between the of it, its exact opposite. Yes: in place of
extent indicated by the word householders, provocation, and that inveterate, m fresh and
and the extent here marked out as designated never before experienced beneficence. Pro-
by the words virtually-universal sufl'rage. In vocationh where should it find its object?
the plan itself, on the occasion of which the In a branch of government, now for the firsb
attention was confined to householders, an time, attheinstanceofthepeoplethemselves.
expedient may be seen proposed, having for repaired and improved for their benefit, and
its object the rnaximizatwn of simplicity;- then placed in their own hands?
the minimization of the triple yoke of ineon- Suppose mischievous activity, on what oc-
venience--the trinoda necessitas--composed casion or in what shape shouldit exert itself?
of delay, vexation, and _xponse, which, by The sort of power which they would be called
nature in a certain proportion, by sinister art upon to exercise, what is it ? Is it, _ as in
commonly in a much greater proportion, has legislation and command, as well civd as mill-
been made to press upon the neck of so many tary, --directly, immediately, imperatively,
sorts of public, but most intolerably of all impressively, and coercively acting power_
upon the neck of almost all fldicial, proceed- -- No, but a mere exercise of the unimpors-
lags. tire faculty of deputation_an exercise per-

Look at what is said in Mr. Cobbctt's letter formed under the veil of the most tranquil
on this subject to Earl Grosvenor (Cobbett's and silent, and absolutely impenetrable and
Register, February 22, lS17,)and, inrespect imperturbable secresy,_per formed by a mere
of simplicity, and its consequences as above turn of the hand,_and, lathe instance of
explained, judge whether, compared with the each individual, in the same moment begun
_ouseholder plan, even with the benefit of the and ended: -- a power which, ff such it mast
above-proposed instrument of simplification, be called, is but the fraction of a fraction:
the virtually-universal plan has not the ad- the power of making one of a vast multitude,
vantage, the majority of which must join, ere they can

In this same view, note a principle of pre- scat so much as one man in an assembly,
caution, having regard to relative time. The one man, with whom another large majority
evidence, on the ground of which a claimant's must join, and with that large majority, the
title to the franchise is provisionally to be majority of another assembly, ere he can
allowed,--let it be--not of the oral, but, as _ve effect to any power by which command
proposed in the plan, of the written kind--a is issued, and obedience produced.
docume_, suppose a card--suppose a ticket--- Be the mischief wha_ it may, _ suppose
penned, and authenticated, and allowed, at a the people, in any cunsider_le number, in-
time anter/or to that of the election. By this clined to effect it. In their eyes, or in any
means all discussion is excluded from that eyes, what sort of prospect of accomplishing
t/me : in the instance of each voter, the ope- the supposed obnoxious purpose could the

ration of voting may, as in the case of holdin 9 nature of the ease afford ? How deep, as well
up of hamds, be instantaneous. Forgery and as at the same time how hollow,, must not
fraudulent personation are the only causes of the scheme o[ speculation be supposed to be_
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that is thus supposed to be entertained by be expected to be found,--and for the sake
the supposed precipitate and unthinking mul- of the thus manufactured pretext, always
titude? Of himse_ not one of them could, wished to be found--tumultuous? Oh no.
so much as in expectation, have any the least On the one part, by a course of wr/t/ng, on
part in it: if accomplished, the persons by the other part by a corresponding course of
whomitisaecomplishedmustbethemajority readln9 _ Oh yes:rathe pen in ],z_l-- be-
of a set of persons, all different from these hold in this the true organ for administering
voters; yet this majority composed of indi- sound, dispassionate, and undelns_ve informa-
viduals, all of them without exception bent tion: -- in the eye--.An the stillness and/e/sure
upon the execution of this same pernicious of the closet, applied to the sile_paper, be-
scheme : -- and what could they hope to get hold in this the true organ for the reception
by it? When, by the passions of a popu- of the matchless blessing. ?.ipson the one
lace, mischief has been perpetrated or aimed part, ears on the other part : mbehold in
at, is it by any such telescopie and deep-laid these the so imperfectly adapted- the only
schemes that it has ever been aimed at? ori_nally employable organs, in the fugitive,

No: it is not in the dangerousness and the ever questionable, the ever delusive in-
mischievousness -- it is in the undangerous- formation -- the only information capable of
z_m and benefieialness of this and the other being communicated and received by such
elements of reform, that, in the minds of the organs,-- the sole and sadly imperfect re-
ruling and influential few, the opposition made source of immature, unlettered, and unen-
to it has its real ground. Not in the want of lightened times, t
light-- pure and instructive light-- in the As to speechifying and writing -- and the
poetical hemisphere- not in the want of it, comparative beneficialness and innoxiousness
but in the abundance of it, look for the true of the sort of information to be respectively
object of their fears. The increase of light looked for to the two sources. By speeches,

were that any part of their object, how to many an assembly has been driven into pro-
compass that object is no secret to them. cipitate and mischievous resolves: by wN-
Confined to the quarter in which, when it is tings, much fewer, not to say none. By
of use to them --applied to the accomplish- speeches, followed on the spot by resolutions
ment of the grand object--the openly avowed taken on the spot, falsehoods are asserted
objector he "prostration of understandin 9 means of detection excluded ; in writings,
and will" at the feet of a priesthood, itself scarce can falsehood be brought forward on
by original in_itution prostrate--and so one side, but time for detecting and refuting
lately so much more profoundly prostrated," it has place on the other :-- by speeches,
--at the feet of a prelacy, itself in a state imagination is faseinated,--passion in exces_
of everlasting prostration at the foot of the excited,_time for comprehensive conception
throne--applied to this object, never can and cool judgment denied ;-- substitute wr/o
there he any want of anxiously directed acti- ring, no advantage can in any of these shapes
vity. In regard to appropriate intellectual be gained by any side, to the injury of any
aptitude, what is the real, the everlasting other. When tongues and ears are the organs
fear ? _ lest it be defieient ? No : but lest of converse ;-- in an assembly, congregated
it be abundant. Yes: on the hemisphere of under the notion of/_earln 9 speee]_es,-- by
religion , to deludethem with false and political its own clamours (and with what unhappy
fights _ on the political hemisphere, to keep frequency is not this mischief exemplified .t)
them plunged in the thickest darkness : such, by its own clamours-- that is, by the sla-
in their " liigh situation," is the policy of moursofa few impatient tongues,--on both
" freatclurracters;" such, in the very nature sides of the question --or, what is so mue_
of things, itiseverdestinedtobe, whenvonch- worse, on one side ouly,--may not only nil
sating to determine the lot of the swin/_ documents, but all argm_nt, be excluded ?
multitude, whereas, in so far as pens and eyes are the

Ofthissupposeddangeronsandmischievons organs,--by no power but that of atyrant
right, by what mode and form of instruction of a tyrant about the throne, or on a bench
would the exerelse be prefaced and prepared? --can any minds be deprived of the know*
On the one part, would it be, as now, by ledge of whatsoever has been said, or can be
he_angu/ng__(by harongulng--/oud, and, said, on both sides.
till the present state of things be replaced Thus, not only in the first instance, but so
by a better, how can it be other than/mpas-
donedf)_on the other part, by thrumy/m3 : t By Mr. Cobbett, this topic Ioizmervejust now
by thronging, if not actually tumultuous, eon- mentioned by himself as having _ f_equenuy,
tinually, by the naturally and incessantly in- worked:-.andifso, doubtless with that lorceanaacuteness which might be expected at his hands,
creasing tyranny, expected or pretended to as well as with that copiousne_ and diffuseness,

**See the Revez_d Mr. Belsham's Observa- which _ m well adapted m the situation of the
bulk of these among whom he has to look for

tlem on the Bishop of IJondm's Charse, anno readers.1814.
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long as the subject continued to be viewed Note here a little operation man opera-
no otherwise than at a distance, m that, in tion which may be performed by anybody
this state of mind, by the vastness and lode- who has leisure. Turn to the h/story of
tcrminatenassofthe compound idea, produced boroughs : pick out the most open ones :
by the combination of annuality of election those in which the right has the extension
with universality of suffrage,- conception indicated by the word householders, or by
should he at first bewildered, and the passion the word pot.wailers, m go back as far as
of fiar kept in a state of excitation, -- in recollection m recollection about individual
this there is nothing strange: the strange character- can carry you, _ say, to the
thing would rather be, if the case were other- commencement of the present reign. Under
wise.* the heed of each such borough, look over the

Such, at any rate m my own view, it cannot direct-tax-paying householders : due regard be-
fail to be : for in this state_ for a long-course of ing at the same time paid to the arran_emente
years, was my own mind :--the object a dark, prescribed by the simplifwation prin_ple_ as
and thence a hideous phantom, until, elicited by above.
severe and external pressure, the light of reaaon Representation co-extensive with taxation ?-y
-- or, if this word be too _ssuming, the light of with taxation in every shape ? Oh yes; wlta
ratioclnation--was brought to hear upon It. In all my heart : no danger to property, any more
the Plan itself may be seen at what period (viz. than to person, should I apprehend t_m it :. for,
anno 1809,) fearful'of going further--embracing under another description, _tlat would thxs be
the occasion of"finding, in derivative judgment, but the Duke ofRichmm_d's univertal su_rage
an exterior support---Iwas not only content, but But the print,pie _ in the _rtnoip/e behold the
g|ad, to stop at the degree of extension indicated defect : -- a principle which is but the product o_
by the wordhouscholders ;-- taking at the same imagination -- of lmaginatiou with nothing but
time for conclusive evidence o£ househobtership, itself for its support :_ a principle not looking
the fact of having paid direct taxes. But, the to universal inte_est_notlookingtointerestin
more frequently my mind has returned itself upon any shape or to any extent _ to human feelings
the subject--the more close the application made in any shape or to any extent _ to general utility
to it -- the more minute the anxiety with which -- to utility in any shape or to any extent --- a
every niche and cranny-has been pried into -- principle deaf, unyielding, and inflexible :--a
the stronger has been the persuasion produced,-- principle which will hear of no modifwatlon
that, even from an extent as unbounded as that y.lll look atno ealculati_ :--a .principlewhich,
which would have been given to the principle by ake.m.at oI me rights o.7.man, is m lt.s zem_.r
the vigorous and laborions and experlencod mind apnncapieofdespotlsm, howsueverm.ltsappa_
of the Duke of Richmond (always with the pro- .cation applied to purposes so ommetrtcatly aim
viso, that, by that secresy-- which, somehow or beneucenuy oppom_. .. _ .....other, hecouldnotbeartolookintheface--free- Co.extensive _vitlt taxatton. Why tins re.
dora should be secured)--no mischief, no danger, ference, this adjustment ? If_ instead of ima_
in any such shape as that which Is denoted by the gination, reason be consulted, the answer is--
words anarchy or equalization, L e. destruction that by extent coinciding with that of taxation_
of property, would ensue: in a word, not any the so it happens that in this country all interests are
smallest defalcation from any rights, but those comprehended : --deference is paid to, practice
which are universally acknowledged to be mere would accordingly be .gulde_ b_.the prinm.'pleby
trust.rights--rights, theexerclse of which ought wmcn me comprenensmn.ox air m.ter._ Is _re-
to be directed to the advancement-- not of the scribed. Good : but if, m the pnnmple which
separate interests of him to whom they are in- prescribes the giving admission, at.once_ all in,
trusted, but of the joint and universal interest, terests, you were to _ave a prmclpte wmca no-

Tranquillized, on the othex hand, by the per- body but yourself would listen to, what would
suasion, that although, by defalcation after de- you be the better for it ? And if, with a principle
falcatiou, very considerable reduction were made which, m num l)e_., sufficient to carry the _lUe_,

in respect &extent, still no very determinate and : tion, men would hates to and be governmedd by,distinguishable defalcation might be made from you were to get a constitution, under an by
thebeneficentinfluenceoftheunivcrsal-int¢rest, virtue of whieh_ for want either of approprlate
comprehenswn principle, _ and that, by every probity or aF_ropriafe intdlec_, al aptitude, or
extension obtained, the way could be smoothed both, property and liberty woum De uestroyeu,
to any such ulterior extension, a the demand for _ what in th'._ case would you be the be.tter
which should, m the continued application of for your principle ?_ wo.um not your eonamon
that principle, guided by the experience of secu- [ be sn]] worse--yea, much worse_tha_ even at
rity, under the experienced dege_ of extension, [ present? •
have found its due support, _ w_th little regret, I Behold here-- (for it is well worth beholdiog_

considering the subject in a theoretical point of [ _the relation _the l.mtruct_ve relafion--_
view, and altogether without regret, considering ] tween theory and.pr.actwe: _of the geodne_
it with a view to conciliation_ and in that wow | th_ory,.the test _ m every .m_¢_ m up-
in a practical point of view, -- thus it was that ] phcability to praz,_ee: 77._ood in _h_or_? oaa ra
wtthout difficulty I found I could accede to the I practwe: _ hello m tins t_tllaey_ tam vmgar
extent red,aM by the words houwholders, or I fal_. -7 a.cont_ .a_tmn m tem_ ffi n

.... I .nut, ifmeorybe recurem ty,..:_t..su ees ,or
aSuppo_nf this a speech spoken -- _ear ldra! | that a _ measure be good m ltsau; -- me

hear htm. would tt not at this phee be the cry | theory employed m t_MM_ortof it _ also 1_.
trom the oum_ite benches? Profound the dis- [ a good one: a .meaty..ca_ame _ pemg_ano

ably triumphant the exultation ! | But fapal_ ot I_mg_ wltaout _ appue_
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li_. ot the representatives, who from that vided into its never-to-be-forgotten three
time to this have sat for it :uthis done, then branches, viz. appropriateprob/_, appropriate
it i_ that you may be in a condition to'pro- intellectual aptitude, and appropriate active
nounce m whether, when compared with the talent.
seats, filled in the most generally approved "Aptitude? dements?" cries a voice from
and lauded mode, viz. the county sents (of Bond Street, "d-- you and your three ele-
which in the next section,) any distinctly- ments I No, no : property ! property I that's
rcmrked deficiency, in respect of any one of our sort I that's the only element we know
the three elements of appropriate aptztude, of_ worth all your's, and a hundred such put
be to be found: appropriate aptitude, as di- together.

to practice, iteannet be,- if, nore_erence being collect it--the whole stream of experience runs
made by it-- no regard paid by it _ to human that way.
interests or to human feelings _ to feeling_ of In proof, or at any rate in illustration of this
pain -- to feelings of pleasure. --it admits ot no position --one particular .incident. which has
modification -- no yielding of interest to interest plase in my own remembrance, has just been can-
- and thereby_ of no means of conciliation : _ firmed by cetemL_oraryrecollections. In the days

of Wilkes and hberty! --among Wflkes's sup-
of no means of conversion, but overbcarhag des- porters-- and indeed, for activity and extent ofpetism.

The horror and terror with whiehr by the influence, at the head of them -- was Churchill
words universal sr_ffrage and annuvt eleet_ons, the apothecary, brother to poet Churchill. Else-
so many uncorrupted breasts are filled _ ffor I tion time approaching, Wilkes himself being, for
speak not here of the ease of those in whose in- the moment, by some incident or other, put out
stance language and deportment are necessarily of the question_apethecary Churchill was pro-
prescribed and-fashioned by the predominance of posed...In apothecary member foe Westminster t
sinister interest) _ these self-disturbing and dis- By a loud and general clamour to this effect was
social passions -- to which object shall we look the proposition immediately crushed :--yet, be-
for the cause of the application thus made of sides that extraordinary personal popularity, by
them ? Shall it not he to the weakness -- alas ! which he had been enabled to render soeh com.
the too natural, and, in a greater or less degree, manding setvice to the fine gentiemarh his pro-
the universal weakness -- of yieldingtoo readuy t_g_, was this apothecary of the number of those
to first impressions ?--of giving the reins to who kept their coaches.
imaglnation, and at the same time to that love As to opofhccar*dshil_and gcntlemanship,_for
of ease, which spares itself the labour necessary my own part, if, of two candidates-- knowing
toeless iaspeefion and carefully comprchensive nothing of either, but that ene was an apotheeary_
analysis ? Oh yes : in the combination of all the other a gentleman of 4"10,000 a-year-- the
these co-operating causes may be found power question were to be asked of me, for _hich wlii
but too sufficient for the production of these and _ou giveumtr vofe.¢ mvanswer would be at once
so many other undesirah|e effects. _-- th_e apoOtheeary _ tl{e apotheea_j for me? --

In my own instance, welt do I remember the Wllv? -Even because in the mind of the apothe-
time when the principle of universal suffra/.re, cary'_ the apothecary being to a certain degree
howsoever modified, presented itself to me as known as such -- I should be assured of finding
being in a general view inadmissible. Yes: but intellectual aptitude _ in_er,lectual aptitude in
_hat time ?--any time subsequent to.that at ten- the shape anddegree corresponding to the ext.
tire consideration and scrutiny, which me tin- geneses of that eminently useful aM respectable
lxa'tanee of the question now so imperiously calls profession, including the branches of art and
for? _Oh no: it was a time at which, as yet, no science that belong to it: --in the first place, ia-
_urposed attention had on my part ever directed ! tellectual aptitude at large: and scarcely can it
melt to the sub.k_:t. No ."the closer the atten. !happen but that, so it be constderahle in degree,
tion bestowed, the firmerhas all along been my i_aellectual aptitude appropriate--appropriate,
conviction-- on the oue-hand, of the undanger- if not with reference to any subject without ex.
ousness of the principle, taken in the utmost ex- !ception, at any rate with reference to the subject
tent to which the applicetiou of it can ever reach, here in question-- may with more or less facility
_on the other hand, of the facility and consis- be acquired: the alreadyacquirad sleek or capi.
tency with which, for the sake of uadon and talbemg, with more oe less advantage, capable
concord, defalcation after defalcation might,-- of being transferred and applied to the newly
provisionally at any rate, and for the sake of ex- adovted branch of industry.

Thus much for thea/_o_car#. Now as_the
perienee--quiet and gradual experience, -- be gentleman. This gentleman, with his ten thou-applied to it.

As to what concerns the influence of under- sand a-year--he havingbeen bred up in the
atanding as understanding _in theeaae here !n expectation of it--on what assignable or main-
question the only beneficent, rue only .enuuraDte tainable ground cotdd I build an equal, or nearly
influence,-- my own pemmution is _ that uneter equal expectation, of his pmseesing me requisite
the most unbounded universality of sutfrage, -- i intellectual aptitude, in any tolerably competent
instead of being annihilated, the influence of i degree, in any shape ?--at any rate in any shape
aristocracy/ would still be but too great: too in which it would, any part ofitrpeesessa toler-
great, I mean, with wJ_ttiontoappn_iate tufa- abhchaneeofbeXngtransferredtothispurpose?
lectual uptltude: too great net to gxve ad.n_i'm_ Inte]l_tual aptitude _ to whatever subject up-
to many an idle _ compar._vety .un_mrmsnm, plied --is it not the fruit of/abour_ _is it to be
te the exducion of a Isborleus and bettor fur- had n,/thout lahour? How then should he have
nished, mind. come by it ? _ by the force of what motives shall

As M_ I lmve been able to collect it__and I that of the pain attar.heal tothe l_bottt havebcen
have not begin umolicitous in my endsavouts to overcome ?
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"'Oh no, d---e t" cries another from a four- per Aehivi profuit ingenium," * not the less
in-hand, interrupting himself while in the were there the genus et proavi;T-- and who-
establishment of a raw---" Oh no: you've for- thor sitting for Westminster, or looked to for
got one-- and that's blood, d--e : look there, Westminster. the case of a man who had
(pointing to the horse's shoulder) look there, neither the blood element nor the property
-- there you have it, d--e. To be sure, to sit element, remains still without ezample.
comfortably, a man should have both, --no Look at Bristol, the next most populmm
doubt of that; but where one fails, t'other city. When a man was looked for, who
must serve instead of it. After all, blood's should, if possible, stem the tide of corrup-
our surest card : vingt-un runs off with pro- tion -- that tide which so naturally flows so
petty now and then --blood it can't run off strong in maritime and commercial cities M
with : that sticks by us. Come, if you must who is it that was looked for ? Was it the
have three elements, here's an amendment for Spa Fields orator ?-- did he not try and fail
you, -- Blood, Property, Connexion : these there ? Was it not Sir Samuel Romilly ? q
are our three elements --blood and property and though (from an irregularity, for which,
in ourselves ; connexion in the good fellow by some country gentleman or other, whose
we put ill to think and speak for us. T_ere aptitude was in his acres, -- a Mr. Egre, or a
now, you old fellow ! off with your three ele- Mr. Frankland, which was it ?-- he was so
moots--off with them to UTOHA: 'twos consistently called to order,) the blood he
there you got em from, d--e !" had came from the wrong side of_he channel,

WeU, good gentlemen, look over the list and with a something in it too nearly allied
I am speaking about :--look it well over- to puritanism to be relished by legitimacy,)
look at the seats--look at the sitting-parts --yet (not to speak of the swinish elements,
they have been filled by _ look at them which are of no value butin Utopia)_blood,
well--and as little will you find any deft- such as it was, there was in him --bloodf_
ciency in the stock of your own legitimate yes ; and property too, -- though, whether
elements-- man and horse elements together then as now savouring of the realty, let others,
-- as of my swinish ones. who know, say, -- to sanction it.

Look to the most populous of all populous Look to the most populous among be-
boroughs ! look to Westminster ! Number roughs: look t_ Lwerpool. When the same
of electors, even many years back, not fewer pestilential tide was hoped to be stemmed at
than 17,000: swine not all of them indeed Liverpool, who is it that great commercial

the Dean and Chapter being of the hUm- port and borough called in to stem it ? Wu
ber --not to speak of Right Honourables and it the Cobbett _ -- was it the Spa Fields
Honourables ;-- swine's flesh, however, pre- Orator f Here too, was it not J_'eughant , of
dominant---abundantly predominant: swinish Brougham
the character, of the vast majority of that Propensity to look wide of the true mark
vast multitude. -- to look to and to accept, in lieu of the only

Well then, look to Westminster M look true and direct elements of appropriate spti-
first to time present- see now what you tude, those supposed circumstantially but de-
have there. See you not Lord Coehrane ? ceptiously evidentiary ones-.-blood--property
What do you see there ? See you not blood -- add if you please, connexion--this is not
and property in one ? _ blood from ancestors peculiar to English, it is common to human

property from the source most prized _ nature: yes, to human nature ; and till that
the source from whence all your oldest pro- nature be transformed, never will the pro-
petty sprung--enemies' blood, with plunder penalty--be it useful, be it_isc_ievous--
for the fruit of it ? -- See you not Sir Francis be rooted out of it.
Burdett ?--have not you there blood enough Look to ancient, look to republican Rome.
and property enough? Look now a little To proteetthem ag_instthearistoeracy, the
back : _ before you had either Coc_rane or people obtained a representative--_ singlt
Burdett, had not you Charles Fox ? had you representative -- a repr_entatiw whose
him not as long as the country had him ?

Even within this twelvemonth, when a • Thus miserably diluted by Dryden and Co.
vacancy was apprehended, what sort of man (Chalmerg's English Poets, vol. xx. p. 632 : --)
was it that was looked to for the filling of _ Nor may I lose the prlze,

it ? Was it a man of and from the people ? By having sense which heaven to him denies;
_in_e great or small the talent I enjoy'd,

Was it the Cobbett, with his penmanship, his W_ ever in the common ¢mue em_doyed;
C_0,000 purchasers, and his ten times 60,000 Nor let my wit and wonted eloquence,
readers? Was it the Henry Hunt, with his Which often hsabeen usedin yenr defer, e,
oratory ? Was it not Cartwright, of the Cart- And in my own, this only time be brottgh,t

To bear against my_lf, imd dsem'd afiah.hts of Northamptonshire f--vo_ it not
ougkam, of BroughamS--and howsoever -_ The deeds efl_g-deseended aaessto_

by these men the plea of Uly_ might be Are but byKrace e_imputgtiem
put in --" Neve mihi noeeat quod vobis sere. Theirs in effect.
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style and title was, Tribu_e of the people : giving the circulation to the matter of them ?
in the breast of this one individual was con- mwith your sham precedents, brought forward
rained their Commons House. Well--this for a colour to such liberticide resolves ?
man -- who to them was a host, and their Well : if you shrink at this, remains still a
on/y host _from what men, from what caste possibility of your forbearing to insist here
of men did they take him ? From among them- upon individual identity -- of your listening
selves ? Not they indeed. From whenc_ to identity in principle and specie.
then? Evenfrom theiroppressors--their very Butif identity of principle will satisfy you,
oppressors themselves---from the Patricians. how, so long as you admit the householder
Such (ithas been observed by somebody, was plan, how can you be at a loss for principle
it not Montesquieu ?) such was their choice, in support of virtually-universal suffrage ?
for hundreds of years together. ; Take in hand the fellowship of householders:

Well ;--in thus advocating virtually-uni- take in hand the fellowship of unlversal-suf-
versal su_rage --and as to absolutely-unlver- frage men : apply to each of the two fellow-
salsu_rage, though, preferably to the other, I ships the two tests of appropriate aptitudeu
do not, nor ever should advocate it-- I should the tests of appropriate aptitude, in those two
nevertheless, as Earl Grey did once, "preferit of its three branches which apply to the case
to the present system ;"--in thus advocating in question--the case of electors. Apply to
virtually, or though it were absoluteS, uni- them the appropriate-probity test: say, have
vernal suffrage, --what is given as above, is it you a sufficiency of it in your householders
all mere theory ? -- is it not practwe to boot ? Well then, on what grounds can you look for
_practiee, or somewhat not very easily distin- any want of such sufficiency in my universal-
guishable from it?--is itnot experienceY su_'age men_--of universal-suffrage men,

"' Oh but," says somebody, " this which al'though, instead of being, as here proposed,
you call practice _ this, in support of which virtual, the universality were absolute. Your
you are calling in experience--this is not householders_is it their interest to possess,
any universal.suffrage plan _ this is not even to retain, and upon occasion acquire property ?

ur own virtually universal-suffrage plan _ to acquire it (which to do would not, un.
is but the householder plan. less they could retain it, be of any great use

Yes, to be sure, in _ it is but the house, to them.) Well then-- among my universal.
holder plan ; though where a pot constitutes say,rage men, how many will you find, who
a house, how much narrower soever the would fail in any respect of being partakel_

OUnd of the right is, the right itself must in that same interest ? Apply to them nex_
admitted to be a little more extensive, theappropriate inteUectualaptitude test: your

But, be that as it may, if so it be that whai I householdersmthe interest which they pos-
you insist on is, that, in the field of political sass in regard to property--theinterest they
arrangement, nothing should ever be tried, have in possessing, acquiring, and retaining
but what in the self-same shape has been tried of it _ that source, that sole and indispens-
already, then so it is that, on this part of the able source ofsohsistence, and continuation
question, my pen is stopped. But, upon this of existence, _ are they in a sufficient degree
principle, her_ or "anywhere-- at this time sensible of its existence ? Then in what less
or at any other time _ well or ill _ can or degree, thinkyou, wouldmyuniversal-sufffage
oould government ever be carried on? men be sensible to a matter of fact, to which

On your side, for the future (not to speak (infants in arms and persons insane excepted,)
of the past)--for the future, will youtake it no human being sensible to anything ever
_p, and steadily, and to the last, adhere to failed of being sensible ?
xt ? Vast as it is, and poisonous as it is vast, In your eyes, and with reference to your
will you so much as pledge yourselves to be habits and your means, the all of the sort of
eontont with your existing stock of panaceas _ men to which the great majority of them be-
_with your universal-personal-security-de- long is as nothing. Think you, that there-

fore, in their eyes, it is no more ? The all ofstroying acts ?_with your universal gagging
acts ? _ with _our liber@-of.the-press.de. A, how much less is it in the eye of A, than
stroying statutes, and judge-made ex-post- the all of B in the eye of B ? When you
facto laws ?- with your universal-popular, have solved this problem, _ then, and not
communieatlon-destroying acts ? _ with your before, say that universal confusion and uni-
acts for stopping up the ears of soldiers, and versal destruction of property would be the
for engaging them, in the character of infor- results of universal suffrage.
reefs0 to imbrue their hands in the blood of For its success, true it is, that this reason.
their brothers, their sisters, their fathers, and in Ksupposes, with reference to the formation
their mothers ? _ with your petition-rejecting of a judgment on the subject of it, the exist-
and hope-ea_nglc/sJ_/ng decisions and orders ence of a competent qualification in the shape
and resolutious?--with your resolves for of appropriate intellectual aptitude. Unfor-
rejectimg petitions m_em'd, because, /n aid i tunately, just at this moment_sueh of you
of the pen, the press had been employed in as are honost _ you have no such aptitude,
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Spectres have stalked in, and planted terror sense, ought to be regarded as certa/n. And,
and confusion in your minds. Cobbett, in for the accomplishment-- not to speak of the
the character of Apollyon, the Destroyer,-- commencement__ of this same scheme, what
Cobbett, with a wniversal-levellin 9 machine in are the sort of beings that are to have ex-
his hand,--Cobbett, with the Spa-Fields istence? Human beings? Oh no: so far
Orator at his heels :--these are your bug- from it, a set of creatures, such as no man
bears. From the contemplation of these hob- ever saw: u set of beings, in respect of the
goblins comes the spirit of wisdom with features essentially requisite for so much as
which you are inspired, the commencement of any such scheme, as

Well then, take them up--to give your opposite to all known human beings as can
theory its finish, take them up, and plant them be conceived. Without one of the motives

in the House of Commons. Chosen by the that arc known of, and against the bent of all
swinish multitude, behold them seated on the the motives that are known of--such is to be
Treasury Bench:--in that situation in which their course of action. Of no such motive

anythivg may be done, there is nothing they as social interest are they to have any the
would not be ready to do, so long as in any smallest spark. As little are they to have
shape they saw anything they could get by of that sort of motive, self.regardia 9 interest,
it. Yes : of course they would. Yes : but on which the human species is in a more ca-
according to this theory of yours, they are to peeial and necessary manner dependent for its
level all property, and, of course, by levelling existence. On this career of theirs are they to
it, destroy it. Now, by so doing, what is it set out, bent upon destruction --upon de-
they could get, either of them ? Some pro- struction of all property, -- and with it, or
petty they have, each of them : that one of before it, of all that derive support from it,
them that has least, some number of times ending or beginning with themselves.
the amount of the utmost that could be ex- In the words wild and wildness seems to be

pected to be put into his pocket by the ope- i condensed the substance of all the talk.--(to
ration of the universal-levelling machine, call it reason or argument would be misrepre-

" Oh, but these men, even these, arc not sentation,)--say then the talk--by which unl-
the worst. The worst, to be sure, they are versa] suffrage has been opposed. Wfldneu ?
that we as yet know of. But what you per- Ohyes; and but too much of it. But inwhat
haps don't see, and we do see is--the mob place is it that it will be found?--in the
which is still behind them. This mob, which universal-su_age plan, with the practice and
would begin with pushing them on, do you experience on which it is 9rounded, or in the
think it would end there ? Oh no. No sooner theory with which, against all practice and
were they seated, than after them it would experience, it has been opposed_
be continually pouring in others that would True it is--but too true--as matters
be worse and worse. For, with the excep- stand at present, they have not, all ofdtem,
tion of us and ours, this is the way with all means so sufficient as could be wished, to in,
men. Their object _ their constant object form and quality themselves: they have not
is-- to do, in every imaginable shape, as much -- so much as the =tajority of them--any
mischief as they can continually contrive to such sufficient means to inform and qualify
do:--such is their end; and for their means themselves: they have not--the majority of
and their instruments, how can they do other- them -- means so suffieientas could be wished
wise than take up and employ, and be per- to inform themselves aright as to what good
petually upon the look-out for, the most government is, or what the value of it: they
mischievous agents that arc to be found, have not--the majority ofthem--sufliclent
Such being their constant study and endea- means of access to the documents on which
your--the constant study and endeavour of the acquisition of this neceusary knowledge
this mob of yours--this mob, that you and depends: they have not any such sufficient
all that think with you want to set upon us means in any regular way to read the net, s-
and destroy us--what will be the conse- papers: they have not--many of them--
quence? The men they will be finding out nay, even the majority of them--they have
and pouring into the House will be -- each not as yet so much as the requisite skill in
of them worse than every other--men, the the elementary art ofreadimy.
least mischievous of whom will be mischie- True. But thesetheir deficiencesmwhat.
vous enough to out-Hunt Hunt, and to out- soever they may be --is it in these deiieien-
Cobbett Cobbett." eics that we are to look for the consideration

The universal-suffrage plan being consi- --thesole, the chiefly prevalent considerat,lon,
dered in the character of a cause, _ for the or so much as any part of the consideration,
e_'ect on the monarchico-aristocratieal the- _ by which your anxiety, and your determl-

theory, behold, in the above scheme of universal nation, to exclude them from " c/"
mischief and its consequence, univermd de- suffrage is produced ? Alas l alas no.
struction given- given, not merely as a pro- These deficiencies mthere is not any one of
/m/de effect, but aa one that, in a practical them, that it would not be little lets
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to you actually to supply, than to will or wish as here -- consider, even where largest, ho_,
to do so: there is not any one of them, which small it is, compared with the least amount
they could not supply without any assistance of what is necessary for, and actually ex-
of yours; which they would not supply to pended on, the means of sustenance.
themselves, of themselves, if left to them- Well but _ will you then give us the
selves; which they could not to themselves householder plan ? __ will you give us the
supply,--if, instead of aiding them in, your American plan? With either of those plans,
wishes and endeavours were not employed in we for our parts -- I, for one -- I, for my
the preventing them from, the receiving of part at least, should be contented. Oh no :
such supplies. Of these same supplies, there for opposition, indeed-- for refusal -- this or
is not one of them that, in the American anything may serve : but for agreement-- for
States, is not actually and abundantly re- consent--that's quitea different affa_r:--no:
eeived. Received? Yes: and of the supply in the way of concession, nothing.
thus received, what is the fruit? What_ is After all, what need can there be for
it anarchy? No; but instead of it, the best looking to any such distance ? Intellectual
government that is or ever has been: --that, aptitude ? sufficiency of appropriate intellec-
with which yours forms so strong, not to say tual aptitude ? -- is that the question ? Look
so complete, a contrast, at home. Once more look at home. Turn

Look on this occasion --if by any means your eyes to Westminster. By the hand of
you ca_ endure to look that way -- look once virtue, in that great metropolis of reform,
more to the American United States. Behold behold democracy -- already for these ten
there democracy- behold there pure repre- years past--though with the mass of cor-
sentative democracy. In the shape in ques- ruption, as it were a mill-stone, still over-
tion, any more than in any other shape, what hanging and threatening, yet stiU seated on
mischief do you see there ? In the American her throne :-- Westminster, a field of con-
United States is there no property ? Has it tention, on which, till that auspicious too-
ever been destroyed since the establishment ment, monarchy and aristocracy -- the ever-
of independence ?--has it ever been destroyed lastingly leagued, yet everlastingly bickering,
there, as it was here, in 1780, by your anti- adversaries of goodgovernment- had, from
popery mob ; and--(not to speak of ]_uddites, the commencement of the dynasty, been tear-
and so many other non-religious) --in 1793, lug one another and the country to pieces :
by your Church of England ant/-sectarian --impoverishing one another; poisoning the
mohs, with orthodox and loyal j ustiees of the morals of the people. Instead of this sy_-
peace (see Huttou's Life_ to encom_ge them ? tern of abuse, behold freedom of election
In any one of these commonwealths has any, perfect and unexampled freedom : -- yes,
so much as the slightest, shock been ever freedom: and with it sobriety, temperance,
given to it ? All this wh_e, since that anspi- tranquilUty, security. And this under what
cious day _these supposed destroyers of all system of representation? Even under the
property and all government--the great body householder plan--the same which M_.. Grey
of the people, has there ever been anywhere proposed-- which Earl Grey is so much afraid
that day, in which they have not had full of:_the householder plan--the almost equl-
swing ?_ has there ever been that day, on relent of virtually-universal suffrage. _
which, for the keeping of them quiet, any No exaggeration here: nothing but simple
one of your panaceas ha_ been applied ; _ truth. In proof, take, in the most compressed
applied, or so much as thought of?- yet state possible, the following facts:--within
has there at any time been that day, in which a certain cirete-- were that a very small one
the door of that immense country has not -- all of them notorious-- all of them every-
stood wide open to the scum of the earth, as where uncontrevertible._
you would call it ? and amongst others, to
your own wild Irish--to those wild Irish, • For the passages quoted, see Hone's Re.formist's Register, February 15,1817, No. 3. On
who by your misrule, end by the feex of your i reading them, a suspicion may possibly arise of
tortm'e-uwagers , have been driven into brutish- their having been penned by the author of this
meat ? tract. In respect of personal knowledge, the

" Oh, bat," says somebody, "what they facts are all unknown to him: _ the picture here
have in AJMriea is_ not the universal.suf- given of them was equally so, till several days

frage plan: it is more like the ltouseholder utter it was in print.
plan: only _ less popubx: --it is actually Jf x. -- COMX_CZME_T.
the property plan." Origj_ of the S#:te_n ef _r,,ption a_d free

True : in imdividuality, as above, it is not - Election establishsd in We:tminater.
the mti_rsal.swffrage plan ; but, in pr/_/p/e, [ L OaJECT proposed. XNVUCEKE_CTS[ " To return Sir Francis Burdett free from ex°
look once more, and nay onoe more _ where ] pen_se, or personal trouble, and without even
and in what, if in anything, consists the dif- [ making him a caJ_didate : Sir Francis Burdett,
ferenee ? The property _ the income there | the onl_yman who had the sense and the courage
acquired from landed property _ there, even _ to fight the people's battle. He had proved him-
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thThe Americans--- theyimpose no tax u.pon 1 pose an almost prohibitory one. Why impose
e means at pan,seat mlormatmn ; you lm- [ so enormous an one? Is it for the sake of the

a friend to very extended suffrage, and to I time re.elected SJ,r Francis Buedett once, and
_ UAL rArtLIAUENTS._" . . ] Lord Cochrane twice, on the same excellent plan.

IX...aUA_.AeERS, Wn0.. " _ew m number, of [ They have had to contend three times in court,
no pohttcm zmportance wrtatever-- without in. [ of law; they have held upwards of thirty public
fluence"-- eyen. their names unknown.to the [mectings, all at their own e oxl_a_, , too, at at,
el.ecrure.. x:ne eley'Cor.s,tram th.e long amuse at I expense scarcely exceeding £4000.
the _eettve zranclax_, lnthe way mwhich .alone It I In ten years, four thousand pounds-- scarcely
enoum ever meusen, nan no counuence m each i more--evenwith thedrain from theGreat Hall!
other. Each man was indeed ready to do his | But for the cramming of g/ants, ever refreshed,
duty, yet few reckoned upon the same disposition [ still insatiate-- to how much more mo_lerate &
m their neighbours .... " [ sum would not that so astonishingly moderate

IlL MaSAOEeS -- their mode ofcanvasslng. | sum have been reduced !
Managers to the people--" We have undertaken ! IX. PItzsczPAHTIEsandPowEnseo_t_nd.
your cause; the way is open-- it is before you; ed with and vanouielwd, --" Iu _tYestminster are
do your duty. Electors may receive letters of the Courts of I_w-- the Houses of Parliament_
thanks from the candidates who are acting for the Palaces-- the Admiralty-- the Pay Offlce__
_HE_SELVES, but you will not expect m receive the War and Ordnance Offices -- the Treasury
tqem xrom mvcemm_ttee WhOare actmgjor YOU, -- the xndia Board _ the great Army Agents
and by _our means.'" the Barrack Office --the Navy Office--the Vie-

IV. ]_ESULT as to SUCCESS. " For Sir toallingOffice--theTaxOffiee---theTheatres--
Francis Burdett, the objector their choice (him- the Opera House-- and many other offices and
self not solkating any man,) single votes as many public establishments, a//of them, from theirvery
within seven as all the candidates, four in number, nature, opposed to free election; yet in this place
had received among them; and nearly two-thirds -- abounding beyond all others in the means and
of the whole number of electors polled, voted for the love of corruption -- in this place power was
him." impotent against tim people."

V. RESULT as to EXPENSE.-- " From X.SornlSTaYthuseonfutedbyfaet.--"_resto
the commencement of the election to the close," minster has rephed, by its acts, to the calumny of
sum total &"780:14: 4: --to the person thus the enemies of-re£orm, that the House of Cam.
chosen tar representatzve" --h_mae.If"not so much mona was,,corrupt, because TItE PEOPLE wereas a candidate-- not a farthing, corrupt.

VI. RE SULTa# toMORALS.--" No drunk- The people corrupt, forsooth ! This was the
enness--no rioting-- no murders--no bludf, eon- plea of the alarmist, muddle-beaded, joke-spin.
men-- no sailors --no Irish chairmen -- no ob- her, metaphor.hunter, and laborious would.be
structinn at the place of polling-- no hired voters deceiver, now no more: in whose head no one idea
-- no false swearing-- no puffing and lying in was ever clear,.nor any two ideas couaistent.
the newspapers-- no assassin-like attempt to de- The people corrupt, forsooth ! Corruption, why
stray reputation -- no attempt to mislead :-- to thus charge'it upon the people ? Even because,
the people was the business left: nobly and el- among the men he was addressing, he saw -- and
fectually did they perform it." upon each occasion felt--an eagerness to catch

VII. OPPOSITXOS vanquished: MEANS at every pretence for shrouding, under a covering
in vain employed by it" Terrori-rm, bribery,falee, of eoutempt cast on the #ubject-many, the system
_tood-- the holy triple alliance-- impotent. -- of depredation andoppre_on, continually carried
" Threats, promises, persuasions, calumny, mis- on at their expense,"by the ruling few. Even be-
representation ; frauds of all kinds; letters writ- cause, supposing the pretended corruptwn to be
ten for those who could not refuse their signatures, regarded as having its source in that quarter, it
to induce others to procure votes; licences threat- could not but be regarded as being below the
ened; tradesmen to have their customers taken reach of remedy--and reform, in every shape and
away.'--2V.B. FromwhatI knowofthesource everysltuatiou, hopeie_ The aimofthis man
from whence the information came, -- I should, was to extinguish hope.
upon occasion, stand assured of tindin_ these ge- XI. CO_r'rRASTbetween this genuine reform
neral a._ertaona made good by proof of individual and Government sham.reform. --" Talk of re.
facts, formation and economy indeed ! Here are ex-

H. -- CO_TXS UA_;CZ. i staples Ofboth,worthy the contemplation ot every
VIIL Onthepartofthemanagers,PE_tSEvE- man. Here is no pettyretrenchment from un-

RASCE : on the part of the system of uncermp- limited extravagance; here is a radical reform
tion,PEa_SEUCE.,,. m"management and in morals, at once demon-

It Is now nearly te_tyears ago; and from that i etrating _t the people, and the people alone, are
time to this the electors of Westminster have kept willing and able to do their own bdaine_ 4n the
their steady conrse_ while corruptiou has been oh- best and the least expend're manner. -
liged, to hide its head, and to draw m"its"claws." XIL Ex_LE set, LEssee g/yen, r_tc-The electorsofWestminsterhave, sincethat T_cxn_._TY fffoved: AssunAscz of ('_

sUCCESSeverywhere.-." Westminster, at thht
a By influence must sul"ely have here been momentex.hib_taafalrsample of what the whok

meant__not influence ofunderstandlng on un. people would be ff the _ of reform p_ape_d
do'standing, the influence exercised by ac_now- by Sir Fmn_ Bmdett were _..Ol_L uorrap.
ledged wisdom on unexperienced probity-- but tion andpmffigaey would s_dilydisa_pea_ nm_n
the vile instrument commonly called and under, amo n_ them; a_the pro_ and the corrupt
steed by this name; viz. themnuenceof_e///on woumno_ou.gerdaretoo_ermemso_vesaaean.
_///--tha influence exercised by the double head. didates to nnaTelneamt and alm__ _
ed beast, whose name h terrorism a_d bribe_'#, must a man have a character _er mmem aim
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money ? In some degree of course, yes: for too, if you gave any-- that is good informs.
where money is to be had, in what place and rion, is it not ? Well then : what is it that
at what price is it not raked for ? It is raked hinders you from giving it ? Have you not
for in the courts that should be courts of money enough ?--enough at any rate for such
justice, to the destruction of justice: it is a purpose ? Know you not ofwritersenough,
raked for in the stores of medicine, to the de- who -- all of them, as touching righteousness
struetion of health and life. Yes, surely, in and piety, inferior to nobody but yourselves---
some degree for the money, but in a still would__though none of them, any more than
greater degree for the sake of the darkness : yourselves, for the sake of the money, have
the same transparent cunning which, in the any objection to the taking of it ? Have you
teeth of all argument, and without the shadow not your champions, with and without names,
of a pretence, has so recently, yet repeatedly and with names worse than none ? -- names
engaged you to deprivethemofthe useofthe with which paper such us this ought not to
press for giving expression to their desires, be defiled ? The same hands which circulate
engages you, in relation to all these affairs, your substitutes to the Bible, would they not
which while they are yours, are at the same serve, yea, and suffice, to circulate whatsoever
time so much their own, to keep them in the writings it might seem good to you to circu-
state of the profonndest ignorance possible, late, for the purpose of serving as antidotes,
that in the existence of that ignorance you and by Divine blessing as substitutes, to all
may have a plea for the perpetuation of it. such others, by the influence of which good

" Oh, but the information they get, it is, government might, in the fulness of time, be
all of it, from Cobbett : -- misinformarionl substituted to misrule ?
all of it: m mischievous information : -- a " Oh, but to contend with jacobins and
great deal worse than none." atheists I -- with jacobins who would substi-

Well, be it so : what of that ? The infor- tute the Habeas Corpus act to the abolition
marion you could give -- yes, and wonld give of it--atheists, who would substitute the Bible

to creeds and catechisms ! m to think of con-

integrity, who aspired to the tligh honour of re- tending with such wretches on anything like
Inessuting a virtuous, a free, an intelligent, and equal terms 1 -- to think of arguing _th ntis.
brave people; and then would the wise and the crcants, for whom annihilation would be too
virtuous, whose more correct notions of honour mild u destiny I"
keep them out of sight, come forward, proudto Aye _ there's the rub! Ever under areceive real hommrs t_omtheig countrymen. Anu
what is there, after all, in the conduct of West- monarchy -- whether pure and absolute, or
mimteg, which would not instantly be put in mixed and corrupt--ever under a monarchy
practice by the whole people, ff they possessed -- everywhere but in that seat of licentious-
even the right of voting e_Joyed by the people of ness, a representative demoeracy,--does excess
Westminster?" in .force employ itself in the filling up of all

.At.B. Freedom of suffrage here _ freedom, to deficiencies, in the articles of reason and argu-
an extent sufficient for the purpose--and ye_
{it may be observed) without the protecuon at ment: and, the more palpable the deficiency,
,ecres.q. True:--but tt_ongn, in every omer the more excessive, the more grinding, the
particular, a fit example for the whole kinguom, more prostrative, the more irresistible the
In this one it could not be. Why ? Because, in force.
the circumstances in which the populatmn is So much for us of the swinish multitude:
placed, freedom, even without the aido.fseer_y,
finds a protection, such as, umess it be in me so much for us and our ignorance. But you
adjoining metropolis, i_ wou_, in val.'nlook for _ honourables and right honourables -- how
anywhere else. Though ey me _artlcmarly m- is it with you ?
de_zmdent condition at me ma_orlty ot the inna- You tolerate publication of debates. But
biumts, terrorism was vanq.uished, it was not tdl is it for the sake of general information and
it had struggled and done its utmost. Tin, the diffusion of it ? Oh no: it is for individual

notwitl_ta_ding the majority being so great, l_ow vanity, and the gratification of it. He who
much greater might it not have been, had terror.
ism been disarmed by seeresy ? . is at the head of you -- the ablest head you

Of democracy it is among the peculier exeex- ever had _ after he had fired off his speech
lendes, that to good g_ernment in tills turin against corruption -- his furious speech, with
nothin4g of virtue, in so far as :df_enlal is an the double-heeded shot in it from top to
ingredient in virtue, is necemary. Such is the bottom -- his speech, in which all that is
ease, where the p_edous plant _ands alone: no least mischievous in corrupt influence is fired
Upas t_ee, no dump of Machined trees, to over-
I_/ng it. But, in the spot in question, still live upon with red hot shot, while all that is most
and _ in conjunction both these emblems mischievous in it iu spared,--did he not send
of mimmle. Here then was, and m_l i8_ and _ it himself to Cobbett,--to the Cobbett whom
continue to be, a real demand for virtue: _ you would all crush ?
here has the demand lnoved, as Adam smith What they are in want of is not so much
would asy_ an e.fev_l one. . _ the t/me as the //bcrty to inform tlwmselves.

Shade of Harden ! look down, am in a neg What you are in want of_ you who haveof _ ann shopkeepet_ behold thy yet
livingand altogether _/ert_ suceeseors! time as much as you choose to have-- you
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who, so many of you, have time, so much hling with terror mad terror-sprung rage, he
more of it than you know what to do with-- lends his hand to the opening of the Pandora's
what you want, what you want, is inclina, box, and pours forth the contents of it upon
tion -- the inclination to inform yourseloes, the heads of the whole people. And thus it

Tkus deficiency--the evil of it, be it what is, and by this course _ and even without
it may, is a removable one : from you is the aid of sinister interest in any other shape
came, by you it is kept up: at your pleasure -- thus it is that, by the very fear-- the
it lies to remove it. Leave them but the groundless fear--of its destruction, security
liberty : by their knowledge will your igno- may be destroyed. May be? Yes: and, by
rance be put to shame, that, and sinister interest in all its shapes

Your deficiency--the evil ofyourdeficiency together, if it be not already, is, while this
-- is that evil a removable one ? Yes : es- pen is moving, on the very point of being de-
tabtish reform, and that a radical one, you stroyed.
will then -- and I will presently show you Yes ! -- you pillage them: you oppress
howJhave removed it. But upon any other them : you leave them nothing that you can
terms, it is absolutely without remedy. It is help leaving them : you grant them nothing,
fixed to your freehold: it sticks to property: not even the semblance of sympathy : you
to your only element of aptitude: the only scorn them : you insult them : for the trans-
element you either possess or acknowledge, gression of scores, or dozens, or units, you
From property m from that plethory of the punish them by millions; you trample on
good thing_ of this world in all their shapes, them, you defame them, you libel them :
under which the man who is gorged with having, by all you can do or say, wound up
property is condemned to suffer -- from that to its highest pitch of tension the springs of
surfeit comes love of ease: love of ease- provocation and irritation, you make out of
that appetite which, existing in excess- in that imputed, and where in auy degree real_
that degree of excess, in which in your situs- always exaggerated irritation, a ground, and
tion it does so generally and so necessarily the only ground you can make, for the as°
exist----is indolence. But be the field of action sumption, that, supposing them treated with
what it may, indolence and information are kindness _ all their grievances redressed
exclusive of each other. Labour of the body relief substituted to oppression, they would
--labour of the mind--in his spare time will find, in the very relief so experienced, an in.
the man, who being used to labour, loves citement_an incitement to insurrection, to
labeur_in his spare time- be it ever so outrage, to anarchy, to the destruction of
small -- will he do more, than will the man, the supposed new and never-yet-experienced
who, being unused to labour, hates labour, blessing, together with every other which
do in his whole time. they ever possessed or fancied.

Opulence, redolence, intellectual weakness, Levelling I _ destruction of all property !
coward, co, tyrann_ : Oh yes, these five are Whence is it they are to learn it?_ what
naturally in one. From opulence proceeds in- is there they can get by it ?-- who is there
dolenee--from indolence, intellectual weak- that ever taught it them ?--whose interest is
ness--from intelleetual weakness, cowardice it---whose ever can it be--to teach it them ?
-- from cowaa'dice, tyranny. A phantom of Ilow many of them are there, who would,
danger presents itself: could he but fix his each of them, be so eager to lose his all ?
attention upon it, and look steadily at it, the The all of a peasant--to the proprietor how
phantom would vanish ; but, being unexer- much less is it, than the all of a prince--the
cised, his mind is weak: he has no such corn- all of him whose means of livelihood are in
mand over it. The phantom haunts him : it his labour, than the all of him whose means
continues terrifying him: it plants an ague ot' livelihood are in his land ? Who again is
in his mind: -- in his delirium he catches at it, that, in your notion at least, they are at
every straw that presents to his eyes the this moment so abundantly looking to for in-
image of a chance for stopping his fall into struction ? Is it not Cobbett ? With all his
the gulf which he sees yawning for him : his eccentricities, his variations, and his ineon-
bowels, if amidst his entrails he ever bad any, sistencies, did he ever attempt to teachthem
wither: to his siekmind, no feelings but his any such lesson as that of equal division of
own present any tokens of existence. -- no property_in other words, annihilation of it?
barbarity _ no wickedness -- so it but afford In the whole mass of the now existing and
the glimmering of an addition to the stock suffering multitude, think ye tlmt one in
of accumulated securities with which he has score, or in a hundred, not to say a thousand,

overlaid himself, comes amiss to him. Frantic could be found, so stupid, so foolish, as either
atthe thoughts of the danger tohimself, with of himself or from others, to fancy that, if
or without thinking of any exterior objects, _vithout other means of living, he had his
he gives his fiat to the cluster of tyrannies equal share in the whole of the land to-day,.
by which the security of the whole people -- he would not, twenty to one, be s_arved upon
his own aloug with it -- is destroyed. Trem- it before the month were out? Ohl if tl_
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men, in whom_truly orerroueously_they the partieular ease here in question, it is by
behold their friends, were not better instrue- that that by fax the greatest part of the rots-
tots as well as better friends to them than chief (it will he seen) is prndueed.*

you are, or than it is in your nature to he, * Gratitude ma_ perhaps here present itself
long ere this would the imputation you are as a motive, -- whlci_, though not of the nature
thus so eager to east on them, have been as of either terror or bribery, may not unfrequently
substantially grounded as it now is frivolous, be capable of being productive of the same effect:

No, no :wit is not anarchy ye are afraid and, inse faras this"case is considered as exem-
of: what ye are afraid of is good government, p.lifled, sentimentalmay be the adjunct employed
More and more uncontrovertibly shall this tbr the purpose of giving expression to it: say,
fear be proved upon you ;-- proved upon you, sentimental seduction, or aenti_wntal aeductlveinfluenoe.
from the sequel of these pages, even to the But, in the instances in which, at bottom, no
very end. motive but of the self-regarding kind, and that

looking to the futur'e, viz. either hope or fear, or
SECTION IX. a mixture of both, has place,--gratitude, the

social motive, is a cloak, which, in so far as any
FREEDOMOFSUFFRAGEFURTHEREXPLAINED tolerably plausible pretence can be found -- (and

whensoever a favour has been received, or sup-
-- SEDUCTIVE INFLUENCE _ ITS FORMS, posed to be received, it always may be found) m
INSTRUMENTS,&C. is sure to be employed as a covering for the self.

SUE-TOFWS proposed to be brought to view regarding motive: and_ even when favours to any
under this head. Opposite of freedom of suf- amount _ave been recetved, a self-regard, rig fear
frage, spuriousness :_e_cient cause, by which -- fear of the reproach of in_ratltude-- is fre-
_motives, by which--influentialpersous, by quently the cause, by whteh, if not the whole, a

part more or less considerable of the effect is pro.whom_modes, in which--situations, in and dueed.
by which--instruments, by or with which-- On the occasion of election brlberv, such as in
it is produced ; -- in respect of mtsch_evous- this last case is the mode, in which t[3e seductive
ness, differences as between instrument and influence is commonly applied and operates: in
instrument ; _ seat- traJffc as between pro- this way, if at all, mubt it operate, when the

bribe is given beforehand: and in this case, toprietor and purchaser, how far mischievous ; the reproach of ingratitude, will, in common
--penal laws for prevention of spuriousness, apprchension, be added the stronger reproach
how far useful, of imF_obit?/, viz. in the shape of perfidy. See

For the more effectual explanation of these Springs-of-".4ction Table, as above.
several particulars, -- distinctions, and points From the situation of Elector, turn now to that
of agreement, not all of them (it is believed) of Representative.
as vet sufficiently noticed, -- and for giving In the motive of hope, with or without 3_ar,

- and with a covering of _rat'_tude more or les_
expression to these distinctions, here and sincere, may be seen the seductive influence, by
there a word or phrase not as yet in general which, m this _,se, under thedominion of C r-
use,wmust unavoidably be brought to view. General, the conduct of members of parliament,

L E_cient cause.-- As in the case of elec- bottl houses included, is, to so vast an exten% de-
tiou at large, so in the case ol' parliamentary termined. To this case may be referred, in a

more especial manner, the gratitude which has
election in particular, -- the efficient cause, place under the sort of robe, the sleeves of which
by the operation of which freedom of seffrage are oF lawn. " When I forsake m_.!King, may
is or may be excluded -- spuriousness to that my God forsake me !" w_ the onee'_amed speec]_
same extent substituted, _ may, with refer- of a high*seated and notorious profligate, to whom
ence to the person operated upon, be termed, _r once it seemed good to play the hypocrite.
seductive influence : _ it being understood llut in this case, lawn was not the material of the
that the sort of influence here in question is sleeves.

according to a distinction already noted, Hope, fear, gratitude, -- in such situations, ge-nerally speaking, who but the Searcher of Hearts
the influence--not of understanding on un- can distinguish the proportions in which those
derstanding, but of wiU on will. affectmns contribute to the production of the

II. Motives. _ As to the sort of motive, e-q'ect? Still greater is the difl]ouhy as beween
through which seductive influence operates, gratitude and fear of the reproach of ingratitude.
it may he etther of the nature of hope, or of When, in such asituation, the profession of grati.
the nature of fiar :-- in the first exse, it may tude has anythingofsincerityatthebottomoflt,the stronger the sincerity, the more mischievous
be termed pleasurably.operatimy; or, in one the gratitude is apt to be. Why ? Even because
word, pleasurable or allurin 9: _in the other, the stronger it is, the more su_nuous the exertions
painfully-operatins, painful, terrific; or, in so wath which it will opeya,te towards the support
far as it operates with effect, coercive, of the separate and sinister interest.

In general, when seduction is the word era- As between indivldualand individual, -- if, in
ployed, the pleasurable is the sort most apt so far as it exercises its_Af to the beneftt of one

individual who is the object of it, gratatude is a
to be brought to view by it: but, of the two, virtue, --yet, in so far as, when exercisingitself
as everybody feels, the painf_l_ the terrific to the benefit of the one, it exercises itself to the

is, in its general nature, the sort by much injury of any other, in so far, instead of being
the more powerful in its opera_ion ; and, in a virtue, can it be anything better than a vice ?
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III. Modes. _ By seductive influence, _ operates, m freedom of election may be ex-
in whichsoever of the above two shapes it cluded--spuriouanessofsuffrage in that same

much more if_ as between an individual and the had seen," says his right reverend biographer
whole community, exercised to the still greater and panegyrist--"hehad eeen_with _omedegree
injury of the universal interest. Gratitude, by of renmrse, how much tile conduct of opposition
which, at the expense of the universal interest, had encouraged that enterprise. He perceived,"
the private interest of the C-----r-General is continues he, " that appeals to the pevple against
served -- is this a virtue ? Yes : if stealing money the parliament and the government contribute
out of the Exchequer or the Bank, to slip it into towards anarchy; and t_at ministers are more
the privy purse, would be a virtue; _ not other- frequendy deterred from right than from wrong
wise. measures, by the apprehension of opposition.

Behold a man eight-and-thirty years invar- Possibly," ¢o'ntinues'l_'e," some may thtn"k, that
liament; three-and-thirty of those years in of_ce: his having an employment in administration

might have _ontributed to his adopting these sen.
timents: being once, however, offered to his mind.
the force and truth of them became irresistible. '_

in all those three-and-thirty years -- not to speak
of the other five-- though the measures of' the
monarch were ever so mtschievous_ never in any
instance failing to give his vote (not to speak of Yes--" the truth of _hem," says the good
his speeches) in-support of them: and, m a life Lord Bishop. --
of him, written in lawn sleeves, by a brother of Behold_then,the scrupulousVisceunt, wits tlis
the right honourable person in question, this ha- tender conseienc_ Thus, according to hi_ own
bit, as will be seen, placed to the account of showing_ wasthis man, and for so many years to-
virtue ! In respect of extent, as well as malig, gether_-in the unvaried habit of votlrig against
nlty, see the eharacterofthis mischief admirably his own conscience --contributing in one of the
displayed m an Edinburgh Review of the last most influential situations to the eommisswn of
year_ or last but one. But in this place the mat-
ter is too apposite_ as well as too impressive, to
be sufficiently put to use by a mere reference.

legally dismurdered murders (to speak according
to his opinion) commltted in the wholesale way.
And why ? Only becan_e, had his votes been

Lord Viscount Barrington's Life, by h_ bro- given according to his conscience, and against
ther_ the Bishop of Durham, pp. 169 to 192 : these murders, l_-ewould have seen othervotes ope.
time, that of the American war. In October rating in aid of h/a, and contributing to the efll.
1775, Letter to the King, desiring leave to re- ciency of his, by being given in favour of theonly
sign : r.onotice taken. June 7, 1776, for the first system his conscience could approve of. Afterthis
Ume, conversation on the subject with the King comes the determination exrressed to the King,
in his closet. Year of Lord Barrington's age, over and over, and over again--the determination
the sixtieth : -- of his official service_ the thirty- thus to eot.tinue voting_ and, at the head of the
first. Hear Lord Barrington : this from his own war department as well as in parliament, acting
manuscript:--" _31any dilfieult_es," I answer- to this effect against his conscience: and this to
ed (p. 174,) '_ in respect to the House of Corn- the end of his days, unless and until it should
mona, were of the most serious kind, as tlwy please his Majesty to consent to his ceasing so to
oJ]'ected my conscience and my character. I have, do. P. 179, June 1st, 1777--" Your Majesty
said I, my own opinions in respect to the disputes knows the verybottom of my mind: if, after that,
wtth America : [give them, such as they are, to you order me to re_in as I am, I _il[obel/ you.
ministers, in conversation as in writing. I am IfindIcennotforcemyselffromyou;and,_hen.
summoned to meetings, where I someUmcs think ever I go, your 2VIajcatv must voluntarily tell
it my duty to declare them ope_y, before p_,r. ow that I may leave you." .After, as well as
haps tvzen/y or thirty persona; aridthe next day i before this, trois p. 16_to 169, see passages, xe-
I am forced either to vote contrary to them, or porting eonversauons or letters out ofnumber_ all
to vote _ith an opposition _hioh 1 abhor;" viz. to this efl_t. "The King thanked me warmly,"
not that particular opposition alone, but every (vi_ for continuing to operate towards the perpe.

tration of the dismurdertzed murders, ngaiust t_e
opposition whatsoever, in whatsoever ease, and on declared dictates of his conscience,)" and _id,"
whatsoever ground acting, n " " " i "Judge whether this be not true : view him in co tinues his lordshtp, tt _as m_o#stble to act
the year of his age the twenty-ninth; of his par- a _wre handsome part than I had done through.
liamentary service, the fifth or sixth (p. 12, anne out." Thus it went on, the King still refusing
1745.) Then it is that, to his perfect astonish- dismission _ permission to act according to con-
ment, he discovers, that, in that one instance, science; the war secretary still obse_quious;
opposition in parliament had given a certain de- almost three years after the date of the letter, by
gree of encouragement to rebellion : as if it were which, for the cause in question, the desire to re.
possible, that, where rebelficn is in contempla- sign was made known : the 16th December 1778,
tion, opposition could in that place by any pos- ou which day, with this lemon before his eye_
sibility be made, without contributing more or .Mr. Jenklnson, father to the _e:ent Earl of
1_ to that effect. Thus made, the discovery, Liverpool, to whom his paternal care co,rid not
profound as we see it, suffices of itself to ]_oduee, but have transmitted it, ldssed hands as tuccessor
on his part, a determination never to be m _oppo- to the present Ear], who, on the l_th June 1809_
sition in an'_ case whatsoever- and to this deter. (Cobbett's Dehate_ p. 1.0_,) " fm_m long_ de.
ruination, for such a number of yearstog_.her-- liberate_ and mature conaideratiolb' said, t, I am
the whole time against his most decided judy- eouvinced, that the disfranchhum_tof the _alL
ment_to the support of one of the most tyran- eat borough .... would eventually destroy the
nieal and disa_duTs measuras-- (disastrous ?_ constitution." _.A r.B. On this tame let June
t_the would-be-euslaving country, yes : but to 1776 _p. 179,) King to L_d Barrington: _ " I

e country intended to be enslaved, how felici- will gtve you a mark of my favour at parting :
_. _!)---ever contemplated, he most heroically but Iwish much to keep you at Freson.t,"&¢.:
adheres. Speakingof the _ebellionin 1745," he aud, dud_gallthiaeenfdetb_t_t grat_tadeand
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proportion produced and introduced: _in- one d/rect, the other indlrecl:,-.direct, in so
troduced, vlz. in either of two modes; the £ar as the situation of the persons to whom

r , the force applies itself in the first instance is
loyalty on the one side, and conscience on the that of the electors themselves; indirect, in
other, the quantum of this mark of favour re- so far as the situation thus applied to is tha_
rna_ed to be determined; it was settled at £2000 [ of ,_rsons at la,_ considered in the ea_o;tv
a-yearpension(King'slettertoLordBarrington, J w., . -e_, _..... • v---- :• _t • ,t 0£ canalaa_es :- Calltuua_s _C_Y_ Or pro-in term,his (p. 191,) until, says the letter, [ .,
" he shall be appointed to some other employ- ' posaote.
menc" [ Proprietor, proprietory seat, proprietorship;

Thus muchfor King and Ministers. Now for | sole proprietor, co-proprietor ; land-holdin 9
Bishop:_ " Perhaps," says he, p. 169, "the | proprietor, offlce-bearing proprietor. ,m Ter-
reader may be. disposad, to interrupt .my hart a- | rortst, terrorism; vote-compelling t terrorist;
uve oy onservmg, mat It _om Darrmgton oh- [ .... "i'i .... n:-.. _m_et;_:_n _u-[l:--
jected tothe general system which administration | .... /"......... /_G,,,.y.,. _,, _,._,, -_ _ .-,.y
had ado-ted and which the_ continued to o-t i or subduing, competltion-exctud_ng terrorist ;
upon, notwl_standmg hm remonstrances, it was [ [and-bestr_dmg, purse-brandtsAtn 9 terrormt :
hm"duty to have resigned his appointment, and [--Bribe-offering, bribe-giving, seducer or se-
not to have taken any further part in measures | ductlonist, corruptor or corruptwnist;--bribe,
which he disapproved. The answer i* ia itael[ in the -ecuma-. or moneu sha_e • bribe ia
complete. As soon as Lord Barrin_,ton found .. /'. ,u. . s v_., . •_ne ast- ecuma sna e ; orulnar DIIDe_these measures would be persevered m, he ten- •., qu pe _ p , . , _ry .,
dered his resignation : but'he did it in that candid ortoe-royot: _ _ rexerence oemg naa to tne
and eon,istent manner _vhlch became Lord Bar- operative motive, viz. fear or hope, and to the
fington. He did not make his difference of sen. situation operated upon• Of the objects meant
timent the subject of appeal to the public favour,ffi to be respectively presented to view by these
or the means of thwarting national efforts, and terms--of these objects, together with their
embarrassing the King and his Ministers :but he mental relations-- a general conception will,submitted it in a private letter to his Maiestv as
early as _ith propria9 he could, m the begin, it is believed, present itself at the first men-
ning of October 1775; and he renewed his in- tion; and, by the occasions on which they
stances, until his retirement from pubhc life will come to be employed, whatsoever may
could be permitted, without inconvenience to his be wanting to clearness or correctness will
/tIajesty or to the interest of the public." _,_s_n_l_ i_ ;Q1_ I_ _,mnGur_

Behold in this one frame three portraits-- the v"_ I_t u "_ n_w_' _ _u_"a _"
Kin_'s, theMini#ter',,andtheBbhop'e---drawn I . x2 : r _.. _s._--._ree _/rage, p.ropr_e-
by t_e i,-ious hand of _'h-_u-ri-'nal-t;_ u_ oneof "_-ua_u_II_.z°rsmP'..terr°rzsm'. _°rzoerff :_venolu., oln _nese,.,
In these three behold, moreover a amil_ ,,ic I the instruments oy one or otner ot wmcn
tare ofMatehlessConstitution:"monarch_y_md ]every votegiven by an electorisproduced:
aristocracyabove:sham democracybeneath-- Iby which, taken alltogether,the 658 seats
a slavecrouchingunderboth. But the sampleIin the House, taken alt_)gether,arefilled.
affordedby thistriadisa favourablesample:theI
King, a bettermostkindofking;thePeerand Igenerals,--itbe possible,thatany moreprofli.
war-minister,a bettermostkindofPeerand mi- Igateserv_ityshouldbe inculcated,any more
nister:theBishop,a bettermcetkindofbishop:]profligatedespotisminvited,oneshouldbe curl-
allagreeingin this,vie.thatwhen a kingisloustoseeit.And, whilethepen iswritingthiss
pleasedtoexpressawish,be iteveneverso _tintIcomesfromDurham the intelligence,by which
a one,no partbut obediencecan be leftto con-]a practicalcomment on thistheoryisbroughtto
science.Notewell,thisfromamong thebetter,view.
mo:t sort: what would be to be expected from Turn back now to section 8,--one more glance
the drdinar v sort ? An_ne_: Exactly what we at lVe_tminster Election management. Behold
are now experiencing. These portraits from u there democracy--representative democmcy--

partlal pencil,-- what if from an im_l one ? in its lowest stage: not, as in America, erect andWalk in and see church and kin_. _ walk in independent; but, as in Britain, ever threatened
and _ church and state I After thin, what need and ready to be crushed Say now whether _ro-
can there be of libels ? This_ if it were not the pertyis problt v: say whether klng_hipisprobx_ty:
work of a bishop, would it not in itself be the say whetherpeership is probity-_y whetherb/d_-
quintessence of all libels ?-- a libel on everything opship is probity: say whether,-- if every one of
that is most exeellent$.-a libel accomp_nied with these is probity, -- trade_manthip problty, as ex.
the most flagitious of allaggravatlons _ the mat- emplifled for these ten years past mWe_mlnster,
ten of fact unguestionably true ? is not worth all such other probitaes put together?
. Behold ]egitamacy in purls gaturalibus. Be- " Offlce-bearer--the term in common use in
tram not only passive obedience and non-resist- Scotland for the pomessor of an oflic._ .
anee_ but active obedience _ active obedience to _f In Pope's Homer, the God Jupxter xscloud.
the monarch, whatsoever behis measures--pro- compelling Jove.
fess_ and preached without reserve. If_.--by _ P.enn_/-roval, as well .asotherroyal*, is.al-
any turin green to language_ thus spooking m remiy m the language., aribe_oyal, a term that

may be employeo to mgmty sit anctsmgmar me
• Learn hence, that, in the opinionof both gcodthin_s, applicable at the pleasure ofC .r-

br_h.e_ public oplnian.--the whole force of General, m _eward for parliamentary :ervtce,
smuctave mnuence notwithsmnuing -- was reany certmn or conungent, pint or mture: gum mmgs,
ag_nst the .American war. N.B. Public favour some transferable, as offices sua contracts: some
would not have given him the .Le2,_0 a-year} _ untransferable, as knigh_cods., nbb ._.s, baro-
any part of it. netcies_ peerages: me two last desee_azo_e,
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As to the votes, m the number of those is, or is deemed to be, strong enough to ope-
which, on the occasion of each election, are rate upon the situation of candidate with such
really free, is the res/duum of the number of a degree ofettlciency, usglves it the character,
those which, by any one or other of the above not merely of a competition-repelling, but of
three instruments or modifications of the effi- a competition-excluding instrument. By the
cient cause of spuriousness, have been reno opposite case, a demand is presented for a
dered spuv/ous. Small, indeed, will probably supplemental one in the br/be_, shape : in
appear to be the proportion of those in the this case, while it is in the aH_/ag shape
filling of which j_ee suffraye performs corn- that the influence operates on the situation
monly the greater part; scares one, perhaps, of elector, it is in the terr/fie shape that it
in which it constantly performs the whole, operates on the situation of candidate. In

As to free suffrage, of this instrument the truth, it is only by the prospect of the quantity
nature is sufficiently explained, by its being of force likely to be exerted by the instru-
said to be the result of the absence or non- ment in its alluring shape upon the situation
operation of the several other instruments, of e/error in the event of a competition, that

In regard to votes and the seats filled by it can operate upon the situation of canal/date
them, the proprietor is already in possession with any such force asthat which is L_dlcated
of that which, antecedently to success, the by the appellation of competitioa.excludi_
terrorist and the corruptionist does but aim terrorism.
at. Proprietorship has for its effect the effect In the case of these county seats, if we
of terrorism or corruption c_nsummated and look for the persons on whom, in the cba-
perpetuated: freedom of suffrage excluded in raster of electors, it is in the shape of terror.
perpetuity, ism that the seductive influence operates, we

In relation to any seat or pair of seats, sup- shall find them-- in the first place, tenants;
pose amongst co-proprietors a disagreement in the next place, tradesme% shop.keepers,
as to the choice. In this case, a competition artificers, and other persons of all sorts, in
may have place : and room is made for era- whose instance, by hope of custom for goods
ployment to be given to the two remaining or labour, or by hope from any other source,
instruments, either or both of them, viz. ter. or by a motive of a more irresistible nature
rorlsm and briber_l, from the same sources, viz. fear of loss m

So much as to the instrtrments themselves: (fear, having for its object loss of any such
now as to thefield, a_d the different parts of profit or benefit, as in those or any other
the field, in which they respectively operate, shapes had already been in use to be derived

As to proprietorship, the field of its opera- from the rich man's expenditure m not to
tion is composed of and confined to the pro. speak of any interest which he may have,
prietory seats: that being said, all is said. or be supposed to have, with the superior

As to terrorism, the county seats present givers of good gifts,) -- consider themselves
themselves as constituting that part of the as more or less dependent on his 9ood will,
field, in which its operation is at the same and those 9ood o.Oices, which may be among
time most conspicuous and most extensive : the expected fruits of it.
subjects of the oppression exercised by it, in In this case, the instrument of force by
the direct mode, electors alone; in the indirect which the voter is compelled and the vote
mode as above, candidates, actual and pro- extorted, is, on the part of the dependent
posable :-- Candidates, --and through them elector, the fear of giving offence to, and
electors again, viz. by the exclusion put upon thereby losing the 9ood o_ices, and perhaps

the countless multitude of those persons, the suffe.r.ing under the ill offices, of the terror-
worthiest of whom mightotherwisehavebeen iuspmng candidate. In so far as--ceoside-
taken for the objects of their choice. The ration had of the amount of the apprehended
shape in which, in this case, it operates in loss, and of the elector's ability, in respect
preference, is that of the land-bestridin 9 ter- of his pecuniary circumstances, to preserve
rorism. In this shape, and this alone, it oper- i himself from it-- the force is sufficient to
ates, where there is no competition: electors ! engage the elector to take upon himself the
beh]g driven to the polling booth by the vote- expense of journeys to and from, and demur-
compelling influence of the oppressive instru- i rage at, the election town,--in so far, terror

merit--rival candidates drivenfiom it by its I -- as being a force which in this ease costs
competition- excluding influence. Comes a nothing to the person by whom it is applied.--
competition, --then it is that, in aid of/and- is the seductive force called into action : in
bestrlding terrorism, bribery andpurse-brand- so far as, in respect of its quantity, the fores
/sh/n 9 terrorism are called in : the self-same which in this shape is at the disposal of the
money, while operating on electors in the candidate, is regarded b_ him as not sufficient,
shape of br/bery, operates upon rival eandi- --:seductive influence m the opposite shape,
dates in the shape of terror/sin, viz. br/bevy-- seductive influence in this as-

Thus stands the matter, in the ease where eeptable and a//_/n 9 shape _ is.celled in and
the vote-compelling power of the instrument employed, in aid of that which operates in
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the terr/fw shape : _ btdemnificatlon, _ Of terror/sin, considered in respect of both
eCgainst the expense of journeys and demur- the situations on which, and thence in respect
rage, is the cloak in which in this case the . ............
_..:k... _..... l^_.a oy d_s same instrument _ pennon mppee m me

•,m . _ .. ,. ,. _ 7 . nntl. AnutUUSlt is, tnatsO lOngas, between
I uus much as go gne m_na_on ol eteclor, the two hi-h allies _ee and union shed] conti

Look upwards _ look to the .mtuatlon of nue to floumh, the peace of the county (for such
eamlldate, and the instrument whlch you have [ is the appropriate phrase) remains secure: the
just been seeing operate upon electors, in the peace of- Ybrkshire secured, and by the asme
.ha_. n¢ nn _._.,,.,_.*. _¢ .?/,,ri_. seductive I mstromentwhich, under the auspices of the new-
;-:v ....... .----,; ............ "u-(in brt .... I invented Christianity, is with such irresistiblemnuence _ wz. the money spa o._ ! effect oeeu_n,- itself in the _vin_ scour/to to
-- this same instrument you may now see m I the neaee o_]_u_o_ _ b 7
the shape of an instrument of terror, ope- ] In th__-e_debaf,. _-_-_ _"_ _ -"* o1,^
rating _ and this, too, of itself, and wltbout t gather wanting, of the impression made by the
need of any hand to work it _ operating _ experience of terrorism: and _atin its several
amnn th_ _itamtinn nf candidate • onera_imr, i shapes of vote-compellinginfluence, competition.
-r--- ?-- --" =------ - - •-- --'. ,: _ .o_ I repdling.and-exeluding influence, in the hands
accormng r.o me aegree or its emctency, wxm I of _ers- and com-etltion re--Ilium.and-axe 7.,• • F_ • - _ vtw-
the efl'e_ ofa competztwn-eneount._-repelllng, [ding influence in t_e hands o_the crown: with
acompehtzon-queUing, or acompetttwn-exelud. ] which are mixed, indications of the existence and
in9 instrument• ] degree of the undue dependence, in which no.

In the election town itself, _ and within [mineea are held by proprletory and other posses-
at,o �oirclewithin which bv reason of vici- t sors of seats under the name of patrons, more
_" _o the' town all demand for ex-ense of ] particularly peers, contrasted with the absence of
• ty . . ' . P .... I due drpenaCenceas towards electors, in the sma_
journey ano oemurrage, ann consequently mt, ............

h I numver or Instances, In wnlcn, in the WhOleas.cause and pretence for indemnificatmn on t at [ sembiage of those by whose suffrages a seat or -
score, stands excluded, _ the terrorism, m [ pair of seats are filled, suffrages completely free
the above, viz. the purse-brandtshin 9 shape, [ are in any proportion to be. found. ..
find- -_* an" _]ace in which it can o_erate • I Beholdaeeordingly in tt_is note, the following

posable, -- the greater the distances between ,,ros,,ect" _e _:t_ce _f te,rori_ reco_, ....
this central spot and the abodes of the re- and, m so far as exercised by peers, not approved
speetive voters thus purchasable, the more of: 2. By Charle# Fox, the part borne by tcr-
strongly coercive will be the £orce of the rival rorisn_ in the filling of the county seats recog-

nised• and therefore the extension of the number
and terror-inspiring purse.- of those seats not approved of: 3. By Cl_rles

• By various persons --and even by persons Fox, the effect of terrorism, in the formation of
by no "means partial in their affections to the a squadron composed of coroncted terrorists and
gentleman in question, it has happened to me, their nominees, listed under the banners and the
more than once, to hear spoken of as a.matter.ol orders of C r-Genersl_ indicated,-- and their
fact, not regarded as open to dispute, that in me numbers, as they stood at that time_ mustered.
instance of Mr. W_.berforee, in the character of Purl. Reg. anno 1793, p. 383. Mr. Grey, now
a veteran member of parliament, might be seen Earl Grey._l. "Mr. Grey remarked, that when
a person, from whine declared jud_n]ent--self- Mr. Pitt moeed for an addition of 100 members
formed or derivative_derivative juo _g_ments,in to be added to the counties, he could not carry
greater numbers than from any other, had, as it his motion: and yet he had contrived to procure
seemed to them, been for a long time in use to the nomination of forty members by indirect
bederived. Well: not many yesrs ago, by.the means; for he had added to the House of Peer_
mere force of terrorism-- competition-excluding thirty members, who either nominated directly/•
terrorism- in the hands of an as yet untried or by irre:ittible ifffl_efl_e_ b that number of
competitor_ was this man driven from the seat: members of the House of Commons, as appeared
that seat which, with the effect just mentioned, from the petitions then on the table, and which
be had so long filled. And this seat, what was the petitioners were ready to prove."
itP It was one of the two seats filled by the Woodfall's Debates, anno 1797, p. 323.
county of Yorkshlre: acouuty, by the exorbitaut Charles Fox. --2. " I submit, however, to the
amplitude of which, the joint power of land- good sense and to the_ersonal experience of gen-
lmidi_g and puree-brandishing terrorism are {leman who hear me, if it be not a manifest truth,
awelledtoamaximom. £120,000, Ihaveheard thatinfluencedependsalmostasmu¢huponwhat
mentioned as the sum, which on the occasion of they have to receive, as upon what they have to
one election was expended_ bit one only of the pay; whether it does not proceed as much from
two victorious competitors tor the two seats: but the #ubr_:io_ of the dependent who has a debt
the victory had conquest--complete conquest__ to pay, as on the gratltud_ of the person whose
for its fruit. The condition of apr.o_rietory attachment they reward P Andlfthi_b_truc, i_
borough -- a proprietory borough heroin joint, th_ influenc_ _hieh individuals d_rive from the
[_ne_/,-- such is the condition to which mat r_ntals ef their e_tes, and from the e_6_zdl-
vast eonnty, inclosing in its bosom three large ture of that rental, how much more to it t: trt_
amnt_ espied riding:, is reduced.

This is not at]. For, by the same instrument * L.e. by means of prolmetorshi p of so many

by which the disease is predneed and fixed, is all p_etoryb'. e. bY_seats'or_L.n'r_medy barred out, Petition -- if it aim at any with or without an ad-

thing ]_tte_ than the continuauc_ of the diaea_; mixture of bribery.
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of both the modes and directions in which it of the eompe_tio_eadudi_g mode, theeffeet
operates,- but more particularly in respect seems as yet, in comparison of its mischievous-

ness, to have attracted but tittle notice * In
ofgo vernment_ who, both in the receipt and .ex_. brief, so far as regards the ¢ompetitlon.ex.
(Je_dimreofthisenormonsrevemw, areaetuasea elmti_W mode, it may be thus expreased:_
by _ invariable principle, that of extending or the redudng the quantity of appropriate of-
withholding favour in exact proportion to the fieial aptitude in the Honourable House, fromsnbmlssion or resistance to their measures which
the individuals make ?" that max/mum to which a regard for the wel-

WondfaU's Debates anne 1797 . _ fare of the eommunity would seek to raise it,
Charles Fox.--& ' A noble lord says that the to that slender (alas, how slender !) scantling,
county representation mus.tbe goeS.that must which experience has brought to view : -- a
be approved of : be it .s_ This pr.oposes to.leave proprietorship in ]and, or a mass of property
the county r esentation where it Is: i wish so ....

. . e_r ....... t'on ou h sufficient to operate with effect either m thetO loire it. ltlllnK_ Ulat _re_es_u_ I g _ ,.. . ., _ --..
o^ _.- ,,¢- _._,,nd nature, the counties ma*J way o! rerrorzsm, or In the way or onoery; --
be considered as territorial representation, as m the latter case, a surplus of ready y,
contra.distiaguishedfrompopular; but ino.rd_ to the amount of from £4000 to _000over
to embrace alI that I flfink necessary, I certainly and above what is necessary for habitual ex-
wout, net approve of any further, extension of penditure, and ready to be employed in the
g?tlS ffranet_ or g/t6 repfe$cngag$Ono -- _ --"

""_--_-Y_' _ebates anno I _ - 329 i purenase°tp°wermtmssonpe;_anappr°"_. WOOOIatt S Lw _ i_l_ p. • _ ,

Charles Fox. _" There is one class of consti- I to national s_rvlc_, and how manytaparliameu.
tuents, whose instructions it is considered as the [ tar?/interests, I leave the house to incuire. The
implicit duty of members to obey. When gentle- I country is not blind to the arts of injluence, and
men represent popular towns and cities, then it I it is impossible that we can e:cp_ct men to con-
is disputable wheUwr they ought to obey their J Sinus to endure them.'"
voice, or follow the dictate of their own con. ] In the Statesman, for February 21, 1817, au.
science; but if they happen to represent a noble ] thenticated by the signature of M_or Cartwright,
lord or a noble duke, then xt becomes no longer ] n_y be seen a statement in these words :_" The
a question of doubt: he is not considered as a I writer has seen a very numerous troop of temmts,
_tan of honour who does not implicitly obey the ] holding under a placeman and sineeurist_ con.
orders of his single constituent ; he is to have I dueted to a county election as swine are conducted
no conscience, no liberty, no d_scretion of his ] to market, one steward in the front, and another
own ; he is sent here by my lord this, or the duke ] in the rear, as one hog.driver goes before _e
of that, and if he does not ooey me mstrucuous ] herd, and another follows after, to regulate me
that he receives, he is not to be considered as a ] drift, and prevent straggling."
man of honour and a gentleman.. Suc.h is the ] "_us far the worthy father of radical reform.
_node of reasoning that _revatls *n th, s house. ] From the nature of the two corre_ondtng s_tua-
Is this fair ? Is there any reciprocity in _is con. ] tions, coupled with the m_-umetance er me two
duct ? Is a gentleman to be permitted, without / stewards, one behind as well as another before,
dishonour, to act in opposition to the sentiments ] let any one judge whether the surmise is likely
of the city of I_ondon, or the city of W ._tmin- ] to have been un-founded_ or the paxallel inappo.
ster, or of Bristol ; but sf he dares to disagree ] site. . ....
with the duke, or lord, or baronet, wnose re- / * The only instance within my anowteage_m
presentative he is, then be must be considered as which, in any publlshed work, any indication nae
unfit for the society of men of honour _ This, sir, I been given of this circumstance, m the character
is the chicane and tyranny of corruption, and of an imperfection attached to the constitution in
tl_is, at the same time, is called representation. ] its present state, is that which is afforded by a
In a very great degree, the county members are I pa_fe in _VIr. F_akefwld's Aecaunt oflreland,
held in the same sort of t/_raldom. A number [ eel. iL p. 321. In it, after mention mide of two
of peers possess an overweening interest in the [ names, --" Think,"asy_ he," what must.be the
country, and a gentleman is no longer perlnl.tted [ character and compIemon of the c_tutton or
to hold his sltuat_on than as he acts agreeably to I this country, in so tar as concerns Ule t;on_s
the dictates of those powerful families. Let us ] House of Parliament, when for SUCha mn(Dn o_

see how the whole ofthi* stream of..eorrnption time as they. have been In exss .fence, n_mo_rt_e
been diverted from tlw side of zn_ people to tt_osenames has ever _en tounu m the t_st o e

that of the crown-- with what a eon_tant _._'se. Members of this House." Of those pe_ns_ one
v_ring art, every man who is possessed jfinflu- was Mr. _4rthur Young; the other _ • _r.

,,,eouu,ies,opo ati, tho sonwith.boother, th.by ntaywill yield to the solicitation: qf t_ court, is Wakefwid had not any aequmntanco -7 a .
drawn over to that phalanx, whieh is opposed whomxtis sufl|cientto _ay, thatfmme_rlyyoum_
to the small remnant of_ndar election. I lutes throughout the whole couz_e,of his life.--_.even,a_
looked, s_r, to the ma_l_ir_atlons of the present thattLme_annolB12)notashoetene_mstnnenan
minister in that way, and I find, that including been almost exclusively devoted to tl_eencteavour
the number of addiuomd titles, the right honour, to meliorate the condition of his feIlew-cmtturas
able gentleman has made no fewer tha_ one hu_ in _tl amntries, but morepat0eularly his own_ by
dred am_flflee_ p_rs in the course of his sdmi- labour as uuremittedas it conldnot but be th_.
nistrati_; that is to say, he has .be.stowedno less, applied to the _ld of legislati_

_ fewer than one handred and fifteen tiues, inem.
ding new creatlons and elevatle_ from one rank from 1784 to 1797: in the sub_quent twenty
w another:" how many ofthes¢ arose be ascribed down to this time, what may l_tve bee_. the i_.

tion? Inguire and _eport,--ye gooct men ant
• Viz. in the c_mpa_ of about _ years, true-- w_o lmve l_u_.
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priate connexion with zome person, who is Well : so much for the general nature and
him_ff in possession of an appropriate quaff- character of the effect produced, supposing it
fication, in one or other of those shapes : -- produced. Now, as to the degree of pro-
in these behold the conditions, one or other of babillty, as a mathematician would say, --is
which is indispensably necessary, and at the the degree of certabtty, as other men say,-
same time altogether sufficient, to the purpose that belongs to this important and mischie-
of a man's being chosen to fill this most ira- vous effect.
portent of all offieca. So as the purse be but The quantity oflntercst at stake-- for con-
fall enough, no matter how empty the head. ception's sake, be it money or money's worth,

Note well the persons, to whom, in this for it comes to the same thing-- say the sum
instance, the exclusionary force is in an im- at stake: this sum, being in the two cases
mediate way applied: note well, that they are the same-- say, for example, £5; _for one
not the electors themselves, but persons at instance in which you would findit producing
large, considered in the character of propo, this effect in the way of bribery, in ten in-
sable candidates: note well the hand by which stances perhaps you would find it producing
that same force is applied: note well, that it that same effect in the way of terrorism.
is not the hand of any individual human beinp, Situations in which the effect depends,-
but the hand of the in_sible nature of thlnys two : that of the elector to be operated upon,
-- the offspring of the election system taken and that of the proposed representative, by
in its whole compapes. Now then, all these whom or to whose use the other is to be ups-
circumstances considered, pregnant as is this rated upon. Look, in the first place, to the
state of things with a mass ofmisehiefsoim- first: for, unless it be with a prospect of
meuse, but at the same time so incalculable accomplishment, an object is not aimed at.
and inscrutable, great need not be the won- Here, if bribery is to be the instrument cru-
der at its having in so great a degree escaped ployed, behold the obstacles--the opposing
notice, motives -- which the seductionlst-- the pro-

The case of the county seats being thus ex- posed representatives or his supporters--have
sined, no further details can (it is supposed) to overcome : fear of punishment at the hand

necessary for conveying a correspondent of the law-- fear of reproach from without
conception of the case of the borouph seats, and, in so far as consc_nce may be regarded
In so far as, by terrorism applied to the elcc- as concerned in the matter, fear of reproach
tore, the effect can be produced, -- in this from within. In this same ease, if terrorism
shape of course, as being fi'ee of expense to is the instrument-- and the only sinister
the seductionist--in this shape it is that the instrument in the way to operate- by no
seductive influence is applied. At the same one of the above obstacles does the power
time, --in so far as the number of those, to of the instrument find itself opposed. In the
whom in this tmexpensive shape seduction case of brtbcry, the operation has an exter-
can be applied with effect, being regarded as hal tangible instrument, viz. the money, or
insufficient to carry the election, the assist- money's worth ; and the application of the
ance of bribery is regarded as necessary,- instrument is rendered determinate by the
bribery is the shape in which it is accordingly i circumstances of place and time, and by the
applied : and here too, in so far as bribery is necessary acts of intercourse betwixt man and
the force applied to the situation of elector,-- man for the purpose. To the case of terrorism

purse-brandlshin 9 and eompetillon-excludln 9 belongs not any one of all these exterior and
terror is the instrument which, as above, ap- determinate accompaniments :-- no such tan°
plies itself to the situation of rival candidate, gible instrument does it admit of: of no such
actual and proposeble, intercourse is there any_need in it :--no ex-

ternal and determinate object does it present,
to which any such inward sentiment as fear

SECTION X. of reproach can attach. In thisstate of things

ERIIIFJtYAND TERI_.ORISMCOMPARED. the two first of the three restraining motives
cannot, and the other (generally speaking)

JPrlbery and terrorism,-- misehiefs compared, will not, operate.
In both instances, what is it that forms the Look now to the situation of the person_
character of the case? Is it not the spu- the proposed representative--by whom, or
r/ousaess of the will to which the effect is to whose use, the effect is to be produced. To
given ? In both cases, is it not that the will, the production of it by bribery, special appli-
to which the effect is given, is the will -- not cation is on every occasion necessary : spec.:al
of the person whose will it appears to be, and application, and that attended with hazard in
in pretence is intended to be, and in reality ] various shapes to him by whom, or to whose
said to be, -- but that of some other person, I use, it is made :-- hazard of scorn and re-
whose will it does not appear to be, and in [ proach, instead of acceptance, at the time ; in
pretence is intended not tc_ he, and accord- [ caseofengegement, hezard of non-fulfilment;
ingly is not said to be ? | in either case, hazard of discloutre, followed
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or not followed by prosecution. To the pro- --and having moreover a right of voting at
duction of the effect by terrorism, no special all elections in and for the said county,
application is, with any such constancy, he- shall, at any election of a knight to serve in
ccssury : in many instances, it assuredly has _arliament in and for the said county, __ re-
place- perhaps in most : but there is no say- fuse or omit to give such his vote in favoor
ing to what extent it may be produced, by the of any such person whom for that purpose it
mere notoriety of the wishes of the person, shall please such his grace, or such his lord-
in whose power is the source of terror : -- by ship, to nominate. Suppose for this purpose
this general indication, with or without the a bill moved for :--here would be an occasion
assistance of any of those particular indica_ for Whig eloquence !--here would be fretting,
tions, of which, in infinite vm'iety, the case and fuming, and vociferation I Even now, sup-
is susceptible, posing any such bill moved for--(not that

To the application and operation of the consideriug thc moreconvcnientshapeinwhich
matter of seduction in the shape of bribery, the same effect is produced for the benefit of
the matter of wealth in the shape of ready both parties--not that in either there exists
money Is necessary: and, in proportion as the any the smallest interest exciting any one to
desired effect is produced,-- or rather as the move it) -- highly questionably it might be,
endeavour, successful or unsuccessful, to pro- -- nay, even now, while everything that is
duce the effect is exerted, -- loss equal in most atrocious, and most fatally destructive of
amount to the expenditure is sustained. In what httle remains good in the constitution
the case where it is in the shape of terrorism zs passing every day -- questionable it might
that this same naturally useful, but acciden- be, whether a bill to any such effect would
tally misapplied and pernicious, matter ope- make its way through the two Houses.
r_ttes, -- though in this case, as in the other, Well : -- but in a law to such an effect, in
the quantity of matter capable of operating 3oint of efficiency and thence of mischievous.
towards the effect has its limits,-- still, with- hess, would there be anything comparable to
out loss in any shape to him by whom the what has place in this behalf, in the existing
profit is reaped, does it perform its seductive and everlastingly lauded state of things? Sums
office, the same, of the thus legitimated influence of

In a word, so far as bribery is the instru- property, would the force be equal to the al-
ment, loss is certain, profit precarious : so ready "leyitimate influence" possessed by that
i_r as terrorism is the instrument, loss none _ same representative o£, and substitute to, pro-
effect, if any, profit without loss. bity and intellectual aptitude, in the present

In the case of brzber_j_ the danger of pu- state of things ? No : a dead letter, or not
nishment at the hands of law, together with much stronger, would be the five-pound pc-
the less uneer "taln, though less intense, suf- nalty. By the profit of it, even if levied and
f_riug at the hands of general disrepute,- received, would be covered but e small part
these together may be seen composing no of the expense. Instead of the lordly and
slight obstacle to the procurement of a.qents, angry hand, -- by this or that friendly and
such as to the requisite disposition shall add commissioned hand (such are the powers of
the ability, necessary to the production of the appropriate legal arrangements) might the
effect desired. On the other hand, in the case profit be received : by an appropriate micro-
of terrorism, operating in the way in ques- scope, a flaw--such as all proceedings are
tion -- while, as above, what may very well kept exposed to -- might peradventure be dis-
happen is-- that no application of any kind covered ; but before this, bythe very attempt,
whether made on the part of the terrorist as indicated by the purchase of the first piece
h_mself, or on the part of any person in the of parchment by which the proceedings were
character of an ayent , shall be necessary, -- commenced, might such a storm of odium be
yet in that same character scarcely will there raised, as the nerves of his grace, or his lord-
exist that well-wisher to his cause, in whose ship-- though he had been a _irJames ]._w-
instance any aversion to the task of conveying t/_er _ would not be able to stand.
the appropriate intimation will have place. So much for the case in which,- neither

Thus much as between bribe_ and terror, by him whose endeavour it is to impose it.
ism : -- now as to the two contrasted cases, nor by him whose endeavour it is to avoid it.
in both which the force is supposed to be up- -- the loss is any otherwise to be looked for,
plied in the shape of terrorism, -- in the one than through the ever-wavering and perpetu-
ease by the power of the law ; in the other ally-delusive band of the man of law. Con_
case w_thout the power of the law. Suppose trust it now with the case in which the sourco
an act passed-- (many a worse law has been from which it is looked for, is a force, which
passed, is passing, and will be passed) _ sup- without need of any such treacherous and in-
pose an act passed, imposing a penalty of £5 adequate instrument may be applied at p!ea_
_mevery man, who, being tenant of the Duke, sure. Iai the former case, odium maximized
l_1arquis, urEarlofMiekleland,vlz.tohisestate vexation and expense certain; execution dis-
at Fearham, in the county therein mentioned, taut _! tmc_rtain; _ in this case, exer.utioD
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at pleamtre; odium covered up; 11o vexation, mostly known by the name of bribery, or cot,
no expense, ruption: _ the instrument of alluring infln-

In the instance of vote-eompelllng terrorism, ence.
the establishing it by law is, as above, as yet By both seductionists-- the individual ter-
but a supposition. In the instance of compcti, rorist and the universal seductionist -- in
tlon.excluding terrorism, it has, as everybody whichsoever of his two shapes the latter may,
knows, now, for above this century past, been on the occasion in question, be found opera-
matter of fact: (year lTl0: Act 9 Anne, e. ting--the same mighty mass of advantage is
4, § i.) £300 landed property--and that too possessed:--in the one case, as in the other,
in a particular shape--the minimum: £300 wzthout personal application--without ap-
a-year, going as. far as a thousand a-year at plication so much as by agents-- yet, with
least, money of the present time. At that the sure a_sistance of agents, and these un-
time the monied interest being particularly paid--in abuodanee -- may the dasired effect
strong among the Whigs, the landed interest be purchased. No expense _ not so much as
among the Torias,- Tories strong in the of thought: no exposure to rebufl'and scorn:
House of Commons, -- so it was, that_ou the -- no exposure to tlmt sort of disappointment
occasion of the exclusion thus endeavoured which, in case of engagement, is produced
to be put upon the genuine elements of up- by the breach of it on the other side:--no
propriate aptitude in favour of the spuriolls exposure to legal punishment- to public
ones, monarchy and aristocracy acted with reproach _nor so much as to reproach of
conjunct force. In both creeds, property is conscience : -- all these so many millstones
probity, was then a fundamental articie. Wen: hanging over the head of the venal_ and, tom-
-after all, triumphing over sinister theory, paratively at least, innoxious sinner, whose
experience forced upon men the conviction, sin has taken upon itself the nature of bri-
that, with the Birmingham article employed bery.
to the exclusion of the genuine one, business But in all tllese cases, the less efficient the
could not go on. So completely had the ab- restraint, in these and nil other imaginable
surdity of the idea been demonstrated,- shapes, opposed to the pernicious effect,_
sano 1784 and thenceforward, that of the two the greater, in each instance, the probability
great leaders of the opposite parties, Pitt the of its taking place : the greater, in each in-
second and Charles Fox _ each in his day a stance, the probability of its taking place, the
minister--a situation in which, if any, the greater the extent to which upon the whole
demand for appropriate probity should it will take place, and thence upon the whole
been at the highest pitch _ the one had from the greater the mischievousness of it : in each
the first no more than instance, in which it is efficient,--the result
to the last drowned in debt : the other, not being, in both cases, of one and the same na-
even that minimum. Wen : neither of them ture, viz. the giving effect to the will of some
having on principle, _ one of them not h_v- other man, instea_ of that of the voter, by
ing even by law, --- a right so much as to sit whom the vote is given as the expression of
in the House, how come they to be there ? his ow_ free wflI, -- the comparative aggre-
Answer: Oh--by the usual instruments_ gate mischievousness of the two practices is
.Houseoof-Commons' craft and lawyer-craft -- great in proportion to the extent in which they
the difficulty had been removed. Lawyers respectively have place.
had been to work, and set up a manufactory Yes : compared with the system of terror.
of sham qualifications. Lawyers got their fees; ism, the system of bribery is virtue. Under
disqualified men, their seats ;_ the work, the system of b_bery, both parties are pleased:
which should have been performed by since- the giver of the bribe gets what he most de-
rity, was bungled out by the more acceptable sires ; the receiver of it what he most desires:
hand of fraud: and thus, in the JSlackstoae both parties are gratified; both parties are
phrase, everything wa_ as it sllould be. contented ; in both situations you see smiling

Thus much for the comparison between the faces, indexes of contented hearts. Under the
case of the seductionist whose instrument is system of te_orism, whatsoever fseIing of
bribery/, and that of him whose instrument is satisfaction can have pl_e, look for it on one
terror : the situation in both cases being that side only : sad even on that side scarcely can
of an individual The same representative of it have place, without havin_ for its alloy the
the source of the powevboing in this ease,as apprehension of odium, and that odium just:
in the two former, still the same. -- frowns above; gloom below: _ sympathy,

Compare now the situation of the intHvi- satisfaction, nowhere.
dual operating in the charaeter of terrorist, Turn back now to what is said on the ex-
with that of the universal s_ionist : the tent of the right of suffrage : note once more
m_ductionist, by whose hand, though by no the collateraluses attached to the amplitude
means unpractisod in the use of terror, the of that extent : apply these considerations to
imtrumentof seduction most extemdvely and the present case. In comparison of what has
vonspicuou_ly employed is_the in_rmncnt placeunder tor_odsm,--urbaaity, though un-
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der the system of briSery not so much che- the interest by which, in so many places, the
fished as under the system of freedom, finds disbursement of the money necessary to the
u door naturally open to receive it: not so purchase of votes is produced, men no_eca-
under terrorism. Whence the difference ? ! sion is any interest strong enough to produce
The answer has been already given: Of the any such disbursement, in the quantity neess-
benefit that may be acquired by the receipt sary to the purchase of signatures repetition,
ota bribe a man has no need, equal to what to be found.
he has of that, of which-- he having already Interested alike in the preservatlen and
the habitual possession or fixed expectation increase of abuse and misrule in _l its forms_
of it, I terrorism threatens him with the loss. -- monarchy, and the aristocracy_st crouches
Whatsoever be the magnitude of his bribes, under its feet, operate--with united force
yet, suppose him to a certain degree obnoxious, operate -- as in ease of votes N even without
whether it be in public or in private life -- exertion -- still more powerfully of course if
and in particular if it be, for instance, the with exertien--towsrdsthekeepingthedour
man whose sole trust is in those means of st- as clos_y shut as possible against the only
nister influence, he may, to an extent more or remedy. The situation in this case operated
less considerable, experience the mortification upon is t_at of the aggrieved subject, who_
of seeing them refused. Repression of inso- but for the frown of inexorable tyranny m
lence is therefore in his situation prescribed by wou|d have become a petitioner, butwho, by
considerations, and urged by motives, which, the spectacle of the united thunderbolts sus-
in the case of the secure terrorist, or the pos- pended over his head, finds hishand arrested,
sessor of a proprietory seat, have no place, and the complaining paper prevented from re-

Thus it is that--each being considered ceiving his signature.
separately-- bribery, if not absotutel._, corn- Not satisfied with operating in the quiet
pared with terrorism at least, is a useful prac- and negative form of restraint, _ coercion is
tice. Terrorism having place on one side, at this moment busying itself in the positive
place bribery on the other,- the lesser evil, and more galling form of constraint, rounder
if evzl it be now to be called, becomes post- the geise of declarations of loyalty, cireula-
tively useful, by the check it is capable of ring or statiordng declarations of abJ,orrene¢
giving to the greater evil. By the terrors in- as towar_4s the only remedy : _ under the
spired by a full purse brandished on the other G s as under the Stuarts, woe be to pc*
side, the vote-compelling terrorist may him- titionsrs l--grace and favour to abhorrers !
self be either driven out of his seat, or so
wrought upon as, in respect of it, to bear his
faculties more meekly than he would other- SECTION XL
wise. Himself incapacitated--by peerage, PUR_CHASE OF SEATS _ IN WHAT CASES MIS-

for example- or disiuchned,--the nominee CHIEVOUS_IN WHATBENEFICIAL.
to whom, under the influence of this cheek
he has recourse, may (it may thus happen) be IN comparison of purely gratuitous, _ no-
a person less ut_popular --in any, or every ruination for what in law language is called
respect, less unapt m than the person who, valuable consideration _ is it upon the whole
but for this sa|utary _estr_int, would have a pernicious, a beneficial practice, or a mat-
been the object of his choice, ter of indifference ?

Of one mischief with which terrorism is rlnswer : In each instance, which of the
pregnant, while bribery is altogether pure three qualities belongs to it will, in this, as
from it, no more than a slight hint ean_n this in all other cases, depend upon the mannerin
place be afforded. Producing with so much which the nnlversul znterest is affected by it.
more disastrous an efficiency the same corn- In comparison of the person, who but for
men disease, viz. spuriousness of suffrage,- the sale would have been seated in the way
the force of terrorism operates at the same of gratuitous nomination,-- the course taken
time towards the suppression of the only re- by the possessor by purchase, will it be more
reedy. By the same tyranny, by which the beneficial,/ess beneficial, or neither more nor
demand for reform is created, the petition less beneficial, to the public interest ? In this
system, in which stone it can originate, is on- question may be seen the answer to the last
deavoured to be crushed. Desperateness is preceding one.
thus another symptom added to the malignity For this last question, from no other source
of the disease : and to this symptom the in- can any answer be deduced than from the
fluence of bribery is happily inapplicable. By consideration of the qua/ity and quant/ty of
mere situation, _no expense in any shape, the effective influence exerdsed by the incli-
ner so much as in the shape of thought, _ vidual in quest_n, in all shapes taken rose-
does the bare image of the frowning terrorist thor, during his coutinmmce in the seat.
repel from the paper-- repel in countless Individuals being unknown, as to the qmm-
numbers-- the hands by which, if free, it tlty nothing can here be said. . Quantity be-
would h_ve been sigl_d: while, strong as is ins supposed the same, m as to the qua//ty,
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which depends on the direction taken by it, means of it, will in this ca_e be _ to give to
thus much, and thus much only, can be said, the party, whichsoever it be, by whom they

viz. that for ascertaining it, in so far as it are made, an accession of strength beyond
is capable of being ascertained, the only erz- what it would possess otherwise.
ter/on which the nature of the case affords The accession of strength, whatever it be,
is, -- the consideration of the situation oceu- which may be derivable from this source,--
pied by him with reference to party. Tortes, by which of the several denominations is it
Whigs, People's men, Neutrals-- taking him likely to be derived in the greatest quantity ?
during the whole of his career together, with -- Answer: Bythe Tories: -- by that party,
which of all the several classes thus dcnomi- headed as they are and supported by C r-
n_ted, has he acted ? General and their interest and tbeir affections

In the course ofthi_ inquiry, the persuasion identified with his.
which the author has all along found press- As it is, the number of members belonging
ing upon his mind with irresistible force is -- to this denomination, mnot to speak of per-
that, to the disposition, the Tortes or KIng'S sons without doors-- corruption.eaters, and
men add already not only the power, but the corruption-hunters, and bh_td-custom-led men,
practice, of driving the country down head- and ind_erentists taken together, --seems
long in the descent that terminates in the at present to be far greater than that of all
gulf of pure despotism : _ that _ such is the the other denominations put together : and,
state of interests_the Whigs, whether in as despotism advances, --and while this sen-
or out of office, are driving, and would con- tenee is writing, it is advancing in seven-
tinue to drive on in that same course ; though leagued boots, _ the number will be receiving
in both situations with a degree of force and continual increase. Proportioned to their
velocity more or less inferior to that which number WIU be the aggregate amount of the
belongs to the nature of their naturally and quantity of ready money in their hands, ap-
almost constantly successful rivals :--that, if plicable to this convenient purpose : and, --
it be among the decrees of destiny, that in quantity of money in hand the same -- of him
its way to that abyss the country shall at any whose prospect of appropriate return is near-
point be stopped,--it can only be by the esf, thebiddings wilt naturally be higherthan
energy of the people, headed and led by the of him whose prospect is more distant.
few people's men by whom any place shall Thus much as to the general tendency of
have been found in the House, reinforced by the practice. But, from this general tend-
such of the Whigs, if any, in whose view, as ency, supposing it admitted, does any such
the prospect of perdition comes nearer and proposition follow, as that to the character
nearer, the shares they respectively possess of a true people's man it belongs to lay down
in the universal interest, may come to pre- to himself any such rule as that of abstatnin 9
$ent itself as exceeding in value their respec- from it? No, surely: but exactly the reverse:
tire shares in the particular and separate in- The greater the velocity of the disastrous
terests possessed by them in virtue of their descent, the more strenuons are the exertions
connexion with the party to which they be- by which it should be endeavoured to be re-
long. tarded.

In this view of the matter _ barring the For my own part, had I some ten or twenty
application of the only remedy as above-- millions of money at my disposal, _ I would,
the arrival of unmitigated despotism being, though to an opposite purpose, effect the very
sooner or later, a result altogether certain,_ monopoly, the mischievousness of which, re-
the only eft'cot ofwI_dch, in this respect, the terence being made to the at present estab-
practice in question, or any other, can be pro- lished practice, has just been represented as
duetive, is that which respects the predics- being in the direct ratio of the extent of it.
ment of t/me : the causing it to take place a Instead of buying land with the money for
little sooner or a little later than it would my own kindred, I would buy liberty with it
otherwise. [ for the people. With that money, not only

Of the p_actice of _,enal, contrasted with should I buy up all the existing venal borongk
that of gratultous nominations, is the acoele, seats and county seats, as they came to market,
ration or the retardation of this catastrophe but I should raise to the rank of venal ones
most likely to be the effect ? I answer _ the many others which now are not so. With
acceleration ; and for these reasons : _ that money in hand, I could and would open

It beingtbe property of money and money's honourable eyes, in sufficient abundance: I
wortJ[, when applied to the accomplishment would enable them even to see _ (oh the
of any object, to apply to the minds on which astonishing sight _) -- that liberty is better
tlmt accomplishment depends, a quantity of than slavery, sincerity than imposture, good
influencing force, over,rid above whatsoever government than misrule, the absence of
would otherwise be acting on those came sub- waste and corruption than the presence, dc-
_ects in that same direction, -- the effect of penden_e on the people than dependence on
the vev_//ty, i. e. of the pffirchases made by an essentially insatiable shark with his sub-
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sharks -- the love and respect of the people,
than their merited abhorrence, e SECTION XII.

• The pace at which, in virtue of such a series SECV.ESYOF SUFraA6_¢_ ITS IMPOaT_d_CZ
of antecedent im]_ulses_ they saw the chariot of YURTHEltDEVELOPED.
the State descending towards the gulph, was not
yet rapid enough to satisfy the impauence of the IN the situation of Election voters,--in the
Pl_to_, from whom it receives its guidance, characterof a security for freedom of suffrage,
Behold one instance in which_ on the spur of the and against spuriousness of suffrage, not only
occasion, to give redoubled energy to the inde- the utihty but to a great extent the neceas/_
fatigable arm, the ,urtout of common decency of secresy, _in the character of a security
was cast off', as being a needless incumbrance, against all seductive influence operating from

.4 bill foe tlw more effectually preventing the
#ale of 8eats for money, a_ulfor promoting tl_ without, whether in the shape of terrorism
monopoly thereof to the tr_aaury., by the nwat_ or in the shape of bribery (that is, in every
of patronage:--such was me tide moved for by shape whatever, gratitude of the purely social
]._rd Folkestone for the act 49 Gun. lII. a 118. kind excepted,) its necessi_in a preceding
Out of 161, 28 voted for this amendment. (Cob- section (Section V.) and in the Plan itself, all
belt's Debates, June 13, 1809.) To denounce these tutelary properties have been broughtto the people, and in language so expressive_ the
true character, of this measure, required the ge- to view.
nerous boldness of a Lord Folkestone. To read Turn back to Section X. -- behold once
this character in it, belongs to anyman_ to whom more the troop of dependents driven to the
the words of it arc not unreadable, poll-booth, with stewards in front and rear,

Would you._rm an.adequa.te _ncePtlon of the to prevent desertion. By the protecting veil
anxtetyoywmcnonm_s occasaonmatnonourable of ---e- su--ose now the direction ~inert
House was agitated ? Read it in the anxiety ex- sect _y, p_ ........... _,
_ressed not to say betrayed by the ri-ht ho- I to tne voter completely nlaaeu_ muaen _rom
_ourable gentlcma_ who i_the'l_ead of it. _Burst- I all tyrant eyes _ say, would any such trouble
ing the bond of those delicacies, which, but six ever be given to stewards? By terror may
days before (Jane lst,) had produced the well a man be driven to the place of election,
considered and .elaborate declaration, of the re- true :_ but, under the shield of seeresy, it
luctsnce by which, down to that time, he bad ;ffi_nt h,-, ¢_. Ø�0�L�,whanha ;_ thp_-_, t:ha
been restrained from "mixing in the debates," -7..._L _a _...... "_T" "'Y_" "_""_"7_'_' -'_-

twice in one da- viz. on the qth of that same awectwn gaven to ms vote can ne uerermmea.
month- did he Ystand up andtinsist, that the But, _p this same case, secresy, as it ex-
word express (that being the word employed dudes terrorism, so does it exclude bribery:
for the grant of the licence included in the ran- for, though by gratitude and _mpathy alone
nopoly) should be inserted. Inserted ?-- a.nd what raayhappen is -- that a bribe shall in
upon what grounds? On grounds to wh_ch the e effec......... this case be productive of the desir d .t,
ansenc_ ot a_ grounus woum surety nave oeen . .. .. _ .. v .t __ __
_n o^ 11a -- -- bs'".... yet SUChts me ieemeness o[ _ae cuam_, as. _ sma.. _egree an aavantageous su um_c, , . . . .... . . _.,._

In the determination of Honourable House to to excmue (_t snomu seem) _m prooamuty
establ;sh the monopoly at that time _in that de- all praetical probability, and thence all ade-
terminatlon which he was thus labouring to pro- quote expectation---of efl'eeting by this means
duee _he saw an earnest of their determination the desired purpose. Where the engagement
to abolish it as soon as the occasion should re- is of such a nature, that the act of contracting
quire: and, in an imagined rule of common law it is a transgression against the laws of morn-already punishing the procure with an adequate
punishment in bothcases, he sara sufficient tea- lity and political probity, who is there that
son for adding a regulation of statute law for can fail to acknowledge that the falfiUing of
punishing it in the one, and for refi_*ing to add that same engagement is _ not an atonement
tt in the other, of those same cases. • for that first sin, but a repetition of it? If

this doctrine be just and true, _ nay, whether
a Cobbett's Debates, June 7,1809, xiv. 926.--

" The Speaker stated his wish on theflrst view it be so or not,_in a case such as that in
to cxtendthe provisions of this bill to the par- question, endeavours to instil this antidote
chase of seats m parliament, as well b.yoffwe as into the mind to which, in the way in ques-
by money. The grea_rule was--to str_eat _e tion, thematterofcorruptionhasbeonapplied,
prominent and most flagrant points ot o1_ence. ;eem little in danger of being either deficient
_mongst those, moat certainly, was the proof of ineffectual.
an express contract. These, he would state. _- or
ways _mpresaedhim with the eonvictien, that this Now, suppose universalsuffrage established,
species of traffic, whether carried on by i.mpl_d
or express covenant_, was an offence agamst.t_e
law of parliament, and, in his opimon, punun-
able as a misdemeanor at eom_wn law. It was

_at the insertion of the term "exprefs," _.. a
dechrstory a_t of parliament, conveym me m-
terpret_n,thatt._.P¢_-7 _._. to_,s

fully within the power of the House to provide agreements, and _at all utah snasreo_ nature
any.future enactments against any�future of_ came not within its ope_gien2'
fence_, which in the course of the olk_ration ot " The Speaker considered, that the resolutions

this, _l_s. _nso_ngbht,a_heq_unen2_yer_r_diffidence of that House in 1779 bore full, ul_ _ a u'an_carried on by an implied conemcg _ad gl_'f, ore
in his own opinion, when opposed to the ver_. he saw no reason to oppose toe propoem ctam_
td_h authority of the Speaker, still contended as nor worded."
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or suffrage to such an extent as not to exclude a flame, -- as if for any such instruments of
paupers. Let but the direction given to the terror there could be any the slightest de-
vote be completely unknown to all but him mand, when, without the stirringso much as
who gives it, --a pauper _having no pro- of a finger or a tongue, the object can be and
spect of gain in the event of his giving it in is so effectually accomplished by the invisible
favour of the less fit candidate--nor of loss and motionless spectre of terrorism. Thus
in the event of his giving it in favour of the are 9nuts strained at, that camels may be
more fit candidate, m would, if the delivery swallowed.
of his vote seemed to him worth the trouble Such being the state of things, by what
--would naturally, if in his own concep- strange accident--by what strange delusion
tion unable to form a judgment of his own-- -- can it be, that, in the situation in which
would, of course, among such persons as he so vast a proportion of the whole body of the
beheld within his reach--lookout for those people are held down by the indissoluble
whose reputation, in respect of the joint qua- bonds of civilized society, -- the necessity of
]ities of appropriate probity and appropriate secresy in the character of a shield to free-
intellectual aptitude, stood highest, -- from dora, in the character of a security against
tltem endeavour to learn which of all the pro- spuriousness of suffrage --at any rate under
posed candidates was, in their opinion, the the joint yoke of monarchy and aristocrac_/,--
fittest--and give his vote accordingly. Such can have been made to conceal itself from any
would be the ease under the system of se- eye? In such a ease, how is it that a man
cresy. How would it be under the system of can avoid seeing, that by publicity terror is
publicity? His subsistence--his very exist- armed, by secresy disarmed?
ence --depends upon the pleasure of the local A man ought-- every man ought -- to sa-
magistracy: his vote would be as absolutely crifice in every case --to sacrifice in this case
at their command, as the voting ticket at the in particular-- his own personal interest to
command of the hand by which it is dropped the universal interest. Good : -- there we
into thebox. Thiukofthe proportion borne have an antecedent. Ergo, sohe will: there
bythosewho already are in a state ofpau- we have the eonse_ent. Well: ifin the con-
perism, to those who are not yet fallen into sequent there be any truth, here are we al-
that disastrous state. This vast part of the de- ready in Utopia : no need of penal laws; no,
mocracy would be completely in the hands of nor so much as of sermons.
the removable nominees of the crown. Yes: Call a man names-- hard to any degree of

in the hands of titled country terrorists, hardness--slave, coward, or if there be any-
and corruption-eating and corruption-hunting thing harder, -- by any such insult will he in
court divines, ready to join hand in hand with any degree be disposed to practise the sell
bubble-bubble city corruptionists, for the pro- denying lesson, thus preached to him by a
tection of a commissioned associate, in the censor, who himself is all the while sitting
habit of exercising to his own use, on condition upon velvet ?
of exercising other arts to the use of court On this occasion, as on any other,- if, in
and treasury, the" useful" art of "'poisoning," any imaginable way, without determinate and
so long as it were upon such and such alone preponderant mischief, means can be found
of his Majesty's subjects as it should please for reconciling private with public interest,
them to consign to contempt and torment by and thus saving both from sacrifice, -- can
the appellation of" ale-drinkers." any valid reason be given why such means

And thus, by the ne_v instrumentality of should not be employed ?
universality of suffrage, if unprotected by the Suppose that, by any such expression of
necessary shield of secresy--thus, without scorn, ninety-nine men out of a hundred, or
commotion or drop of blood shed, the consti- though it were but one out of the hundred,
tution would be changed; changed from its could thus be engaged to devote themselves
present state, of an impure but not yet to a to ruin, _ to ruin, or though it were but any
certainty altogether unpurifiable mixture, in- the slightest inconvenience, -- how is it that,
to a pure and ever unamendable despotism, while the useful and desired effect might as

In correspondent obedience to one of those completely and surely be produced without
solemn ordinances, which have been so often inconvenience in any shape, -- how is it that
passed for show, _ with the exception of the by any such discipline the sum of happiness
metropolis, at which it is kept collected in would be increased ?
greatest quantity,--4tU military force is, at all This shield, without which all pretence to
parliamentary election times, ordered at a freedom isimposture,--in what sortofsitua-
distance from the place : as ff for a troop of tion could any objection to the use of it have
dragoons, by whose sabres the mask wo_dd found either origin or acceptance? Only in
be so eifeetually cut off, and by anythe small- one or other of these two : the one is-- that
eat movement of which, in this line of par- of a man who- his whole dependence being
liamentary service, the whole country, if by in terrorism, in bribery, or in a mixture of
anything it could be, would be thrown into both -- beheld in the freedom secured by se-
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cresy a bar to his designs ; the other, that of and, in speaking of the/_//ot, the noble lord
a man to whom-- that same situation ex- at whose motion this time-consuming process
emptlng him from all such sensation as that has been carrying on, admits it to be open to
of fear on any such score--no idea of any the iasinuatloas " that had been conveyed;"
such sensation had ever presented itself as "still, however,"saysthereport,"hedidnot
likely to have place, among the multitude think that the Hm_se would join ..... in
whom he saw at. his feet ; or, if it had, had reprobating a practice established by the _smye
never otherwise presented itself than as a of ages." Of no imposture which,for the de-
matter of indifference, lusion of the public, Honourable House bad

In conversation even, and that a confiden- been in use to practise-- of no such impos-
tial one, with a man now no more, ballot ture would even the most public detection
being mentioned by me as a cans, sine qua afford to Honourable House any inducement
non of freedom, he made wry faces, muttered strongenoughtoengagehonourablegentlemen
out the word nasty, and turned off the di_ to cease practising it. In and to Honourable
course• He was a patxon of seats ; his votes House itself, such is the portraiture given of
wavering: be was a great landholder; and the said Honourable House by a noble lord,
not the most popular among landholders, who, at that same moment, is seen occupied

" Cowardly dogs/" said an expert swimmer, in the giving direction to it, and the intimacy
who having crossed a deep river at his ease, of whose acquaintance with its true character
looked back and beheld his companions, some enuId not without injustice and folly be con-
of whom could swim, lingering on the other tested.
side--" cowardly dogs ! are not ye ashamed Not the less pertinaciously maintaining by
of yourselves ?" argument the excellence of this usage of

As to any supposed difficulty with regard ages," _ even the principle of universal _f-
to the accomplishment of the purpose, alto- frage (" it had been contended," he observed,
getber groundless would be any objection on "by many") would not be productive of a
that score. With notmJons and undisputed fair representation of the people without it.
constancy is the effect accomplished, for ex- True : but between the many and the one
ample, at the ladta House.* In the sort of there was one difference : the ballotthus advo-
situation here in question, should any incono eared by the many was a real one : the ballot
venience be found to attend the mode there I advocated by the one was a sham one. "High,"
employed, others migh t and would be devised ! in the tone of scorn and sarcasm, was the
in plenty, every one of them exempt from in- epithet thereupon given to the "authority,"
convenience, by which the use of the instrument of free-

No : not in the invention of a mode by dora is thereupon _stated as recommended :
which the purpose shall be accomplished, -- ! "high," as who should say contemptible. Now
but in the devising of a mode by whichnto i if co*tempt there must be, where will be the
remotely situated as well as to conniving eyes fittest object for it to be found ?--in the titled
--the purpose shall be made to appear to be would-be impostor, who knowing a practice
intended and accomplished, while in effect as to be a sham, attempts to pass it off as ge-
well as design the opposite purpose is accom- nuine, m or the untitled good man and true,
plisbed,--in th/s lay the only diflieulty. Turn who holds up to view as s/zam that which he
now to Honourable House, and in that seat of sees to be sham, and as genuine that which he
serf-proclaimed honour, behold this diflleul- sees to be genuiaef
ty, after having, during a course of ages, been For illustration, _ the effect of ballot, as
eoustantly surmounted, at last by miracle applied to other situations, presents some
rendered for ever unsurmountable. Turn to claim to notice. Whatsoever be the situation,
Morning Chronicle debates, and therein you and the ultimate effect, _ the effect which
may see, that on the 6th of February 1817, secresy has for its proaqmate result is -- the

the time of Honourable House having al- enabling the voter to give effect to/ds onra
ready for a whole hour been occupied in the will, to the exclusion of every other. This
organization of a ballot for a committee of being true in every ease, _ in the situation
seeresy, _ up, from the opposite side of the of a public trustee, consider it in the cha-
house, starts Mr. Brougham, and with the racter of a security for appropriate probity.:
exception of one out of one-and-twenty, reads -- a security for the faithful execution of
the namesofthe members, the choiceof whom trust. In this situation, whatsoever be the
was to be the result of all this secresy, nature of this public trust, and of the pnblie

Comes the next day (Tth February 1817,) interest, for the support of which the tcnst
has been instituted,_in so far as, in his own

* Yet, by Charles Fox, as bath been seen, view of it, his own individual interest co-
could the supposed imprastiexbility of uniting inddes with such public interest, seeresy is
freedom with universality of suffrage .be urged in the mode and the only mode, that affordS an
the character of an objection--and tha_ _ongn adequate assurance of the fulfilment of the
the only one, a conclusive one--against _egiving
any such extent m the right of suffrage _ intended purpose. On the other hand, when
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(the situation in which heis acting being here tion of English liberties--any bill, in a word,
likewise that of the holder of a public trust) for the fastening, in a manner still more ex-
the danger is- that, in his own view of it, crueiating if possible, the joint yoke of too-
the tendency of his individual interest is, on narchy and aristocracy upon the neck of the
the point in question, opposite to the public ewhLish multitude : in this case, instead of
interest m to that public interest for which being a shield to appropriate probity, secresy
he is in trust, _ insomuch that he thereby would be a shield to the opposite intprobity.
stands exposed to the temptation ofsecriticing
such public to his own private interest, N in
any such situation, the greater the publicity SECTION XIIL
is that isgiven to his proceedings, the stronger EXCLUSXOS or PL&CEMEN, &C. FROM THE
is the check, such as it is, the tendency of RmHT OF VOTING--MISCHIEVOUSNESSAND
Which is tO restrain him from joining in such PaOrLtnACY or THE OPeOStTE Ae_ASGE-
sacrifice: consequently, on the other hand, MENT.

the more entire and assured the seeresy, --
the stronger the temptation, and the greater ON the topic here brought to view, some-
the facility afforded to such sacrifice.* thing has been said already, in a preceding

Now transfer in idea the ballot to Honour- section (§ V. ;) something also in the Plan
able House-- adjourned (suppose) to Utopia, itself: in" each of these places something;
for the purpose of so ordering matters that and,surely in either of them enough to satisfy
on this one occasion the practice of Honour- any reasonable and unprejudiced mind : in a
able House shall not be tainted with impos- word. any mind whatever, that is not led
ture. Suppose at the same time a member, blindfold, either bysinister interest or interest-
in whose instance dependence and indepen- begotten prejudice, or by an undiscriminating
deuce preserve (both of them) the customary regard to custom : custom, that blind guide,
relations : independent as towards the swine to the guidance of which, if to the rejection
who dare to style themselves his constituents, of reason, none but the blind submit them-
he is dependent constitutionally dependent -- selves.
as towards the Emanuel of Judge Blackstone. Placemen seated by the king, with right
First, let the case be one, in which, _ whe- of speech, and even right of motion : place-
ther in his individual capacity merely, or in men from all the departments of government,
his capaeity of partner in the universal zaterest, from which a demand for information can
or in both capacities together, -- he would, present itself-- each of them w_t/_ right of
in his own view of the matter, be a sufferer speech and motion--but in every case without
by the proposed measure if carried ; say a bad vote : -- this is what is there proposed.'f
or needless tax :--at the same time, were he Decompose thus in idea the existing prae-

to oppose it, he would, from the resentment + Say_ in a number equal to the average of the
of the said Emanuei, in his own view of the number of those, who since the Irish Unio_
matter be in danger of becoming a sufferer to have had seats in the House, -- army and _v_
a 9rester amount : in this case, secresy will officers, nominated of course by the monarcl{:
in his instance operate _and that with in- o_eers_not, as now, engaged in active service z
disputable effect--as a shield to appropriate thence in a line of duty, with the fulfilment of
prob/ty. Now, let the case be one in which, which, the fulfilment of that of a Member of theCommons House would, if constancy of attend-
in the same capacities, and in the same eyes ance, as hereinafter proposed, were effectually
as before, lie would be a gainer : say that of enforced, be incompatible, _ but veterans, who,
any one of the swarm of bills for the extirpa- their service in their respective lines being at an

end, would, _ to a body of professional experi-
Q In this case, what may perhaps be observed ence superior to that which at present, under the

is_tba_ under the check thus applied, the _iil dispensations of blind chance, is afforded by the
to which he gives effect is _ot hi: o_n will, any average of all characters and all ages, -- add a
more than under the check applied by individual degree of leisure, such as would not present a
terrorism. True: but _re,_thougb it is not his demand for any abatement from the most perfect
o_ will, it is the onlyproper will; which is ¢oustancy of attendance.
still better. To _ive effect to that will, the effec- These_ attending of course in their respective
tuation of which xs in the hi_,hest d e_gr_ subseT- uniforms-- other official persons, in ofllcial uni-
vient to the public interest m question _ this is forms expressive of their respective official sltu.
the only ultimate end : in relatio_ to this ultimate atinos, and thus at one view presenting the sort
end, the giving effect to his own _rivat¢ ana in- of information which they were respectively re-
dividual will, asgoverned by hl.sown privateand garded as being in a peculiar degree qualified to
individual interest, or suppesed interest, is but a afford. Choice of these uniforms : behold here
vncaz_s. Be the means @hat it may, that which an exercise _ nor that, it is humbly supposed,
the public servlc_, in res]_,, of the public inte- altogether an unacceptable one _ for t_ taste
rest ]n question, requires, _ that when the means and talents of the Pri_ tlegent. In the situa-
in questiou_/, e. that which is pmpo_ in th.e tion here prol_ed , the use of an appropriate
char_-_ of a means, is x_dly subservient to the uniform seems rather more obvio_, th_ in those
end, then it should be employed-- when it is m_t situations of a non-military nature, in which
thus subservient, thco it should not be employed, uniform_ jt is z_fid, are ah'eady in use.
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rice, though as yet it never has been deeom- dieatory in whleh his seat on the bench was si.
posed in practice. Perform this operation tnated;--ofenurse, when the eause has eome
for yourself, gentle reader, if so it be that to be heard, he has been anywhere but upon
your habits and faculties are suited to the that bench. What would his brathren--what
task m suited to the performance of the ope- would the bar -- what would the audience
ration ; or, at any rate, to the conception and what would the public-- have thought and
remembrance of the result of it:--if not, said, had he staid and voted there? If, in a
turn, atanyrate, fromthis section; else, no- word, thejudica-teipsumprinciple--theprin.
thing that you will see in it can be otherwise cipte brought to view by Blaekstone, for the
than misconceived, purpose of condemnation--and illustrated by

Let there be no mistake. By nothing that the story of the sinning and repentant pope,
has here been said, or will be said, is any such who, in virtue of a sentence passed by him-
f_olish insinuation meant to be conveyed,-- self upon himself, was burnt alive, nwere,
as that, to the possession of an office under on any of those seats which are called benches,
the crown--accompanied with any such mass realized ?
of profit as shall be found adapted to the In the 'situation of any one of the twelve,
lJature of it, --to the possession of any such say rather of thefifleen superior judges,.--on
situation, when considered by itself, any mark the occasion, though it were of but one single
of reprobation ought to be annexed. To the cause, and t]_at between individual and indi-
case in which it operates with the effect of a vidual, -- suppose a man convicted of having
bribe- a regularly repeated bribe- to this received a bribe:--by bench, bar, audience,
case, and to this alone, is everything which public--what would be thought and said of
has been, or will be, said of offices, in the him, asabove? Bytbe very height of its im.
character of masses of the matter of corrup- probability (for assuredly t_w political sup-
tlon, meant from first to last to be applied, positions can be more improbable,) the case
No:--considered in its own nature- consi- serves but the better in the character of a
dered even in any connexion, other than that case put in the way of supposition, for the
of the sort here in question-- office is no more purpose of argument.
a bad tlung than money is a bad thing. Cen- Well -- here, in the Commons House -- in
sure passed on office thus connected, is no the instance of every member by whom a po-
more a censure passed on office at large, than titical situation of any other kind, under the
censure passed on a murder committed for patronage of the crovo_, is at the same time
the sake of money with a knife, would be a holden, thisfldiea-telpsum principle, as above
censure on the use of money or on the use of explained, is it not exemplified and realized?
knives. Con_idere_ in this point of view,-- In any such instance -- on any occasion in
and independently of the particular connexion which, by any such member, in case of a di-
here pleaded against, --as it is with any one vision, a vote is'given--the other situation
office, so is it with every other:--to no part having either money or money's worth at-
of the official establishment---whether among tached to itmthe taint of bribery, is it in any
those parts in which the office is in the gii_ degree less strong upon the case of such mem-
of the monarch, or among those of which the her, than if a hank note n say of a hundred
patronage is in any other hands ;--neither to pound--had but just before been received by
:my such part, nor to the whole taken in the him ?--received, under an engagement, "/m-
aggregate ;--has anything which is here said plied," or (i£ Mr. Speaker pleases) "express,"
been ever meant to have any application, that such or such should be the direction

If the sitting in perpetual judgment over given to his vote? Oh no: it is abundantly
the conduct of the several functionaries, pos- more strong; for, in the section in which the
sessors of offices in all the several depart- comparison has been made between bribery
taunts of government--if this benot of the and terrorism, this has been shown already.
number of the functions properly belonging At any time at which a quarter's salary is put
to, and, in show at least, exercised by the into his hand, the effect of it in the way of
Commons House,--what other functions are seductive influence,- is it in any degree/ess
there that can be said to belong to that same than that which would be produced by money
House ? If, in so far as exercised with pro- to the same amount put into his hand (sup-
priety and effect, this function of the House pose him not in that or any other office,)
has not its use,--to what good use, with what under a stipulation -- implied or express as
good effect, can its other functions--all or before--that during the next ensuing quar-
any of them _ be exercised ? ter, on every occasion on which a vote should

In the situation of those functionaries, who, come to be given by the Cabinet Ministers,
under the official name ofjud.qes, are judges --such of them as were in the Houae,_
and nothing more,--an incident which of he- his vote should be on the same side with
eessity has sometimes happened, is_that, of i theirs? Less, did Isay? Not it indeed; but
a suit, in which one of these judges has been much greater. Why ? Answer- Because, ia
a party, being instituted and carried on in aju- the case of a br/b¢, so called_ _ the amount
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of it, being on each oeeaslon fixed, is on each On the present occasion, -- supposing him
oeeaslon limited: whereas, in the ease of the able to endure any such task, as that of form-
bribe not so called_ofthe bribe received un- ing a comparative estimate of the degrees of
der the name of salary attached to an o_iee, mischievous efficiency, as between corruption
--though that one office and no other is in in the shape of bribery, commonly so called,
the man's possession, yet in prospect, m by on the one part, and corruption in the shape
the side of it, beneath it, and above it,--each of plaee-holdin 9 and place.huntlng on the
with its emoluments, is a cluster of other other, -- in the following queries he may per-
offices- a duster boundless in number and lips find some assistance, while occupied in
value--for self and friends, that more instructive than pleas_lt process:

In the highest rain the most comprehensive 1. Whether, if on any occasion, in efl`eet
_in the in every way most important seat or in intention, the measure brought upon
of judicature in existence,_in the judicatory the carpet by the minister be mischievous, or
in which the lives and fortunes-- the every- the measure opposed by him beneficial, -- in
thing-- not of A and B only, but ofall the in- which case his opposition, in so far as effec-
habitantsofthe whole empire---not tospeak of tual, is mischievous,- whether, in any such
thoseofalmostallothereonntriesonthisglobe case, --for securing, as far as depends upon
---are, day byday,--ifnot actuallyat stake,-- votes in that House, the production of the
liable to be at stake, in the exercise given to mischief, -- any means more effectual than
its powers, -- do the men in question, _ in a the sort of arrangement in question could be
number, on almost every occasion, capable of derised ?
deciding the part taken by the whole House 2. Whether, in the case of punishable bri-
and thence by the whole Government,- as bet.y,- the bribe being either in possession
often as the conduct of the partnership to or m prospect,--the connexion between the
which they belong is called in question, sit desired end and the criminal and punishable
and act, each man as judge in his own cause means, can, in any degree, be closer than --
each of them, in respect of every vote he or even so close as-- in the present case ?
gives (I speak of those who to their seats add 3. Whether, by the zmpunity which in the
offices of emolument, from which they arc re- bribery case has not place, and in this case ltas
movable at the pleasure of the crown,) each place, the strength of the temptation, or the
of them tainted with the matter of corrup- probability of its being yielded to, is dimi-
tion ; and that, as hath been shown, in a form, nished?
in comparison of which bribery is purity. 4. The like questions, with regard to the

Suppose this told of a foreign country: m ignominy and reproach which in the case of
with what horror would not the state of go- the bribery have place, -- and which in the
vernment in that country be regarded I with present case find their place occupied by ho-
what commiseration that of the wretched hour and respect ;--at any rate in the breasts
people ! of the custom-led and unreflecting multitude ?

Think then of the American United States ! 5. Whether, in the case of the br/bery, the
---think of the sentiments with which, on so quantity of the matter of good, -- operating,
many accounts--and on none more partieu- whether in the shape of money, money's
hrly than on this account-- the condition to worth, or any other shape, in the character
whichweare doomed, eannotbut be regarded of matter of corruption,--is not fixed, and
by a citizen of those happy States[ by being fixed, llmitedf.-and whether,--to

Storm of indignation in the breast of Ho- the quantity of that same precious matter, in
noumble Gentleman :-- at this page, should the shape of o_iees and so forth, capable of
his patience have lasted him thus long, -- /being held by himself, or by connexious of his
down, not improbably, goes the page on the of all sorts and sizes -- relations, friends, de-
floor, and then the foot upon it. Never but pendents _ in countless multitudes -- held
of one eomplexion_and that the purest-- bythe sideofhim, underneath him, and above
are his eo_dtwt, his intentions, or his motives, him -- his own situation being, at the same
_,elf-regffirdix 9 interest- the motive corre- time, competed with the moment at which a
sponding to that interest---the sort of motive, bribe in the ordinary form is received, a per-
on the general predominance of which over manent one,- and, unless it should please
erery other the whole species is continually him whose place is above all a perpetual one
dependent for its very existence, -- never for --whether, to the quantity of this same seduc-
any such sordid motive can any place be ever tire matter there be any determinate limits ?
found in so honourable a breast, whether, compared with that of a mass of the

A hundred to one, --for want of the habit matter of corruption, applied and received in
of examination, no tolerably clear conception the shape of a bribe commonly so called, the
has he, on anyoceadon, of the spr/ngs efac- asduetivepowerofamassofthatNmematter,
t/on by which his own conduct is determined: in the shape here in question, _in the eye of
netolerably dear conception of anything that imaginat_n, inflamed as it is by desire, -- be
is pasd_ Ja his own mind. not as infinity to one ?
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6. Whether, in the connexion which thus Suppose a prize offered, for him, by _e
by positive institution has been established fextility of whoso imagination that political
between the public mischief and the private arrangement should be proposed, which, with
benefit, there be any the smallest public use ? a view to justice and public utility, should be

the smallest public use, w or, except the most flagrantly flagitious; -- to any purpose
creation, presorvatton, or increase of the pub. but that of corruption and misrule, the most
lie mischief, any other assignable intended grossly and palpably absurd:- could any
use or effect than the production of the pri- other be found capable of making a match for
rate benefit ? thlsy, Oh no: not although every man who

7. Whether, if in any of the imputations ever gave himself to politics were to employ
here attached to the monstrous conjunction his whole life in the rese_trch. Suppose such
in question wthe conjunction of the perpe- a prize offered,--would all the poetry, added
tually accountable situation with the situation to nil t_e oratory of the right honourable the
to which account is perpetually rendered _ president of the board of controul, suffice him
whether, if in any of these imputations there to win it ? _ No, not even though the Quar-
be anything really grievous to the feelings of terly Review and British India were left to
any one to whom they apply, there has ever themselves, and the whole mass of his powers
been a time at which it has not been in his concentrated upon this one object.
power to rid himself of it ? _ and whether A constitution, with this poison _ slow,
there has ever been a time at which it has not but not the less sure -- in the bowels of it !

been in the power of the majority of those Rotten, even from the time that this poison
who find their profit in the monstrosity, to was injected into it, must have been the
rid the country of it ? Matchless Constitution,- rotten at the core

8. Whether, when, in a case of imputed de- --and, of such rottenness, what we are now
]inquency, all other evidence, and that anffi- suffering is among the fruits.
eient, is against a man, _ any other resource As a match for Utopia, suppose a Caco.
be left to him than the vehemence of the pro- top_a discovered and described,-- would not
testations by which he makes assertion of his filth in this shape be a "fundamentalfenture'"
own innocence?---and whether, from anysuch in it ?
vehemence, the probative force of such his For fee: of the influence of the crown in
evidence receives in the eye of reason any a relatively subordinate sphere, _ judges
increase ?* forsooth in certain courts-- tho,gh in certain

courts only_judges, in courts where four of
* Like queries, in the case of a ehanvellor, them sit together, though not in the court in

supreme judge in a judicatory in which, imme- i which the powers of all four are condensed
distely or through the channel of p_tmnago, he into one breast--judges in these relativelypays himself byfees_ the aggregate amount in.
creasing with the aggregate of indlvidual bank. subordinate situations, fixed firmly on their
r_ptcy and public mxsery produced or increased benches,--while on tile benches on which the
by war--in the case of the judge of a pri_ court fate of th_se men and all others depends, --
paying himself' and Co. in like manner--the ag- the judges, on whom the whole of the business
gregate amount of the fees depending altogether depends, are thus kept_kept for ever_in a
upon wa*'--chaneeIlor and jud_,e strenuous from
first to last in the support given to war, by vote, state--not only of dependency, but corrupted.
eloquence, and influence. Think of this, and then hess I Behold here another gnat strained at,
say, whether, under a government so formed, in while camels and cameleopards are swallowed.
looking for the causes of war_ commencem.eet, Search the whole fabric through, where
and continuance, the eye need to conveyitselfto will an end be found to this tissue of hypo-
any unmeasurable distance ?

Like queries in the case of ajudge, sitting in crisy : _ to this mixture of sham securities
a superior situation, to judga of the propriety, in and real mischiefs _ of sham securities pro-
each individual case and in the a_b,regate , of fees vided, and real misehiefs fostered ?.--¢_icienc_j
received to his own use in a subordinate situation; to ba_ purposes, coupled with inf_wiency to
--and in another place, with transparent yet ever 1nod ones?
prevailing fallacies on his lips, and flame and fury Hypocrisy ? Yes: over and over. Can
in his eyes_slappingthedoorinthcfaceofevery my hypocrisy be more shameless_moro
measure, in which the vast majority of the people
behold the onlypomibility lett to them, of oh- transparent_than that which is m_ifested
taining so much as a chance for justice ! _ See
,Scotch Reform: and Prote_ against Law Taxe,. human nature to.be in this r_. ".d_er._t in

Thiak_ as oilen as war--and tha causes and the the one of tho_ mtuatmm_ from what xt m mum
profit and lo_ byit--come in question,_think, other ?
whethcrinanycompany.-private, oreven .mixed If_ on any such occasion, /'.row..g_oral rulem
--_it be a frequent x_-urrem:e to meet wire an the inquiry should descend to indivmmu
o/ficcr, in any bnmch of the mi/it_j service, who than wbuld naturally come the _luesUen, w.nemm',
makes any scruple of declaring his wishes to see in the individual instance or _ m .q_

war commence, or if already in existence, conti, fion, there be glly suCh known eom_ _ mo__
nued :--and, unless h be in the article of frank- ney_ as, in such instances, respe____ _?,u umu
ness, whether there be any reason for su/_ the/ndivJdmd cue out ortue gemmu
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in marking _ibe-taki_ withp_n/shment, and, Oh Matchless Constitution I m And so,
as far as may be, with inlaY, while, in the in this Matchless Constitution-- such is the
person of a so-styled representative of the nature and virtue of it- business could not
people, place-holding under the crown is held go on, -- unless, besides being judges, each
inhonour ? The place-holding held in honour / one of them in his own cause, those by whom

Why ? Even because the corruptors and everything is done, were not-- every one of
the corrupted --the bestowers and the re- them--throughout the whole course of his
eeivers of the matter of corruption--have service--corrupted: corrupted in a mode of
need that so it should be. _Bribe.takin_ 3 eorruption beyond comparison more effectual
marked with punishment and with infamy ] and more mischievous than that of bribery !
mWhy? Even because the corruptinnists, Look nowtothe United States !--look to
m by whom the matter of corruption, togs- the General Congress I See whether, in that
ther with the impunity and the honour, is head seat of democratic government, eorrup-
given and received in that other--in that tion in any such shape is in any instance to
wholesale and so much more profitable shape, be found. What I does not business then go

have no need of it in any such petty and on in Congress?--in Congress, where, in the
retail shape. By vituperating it in the shape very last year that was, there was a surplus
in which it is of no use to them, men think to the amount of a fourth of the year's income,
to earnmand, if they do earn, it is without instead ofa defidt, as here, to the amount of
expense--the praise of virtue : of that virtue a sixth ?
the vies opposite to which has taken such Take the heir-apparent of a duke--(alas !
full and never disturbed possession of their poor duke !) -- take him, and, having seated
practice and their hearts, him in the House of Commons, put him into

Limit the number of those pretended repro- a coloured sinecure, to serve as a substitute
centativcs of the people ? of these real repre- to an automaton for signing papers : his hand
sentatives of the monarch ? Limit the number to the papers; the will by which it is directed,
of those public trustees into whose hands, as together with the judgment , such as it is, that
sure as quarter-day eumes, the bribe by which belongs to that will, safe lodged all the while
they are hired shall be paid? Limit the hum- in another place. In this one picture behold
bet of those men who, on the bench of justice, the anti-jacobin triad-- Waste, Corruption,
as often as they become malefactors, shall sit and Oppression : waste made of the salary ;
in judgment on their own conduct and that corruption, the purpose it is applied to ; Op-
of their accomplices ? Well: when, for the pression, the channel through which for such
purpose of this limitation, a bill is ready for purposes it is extracted. Behold the lauded
passing, tack on then to it a rider, bruiting preparatory seminary for the training of young
the number of street-prostitutes that shall be nobility to business : behold a training school
employed as teachers in any boarding-school for young nobility, in the true anti-jacobin
for young ladies, style: behold in the triad the true and ever-

Once upon a time, and once only, -- into lasting object of anti-jacobin worship : be-
one of the plans of moderate reform, peeped hold now the regius professor of piety in the
(it will be seen) -- and with congenial too- Honourable House : behold him -- should
desty m a proposition for a limitation to this any such blasphemy as this assault his eyes
effect. Once, and once only : nor does it up- behold him rending his heart-- not at the
pear that, on that one occasion, a proposition sight of the waste -- not at the sight of the
so daring-- so innovatioual m so Utopian-- corruption--notattbesightoftheoppresslon
so near to Jacoblnlcal-- found any one to --but at the allusion which, with the help of
second it.* Mr. Attorney-general, he will have descried :

Oh blessed Constitution l--that in which the allusion made to a something more sacred
(for of this you will find man ready to assure than the Bible-- to a substitute, which,
you) buslaess could not go on, unless, in this with all-embracing, and blessedly efficient, or-
way, delinquents--and those upon the largest thedoxy, is put into the place of that old-
seals--were judges in their own cause ! And fashioned miseellany_a substitute which,
thus it is that, in the mind of every man who in the Established Church of Scotland, a man
thinks, impeachment--the sole legal remedy would no more rend his heart about, than in
against misrule--has been blotted out of the the Established Church of Morocco.
list of remedies. Reader, is the language here too warm for

Givemeaplaee--givemeapeerage--give you? Turn to the P/an itself, there may
me court favour : Iwill pocket £10,000 of fou find the substanee of it in as cool a state
the public money _ I will confess I have as the coldest heart can desire.
done so, _ and with honour on their lips _ In any Mguage_warm or cold--let hhn,
proclaiming each ma_ his own honour _ who thinks he can, producean answer to it.
lloble lords shall declare me innocent. Look ones more to the United States :

• See Section XVL Moderate lleform, &c. + See above, Section IV. p. 18, note.
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_eelwhether, inthat seat ofdemocracy-- of Ah! when will the yoke of G'_stom i Cus-
representative democracy -- where swinish tom, the blind tyrant, of which all other ty-
rulers are chosen by swinish multitudes-- see rants make their slave -- all I when will that
whether, in that seat of illegitimate incorrup- misery-perpetuating yoke be shaken off?
tionandgoodgovernment--anysuchmonster when, when will tteason be seated on her
is to be found, as a man constituted judge throne?

perpetual judge -- in his own cause ?
Oh blessed Constitution I--a constitution in

which it is become a fundamental principle- SECTION XIV.
become, I say--for for centuries it was other- uNrvERSAL CONSTANCYOF ATTENDANCE
wise*--that, among those who rule, there ITS IMPORTANCE.
shall not be a man who is not judge in his
own cause! Can it be matter bf wonder, I. Plan of this Section.
that among men thus self-qualified for the rune- ACTUAL state of things in respect of attend-
tion of rendering justice -- men, -- in whose ance: -- Mischiefs from non-attendance, viz.
instance the sacrifice of universal interest to 1. In respect of moral aptitude; 2. In respect
pscalarticular--ofsocialinterest upon the laryest of intellectual aptitude ; 3. Mischief by se-

e to self-reyarttln 9 interest upon its own curing greater attendance on the corrupt side.
narrow scale -- of duty, in a word, to interest, -- Interests, by the play of which, the num-
is matter of constant and universal practice-- bers in attendance are determined. -- Incon-
should not be to be numbered among those sistency as between the licentiousness as to
who are given to change ? this point in this situation, and the compara-

And in this state is the Constitution, which tire strictness in other public situations, m
in this very state, on pain that shall follow, i Remedy from any exertions of individuals
we are called upon and forced to love I impossible -- but by reform, the disorder in-

Say, Mr. Wilberforce, how long shall a curable; the constitution already subverted by
state of things like this be looked upon with it.--Abdication, whether not more truly pre-
no other than a smiling and admiring counte- dicable of Honourable House than of James
nanee ? How long shall reform, and not abuse, the Second. -- The ineurableness of the dis-
be the object of all fears ? When immorality order, and the consequently incurable cot-
is thus operating--operating upon the largest ruptness of Honourable House, declared by
scale-- say, what in this world is religion good Hatsel, chief clerk of the House.
for, if, instead of a cheeP, immorality finds in it Such are the sub-topics, under which the
a support ?--if, instead of a support, morality matter of this section will be found.
finds in it a substltu_e _ Mischiefs individually seated_ misehiefs

The man who, with open eyes, 'lauds the collectiveb/seated: --to one or either of the
constitution with these sins in it -- sins cir- two heads thus distingttished, will be found
culatinginevery vein, and tainting every fibre referable whatsoever mischiefs can be seen

the man who, with open eyes (and your flowing from this source. _ Mischiefs indi-
eyes,-- have they not had time to open them- vidually seated _ those of which, the seat of
seh,es ?) lauds and cherishes all these sins, them being in the character of the individual
say, where is the sin among them all, of individually considered, the nature may be
which tile guilt does not lie upon his head ? understood from and exemplified in the effect

Sad--oh sad condition of human nature I produced by them, in the case of any one such
Conceive, if you can, the enormity so atro- individual :_ miscldefs collectively seated_
cioas, that, so as this one circumstance be those of which the seat cannot be found in
but superadded to it,--viz, that of itshaving the state and condition of any individual,
been habitually practised _ practised with individually considered; but of which the
impunity by men in power, and under the source, as well as the seat, will be found in
protection of the law _ will not, if by any the state and condition into which the whole
strange aceidet_t exposed and complained of, [ House, taken in the aggregate, will be seen
find in that quarter a host of inexorable and to be put _ put by the use made of the habit
indignant supporters and defenders -- in that of individual deLinquency in this shape, in the
of the suffering multitude, alas I with how character of an instrument of public mischief
few exceptionsl_so many indifferent and in a variety of slmpes:_an instrument of
incurious observers, if not prostrate venera- paeklny, employed in the art and mystery of
tins I Presented at first in its true colours, poLiticalpae/dny, asapplied--tothesecuring
and by its proper phrase, it would not perhaps on each particular occasion, out of the mixed
have gained acceptance : presented in an ira- mass, a predominant proportion of corrupt
proper phrase -- drassed up in t_lse colourB-- matter in the composition of the assembly_
it passes without objection, --and, for ages and to the use made of corrupt measures
after ages, the country is tormented by it. not only of each of them, individuaUy taken,

considered as applied to its own partic_dar
"See Section XV_Reprcaentati_--lm_. corrnpt purpose, _ but of all of them, coUee-_aat_g¢¢TOr.c.
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tively or separately, considered as employed supposing them incemplete, as, unless by
in serving as instruments of eats/on, for the accident, they always are -- no member can
keeping out of uncorrupt ones. have any moral right to make complaint, until

Confined to the individually seated part of he has done whatsoever may be in his power
the aggregate mass of mischief flowing from towards the removing, in the one only way,
this source, may be seen to be the slight view the inconvenience in those its two di_tin-
of it given in the Plan itself, as well as in the gnishable shapes: --
general sketch given of the system of Ra- 1. Nmnber of days on which, in the course
dical Reform in Section V. In the present of each year, the House was sitting, and, in
section, that more complex part, here styled it and by it, business, in some shape or other,
the coUeetiveb/.seated part, will, according to accordingly done.
the intimation above given, be taken up and 2. Number of days in which the Speaker
laid open to view. too/_ the chair ; but, for want of the requi-

site number of members (viz. forty) business
II. Actual state of things in respect of could not be begun upon : -- whereupon, the

Attendance. hour being arrived, adjournment took place
Instead of being what it is pretended to be of course.

--a check upon the power of the monarch, 3. Numberofd_/siuwhio_,businesshaving
the power of the Commons House an instru- been begun upon-- the requisite number of
merit of misrule in his hands u an instrument members present therefore complete- so it
by which he has been enabled to sacrifice, was, that by the departure of members, a
end accordingly has sacrificed, the universal deficiency in the number present, as compared
interest to a cluster of particular interests, with the number that should be present,
of which his own personal interest is at the having been produced, and notice publicly
head. Behold, in this state of things, the taken of it,- the business was stopped,
mass of abuse, to which it is the object of and an adjournment thereupon took place of
parliamentary reform to devise and to apply a course.
remedy- an appropriate and adequate re- 4. Number of days in which, a deficiency
reedy. Among the requisites for the aceom- having as above taken place, the business
plishment of this object, is the detecting and went on notwithstanding; the Speaker sit-
holding up to view in its true colours, every tingall the wh/le andbeholding the deficiency,
particular abuse which shall have been found but no other member standing up to notice it.
to enter into the composition of the aggre- 5. Numbers of the members on both sides,
gate mass_ every arranyement, every custom, on the occasion of the several divisions which
which, in the character of a co-operating on the several days took place. The llst of
cause, may be found contributing to the pro- these divisions, with the numbers, being ren-
duction of the disastrous effect. In the in- dared as complete as may be,--then will come
stance of such of the component abuses as to be made a selection of two contrasted classes
have as yet been brought to view, notorious of cases : --one, in which, the importance of
in general has been not only the existence the question being in a rem_kable degree
and the nature of the abuse, but, to a consider- hiyh , the numbers were in a remarkable de-
able degree, the extentto which it has place, gree low; the other, in which, the importance
In the instance here in question, the ez_st, of the question being in a remarkable degree
ence: y_; and in some measure the nature of low, the numbers were in a remarkable degree
it. Not, however, even this entirely:--not, hiyh.
assuredly, in all their magnitude and variety, 6. Calls of tI_e House-- numbers of them
the evll consequences : and, as to the extent in each year : with the numbers in the re-
to which it has place, information on this spective divisions, if any, which took place
head-- information in any tolerable degree on the days respectively appointed."

le_uate -- is a treasure that remains yet to
red for, in the ocean in which it lies " Of this body of evidence, taken in the ag-

drowned, gregate, the im_tsnce will_ it is believed, be
For the taking and presenting of a clear, a seen in artght continually clearer and stronger,

correct, and complete view of the state of the in proportion as _ in,linty advances. To com-plete any such task as that of col]_¢tingit, would
House in this respect, during a given period requir_ abundantly more time, not only than at
-- say from the commeneement of the present the present conjuncture, but moreover than at any
reign- the following present themselves as iuture time, out of the small expectableremuant
the heads under which matter should be col- of my life, it would be possible for me to spare.
lected. Sources of information, thefourna[s If, to any person who has strl_cient leisure, it
of the House, the votes of the House, and sh°uldal_pear_thatTinregardt°thewh°le, ersoY

part of this mass of mfermation_ the search would
such accounts as are extant of the debates: a_ord a enfdcie_t promise of t_g productive of
accounts, of the incerrectneu of which, sup- a_equate _ .con_. )sneubirrendering to
posing them in this or that instance incur- me pumie that servme will be his reward: ami
feet,--any more than of their in¢omplete_s, if, for the purpose of enabl_g me to 8ire to the
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Remain two other tople_, in relation to tribunal, not inconsiderable (as everybod_
which, any information, supposing it attain, knows) is the proportion of those distingulsh_
able, could not fail to afford additional in- ing more than distinguished Hononrables,who_
struetion ; but of which, so far at least as regarding _yer as a useless formality, come to
regards t/me past, the attainment presents it- the terminer at once : by which prindple of
self as hopeless, unless possibly in a very small dispatch, a proportionable saving of time is
number of instances, effected. Quere : on the occasion of each di.

7. On the occasion of each division, hum- vision, the number of these economists, and
bets absolute and comparative of place-hold, the quantity of the saving effected by each?
ers and non.place.holders. From a document
of this sort, what would be shown with eer- IIL 2tFtsehiefifrom Non-attendance:- Mis-
tainty is--the number of the individuals chiefl, MisohiefinrespeetofMoralApti_

tude.belonging to one species of the genus corrup.
tionist, viz. corruptlon-eaters: but, under the Only by regard for regularity is produced
species corruption-hunters, no precise number the mention made of this topic in this place.
of individuals could ever be distinguished ; In the Plan itself, may be seen how, in the
underthe influence of the ever-attracting, and licence given to dereliction of duty in this
scarcely-resistible, cocogne above spoken of, shape, is eontained a sub-licencc,--by which,
--the difficulty would be, among the whole without danger of shame or reproach in any
remainder of the numbers voting on this side, shape, every man is empowered, within any
to find so much as the single individual, who given space of time, to produce exactly half
did not appertain to this latter species, and the etfert which, within that same space of
thence to the genus in which it is included, time, could have been produced by an un_

8. Number of members present at the time interrupted series of votes, given by him in
of the dwision, compared with the numbers support of a series of measures, not ouly cor-
present at different portions of the length of rupt but scandalous: so scandalous, and that
time employed in the debate. In ordinary to such a degree, as tbat,_whatseever had
tribunals, the two operations -- oyer and ter- been his wishes, --had he been present, he
miner--being expressly included in the same could not have prevailed with himself to
commission, and oyer being regarded as form- abstain from voting in opposition to them i_
ing a useful, not to say a necessary, prepura- every instance.

tire to terminer, --he who performs either of IV. Misehlef2. Intelleetual_fisch_ef--Defio
them, performs both: in this extraordinary ciency in respect ofapproprlate Intellectuat
stock so collected, such useful application as may Aptitude, and appropriate _ctlvc Talent.
be in my power, he will have the goodness to
communicate it to me by letter,--he will be the Probity being supposed not deficient, prin-
object of an inward sonUment of esteem and gra- cipal]y upon appropriate inleUectual aptitude
titude, in the breast of a man, from whom no depends the propriety of the direction given,
exterior demonstrations of it can, in the vulgar ou the several oec-asions, to a man's vote: in
signification of the word, be o.fu:e to any one. the case where it is not with himselftbat the

Under inch heads as the _bove, with the ad- measure has originated, principally upon up.
_itlon of any such others as may suggest them. propriate active talent the aptness of the ma_
selves as promising to be conducive to the desired
purpose, _ the matter, though it were but of a ter of which his speeches are composed : in
•inglese_ion, mighhinthewayof:ample, beofno this case, certain it is with himself that, singly
small use. Stlppese it were the last session : and or in conjunction with others, the measure
from thence the research might be pursued, as- has originated, on iatellectualaptttude, as evi-
cording to opportunity, from year to year. Sup- deneed by the choiee made of that same mea-
I_ng the research carded through more years sure, and of the more particular measures, if
than one, in this case, for exhibiting such difl'e- any, including the occasional penning ofwrit_fences as, in respect of members present and other
particulars, cannot but have been made by the _en instruments---for example, m_t/ons, reeo-
Irish Union, it is manifest how much the utility /ut/ons, and reports of committees--which, as
of such a process cannot but be increased, by being subservient to it, are included in it:
taking for one of them a yea_ anterior, and for but upon appropr/ate active talent, in another
another a year posterior to that event. . shape; depends the matter of those several

So longas it may be my fortune to escape the
doom with which, m proportion to his activity in instruments.
the servlee of his country in this laborious and Thah in respect of throe two so _y
melancholy line, every man who dares tO mani- connected elements of aptitude, a gcueraland
feat his love for it, and for what remains tmde- predominant state of ianpt/_., w among the

natural and naturally unavoidable effee_ ofstroyed of the useful parts of its constitution, is
at this time threatened--so long, in a word_ asit the whole system taken together, is a matter
shall be my lot to remain alive,/mkilled, and un- which, in some sort, has already been brought
bastilled _so long will every such contribution to view. On the one hand, ueeesdty of hard

find, in the quarter to which it is cosigned, the labour, in both these elementary shapes, tosincere endeavour to make the most and the best
of it in the way of use. aptitude in the aggregate shlpe in _
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on the other band, exc/ws/on put upon the hard 1the being sacrificed. But, the higher the de-
/abozr, and thence, upon the a_itwa_, viz. by _gree_in which, by the individual in question,
ran_ sand_ :---of rank and opulence to- they are possessed, the higher will be the price
gctber, the effeet being to put a man already, wldch, attheconstantlyovertmarket, ofwldeh
and even to a greater amonnt, in possessien of C r-General is c/erh, they will fetch: tha
that sortofconsideratiou which, but for these higher the price, the higher the temptation,
unmerited advantages, might, in the charac- and the less the probability of resistance.
ter of an adequate reward, have sufficed to In this state of things--the promiscuous
extract from him the exertions necessary to multitude beingby intellectual weakness pre-
furnish his mind, and in sufficient quantity, pared for the reception of mental poisonmthe
with those same endowments. By rank, opu- select few, by ainistronsly-derived strength,
Ienee, or connexion, is a men put in posses- for the injecting of it--observe what will be
sion of this office : by the pride, joined to the the effect of the cluster of arguments, cam-
indolence derived from the same sources, -- prehendible under the common appellation of
is be, in respect of the endowments here in the urgumentum _ superficie ad superflclem_
question, more or less disqualified from the arguments from surface to surface _ appo-
exercising, with any benefit to the universal sitely employed. Gorged with public money
interest, the power attached to this most ira- obtained on false pretences out of the taxea
portant of all offices. -- behold a man, whose whole political life

Of these three modes of entrance into a has been employed in helping to give increase
seat, eonaez/on is that by which the greatest to waste, corruption, and the consequent op-
chance for any tolerable stock of these en- !pressions, -- summoning up, when the time
dowments is left. Why? Because, in the in- comes, all his powers, to the duty of guarding
stance of a patron, rendered such by proprie- this complication of disorders against the only
torship, orbyterrorism,mwhat here and there remedy : and the history of any one such in-
will happen is--that, on failure of all persons dividual is the history of a class. Qulcq_id
connected with him by natural relationship, recipitur, recipitur ad modum re_pientis

some person or other shall, by the possession, says. a maxim of the old-school logic :-- a
or reputed possession, of the endowments in maxtm in which more instruction is contained
question, in a degree more or less distin- than can often be obtained from any such
guished, have been reeemmended to his choice, musty source. Of whatsoever is received,

In this state of things, -- to men seated by correspondent to the constitution of that by
connex/on, withtbe addition of men seated by which, or him by whom, it is received, wilI
profess/on, but in u more partienlar degree be the effect. On a mind prepared by sound
to the latter, wofthese two intellectual en- and manly instruction for the resisting of it,
dowments will such stock as is to be found poison such as that would have no effect: but
in Honourable House be, generally speaking, those with which it has to deal, are minds
almost confined : at any rate, small indeed, that, by want of instruction, or by such in-
in proportion to the whnie number (658,)will struetion as is worse than none, have been
be the number of those in whose instance, prepared for yielding to it : instruction, by
otherwise than in company with the one or which the whole duty of man is summed up
the other of these two marks of distinction in the "prostration of understanding and will _

any tolerable stock of these endowments is at the feet of a set of men, tied by every bond
found discernible. In that House, the term that corruption can devise, to those habits
£_trygentleman, is it not a sort of by-word ? of scl_f-blinded partiality, with which all pru-
--is itnot commonly regarded as presenting, dance and all justice are equally and utterly
in one word, the idea of a sort of character, incompatible.
compounded of mental indolence, mental va- The more attentivcly the stock of evidence,
euity, and mental weakness? which the nature of the case, and the existing

In those two quarters, then--_nne_m and state of things, affords, is looked into, -- the
r_sdow--in these two quarters are the two more clearly will the operation of the above

actual endowments in question almost causes of inaptitude be seen exemplified, and
exclusively looked for. their efficiency demonstrated.

Well: and in those same quarters suppose Look at the debates: yes, and if to such a
them found,_what is the consequence? The degreeyour patienve will suffer you to draw
universal interest, is it by this means belle- upon it, look iRto these same _ebates.
fired ? On the contrary, much more probably To so prodigious an exten_, not only no
is it injured. Only in so far as these two/_ mark of active talent, no mark of intellectual
teHectmd endowments are in the same breast aptitude--but, on the contrary, proofs, and,
united to the one moral one _only in m far how deplorably abundant!_ and that on the
as they are united to _eropr/ate prob/t_ _ most important occasions _ that of no such
will the m_erml/nterest receive from them part of man's frame as the /nte//ec.tmd, has
any net benefit: -- only on the terms of this any use been somuch as attempted or endea-
ausI_ieus tmion t win it m much as escape roared to be ma_ Ia the vd/6oM/, with
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the peeslons and aEeet/ons by which it is put _ is the matter, of which in general --sad
in motion, in the volitional and sensitive in a more partieu]er degree on the eecasion of
parts alone, are any marks of exercise discer- the great topic here in question w speeches,
ruble. Vituperation--in the strongest as honourable and right honourable, maybeeeen
well as most unqualified terms that passion to be eomposad. With a degree of energy,
can supply,-- vituperation, altogether unac- proportioned to the dangerousness of the
companiad by indication made of any speeilie ! disease, and the salutary efficiency of the
grounds for the opinion, or pretended opinion, proposed remedy wild, visionary, impract_.
thus involved in, and indirectly expressed by cable, mischievous, and so forth, m are the
if-- such, with the addition of more or less imputations east upon it, -- grins ignorance,
of the matter of trivial fallacy, in its several conjoined with mischievous madness, the at-
shapes, of which a list might be made out," tributes ascribed to the mathors and support-

ers of it.

• By an ingenious cultivator of the physical By the barking of a dog--by the screaming
branch of art and science, the clouds have been of a parrot _ might as much light be seen¢mdeavoured to be brought under the dominion of
thetacticalbranchoflogi¢. Withsemewhatbetter thrown upon the question, u by this or that
profit, it is suppo_, in the shape of practical speech (and by how sad a proportion of the
use, might theh'ke usefuloperatin_n be applied to whole number of speeches ]) reported _ and
the congeries of political fallad_ea -- those clouds for the most part to no small advantage _ as
of the mental atmcephere. Take for an example having issued from the lips ofhononrsble gen-of the genera, or some of them, suppose the fol-
lowing :--argumentum ad verecundiam_ad tie, an, right honourable gentlemen, noble
guletem-- ad ,ocordlam, dye ignavlam -- ad lords--not to speak of noble and learned ones.
super_tiom_m--_d#uperbiam..-ad mature, eivc By the votes of those and other inferior ani-
timorem_ad odium--ad amleltlam -- ad in- reals, is indication given of the state of the
videntiam. Of the e/a*:e:, under which theu will and the affections: by the speeches of so

ge,era might be arranged: -- ar_umenta ad of- many unfeathered bipeds, by whom such largerectus, to the affections and ps_ous as above--
ad imagisationem, to tbeimaginatien -- adjud,- draughts are drawn upon us for our respect,
clum, to thejudicial fa_'ulty. Example ot a set and so much sufferance brandished over our
of species under the genus ad odium ..-- I. Bad. heads in the character of punishment, for the
desi_mputer'# argument; 2. Bod-motive.im. purpose of extorting from us that sentiment,
puter'a ditto; 3. Bad.charaeter-imputcr'# ditto or at any rate the outward show of it,--by

Varletiea under the bad-dtaraeter-imputer'# these speeches, is the state of that same faenI.
argument: T- Imputation d seipao _ _ _ocio _ d
¢onaentanets -- d cog_wminibu,, ty, and of those same affections, expressed and

A characteristic, which would be found com. indicated: affections as pnre from aU admix.
mon to by far the greater number of the articles ture of reason, iu this ease as in those others.
in the system, is irrelevancy : irrelevancy with Let not what is thus said be misennceived.
referenee to the subject indebate. Thischarec- Not toanysuch effect astbat of weakness
ter will, at a first glance, be seen to belongto the in argument does the indication here afforded
¢lass_ or ot_ter, or division, commonly denomi- mean to point. No: it is merely to the ut-
nated personalities; to which belonged two ge.
hera : the argumentumad odium, as above par- tar absence of all argument _ of everything
tlcularized, and the argumentum ad amicitla_n, which, on the individual by whom it is ut.

One day -- by the sun of reason, will all these tered, could have passed for argument. Opio
clouds of the mind be dissipated, nion, ungrounded opinion _ this is what we

Conceive in vision Honourable Hon#e, orany have from them: nor even that in itaown
other place of debate, if any such there be, in shape, but disguised in the garb of a mere ex-
which debates are free :--conceive therein a coln- pression of wi/l, mixed with that of the pas.plate list o_ these clouds of the mind, made out
and dill.stud in the form of a table: -- conceive mon which produced it. And this passion,
the chmrman, his hand provided with a wand, to with what sort ofexpectatlonis it manifested ?
be occasionally e_ployed,likethat ofDonPedro Even with this, and this only: _ such is the
Rezio,in the service of ridding the ufience, in the
most expeditious manner, of all intruding super- of the quantity of sound employed in the giving
fluities. By a touch of this wand, applied to thia utterancetomot_na, sudotherinstrumentsmesnt
or to that article in the table, might any orator, to be consigned to _otes and journals, _ a Q_
wlmee speech being, as at present, from beginning ker*" _eting of the silent sort might serve as
to end, so ma,.v speeches are, composed of ele.
merits no other than such as these, _speeches, by
the whole amount of them so much worse than

a prototype.
Awakening from these vhdous, -- of the set of

faliacies above exemplifu_ conceive the list arab
nothing _ by one such silent motion -- and with- plated and systematized,-- how useful, as well as
out need of any such cry as Order / order ! _ be how abundant, might not the instruction be
put to silenus.. Continui_. K the "v_, eou_ive which, in the pa_bli_hed colleefions of de2a_,
m tl onourable tiouse a mule of th/s sort, ana m mi_t be afforded_ by a few words in the _,
the hand of Mr. Speaker a wa_d, the usefulness ino_eative of the gen_ra and 9_/. , to widch the
of which would be rather more obvious than that sevend fa//ao/e_, employed m the comes of the
of any of the wand_ and gold.:tiek: which are several Speeches, were found to belong! In the
seen in othe_ plac_ _of such an instrument, _ of logical instructiso, what a vales might
ap_ly and steadily appfied, what might be the not thus be given, to _ in itself to
enact? A _weti,g, bf whidb with thet_c_don weree th_ vab__eL__!
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height and weight of the authority of the , the supposition of the most perfect and uni-
orator, that by the mere perception of his sup- versal couatancy of atteodanee, -- altogether
posed self-formed judgment, will the desired hopeless. Thence the demand for the other
direction begiventotheder/vat/vejudsments, proposed articles in the system of reform ;-
of all those by whom that perception has been for, supposing this single one adequate to the
obtained, purpose of securing the effect desired, the ad-

From what cause, then, this e_mpeetation ? vantages expectable from reform would, in so
Oh, from this cause: not ooly probity but w/s- far as concerns virtual universality of_l_rage,
dora are among the appendages of rank and he reduced to these above distinguished by
opulence :--to him are known to belong these the appellation of collateral: and these and
primary and only essential requisites--there- all the others put together might, upon a fair
fore so of course do those derivative appen_ aceounttaken, be found scarcely sufllcientto
dages: fromthe very causes ofhisinaptitnde compensate for the evils of change.
does he derive the assurance of his aptitude. But, whezr the sta_e of interests comes to
Idiosyncrasies apart, a man of twenty thousand have been follyseen into, what amongst other
a.year will accordingly speak with twice the things will be seen is-- that scarcely would
persuasive force of a man of but tea thousand the repugnance produced by all the other
a-year : a man who is everlastingly noble, articles put together, exeead that which this
with some number of times the force of one single one would of itself be sufficient to pro-
who is but honourable. Such is the expec- duce : and that, by no instrument of less co-
ration of the man himself: and unhappily _ gency than that composed of the system of
such is the force of inveterate prejudice m radical reform taken in all its parts, could
neither is that expectation by any means so abuse in the one shape here in question be
groundless as it is to be wished it were. excluded.

Another memento, which in this place it
V. Mischief3. Misc_ief.by securing greater may be of use to give, is--thet the state

Attendaxce on the corrupt side. of things, the existence of which is, on the
A matter, which henceforward should be occasion, and in the course of the ensuing

never out of mind, is_it is only on the sup- observations all along assumed, is--that the
position of the existence of a number of mem- course of action, to which, on the part of the
bets, in whom,--in a degree adequate to the servants of the crown, the pm'ticular mischief
placing of their votes on the several occasions here in question -- the established course of
on the proper side,- the several elements transgression--is rendered subservient, is
of appropriate aptitude are combined, -- and more or less mischievous. Why ? Because
these on each occasion in a number sufficient the effect of it is --to secure to their mca-
to the outnumbering of such of the members sures, be they what they may, an undue ad-
as, by sinister interest, by interest-begotten vantage: an advantage, thepropertyofwhich_
prejudice, by indigenous weakness, or by on each occasion, is to be of no use but to
adoptive prejudice, are stationed under the the _vTong side _ such; and not to be capable
dominion of C r-General and Co. m of beiog reaped, but through the instrumen-
only on this suppodtion can any such copious tality of that mass of seductive influence.
attendance be anything better than sm object which has been shown to be in their bands.
of comparative indifference. Follows now an indication of the co[Ice-

On this suppodtion, here unce for all brought tlve[y-seatedportion, of the mischief prnduced
to view-- on this supposition, as in the cha- by the habit of non-attendanea in its pcesent
rseterofaneceHary basis, must becunsidered shape ; and an indication of the sinister in-
as grounded everything which in the course terest by which that habit is put to use and
of the present section remains to be said. fostered.

In the present state of things- and, in Too m_nifest to need explanation or com-
a word, under any other than what is looked ment is the sinister interest which the minis-
for from the proposed radical reform--the terial leaders have, in the absence of members
existenea of any such majority on the side of whose votes, _together with their speeches,
uncorruption (unleu it be on this or that if any,_ would hare operated on the oppo-
extraordinary occasion, on which, _ in the site side.
minds of the several corruptionists, in sutIL Sinister interest of the day--sinister an-
cient numbers _ whether earruption.eaters, terest of the session: _in the sinister interest
orbut ¢orruption-liur.ters, -- it happenseither here in question, these two branches may be
to some particular interests of their own, or distinguished.
to their share in the universal interest, to The sinister interior of the day is that
operate with such a force as for the moment which regards the business of the day: the
to overbalance the force of their partne_hlp fewer the adversaries present, not oulyis the
share in the eorrnption concern) _ any such victory the more assured beforehand, and
_zperlority of numbers on the side of uncor- the more signal afterwards, but the time eon-
ruption, presents itself as being,--even ¢m sumed in making, hearing, and answering
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speed,s, ,_ _ _b_ _ _k_ -,d Ion*_ ot_e,_de. of_,.._
prompting s.peeehes:._ by so much the less. [ "Good, ' says somebody; "but what are t&W,

tn respec_ o_ nel_ner of _nose sinister in. ] these measures, which, with reference to the
terest_ would the habit of absentation be of ] side in _est/on, come under t/_ dtmom/u°
usetoC r- General and Co. if the number Jr/on of adverse measures?" AmuDer: All
ofab.sentees were as gr.eat in proportion on |measures whatsoever: measures db_.t_, or
hxs side as on the opposite side. But of this spec/a//y adverse-- measures/Ju//reet/_, in a
there Is .never any fear.: the means, vxz. the 9eneral way adverse ;---by these two adjuncts
minster m.nuence wmeh they have m their stands expressed the only difference.--By
hands, betng .adequate --.not _nly to the pur- every measure carried into effect by the ad.
pose of secunng eonformtty m ease of attend- versary, __ by every such measure, -- be it
ance, --but, for the purpose of such eonfor- what it may, if populer, rep_ is gained;
mity, adequate moreover to the more diff_ult and whether popular or not., power displayed,
purpose of securing attendance. " There must not be two Cha_wetiors of tlte

True it is, that in this instance as in most Exchequer,"-- is one of the few sayings re.
others, whatsoever the ministerial side for membered of Pitt the secomt.
the time being has in possession, the opposi- Bat, whatsoever assurance of ultimate fru-
tion side has in prospect. But in this ease, stration may, in this way, be afforded, _the
between possession and prospect so mighty is same periodical cause of flight adds a further
the difference, --that, compared with so sub- assurance from a still more advantageous
stantial an instrument of compulsion as that source, viz. preventive anticipatlox, or pre-
which the ministry have in their hands, that occupation of the House. Partly in virtue of
which the opposition leaders have in theirs is the established rules of proceeding, partly in
but little better than a phantasmagoric image virtue of the majorities, on the habitual exis-
of it. tence of which their_ontinuance in their situ-

In the sinister interest of t_e session, note ation depends, mtbe members of the cabinet
moreover two distinguishable branches : the possessing at all times an all-comprehensive
e_cient or effective; and the preoentzve or command of the aggregate mass of the busi-
defensive, ness of the House m a command by,which

First, as to the e_iclent or effective sinister are determined, not only the choice of the
interest : it consists in the increased facility, elementary parts to be admitted into that
as well as certainty, given to the adoption of mass, but the order in which they shall re-
all such measures as it may.be the wish of speetivelybe admitted,--admittance for the
the administration to see carried into effect, whole mass of their own measures is at all
As the session, and along with it the sea- times of course secured : admittance to the
son, advances, the attractions of the town measures, and therefore command of the quan-
diminish ; those of the country increase. TLe tity _f time necessary for that purpose. This
motives or inducements, by the force of which portion being thus sure to them, whatever
absentatlon is produced, gain in strength ; portion might otherwise be occupied by bud.
and the number of the individuals, in whose hess not originating in themselves, it,s there.
instance they are preponderant, receives con- fore their interest to minimize.
tinual increase. For this purpose tkrec expedients present

If the diminution of numerical strength themselves to their hands: m 1. One (which
produced by the operation of this cause were belongs not to this head) is the deferrin 9 tits
the same an both sides, no such sinister in- contmeneement of the session to as late a .point
terest as that in question, would have place of time as possible; in which way, moreover,
an the ministerial, any more than on the op- the interest of the pillow is served at the same
position side. But, for a counterpoise to the ' time with the general interest of corruption ;
force of this cause of absentation, the minis- say, staoin 9 off sessions : 2. Another h--the
terial side has a power, of which their edver- insertinginto the whole length_ofthe allotted
satins are destitute. With the highest degree period, on as many pretences as can be found,
of efficiency, as above shown, the cabinet times of recess as many, and each of them as
ministers command the attendance of the long as possible ; say, _n 9 recess: 3. A
removable corruption-eaters of the inferior third is--the rendering as large as possible
classes, as also the corruption.llunters ; and the number of the days in which, by the ori-
this with a degree of efficiency proportioned sinai or incidental failure of the numbers made
to the estimated value of their respective requisite to give validity to the proceedings,
possessions and prospects, the esrrying on of the business is prevented

Of the nature of the defen_ive ur preventioe say, maximizim9 barren days.
interest,someintimationisalreadygivenbythe Now then, on every day on which it suits
name thus employed for the designation of it: their purpose that the number of members
by the same causeby which certainty and faci- necessary to give validity should be present,
lity are glvento theirown enterprises, certainty -- by means of their oilleisl wh/ppe_/_ it is
is given to the defeat of all adverse measures evidently in the power of the treasury to
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secure, sad by circular letters and word of forward so much as in the way of swt/o_ :
mouth appiieatians they accordingly do se- and thus far even _t/on is prevented :
cure. the presence of that necessary number: others, in the instance of which _tlolt
this object thus seemed, in the same hands has not been prevented, are prevented from
being likewise the legal powers of giving to being productive of the desirable and desired
_e whole session whatsoever length it may effect ; and in this case, and in this way,
happen to their purposes to require, n on abort/on is procured.
every other day it is therefore their interest, To the quantity of effect produced by those
as above, that thiseondition to validityshonld means of barrenness and abortion, of which,
remain unfulfilled, in such sort that nothing as above, with more or less facility the menu-
should be done. From no barren day, nor facturing is in the hands of the minister,
from any number of barren days, can the si- is added that of another set of means, neither
nlster interest of C r-General be sub- the existence nor the efficiency of which de-
jected to any loss: because, for any day or pend, in any considerable degree, in any di-
number of days thus lost at an anterior part rect way, upon any exertion of h/s, but the
of the session, it is in his power to add at the existence of which, together with that of the

poster/or part as many as he pleases : at this system under which they are bred, will of
poster/or part ; that is, at the part at which course find on his part a degree of protection
the ratio of the number on the opposite side proportioned to the service derived from them
to the number on his own side will be less by his own sinister interest. To this head
and less. may be referred

By a conspiracy on the part of the opposi- I. The avocations produced by the sepa-
tionmembers, to floek into the scene of action rate, and consequently, with reference to the
in numhers greater than usual, on this or that public serviee, the s/n/star interests apper-
particular day, what might nowand then hap- taiulng to the several professions : viz. those
pen is--the cabinet junto's ]_ing taken by of- 1, Lawyers_ practising lawyers ; 2.
mLrpriso : and in this way it is, that this or Army officers; 3. Navy officers ; 4. Diplo-
that thing might happen to be done, which matists ; 5. Governors and other persons in
could not by any succeeding majoritybe no- office, in any of the several distant depen-
done: evides_, for example, procured, and ad- dancies.
mission thus given to lights, which could net II. The avocations specially incident to the
afterwards be extinguished. To obviate any i situation of the members for Ireland, taken
soeh inconvenience, a sort of ra/e of courtesy in the aggregate.
has, with the concurrence of both parties, Thus, to each particular interest is the uni.
been established ; viz. that no motion of con- versa/interest made to give way: and, by these
siderabla importance shall be made without partieolar interests, not only is absentation
previous notice. In this rule, however, it does produced on the part of the individuals, but,
not appear that motions having for their ob- in many instances, and to a no inconsiderable
jeer the procurement ofo_icial evidence have extent, not only for the accommodation of
in general been considered as included: hence individuals, but for the accommodation of a
an accident which is said to have now and whole professional class, is this or that patti-
then happened is -- that evidence, which, in cnlar business, or class of business, put off.
ease of an attendance _ufficiently full, would Thus, by means of terms and arrests, it having
with the most inexorable effrontery have been originally contrived, by and for the par-
been refused, has by surprise been extorted, ticolur interest of the lawyer.class, that during
One mode of denying justice, and by tar the certain periodically-recurring portions of every
most effectual, is the denial of the evidence year, denial of justice sbouldbave place, --so
necessary to the obtaining of it : the most it is,_that for the incidental accommodation of
effectmd, -- beeansv by the mere production this or that individual partner in that separate
of the evidence, justice, in so far as depends and sinister interest, the whole business of

upon the _mmd o.fpubii¢ opinion, will fro, the nation is moreover incidentally put off.
quently be done. __ule _ ge_,ral, not to And, forasmuch as in their situation of eor-
lay mr/versa/; whenever, to a motion for ruptlvn.eaters, among lawyers, the erown law-
special evidence, denial is opposed, _ that yers _ essentially acting partners in the firm
denial has self-confessed delinquency at the of C x-General and Co. mare constantly
bottom of it. By the tribunal of public opi. in the number of the members, _ while eor-
m/_ it ought to be taken as and for ¢onfes- ruptio_huwters are naturally more numerous
momal evidence, and that evidonce eonein_ve: on the prosperous than on the unprosperous
taken as collusive evide_e, ami judgment as side of the Honee, -- here may be seen an-
for the utmost possible amount of the thus other advantage, which the great sinister in-
¢oaeealed guilt pronounced acccordingiy, terest of C r-General sad Co. draws to

In this way, _ of the useful measures which itself from the cluster of lesser interests with
otherwise might have been bronght to matu- which it is surrounded.
rity, some are prevented from being brought
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VLInterests, l_tfiepla_ofwhlelatl_wambers For the des_on of air or any of these
of Member# prewar are deterad_d, par_euhw interests, in so far as with ref_

to th_ portion of tlfe vidble bedne_ of
As in the physlcal, so in this part of the which the House is the seat, it happens to

political world, by the conflict and compres- them to operate in the character of avoea-
sure between the _ztr/peta[ and ce_rifuga[ tlons, may be employed the appell_on of
forces, is, at each instant, the locus of the se- ¢cutrifugal or houss-e/_zr/ng interests.
veral object_ in question determine& To the head of interests common to an

In the physical world have been observed men as men may be referred--I. Interest
physical attraction and repulsion; to which, created by the aversion to labour--say in.
by inference and supposition, have beenedded rarest of the pillow; 2. Interest ineldentaily
pri_woal impulse, created by miscellaneous private busine_

In tM__part of the political world, behold eayinterest of the closet ;_ 3. Interest created
ss amdogous counterparts, analogous to those by the love of pleasure taken in the aggre-
of the physical world, moral sttrantien and gate: --the tendency of the sort of interest
repulsion : instrument of moral attraction and in question being in this ease sinister, say as.
desire, pleasure;* productive of a correspond- cordiugly, interest of the cup of _.
ing interest, and operating in the character Next and lastly, as to centripetal iota-
of a motive: instrument of moral repulsion, rests : _ ]touse-fillln 9 interests they cannot he
pain; t productive aim ofa corrasponding/n- styled; for so it is, that on no one day was
terest and desire; and, though in a direction the House ever filled by them.
opposite to that just mentioned, operating Butler thls or that particular interest, ope-
also in the character of a motive, and capable rating in the character of a centripetal force
of operating with much greater force. --operating in a direction counter to that of

First, as to centrifugal interests: for, as the above-indicated eentri.fugalforce--ope.
above, such for shortness may be the term rating in a direction opposite to that in which
employed for the designatien of that class of the force of the above-mentioned confederacy
interests, the force of which, as applied to of sinister interests acts, as above-- operating
this part of the political world, operates in a in a word, in so far as they are effective, in
centrifugal direction, as aboveexplafued: in- such sort as to produce attendance, _ the
terests, the tendency of which is constantly, House would of course constantly, as in fact
and the effect but too frequently, to reduce and experience it is so frequently, be a desert.
to the state of an exhausted receiver the con- Miscellaneous interests, _ ministerial in-
dition of Honourable House : to produce a rarest:--in this may be seen a division,
vacuum, of which, in the ease of any recap- which, as it has served for the cause of ab-
tecle of the physical kind, it might not be sentation, may with like propriety and con-
altogether easy to produce so perfect an ex- venience be employed for the marshalling of
ample. On the one hand, miscellaneous inte. those counter-causes by which a limit is set to
restsmon the other hand, miniaerialintcrest the operation of the above repulsive cause.

interest peeul/ar to the ministerial side of To the head ofmlscellaneous house-peopling
the House, but more particularly to the case causes may be referred m 1. The hope of
of such of the leading members whose station stre_thentng a man's own interest; L e. pre-
is on that side. Of the first operation by serving or raising the man's station in the
which the class of centrifugal interests re- scale of public repute : of public repute, whe-
quires to be divided, behold, in the sub-classes ther on the ground of appropriate aptitude,
thus distinguished, the two restdts, with reference to the situation, or on the

Among miscellaneous interests may be dis- mere ground of the power and reputation de.
tlnguished _ on the one hand, interests of pendent on it; -- _. Hope of serving a friend,
universal operation _ interests incident to all i.e. rendering good offices to the individmd,
men as men -- say, for shortness, universally- or class of men in question ;' whether through
eperatln 9 interests _ on the other hand, in- sympathy, or in hope of return in the like
terests peculiar to profession or o_/_e _ say shape;----3. Hope of serving the party, viz.
professional/aterests_interests of the pro- to which, if to any, for the time being ithep-

fessionalpurse; in some cases, interests of pens tothe individual in questionto haveat-
t/_ecounting-[wuse: and so, in the ease of tached himself;--4. Hope of witnessing an
o.l_, o._/al interests or interests of the of-

f_. _ Morning Chrmdcle, 14tA March 1818.-
House of Commons' Debate on the Indemnity

" been" Fer cotrectness_ include in the import of the ] BilL--_Mr.Lyt_Aton. The.hill had

._-_--_ude in_ ..,_.., cradd,|ts_ I _ _ ___lent in a _¢gative sham viz. loss ott_eature. I membet_wereWotmmymmemmelnu_---_
See Table of _pring_ of Action, Vol_ L p. 195. ] _(MS. _/at Bed/ram's ¢o/_/.)
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/_'ng deba_ • esy, in this ease, interest tions of self.denlal which are necessary to the
of the _e. opposing an effectual resistance to the a_trse-

" Well: mand in the whole llst of the offi, tions presented by the interest of C/roe's cup,
¢ial esnses of _ee--in the whole of the mwith or without those other interests which
entire list thus professed to be made out-- have been stated as operat_g in conjunction
is no place to be found for that cmu_ which with it.
eousists in a s_me of duty ? Candour ! what But if, even in the case of actuul corrup-
is become of caadourf Charityl what is t/oa.eaters__oftheseinwhoseinstancethose
become of Chrlstian cTiari_" Answer: By sweets are already in possession, thus faint
neither of these virtues is misreprese_at/oa and unsteady is the operation of those canses_
in any degree or shape prescribed, by which a tendency to attendance is pro-

If, in any degree capable of being taken duced, --judge how much fainter and fainter
|nto ancount, any such virtuous motive had it cannot bu_ he, in the several more and
place,- 658 being the number of the mere- more remote situations- of corruption.hunt.
hers, in whose instance the right in effect, ers attached to corruption-eaters in posses-
uad in uame the duty of attendance has place, sion, and corruptionists who are such but
--no such phenomenon as that of the House in expectancy--considered in their several
in the state of a desert would on any day have continually receding situations, viz. of those
plane. Unhappily, in fact and experience, not imaginary corruption-caters in chief _ of
a session, perhaps, was ever seen, in which a imaginary corruption-eaters in subordinate
number of such universally-assumed holidays situations-- and of these imaginary corrup-
were not seen to have had place, in that high tion-hunters, whose melancholy station is at
m_hool of self-licensed truantism and indis- the furthest point of distance.

eipline. In the plan in question, as in every other,
Among the efficient causes of attendance, to the particular cluster of interests which

remain those interests, the operation of which spring out of his own particular situation, in
is confined to the ministerialside of the House: the instance of every man is added the share

these interests, ofthe operatian of which one hehas in the universal interest. But, by
part of the effect has already been seen under this interest alone, unaided by any of these
the head of M_tscldef3---mlwhief, by securing others, would the House, with any tolerable
greater attendance on, and greater effect to, degree of regularity, be supplied with a
the corrupt side. number sufficient for the carrying on of the

By the subordinate, as well as the superior bu_ness ?--for the carrying it on in any man.
Official situations, may be seen shared the in. her whatever, good or bad ? The answar is
retest of the sceptre in its three distinguish- already given. Not even with the aid of all
able forms : viz. 1. Interest corresponding to these separate particular interests is the el-
the present pleasure of power _ ple.asure de- feet produced, much less by the single power
rived from the present possession ana exercise of the share thus possessed in the universal
of power; 2. Fear of losing it, or seeing it interest.
decrease f 3. Hope of giving increase, or at Not that, in default of all these other in-
least stab_ty, to it. terests, produced as they are by the existing

In the instance of those by which the su- causes,- the machine of state wo_ld be in
perior situatiom_say, for greater distinct- any great danger of falling to pieces: kept
hess, the cabinet situations--are occupied, together in some way or other, no fear but
this interest of the sceptre suffices, for the that in that case it would be. Kept together;
most part__ sufllees, without any such fear as but how? For its immediately operating
that of eventmd punishment in the shape or cause or causes, the effect would have an
dismissien -- to secure, in a state of tolerably interest, or duster of interests, created for
habitual constancy, the fulfilment of the duty the purpose.
efattandance. Of such factitious interest, or cluster of

In the inferior situations, _but for the interests, would you see an example ? Look
wholesome fear last mentioued, insufficient to to the House of Lords. For the giving exer-
t_ure t_ bearing of this burthen with any cise to that branch of the supreme power,--
tolerable degree of censtmlcy, would he all which is so u_eful, not oulyto the high branch
the sweets of office. Therefore it is, that, for by which it is _xercie_d, but to one still

securing the produetlon of so indispensabl_ hi_her,--throe is the number of persons that
neeesury an effect, -- to the general fe°_r o has been made necessary ;-- three, and no
being deprived of these sweets by casualties more, the number that has been made su_.
applying to the whole party, is, and cannot dent. Now, of what persons this triad, is it
but be, added the special fear of being even- composed ? Answer : Of the Lord Chancel-
tually deprived of them : deprived of them, /or, of the noble_ha/rman of committees, and
,even by the superior and regularly-protecting of a prelate _ out of the thwty prelates, right
lumds, should any inexcusable degree of weak- reverend and most reverend, some one by
J*ns he manifested, in respect of those exer- whom the blessed comfprts of religion have
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just been administered to the eongre_tion Power supreme: power tmlneumbered with
so composed. And of the care thus taken obligation: _ situation irresponsible: _ in
by each of his own Ihare in the universal these few words and phrases, behold the so-
interest, what in these several cases is the lution of it.
immediate muse? In the instance of the Look at the situatlon ofthe twelve Judges :
Lord Chancellor, his office of speaker, with look at the situation of the eleven Masters
the mass of emolument in the shape of salary, in Chancery: --look at the situation of the
fees, and patronage, attached to it:--in the Commissioners of the Customs:--look at
instance of the noble chair_m o/commlttees, the situation of the Commissioners of the
his salary, with its et ea_terns. Remains the Excise : --look at the situation of Commis-
prelate- the only person of the three, for _ioners of the Navy:win all those ot_ces,
whose benefit, to pay him for the care thus so comparatively narrow in respect of their
taken by himself of himself, no special ira- field of action--so inferior in respect of the
mediate interest is created _ created in man- extent and importance of their business
her as above at the expense of swinish mul- where will you see anything like it ?
titude. Obvious is here the contrast, with In the situation of Member of the House
the sort of injustice which it involves. In of Commons may a man remain for a whole
excuse for such an irregularity, all that can parliament : no efficient obligation for so
be pleaded is, that the number of the right much as a single day's attendance -- sees
reverend and most reverend persons thus M.P. writtenafterhisname,--swaggers, and
loaded-- English and Irish together -- being franks letters _throws upon the shoulders
thirty, a thirtieth part of the time of the of the swinish multitude the burthen of pay-
whole session measures the quantity of the went for his private correspondence. This,
load thus imposed upon any one of them, and more, is what in that public situation a
without special recompence, man may do for his private benefit, without

From the example thus exhibited in a rendering to the public, in any shape what-
sphere of" superior dignity,-- learn, as above, ever, an atom of service." Call o/the House:
the mode in which in the similar, howsoever -- yes : if so it be that he is within call, and
inferior, sphere in question, the immediate in- grudges the trouble of sending a false excuse.
terest necessary to the preservingthe machine But more on this head a little further on.
t_om falling to pieces, would, in the hypo- In one point of view, more flagrant is this
thetieal case in quest;.on, be created. Power abuse even than sinecur_sm. By si_ecurvst,
without obligation in the regions above w as such, nothing at all is done: nothing is
obligation without power in the regions be- there that, so long as that title belongs to
low-- such is the scheme of division and dis- him, can be done by him. But if not any-
tribution appointed and carried into effect, thing at all, so neither can any mischief be
To the Diveses the good things ; to the La- done by him. Thus as with s_necurist. How
zaruses the evil things. Propose that, in any is it with Honourable Gentleman _ For no
such his high situation, noble lord or ho- one good purpose is he under any obligation
nourable gentleman should stand engaged whateverto bestow a singlemoment of at-
thusto takecareofhisowl interestwithout tendance:while,forallbad purposes,he may
being paidfor it,--noble lord or honour- attendasoftenas he pleases.
ablegentleman would standaghast at the Sinecuresprofessedbeingthusdisposedof,
injustice, look through the whole scaleof office:--

beginat the bottom, end at the top; see
VII.[neonsisten_of the 2_on-attendancead whether,at any one polutin itoany such

l, bitum in this, in comparison with the in. monstrosity is to be found.
dispensable Attendance zn other offices. Look at the exciseman. Were but a small

This, unless that of the Monarch be ex- part of that truantism which is committed
cepted, beyond comparison the most impor- by Honourable Gentleman manifested by the
taut of all offices --the very office, under the exeiseman, dismission -- (unless he had good
eye of which the business of every other of- borough-interest) _ dismlssion would be his
rice, without exception, is liable to be brought portion, nor that portion undeserved.
for censure: this-- of all offices in virtue of ,' Speak of me in the same breath with a
which any business at all is donee(for s/- fellow such asthatr' cries Honourable Gen.
necures, acknowledged in that character -- tleman, swelling, strutting, and making up
sinecures, whether profane or sacred, are not to the glass, to view himself _" compare
here in question) --=this, of all offices of bu- me to an exciseman ! -- a man of my _em)-
siness, the office in which neglect of duty is
at the same time more extensive _ more ha- • Some fifty or sixty years a_o_ sat for Essex
bitual__ more constant _ more manifest _ a Mr. Luther. _._ the tame, £_,O00theexpense: staid out his mxoy _ven ymrs, _ _Uqt
more manifestly misehievous_ more scan- once in the whole time took his seat. All
dalous than in any other. A sort of riddle cannot but be mm_ particularly known to _o
tirii: but the solution comes along with it. Conycrs.
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nKTYI--n man ofmy "/_u_,' and that the propriety of that which, in eases of at-
./_quenc¢,' all of it, so legitimate ! Chair I tendance, is done, rebut the fact m the mere
chair 1 Look to the chair, sir ! is it not lngL fact_of the attendance.
tinmte ? have you not told us so ?"

" Oh yes, sir -- all of it legitimate m the VIIL Im_ividual Delbula_te Mamda#
influence of your property, ff so it be that who blameable.
you have any, and that property of the right Of the view thus given of the state--not
sort. But this property of yours, is it of the of the represeatatiwt --not even of the mis.
right sort ?m is it of any sort ? Was it really represeatntiom, but of the mm-represtmtation
by property that you forced your way in ?-- _ the habitual and established no_represe_
was it not by connczion that you crept your ration _ together with the causes by which
way in ?--and whatsoever it was that brought it is produced, what is the practical object ?
you in, are you now really worth a groat ? That onindividuals,--cousidered in the eha-
No : nor yet hal£ n groat, if your name be racter of persons in whose breasts, on each or
Sheridan, or .... But for proving the spa- any one of the particular days appointed for
c/ca here, one name is enough, business, by sermons as from a pulpit, -- to

•' An exciseman I m compare you to an any such effect as that of producing a strict
exclseman [ Sir, if your title to respect were fulfilment of the duty here in question, _ any
as sure as that of an exeiseman, much surer such sense as what is called a sense of duty,
would it be than it is. Of an exeiseman, two may, on any reasonable ground, be expected
things are sure to be tme : I. Tlmtinashape to operate? No--no, indeed: as well tothe
appropriate with reference to the situation deaf adder, or to the congregation to which
into which he has procured himself to be no minister but at. Anthony ever preached,
placed, he possesses in some degree the con- might any such sermon be addressed. By any
nested qualifications of appropriate intellec- individual, to whom anything in the way of
toni aptitude, and appropriate active talent; reproach or so much as of exhortation, having
for without them he could not be what he is; for its object the increasing the frequency of
2. That by means of these same endowments, his attendance, were addressed, --the answer
service to the public is _ in a certain shape, that would be givenmnor that commonly an
and a certain quantity, actually rendered by insufficient one--is altogether obvious. "By
him. In his instance, both these good things no vote of mine," would he say _" by no
are sure to be true--in yours, which of vote ofmine, unless accompanied by an ads-
them ? Sir, neither the one nor the other: quate number of other votes on the same
no, nor any other whatsoever." side, would any adequate effect be produced.

Up now to the opposite end of the scale. But, with the exception of the ministry, of
Lift up your eyes to the thron_ :_ behold no such requisite number can any sufficiently
the man that si_s on it. In principle or prae- grounded assurance be ever entertained. In
rice, even in that situation, is any such mon- their hands is seen and felt n mass of power,
atrosity to be found ? In that situation, few, of which, to a certain extent, and that a suf-
assuredly, if any, who, if asked, would deny ficient extent, the efficiency stands assured--
that, in their ever-legitimate situation, the power exercisable at all times :--to the pack
power belonging to it is a trust. Here, in this which they keep belongs an establishment of
country, by our own monarch, by our_Prince whippers-in, to whose voice all such dogs as
Regent , in so many words--while Fox was the have a certain collar about their necks are
word of words_ was it not declared so to be ? instinctively obedient: to them it does belong

So much for principle. But here, in this to compel them to come in. Tothem? Yes,
ease-- what unhappily is not true in every but to no one else : in their hands is the al-
ease -- we have not only acknowledged prin- ready sensible and tangible whip : to the
eiple, but, in some degree, even accordant opposition leaders, nothing but the phantas-
prsetiee. To papers upon papers does the magorie image of it: to no others, so much
monarch give his signature: to papers, not as that image!"
for his own benefit merely, but for the peo- Under ciroamstances such us these, where
ple's likewise : -- to papers to which his sig- is the individual ever to be found, on whom
_atare must be given, and is given, or the reproach can ever find room to attach itself
machine of the state would frill to pieces : to with any decided force ? "Everybody's bust-
papers for everybody's use: not like honour- hess is nobedy's busineu:" not less true than
8hie gentleman's signature, for his own use, i trivial is that fiuniliar adage.
or that of his own counexions merely, and to ] One case indeed may be es_gned, _ in
save them the expense of postage. I which, on some better ground than as above,

Let there be no misconception. Mark well ] blame might find spots to fix upon. Suppose
tha point that is here in question. Not the J an adequate remedy brought to view, and
q,mlity, not the 9oodles, not the value, of [ endeavours used for the giving effect to it: on
the m_rice performed_but the fact_ the [ that supposition, what it would be diflicuit
mere fact--that i_._rvice is performed: not _ to lind, would be -- not the person on wiJom
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blameMjust blame n wou/d attach, but the lawyer his o_e and his pratt/co, n the for.
person on whom it would not attach, in the hunter, for months together, his dogs and
event of his omitting to use any endeavour horses,-- the opera-fancier, his operas,--
in his power towards the accomplishment of the Boud-strcet/ounger, his bmages.
that end. Just blame ?_just reproach ? Yes: Address yourself to the man who sits by
but to what effect any such reproach, what- proprietorship--address yourself to the man
soever were its justice? Answer: To no who has come in by terrorism__address your.
effect at all, supposing the stream of general self to the man who has come in by br/l_31_
and preponderant interest to run in opposition address yourself to the man who, through
to it. But of this further, when the interests, proprietor, terrorist, or bribe-giver, has come
which occur in shutting the door against in by purchase :--with the exception of some
every efficient system of reform, come to be half-hundred or thereabouts, address yourself
brought to view. to any one of the 658: --tell him that his

situation is a trust, that to fulfil that trust is
IX. Honourable House incorrigible : this a duty--tell him that the situation of me-

Disorder incurable : the Constitution sub- hatch is a trust--that the Prince Regent hasverted by it. declared it so to be _ and that in the hands

Well now, note what has been seen : -- even of the Prince Regent it never has been,
1. The nature of the species of delinquency nor ever can be, a perfect sinecure; m talk to
in question ; 2. The vast -- the undeniable him in any such strata: -- so you may if you
mischievousness of it; 3. The impossibility please, but first prepare yourself for a horse-
of the mischiei_s ever finding a remedy in laugh in your face. " The Prince Regent
the exertions of individuals on individual indeed! Yes: to him it is indeed a trust, it
occasions ; 4. The sinfulness of the sin, in is not for him to do nothing but what he
the breast of every individual who, after pleases. 0 yes ; duty, and duty enough, has
proof seen of its sinfulness, shall forbear to he to do: papers upon papers must he sign,
contribute his best endeavours, by whatso- when the time comes; it is for that that he
ever sweeping measure may he most surely is where he is. Sir, my case _be pleased
effectual, to purge the House of it: to cleanse to understand m is quite a different one. At
the House from it ; and if so it be that he this time, and at all times, I can do, sir, and
himself is of the number of the sinners, thus I will do, sir, as I please. When it is more
to bring forth the only fruits meet for re- pleasant to me to go in than to stay out, I
pentance. AI| these things seen, exists there go in : when it is more pleasant to me to
that man, in whose eyes the wish, to behold stay out than to go in, I stay out. This, sir,
the concurrence of the votes necessary to it is to be independent: this, sir, isehe duty
the substitution of appropriate probity in this of an independent Member of Parliament :
shape to the opposite improbity, brings with this, sir, is the use of a man's being a Mere,
it any so much as the minutest chance for its her of Parliament."
accomplishment ? If so, too plain indeed will Well now, honest reader, what you are
be, if it be not already, his mistake, supposing all the while is -- that principles

On this occasion, as on all others, before such as these are but the principles of indivi-
you put yourself to any expense in the article duals :_ principles which, in so far as they
of argument, look first to the state of interests: are really harboured and acted upon, are but
_think to overcome the force of'interest by the accidental result of individual profligacy
the force of argument ? Think as well to take and insolence : principles too, which, in the
Lisle or Mantua, by peas blown out of a pea- representation thus given of them, are in the
shooter. The man who hastened to Rome, heat of argument more or less exaggerated.
to conver_ the Pope to Protestantism--never i Alas ! if such be really your thoughts, in sad
let him be out of mind. When the Pope has truth you are in an error:--an error which
put on Protestantism, look then to Honour- you will be but too deplorably liable to fa_
able House: _ then it is that your eyes shall into, should any such expectation be enter-
behold Honourable House putting on uncer, tained by you, as that on that seat of self-
ruption in the room of that corruption which proclaimed honour, any real regard for duty
sits now so easy on it. Think then whether --even ibr acknowledged duty_is to be
there be that imaginable shape in which un- !bund. Duty as to constituents ?_ duty as
corruption would sit upon Honourable House towards swinish multitude? "Oh noI" cries
more gallingly than in that of universal con. Honourable House, "leave that duty to the
stancy of attendance ! n a shape, under the swine." Duty to Honourable House ? Yes:
pressure ofwhich--uuless they respectively on this occasion, at any rate, that duty, and
gave up their seats _ the lond.o_ieer, the sea- no other, is the duty Honourable House
o:fficer, the diplomatist, would have to give knows of. Now in all this is there any,
uptheir con, missions, __the governoror other i thing of misrepresentation? _anytifing of
oJTtce-bearer in the distmtt dependencies, his exaggeration ? Read now, and judge.
e._iee,_theiwarye;hispractice,--theo_icial Honourable House has its rules and eus,
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toms: behold now one of them. Unless forty whole year, and on every day in the year,
members or more are present, business can- risk their lives by it: --To any such effec_
not be begun upon : --here you have a rule. any such proposal would it be endured? The
But when Honourable House so pleases, too- whole House, would it not be in an uproar ?
tion having been made and seconded for that A voice crying, make a stand ! make a stand !
purpose, what is called a call of the House is aye, and with echoes too -- echoes from both
made. A day is named -- always a more or sides,--would it not once more be heard, and
leN distant one- and, on that one day, at- from the reforming side of the House ? To
tendanee on the part of all and singular the the pious amonghanourablegentlemen, wou]4
members is commanded. Look once more not the preacher of this part of the whole
at this rule _ at this custom :- whatsoever be as surely an atheist- to the
be its name, constituted by this rule or eus- been
tom, here you have a duty-- an obligation universal su_'age _ Say, how should it
established. Established ? Aye: and, as be otherwise- when, by the one measure
often as Honourable House shall so please, as by the other, the best interests (as the
enforced: for, not a member is there who, phrase is)--the best interests on both sides
should he fail of paying duty and homage to -- would alike be elbowed oat, and made to
Honourable House, either by attendance or give. place. (oh intolerable thought !) to the
excuse, may not-- would not peradventure umversal interest ?

by order of Honourable House, be impri- No : assuredly not to Honourable House
zoned: imprisoned and squeezed for patron- are these arguments, or any part of them,
age-swelling fees. Well then -- in the oh- addressed : their interest is to remain as they
]igation either to attend or send excuse -- are and what they are, so long as the injured
here you have not only an obligation, but people and their brave defenders shall behold
an obligation, as often as it shall please the them sitting there. No : not to the deaf
Honourable House, made perfect: here you adder--not to that deaf adder, whose deaf-
have indeed a duty. A duty? but towards ness has been produced by the charms of
whom ? Even towards Honourable House, sinister interest, will any such charms as can
by whom, and by whom alone, it has been be contained in argument be addressed. The
ereated, -- by whom, and by whom alone, ears which by the voice of honest interest--
when enforced, it is enforced. But in this of that interest, the voice of which is in uni-
very duty -- a duty thus created, and no [ son with universal interest-- are prepared to
otherwise enforced-- in this very duty you i listen to arguments, pleading the cause of that
have the abrogation of all duty as respecting interest.--these, and these alone, are the ears,
the service at large -- of all duty as towards to which, with any the slightest expectation
the people in the character of constituents, of their being listened to, these arguments,
Obligation, confined to one particular occa- howsoever in form and by compulsion ad-
aion -- what is it but licence as applied to all dressed to any other quarter, are, or in sin.
other occasions ? Thus it is that of Honour- cerity and reality can be, addressed.
able House it is the law _ the will__ the

pleasure__theconstantly-entertainedandfre- X. Abdication_more truly predicable of
quentiy-deelared pleasure--that, in regard to Honourable House, than of James II. --
attendance--except in obedience to command Quere, as to _'orfeiture.
issued by Honourable House, -- Honourable Think now of James the Second. How he
Members shall at all times do as they please, governed, every body knows. Think how
And this is what was to be proved. Now in he fled from his trust, and how by Honour-
this, isthere anything misrepresented ? any- able House he was declaredto have abdicated
thing exaggerated ? As towards constituents it. Well then _ this trust of his_by what
-- astowards swinish multitude, of obligation sort of conduct on his part was it that he ab-
hor so much as the weight of a feather: not dicated it? Till the moment when, for the
so much as that sort of obligation, the levity purpose of the moment, it pleased Honour-
of which is recognised by moralists, distin- able House to change the sense of it, did not
guishing it as they do by the ratine of an _ in every other instance in which an office
imperfect one. of any kind is mentioned, does not--the

Proposing at the same time that all other word abdicate mean _ving up intentionally
things shall remain as they are, and therefore and from choice _ And that tyrant _ one of
as "'theyshouldbe,'inoroutoftheHonse,_ the most tenacious of all tyrants--would
suppese then a man to stand up and propose, anything short of the most unsurmountable
that on the part of honourable gentlemen have ever forced him to give up
who risk nothing by it, attendance -- a duty either the office, or so much as a single atom
not occupying half the year -- should, for of the power belonging to it ? So much for
sad during so moderate a portion of _each him whose name was/ring- turn now to him
man's time, be rendered as constant and uni- or them whose name is legion. See whether,
versal, as on the part of soldiers,, who, the from that time to the present-- or say for
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shortness since the Irish Union m by the vast House. No: if to the lot of Honourable House

majority among the members of the House w it should ever fall to be purged, the j adieu-
the exercise of the whole trust belonging to tory by which the purge is administered must
the House, has it not been deserted: -- de- be of a constitution, and above all, of a com-
serted, and if desertion be abdication, abdi. plexion, somewhat different from that of the
cated_ If, spite of all his endeavours to con- Court of King's _Bench. At present, all I
tinue in the exercise of the functions belong- mean in--to point the attention of the pro-
ing to a trust, a man may thus legally be said per judicatory, whatever it be, to the de-
to have abdicated itwund be dealt with as scription, as above, of the case by which,
if he had abdicated it, mhow much more according to Mr. Justice Blackstone, the de-
truly -- how much more justly-- where the mend for a purge of this sort is created.
forbearance to exercise them is most noto-
riously his own free--his own even hcen- XI. The Incurableness of the Disorder--and

the consequently incurable Corruptness of
tiously free act ?-- and of any one man, to any Honourabge House -- declared by Hatsell,number of men ?

If, for grounding a practical consequence in Chief Clerk of the House.
other places, the word abdicated--the great Is not this yet enough? Of mlsrepresen-
parliamentary word, which, by the hand of ration--of exaggeration--of rash and un-
lawyer-eraS, by which this sense was forced grounded, or insufficiently grounded inference
into it, Honourable House forced upon the --of any such imputed result of audacious
other House,-- if this word be not of itself hostility, -- after what has already been seen,
yet strong enough, take in hand the word can any chargo--any suspicion- still re.
forfelture:--take along with it the word main? Well then: call in John Hatsell_
sou.user :_ consult Mr. Justice Blackstone : call in the man, who, while in his place the
see whethernbe the office what it may- chief servant, has long hyhis works, deserip-
private or publw-- and if pubhe, " whether tire of the practice of the House, and pub-
it concerns the administration of justice or lished for the use of the members, been looked
the commonwealth,"-- of two causes of for- up to as the oracle of Honourable House : to
failure, non-user be not one : -- a cause, yea, a man in his situation-- will anything of
and "of itsdf a direct and imme&ate cause." hostility- and if of partiality, partiality on
In all this, is there mlything of subversion _ the adverse side -- be imputed ?
anything of sedztion _ Be it so : but on whom Hear, then, what is said by him of the non-
shall fall the punishment? On me? It is not attendauce and its consequences.
I that have made the sedition : all that I have " It not being customary of late years,"
done is tofind it: --to find it, even where says he, vol. ii. p. 68 to72, "toenforce the
myriads upon myriads have found it before calls of the House by taking Members who
me. I am not the delinquent-- the sedition- do not attend into the custody of the Serjeant,

ist _ the eaemy of government. I am the in the twenty years that I have attended at
informer--the servant of government--the the Table," (date of this second edition,
unpaid as well as spontaneous informer-- 1785,) "there has not occurred a single in-
which is more than all informers are._ stance: although at the time of ordering the
Judge Blaekstone -- if you want the sedi- eel1, there is always a reselution come to,
tionist -- in him you have the seditionist : his ' that such Members as shall not attend at
body let Lord Sidmouth take up, and set to the time appointed, be taken into custody.'
rot along with the living ones _unseen and It does not become me to determine, how far
unseenable---in one of his bastilles, this lenity of the House, in admitting every

Yes: if parliamentary doctrine is to be trifling excuse that is offered, conduces to the
taken for authority, and that authority deci- end proposed-- or whether it would not be
siva, who is there _ what lawyer at least is better not to order a eaR, than to make it
there -- tlrat does not see, on how much bet- nugatory by not enforcing it." Such, then,
tar and truer ground, than the power of the in the thus honestly published as well as de-
monarch in that day, may the power of Ho- dared opinion of the most competent of all
nourable House in these our days be deemed judges, was at that time the state of the dis-
and taken to have been forfeited _ forfeited order itself. Behold now what in the same

to and for the use and benefit of the people ? opinion are among the e_ets of it.
Let me not be mistaken. What I mean " The controul which the ZNDEFZSD_T

here to say ismnot that the Honourable Members of the House ought to have over tie
House is, exactly spealdng, a corporation :-- conduct of the MxsxwrR_s/s," says he, "_s_
not that the instrument, in virtue of which TXSELYLOST."
it is what it is, is, exactly speaking, a charter- Well: -- if this be not a subversion of the
--not that to the Kiag's Beneh -- the judica- constitution, what else can be? If it be not
tory by which corperations are purged, and by this, _hat what was best in the constltu-
persons wrongfully acting as members of tion of this country was distinguished from
themousted,--i_ belongs to purge Honourable what was worst in the worst o£ other 80-
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vernments_by thls, viz. that a body of men day, the lOth of May 1744 _there it is.
chosen by the people,- so chosen and so Commons' Journals-- Report that day from
c_reumstanced, as not to be in any state of " Committee appointed to consider of the
dependence as towards the servants of the most proper methods to enforce a more early
monarch chosen by the monarch, --that this and constant attendance of the Members upon
body of men, so chosen and so circumstanced, the service of the House.".... Resolutions,
possessed "a coutro_ over" those same ser- five in number : whereof three, and three
rants of the monarch, -- by what else was it alone, on the subject ofcoastancy-- meaning,
that this same constitution was ever thus dis- of course, on the part of every one, as well
tinguisbed ? Wellthen: --in the thus declared as of every other of the Members. Of these
opinion of this official and intelfigent, as well three _ all of them together, had they been
as assiduous, observer of the conduct of the carried into effect, inadequate -- the first and
House, -- already, at the time when this was third put aside, the only one agreed to never
written by him -- already, in the year 1785-- acted upon -- never from that time till the
was this" controul.., entirely lost." This said present : viz. " That no Member do absen_
-- this disastrous truth proclaimed--and this himself from the service of the House, with-
said uby whom? by an adversacy--a hos- out special leave of the House." "f
tilely partial adversary ? No : but by a most Thus, in the opinion of this faithful ser-
faithful, zealously attached, universally re- rant, but not less intrepid and still unques-
spected, and not too sparingly rewarded, how- tioned censor of the House, -- the constitu.
soever richly deserving-- servant. -- In what tion had even then been subverted, -- and in
way, too ?-- in the way of speech spoken -- the disorder mentioned by him -- viz. non-
spoken in the heat of debate, and without attendance- in this free and generally pre-
time for reflection ? No : but in a cool didac- vailing abdication -- the subversion had its
tic and written treatise, the result of the cause. Well then : in this same opinion, this
viginti annorum lucubrationes _ the twenty cause---was it of the number of those which
years' lucllbcatious he had just been speaking are capable of being removed? Not it in-
of- and this republished without alteration, deed; for with the following note do these
in a second edition, after the opportunity taken O_S_VATXO_S of his conclude :_" It ap-
of receiving any objections, could any objee- pears, from the Report of May 1744, holy
tions have been made, to what he had thus inadequate every measure has been, that has
been saying in thefirst, been hitherto proposed, to prevent the evil :

If then, even a'_that tlme-- even in 1785 nothin 9 caa correct it entirely, but a sincere
even before the Pandora's box was opened des2re in the Members themselves to attend

upon it, which wasopened by Pittthe second, to that duty for which they were elected and
and now again and with additions re-opened sent to parliament." _Vothing, says he, can
upon it -- if even then the constitution was correct it, but -- what ? A sort of desire, the
"'subverted," in what sort of plight is it now ? existence of which, to any such extent as
But, if the subversion -- so full of horror in would be necessary, would be an effect with-
the eyes of Mr. Speaker,* had, at the very out a cause : for, in the situation in question,
time when he was thus giving expression to of any such desire, so longas man is man, the
these horrors, already taken place, -- the existence has been shown to be impossible.
subversion of such a subversion--is it not re- Now of this dereliction of duty--this
stitution _ is it not among the objects which, most deliberately determined _ most perse-

by every safe and legal means, every true "1"Commons' Jcatmals, anne 3744, 10th May,
lover of his country ought to contribute his p. 68_.
utmost endeavours to the accomplishment " The Committee came to the Resolutions fol-
of? When subversion is the calamity that has lowing:
taken place, what better can happen to xt "Resolved, That it is the opinion of this com.
than to be subverled f--when captivity was mittee, that the House be caUe¢']over within four-
the calamity that had taken place, what bet- teen days after the meeting of every session ofParliament; and that every ]_[ember thenabsent
tel" could have happened to it than to be/ed be tal_en intothe custedyofthe sergeant.at-arms
captive _. By a stronger, suppose a weaker attending this House, unless such Member be
man set with his feet where his head should employed in the service of the Crown abroad, or
be : what better could happen to him than to is incapable to attend by reason of want of health,
find himself set on his legs again ? or some omer extraordinary occasion.

Of the declaration made by Honourable "Resolved, That it is the opinion of this corn.
mittees that no Member do absent himself fromHouse of the forced abdication of James the

Second, the day is no secret. Of the decla- the service of the House, without the specialleave of the House.
ration voluntarily made by the same Honour- " Resolved, That it is the opinion of this corn-
able House of its own voluntary abdication, mittee, thatevex T Memberwhbshallabsenthlm.
as above, the day is not more dubious : Thurs. self from the service of the Hmme for the svace

of two months, without the special leave or'the
" Speaker's Speech. Cobbett's Dcbate_ 1st House, be taken into the enstodyof the eexjeant.

June 1809, p. _ at-_ms attending this House."
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veringly maintained, and still maintained- I. First, as to utility.
dereliction of duty -- of acknowledged duty, In the P/an itself, from impermanence in
_is either the existence or the cause, or the general, _and, in the way of example, from
intended perpetuity, open to dispute ? The annuality in particular, --four advantages
existence, you see it in the journals : m the beneficial eonsequences--_ses, in a word--are
cause of it, is it _ot in the non-existence of stated as resulting : whereof three having
due dependence, coupled with the existence more particular respect to appropriate pro.
of that undue dependence which is the el- bi@; the fourth to appropriate intellectual
feet of it ?--the perpetuity, is it not secured aptitude, and appropriate active talent.
to the disorder, by the nature of its cause ? I. Consider, in the first place, the case of
This so determinately perpetual dereliction of each member, taken individually.
acknowledged duty,--does it not, of itself, 1. In the first place, the shorter the term
afford an indisputable demand for a remedy he has in his seat, _ the nearer, in cases of
from without, by which the determination imputed misconduct, the term at which any
shall be put an end to?--for a remedy by mischief produced by such misconduct may
which the cause will be removed ? -- for the be made to cease ;-- and, in the way of ex-
only remedy by which, in the very nature of ample to others, the more impressive the sort
the case, it ever can be removed? of punishment involved in a removal pro-

duced by such a cause, t
2. In the next place, by lessening, by the

SECTION XV. amount of the difference in the length of the
term in the two opposite cases, the induce-R E P R E S E N TATIV E S mIMPERMANENCE OF
ment which a candidate could have to launch

THEIR SITUATION _ ITS IMPORTANCE • --
out into expenses too great for his circum-

OBJECTIONSm THEIR GROUNDLESSNESS. stances,--lessening thereby the danger of his
ON this part of the field, into a eompara_ coming into the House in a venal state.
tively small compass must be compressed 2. Next, consider the case of the wt_ole
whatever can here be said: by the joint pres- House, taken in the a99reyate
sure off, rueand space, no inconsiderable quan- 3. The smaller the length given to that

tity of matter, that had been collected for my opinion was this:_ that whenever those
the purpose of this section, has, for the pre- evils, Which usually attend and follow a violent
sent at least, of necessity been extruded, change of government, were not inprobabitity

Utility and usage: to one or other of these so pernicious as the grievance we suffer under a
heads may be referred whatsoever matter present power, then the public good will justify
can here find room for the recevtinn of it. such a revolution ; and this I took to have been
Utihty, as deducible from the unquestionable the case in the Prluee of Orange's exl_iition_

although, in the consequenceg it proauceu some
principles of human nature, as manifested by very bad effects, which are l_kely to stick long
universal experience : usage, a source of at- enough bp us.
gument, the demand for which _ll be seen " Ihadlikewise in those days a mortal anti-
to arise -- partly out of the connexion it has pathy against stand_ngarmles in times of peace:
with utillt 9 through the medium of expel/- because I always took standing armies to be only
once ; partly out of the means of defence it servants hired by the master of tlw family for
will be seen to afford against adverse preju- keeping his own children in slavery; and be-cause I conceived that a prince _ha could not
dices and fidlacies.* think him:elf secure _uithout _nercenary troops,

must needs have a separate interest from t/_at
• bY_ield-uate : a gag for scorners. On three of__hi_ suOeets : _ although I am not ignorant

several subjects, _ for stmuling armies and of those artlf_cbzl neceuit*cs which a corrupted
demand for revolution, as well as annual par. ministry can create, for keeping up fore_ to
l_zmants, behold the opinions o£ Dr. Swift-- support,, afaction, against dw public mtcree_."
opinionsnotthrownoutonthesudden, foraparty As to Parltame_s, I adored the wLcdom
purpose or in the heat of debate, but in a state of that Gothic institution, _hioh makes them
of retirement_ after a long course of experience annual : and I was confident our liberty could
in the very arcane of politics_ and a long course never _eplaced upon aflrmfonndatlon until _
of subsequent rej'lectiom on the subject of that ancient taw were restored among us. For, wno
experience, _ _ured forth into the bosom of a sees not, that _hile such assemblies are permit-
most confidsoual friend. From Balfour's edi. ted to/*ave a longer duration, thcre gro_s up a

tionof Pope's Works, Edinburgh, 1762, col vL commerce of eor_ption _etween t__ _n't_tr_t
p. 133 :-- From Dr. _ifl to Mr. Pope, Let. and the Deputies, wherein tttey ootl_ fl_ _c_r

terV. Duhlin, Janua_10,1790-1.--"Youw._ _ou_ts, to the manifest danger of/i_J..*/_
perhapa be inclined to think, that a person so m- _hieh tra_e wonld _ither answer uw e_
treatedus I have been, mush at sometime or _Trexp_e, ifpeffliam_..s_to_.a_',.
other, have discovered very dangerous opinions t WeB now, who was m_ Jot. _w_tt _ an .
in government :-- in answer to w_dch, I will tell ] _oran_, _eild, vlr/mmr_ ¢_thusia_t _ a Jacobin ?
you what my political l_rinclples were in the time an Atheist ?"
of her late glorious Majesty, which I never con- -[- For the d_erence, in t_i_ and _ et_erp_
tradicted by any setio_, writing, ordh_ourse.., tic_o_trs, as between triemmuity anet mmua_tty,

u A_ to what is called s revolutionl_rineiple, I see section 16, Modcre_P"Rofor_ &c,
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service, the smaller the length of sinister win readiness to be employed in the purchase
service which a corruptly-disposed member of such other of the members, in whose in-
will have to sell ; t_e smaller, consequently, stance, on the one hand, the demand for the
the length which it will be in the power of matter of corruption is more importunate; on
C- _ r- General and Co. to purchase, the other hand, the return they are capable of

4. The greater the number of the parcels making for it, in the shape of pernicious set-
into which the present length of service ts vice, more valuable.
broken down, the greater the number of Under the existing system, not only has
those lengths of service which, for the con- C x- General no interest-- no positive
tinuance of a given length of corrupt service interest--in the largeness of the number
at the hands of a majority of the members, of members endowed with a more than or-
C r-General and Co. will have to put- dinary share in these accomplishments; but,
chase; and thence the greater the chance that on the contrary, he has a positive interest
the aggregate number of the masses of the in the smallness of that number. In addi-
matter of corruption at his disposal will prove tion to those measures which for keeping
insufficient for that pernicious purpose, the machine from failing to pieces, must

5. Of the utility of the proposed transitori- be carried into effect, the object he has to
ness, in the character of a security for appro- accomplish is -- the carrying into effect
priate intellectual aptitude and appropriate in number, extent, and value, to the greatest
active talent, _the proof, it is imagined, will extent practicable -- such others, as shall in
not be much in danger, either of experiencing the highest degree be conducive to the ad-
denial, or so much as escaping spontaneous vancement of his separate interest, iNow, for
notice. By discourses indicative of ignorance this purpose, true it is--that, in a limited
or intellectual weakness--by constant silence number, men provided in the highest degree
and inactivity--by absentation or slackness with these endowments,- as well as at the
of attendance -- by any one or more of these same time prepared at all times to make the
features of unfitness,win the instance of every requisite sacrifice in the article of probity,_
member in which they respectively have place, are, on the occasion of the use made of them,
may his inaptitude, absolute or comparative, _ necessary. At the same time, for speech.
be betrayed, and indication given of it to his motion, and occasional penmanship, suppose
constituents. In this way, partly by original this number, whatever it be, completed : --
exclusion, produced by self- conscious inap. this done, every individual above this number
titude without trial, -- partly by subsequent is a nuisance: the greater the value of his
exclusion produced after and by trial,--pro- talents, the higher are his pretensions raised:
duced, in a word, by the light of experience _ the higher his pretensions raised, -- and the
may the House be cleared :-- cleared, not as greater the danger lest, by inadequacy of the
now, of those natural, and unpaid, and neces- quantity of the matter of corruption at com-
sary--yet alas ! how insufficient ]_guardians round, he should be disappointed, and by dis-
to its aptitude in all shapes, and more espe- couragement drtven to the other side: and
cially to its probity--those constituents, in moreover, thegreaterthenumberofthesemen
whose faces it so frequently, and always so of pretension, the greater the danger lest, by
needlessly, shuts its door under the name of the qnanttty of time respectively employed by
strangersw and whom, as such, it clears itself them in the display of their respective preten-
of, as the phrase is, in the character of insure- sions, a greater quantity on the whole might
brances andnuisances ;_but of the multitudes be consumed, than any demand he might have
of those realineumbrances and nuisances with for delay, on the score explained in the sec-
which, in the situation of members, it is, un- tion on non-attendance, could reqmre : i_t
tier the existing system, to so great a degree which case they would be proportionable ant-
infested; viz. empty-headed idlers, who, in fevers-- sufferers, and to no use-- hi respect
default of all other means of consuming time, of the interest of the pillow.
drop in now and then, _ and, to save them- Annuality of election, forsooth, a wild-- a
selves from the trouble of thinking, throw visionary arrangement ? w//d and visionary,
themselves into the ever-extended arms of when, within the view of those by whom it
C ....... r-Generul and Co.--thus giving their is thus denominated, stands the vest metro-
support to misrule_saylng, and perhaps fan. polls-- its population little less than the
eying, they are supporting government: thus, tenth part of all England-- the great seat
and even without need of being purchased, and example of repreBrntative democracy-- in
contributing to the formation of the waste- which, for so many centuries past, the vision
and-corruption-and-oppressinn-produciagma, has been realized ? realized, and all the time
jority; and, at the same time, by the amount with such illustrious good effect, and withou_
of what might have been their share of the the shadow of inconvenience ?
spoil, leaving undiminished, and by so much But here, perhaps, lest argument should
the larger, in the hands of the arch-corrup- be altogether wanting, comes a sudden turn
tmni_ tl_ mass of the matter of corruption, to the opposite aide: and now, with an air
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of triumph, at the botCA_mof this potential But, should the ease prove otherwise m
impermanenceis shown eventual permanence: or even for fear the case should prove other-
permanence--which, should it ever be actual, wise m how easy would it be, by s slight
will be excessive, amendment, to provide, that after having

Cases may be shown (it has been said)m without intermission sitten for such or such
cases in which, under annuality of election, a number of years, a member should, for the
the same personhas been seated forlife: here, space of one year--or, ff so it must be, some
then (it has been added.) where mutation has greater number of years,-- cease to be eli-
been the objec_ thus aimed at, not mutation glble? -- and so totles quoties
but perpetuity has been the result. The argument, which from potential ira-

Be it so : but by this result, what is it that permanence infers probablyexcessive perma-
is proved? that the potential impermanence nence,--in what circumstance shall we find
is a bad arrangement? By no means: but the source of it? In great measure, not ira-
rather that it is a good one. Why ? Be- probably, in the sort of parsdoxiculity that
cause, under this instrument of good discip- belongs to it, and the ingenuity and depth of
pline, so good has been the behaviour of the thought that presentthemselves as evidenced
functionary, that no fault hasbeen to be four,d by it. Here, as elsewhere, dig a little way,
in him: no hope of supplanting him conceived you get a paradox : dig a little further, you
by anybody else. get the solution and exposure of it.

And, after all, in the particular instance Give to the observation the utmost credit
here in question-- in the Common Council, that ean be due to it, -- in the way of prac-
chosen by the liverymen of the city of Len- tice nothing more would result from itthan a
don-- of this potential impermanence is it so suspension-- such as that proposed. But a
clear that any actualpermanenee, in such sort sort of misconception, than which nothing is
and degree as to have become productive of more common, is-- the taking up an obser-
mischief in any assignable shape, has fre. vation, the result of which, supposing it ever
qnently, if ever, been the result? so well grounded, is but the need of a eorre-

In what character is it that impermanence sponding amendment to the proposedplan,
is meant to be established ? -- in that of an and then, without further thought, swelling
endf an independent endY No surely: but it out into the shape of a peremptory objee-
in the mere character of a means-- a means tion, calling for the exclusion of the plan aL
leading to an ulterior result in the character together.
of an end: leading in aword to goodbehavzour, II. Next, as to the question of usage.
the result of appropriate aptitude in all shapes Supposing, that from sufficient argument,
on the part of the fimctionary. Well then sup- the question of ut///ty has received its answer
pose the end fulfilled, what signifies it how --and that decision in favour of the proposed
matters stand wifh regard to the means? impermanence, -- this being supposed, not

Whatl from the circumstance of a man's improperly may it surely be observed, that
being, by the free suffrage of the undisputedly to any such question as that about usage, any
proper judges of his conduct, repeatediy and endeavour to find an answer is but a work of
uninterruptedly--each time by the light of an supererogation. That for centuries past, no
additional body of experience --pronounced such impermanence has had place, is altuge-
fit for his trust, -- from this circumstance, ther notorious : to what use, then, it may be
standing as it does alone, will you infer him asked, bring forward--even supposing it to
to be unfit _ Grant that, in some situations, have had place --en ancient usage, which has
so it may be, that by nothing better than mere had for its opposite a more recent usage?
negative merit on the one part, and on the a usage bearing date in times more remote
other part by the force of habit-- by the pro- from, and thence more dissi__!!atto, ourown
perty which habit has of supersedingreflection _ having for its opposite a usageleas remote,

so it might happen, that a man of inferior and less dissimilar?
merit might, by his continuance in the situs- To this question may be returned two an-
tion, put an exclusion upon a manof positive swers : -- 1. Oneis--that howsoever, in the
and super/or mer/t,--still, in a situation such eye of superiorreason, the argument ground-
as this_a situation covered with a lustre, ed in utility may be more subJtant/a/byproba-
of which, in its present sordid state, it is not tive,_yet, constituted as humannature is_
in the nature of the representation to afford at any rate, at the st_oe beyond which the
an example, _ smallsurely is the danger,but public mind is not yet advanced inthis co.n-
that by a swarm ofcompetitors_ no expense try,-- the argument fromusuge--and in par-

ticular from ancient usage _ affordsa promisehaving place by the terror of which any man
can be excluded, _ the attention of the dee- of being more e_deat/y persuas/ve..
tors will be sufficiently called and pointed to 2. Another answer is_thst, on rJe pro-
the probable degree of compa_tive aptitude, sent occasion, the argum_ from wage .may,
on the part of the provisionally aeeepted ob- when considered in a certain point of vzew,
ject of their choice, be seen to come under, and in that way to
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coincide with, sad operate in confirmation of, from a not as yet quite completed search,
the argument fi-om uti//ty. Against the pro- now making by a l_iend (on whose accuracy
posed impermanence, objections have been and judgment, as well as candour, I have a
made on the ground of supposed confusion and well-grounded confidence,) into the several
/m_b/h'ty: and, from words such as these, authentic sources of information already pub-

doned to the vagnenes_ kto the con- lisbed, with the addition of others, as yet un-
ess m of the ideas attached to them in published, and some of them as yet unnoticed.

the minds of tho_ by whom they have been r When the search has been completed, I hope
employed, hatlh as usual, been the portent- and believe it will be laid before the public
ousness of the eventual public calamities, in all its amplitude :
brought to view by heated passions and ex- I. As to frequency.
_ted imaginations, in the character of cope- I. That, from the veer 1258 (42 H. III.)
quences, mand the intensity of the confidence down to the year 1640 (16 C. L c_ l,) the
with which the eventual arrivalofthese same monarch, in so far as he could be bound by
calamities has been predicted, an act of perhament, stood bound to hold a

Well then: m as to these points, such (it parliament once a-year at the least. Thus far
will be seen) as follows, is the state of facts, as to the Law.
Age .after age, --a degree of impermanence 2. Thatastotbeusagethathadplaceinpur.
superior even to that which is here proposed, suanee of the law, from the year 1265 (49 H.
had place. And, during all that time, of this Ill.) down to the year 1484 (1 R. IIl.) beyond
same impermanence what was the effect? m which date the search in question has not yet
confusion? -- instability ?-- anything, to the extended m being a period of upwards of two
designation of which any such words could hundred years-- smallis the number of years,
be employed? No: _but, on the contrary, in which a parliament does not from the do-
the very result which, in the here proposed coments appear to have been summoned; and
p/an, is proposed as the proper end in view, in those instances, supposing no such summons
or object to be aimed st; viz. on the part of tohave hadplace, the omission may, with few
t_e representatives oft_ people, dependence or no exceptions, be accounted for, either by
where due _ dependence on the people : the absence of the Monarch in a foreign coun-
thence independence where due _ indepen- try (France or Scotland,) or by the existence
deuce as towards the monarch :_ the part of a civil war in the heart of the kingdom.
of the monarch, dependence where due, de- Thus much as to frequency.
pendenee on the people _ in a word, demoo II. Now as to duration.
cratie ase_dency. 3. That in a11that time there is but one in-

Thus did matters continue, until_ bythe stance, in which the same parliament appears
civil wm's produced by contested title as be- to have continued for and during a portion of
tween the Houses of Yorh and Lancaster _ time so [on9 as a year: and that, in that one
by the successive eeaqeests, and states of sub- instance the duratton was not so long asthiro
jeetion_abject and universulsubjection--to teen months.
which those wars gave birth--by the final 4 That in that time, it appears that in a
triumph of Henry VII., his ahnestuuexampled number of instances, within the compass of
rapacity, coupled with a degree of frugality one and the same year, two, three, and even
altogether unexampled -- by the vast and el. as many as four different parliaments, were
together unexampled mass of treasure preei- held : so that the clause and oftener if need
pltated from that source into the coffers of hie be, was not s mere random anticipation, hay-
son and successor _ by the still more enor- ing no ground in experience.
mous mass of treasure absorbed from the pa- 5. That, of what is now understood by a
trimony of the chureh _ from amass of landed prorogat_ , the earHestinstance that has been
property, which, so long before as the year found is one which took place anno 1407
1362, had been computed to amount to one- (8 H. IV. ;) that, in some few instances an-
third part of the whole kingdom* m absorbed, terior to that time, it appears as if, during the
in a word, principally from the dissolved too- Christmas or the Easter holidays, something
nastedes, mtd at the same time, with a cur. of an adjournment took place: But that in
respondent profusion, scattered abroad by that some even of t/ruse instances, the parliament
funousand sanguinary tyrantm so it was, that that met was a fresh parliament; fresh writs
by the united force of terrific and alluring in- o£ summons having in these instances been
£uenee, every such mmtiment, as that of in- issued.
dependence as towards the monarch, wanted 6. That however, in regard to the question
but little of being eradicated from every Eng- of impermanence _ impermanence in any such
liah breast, degree as that indicated by the word amma//_

In regard to the duret/_, coupled with the _ none of these eases of prorogation are ma-
_umey of par_lL_,_a_ts_the following are. terial: inasmuch as whatsoe rex may have been
m general terms, the results already obtained, the number of these prorogations, in no in.

* 8us Ba_dugtonrs Obeervatio_ on the An- stance does it appear that the same parliament
dent Stamte_ continued in existence so loog as a whole
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year ; that one excepted, in which the extra so much more felicltot_ though earlier state
duration was not more than a few days.* of government subverted, _ what isthe con-

Speaking of the parliament that was held sequence ? Even that, as for the benefit of
anno 1407 (8 H. IV.)--" This," observe the a rece of monarchs, a reign of manifest usur-
authors of the Parliamentary History, vol. i. pation is regarded as if blotted out of the
p. 306, ', is the longest parliament we have line of wsage -- so , and with nolena propriety,
yet met with:--it was continued nearly a for the benefit of a nation, may a like usur-
),ear, which was an I_SOVATION on the an- _pation, though committed by monarchs, yet
cient constitution, taken notice of by several if committed to the manifest violation of the
historians as a great blot on this reign."-- rights of the nation, acknowledged as such
There -- honourable gentlemen -- behold in by unrepealed laws, in the formation of which
those grave and universally respected authors monarchs have concurred, -- be considered
of the Porliamentary History-- the history as blotted out : -- a felicitous _ and, in that
so much lauded by the late Judge Barring. only rational sense, a legitimate-- course or
ton, brotharoftheabove-mentionede_sting line of government, -- obscured only, but not
bishop-- behold in them another set ofja- blotted out, by an infelicitous and thence an
cobins, to be added by you to Dean Swift, illegitimate one. In this way, if imagi:tation
--and to those predecessors of your's, who, be to be called in (and why it may not with
so lately as in the last reign, were so near as much propriety be called in and employed
making a majority in favour of annaality.-- in support of, instead of in opposition to,
Where, m their view, was the innovation ._ reason and utility, let an]_ one say who thinks

Of the body of proof thus promised, and himseifable,) -- ifimaginat/on be to be called
already in part afforded, so small is the quan- in -- imagination, with its favourite iustru.
tity that would suffice to repel _ not to say ment, the word r/ght , used in a figurative and
to transfer-- the imputation of ignorance moral sense, that insensibly it may be taken
and wildness -- the charge which with such and employed in a legal sense -- why should
unfortunate and unfortunately groundless notusage--usagesolongcontinued, soexten.
confidence, has, fi'om so many quarters, been sive, and so steady-- be regarded as creative
thrown out. of right _ and that right suspended only in

Now then: when thus it will have been itsexercise--suspendedandnotdestroyed--
seen, that no otherwise than by a course of by the intervening interval of wrong
unquestionable tyranny and misrule was that If so, and supposing the facts to be what

they are here stated to be, -- then so it is,
"O£ parliamentary acts ordainingthe annual, that for the c_im made to the benefit of

or oftener than annu41, holding of parlmment$, short parliaments, to the ground of practical
--by the researches above mentioned three other and manifest utility, -- as bottomed upon the
instances have been found, over and above those relations between interest and interest,which are to be seen in the current editions of
the statute book: these are--l. One in Hrnry may be added the ground of constitutional
the Thlrd's reign, anno 1258(42 H. III.) seven right. Usage,--is it coltslgnedtodisregerd?
yearsanteriortothat(lg66,49H.III.)inwhich, Utility remains sole arbiter, and annuality
tor the first time, deputies from boroug/_: were triumphant. Usage,--isitregardedandcon.
summoned, viz. by ,Simon de Montfort. Re- suited ? Right, is it considered as created
ference for this is to Rymer', Fwdera and tin- by usage ? Here, then, to the ground of at/.hales Monasterii Burtonensis.-..2. One in Ed-
•vard the Second's reign, anne 1311 (5 Ed. II.) llty, is su_peradded the ground of r/ght.
[IAtely _ubhshed Statutes of the Realm, i. 165, Two or three centuries of right, followed
cap. 29, 34. ] These two anterior to those printed by two or three centuries of palpable wrong;
in the common statute books, viz. among the __ is it not time--high time _ that right
statutes of Edward the Third.-.3. One posterior shon]d be restored-- that subversion should
to ditto, vlz. in Richard the Second's reign ;
anno 1377 (1. R. II.:) for which see Brady, be subverted f Legitimacy--monarch's leg�-
and the Monkish historian I_raldngham. timacy -- does it stand upon ground so sub-

Anterior to the year 12_ (49 H.HL ) in which stantisl in any case_ as rig/at _peop/e's r/g/st
deputies from boroughs werefirst summoned, viz. _ in this case ?
by the rebel Simon de Montfort, eom_ a year In regard to hinge, considered in the chs-
f_1264--48 H. IlL) in whichwrits are, by the ratter of a circumstance by whleh, on the
king, sent to the sh_Af_ of counties, .command- field of government, it is proposed that con.
ing them to return each of them.four knight:, duet should be directed, or st any rate in-
[Brady--Parliamentary Htaory--R_ort on fluenced,_in whatehav,.eter, for the purpolethe Public P_corde.]

In several of the instances in which parliamen, of any soeh appliestlon, does it require to be
taw semions, more than one, appear tohavebeen comddered?--in that of a Iz/de, by whose
held in the compass of the tame year,--the evi. ] course our course_ as by one sheep thet of
dense, by whidi the diversity of the parliament [ other sheep, ought blindly te be determined?
will be n_leap_rent_ eomb_of divem existlng [ determhu_d --_ that with a _ of de-lism of membevi _utmed to serve in parliament, I
in one ami the tame year, by and for eus _ the | fcrence more and mole impli_, the ettrii_
same ceunty, day, or bmqm_ | the times--.mui thence the ]elm e'_eel_qlced in
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themselves, u well m the more _i1__r to WRh relation to these our times, to both
our own_the times in which this usage had those other portions of time the appellation
place? of o/d times belongs without dispute. The

No assuredly : but in the character of a appellation of 9ood old times--i£ to either, to
source of instruction -- of instruction_ to be which, then, ahaUit begiven? Shallit beto
derived from an attentive scrutiny into the those later times, when,--sometimes for the
relations, of what nature soever, obsorvable _cationoftheeverlastinglyconjunct, and
as between the circumstances of the past time mutually inflaming and inflamed appetites --
in question, arrdthe circumstonces of the pre- thirst for money and thirst for power, -- op-
sent time: as n storel_ouse, in which reason pressionwascons_ant, universal, anduncheck-
may find matter to work upon ; not as a pil. ed -- waste always unchecked, and, except in
low, on whieh, without prejudice to security, those reigns in which frugality was stained by
indolence and imbecility may sleep on and oppression, raging*--and corruption, if less
take their rest. abundant then at present, rendered so no

A point which, supposing it true, is to be otherwise than by its being, in respect of the
proved, is_that, in the primeval times in demand for it, in so great a degree superseded
question, not only was the degree of imper- by the more surely efficient, and, to a tyrant
manence in question in a state of habitlml hand, the so much more pleasant instrument
existence, -- but that it had for its e_ase, for -- viz. terrorism ? Shall it not rather be to
its accompaniment, and for its consequence, those old times, in which due dependence
that very state of things n that very dsmo- was so firmly established in beth its indlspcu-
cratie ascendency, for the re-establishment of sable branches --dependence of the monarch
which it is here proposed in these latter on the people's representatives--dependence
times, of the people's representatives on the people

Assuredly, in the development of this their constituents: due dependence every-
proof, no great difficulty will be found. For where ; corruption nowhere ; -- unchecked
what purpose was it that a parllament-- in- waste, unchecked oppression, nowhere ?
eluding the assembly composed of represcu,
tatives deputed by the people --in a word, a
Commons House --was wont to be called to- SECTION XVI.

gether by the monarch ? Answer : To get MODERATR RISFORM--TTSARRANGEMENTS_
money. Well: and if, without the trouble
of calling together and treating with these THEIItINADEQUACY.
deputies, he could, in his view of the matter, COMPRISEDor compriss]r_e under the deno-
have got the money he wanted, would he at ruination of moderate reform, what are the
the same time have subjected himself to all arrangements which at different times have
that labour, and to the risk of finding it to been proposed ?
be-- what it sometimes actually proved to The inadequacy, and little less than use-
be _ labour in vain ? Not he indeed. That lessness of them, even on the supposition of
he should have done su, is not in human us- their being, all of them, brought forward to-
tore. Well then : so often, and so long, as gether, and comprised in one proposal, and
he was at all this pains to prevail upon the carried into efl'ect--
people to supply him with money, -- so often Much more the inadequacy of them, taken
and so long did he feel himself as towards singly, orin anynumber less than the whole--
the people--as towards the great body of Such arc the sub-topics, destined for con-
the people-- in a state of dependency; and, sideration in the present section.
for centuries together, this state of depend- Supposing moderate reform, in its most per-
eney was one uninterrupted state:--a state feet shape, thus inadequate, --supposing ra.
of dependency--not as now, as towards a diea[ reform, as hereinabove described, the
eomparatlvely small confederacy of men, -- only remedy that presents any tolerable chance
the majority of them pretending, and_£_isely of proving adequate, -- whence happens it,
pretending, tobe representatives freely chosen that by a set of men professing themselves
by the great body of the people, and them- " Friends of the People," and, as such, ene.
selves acting in a state of corrupt dependency
under himself. Well : -- this, tben, andno- . Pros_roos as it was in ail trsnsactions with

foreign power_ the long reign of Elizabeth (#e¢
thing more, is what has been meant as.above Neale's Hi,to.j" of tYu'Puritans, by Tosdmin)
by democratic ascendancy : the sort and de- was a reign of grievous oppression to all those
gcee of democratic ascendency, for the esta- who would not sacrifice to her thin_ for power
blishment of which it is that the system of the religious pet of their consciencea Those
arrangement here propoeed, under the name who, with such undisturbed complacency, view
ofs_adicalparliamenta_reform, is cuntended the majodty so long since estsblishad, little thinkby how grievous a counse of _n it wasob_.
for: theeuab//duaeat,_for which theword udned. Theststeof Scedar_shows what_
re-estab//s/useat will, it is hoped, be seen to it not been for that oppression, would in that re-
be the no less apposite appeXlative, sp_t have been thesu_ of
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miss to eorruptlon, m to eorrnption_ the On these occasions, the following are the
rascal ¢fiscase for which reform has all along heads to w_tich the several pmpmed arrange-
been looked to in the chesaeter of the only taunts that have been brought _u_l, have
remedy, _ whence comes it, that by these presented themselves as referable:
men the adequate remedy has all along been
rejeeted?_the inadequate one, i£ any, em- I. Proposed Arr_g_ts epph3im3 to _e
braced and brought forward ? dM_em of ELECTOa.

For a solution of this problem, the sonrce L Arrangements, giving extension to the
or principle referred to and employed will be ele_ral fran_se, or right of sutfra_
the state of iatererts. But, to show in what and thus making advances more or less
particular way, in the ease here in queition, considerable towauis virtual universal
the state of interests thus operates _ ups- suffrage.
rates in such manner as to oppose an insupe- 1. In tile ease of a county seat, edmit_ing
ruble bar to every proposition for adequate copyholder#, Nos. 11 & 14.
reform from such a quarter, will be the bust- 2. In the ease of s county ee_t, admitting
hess of the ensuing section, teascholders, No. 11.

For a general conception of the aggregate 3. In the case of the proposed nuutber of
mass, of the distinguishable arrangements, additional borough seats (or in ALL borough
capable of presenting a title to a place in the seats T) admi_tm 9 householders at large , inns.
system distinguished by the appellation of 1t & 13.
The Moderate Reform System, -- take_ in the
first place, the foHowisg analytical table of II. Proposed Arrangements applying to the
the several proposals for parliamentary re- situation of REPRESENTATIVE.
form, brought forward in parliament since the IL---giving Increase to,he number of Scats
commencement of the present reign : -- me- regarded as_not venal, viz.
derate and radical taken together: *_ 4. _ 1. County seats, Nos. l, 2, 7, 14, 15.
Total number of the occasions on which re- .5.- 2. Country.division, or territorial-dis-

form has been advocated in parliament, 15 trict seats; viz. Scats formed by division of
Deduct number of occasions on which no counties into such districts, Nos. 11, 15, 14.

specific proposition has been brought 6. --3. Populous town seats, Nos. 2, 7,
forwesd,t ......... 3 12, 14.

Remains the number of the occasions, in -- m. --applying Diminution to the number
each of which, specific propositions, one of Seats regarded as venal, viz.
or more, have been brought forward, |2

Deduc_ number of the occasions on which 7. -- 1. Suppression without compenmtlon
the species of reform proposed has been proposed, Nee. 2, 5, 12, 14, 15.
radical,_ .......... 2 8._2. Suppression with compensatioupro-

Remains, for the number ofoceaslons on _ posed, No. 7.
which the species of reform proposed zv.---excludhlg from all seats a part, _ but
has been of the moderate cast, . l0 a pest only, and that an indeterminate

Appendix _ No. 1, 2, 5, 7_ 8, 10, 1Io _ne _ of the number of the Member#
12, 14, IS.If regarded as sold to the C----r._te-

ral, by the circumstance of their holding
* For the immediate subject-matter of this situations of profit, from which they are

analysis, see Mr. Mendly's paper, as reprinted in removable by him at pleasure.
the Appendix to this work.

"1"App. No. 4, Hun. W. Pitt_ anne 1782; No. 9. To the at present esta_alished septeanial
6, Alderman Sawbridge, anne |784; _o. 9, Mr. duration of the power conferred by a seat
(now Earl) Grey, anne 1792. substituting triennml, No. 11.

App. No. 3, Duke of Richmond, anne 1780.
]J App. Nc_ 1, Earl of Chatham, anne 1770; III. Proposed Arra_ye_tts applyi_yto bo_

No. 2. Alderman Wilkes, anno 1778 ; No. 6, situatiOnS; or rather to tlmt of EZ.g_O_
Hun. W. Pitt, anne 1783: No. 7, Right Uom and that of CASOXVATZ.
W. Pitt_ anne 1785_No. 8, Right Hun. H. Flood,
anne 1790; No. 10, Mr.(new F_rl) Grey, enno v..-dlminishing the Expenses and ot_er _
1793; No. II. Mr. (now Eesl) Grey, anne 1797; conveniences incident to Elections.
No. 12, Mr. (now Earl) Grey, anne 1800 ; No. 10.__1. By causing the pelt to he taken ia
14, Hun. T.Brand, armo 1810; No. 16, Hun. districts of small extent, curved out of the
T. Brand, anne t812.

For this system, _MdM.as? wl_ol_ _ electoral districts: say vot/m3-d/s.'r/ctw, or
mostdeterminatebs_sthatcanvexoutmmsyne t_ts, Nos. 11, 13, 14.
seen in the paper origiuslly Ira"uterianno.179_, ll_-2. By eauslng the poll to be Men
by the Seciety formed anne 1-792,Ja_l_ty ot for _//p/aces on one and the _me _J_, NU.
Whigmembere_undorthena_aeof.T/_Prie._._z II, 13.
of the People, mui _tett _t unde_m_t) by 12.---3. By inhibltilqg every e]_et_
Mr.£mm, in his Parliamentary ltetonm pam- giving his vote h}more pieces thsa o_, No. 1Lp}det, just lmblished.
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The_eslx elusters of arrangements-- con- of that eminently useful association having
_ler them now in their relpeetive bearings since put from him an arrangement so efree-
upon the state and onndition ofthe two situs- cual,--seareely does it seem at present en-
tionsinquestion; viz.thatofe/ector andthat tiffed to be numbered among the arrange-
of rcpreseTttatlve : including in the latter ease meats belonging to moderate reform - from
that of candidate, or proposed candidate, the system of moderate reform it seems to

L As to that of ELI_CTORS. have been as it were expelled, and driven
In the account given of radical reform, for refuge into that of radical reform.

taken accordirg to the present edition of it Be this as it may, --to the giving force
(see § 5, § 6,) four expedients or arrange- and effect to the universal interest, in the
meats were stated as essentially necesssxy, struggle which it has to maintain against all
and of the goodness of their title to that partial interests in general,--and in particular
ci_cter, some presumption, it is hoped, af- against the hitherto irresistible separate and
forded. These are,--1. Virtusd umversali_ of sinister interest of C -r-General and
suffrage ; 2. Practical equa//ty of suffrage _ Co., _ the efficiency of virtual universality
i. e. practical equality in respect of the quan- would, it has been shown (§ 7, 8,) be alto-
turn of the influence exercised by the several gethar precarious, _ without the assistance
electors in virtue of their respective suf- offreedora, and thence o£ secresy of suffrage.
frages ; 3. Freedom of suffrage ; 4. Thence, Hence it is, that without that shield to free-
as an indispensable instrument of freedom, dam, _ by whatsoever plan _ whether the
inviolable secresy of suffrage, abovementioned householder- plan, or any

Consideration had of their mutual relation other, any advance were made towards virtual
and relative importance, with as much, per- universality of suffrage, -- it would be mat-
haps, if not with greater, propriety -- this ter of some uncertainty, whether, with refer-
order migl_t have been changed, or even re- ence to the universal interest, service or dis-
versed, service would be the effect of it.

I. First, then, as to secresy of sufrage. 4. Lastly, as to practical equahty of suf-
Upon the effect given to the principle here frage.
in question depends, as hath been so often Reference had to the existing state of
observed,freedom of suffrage--freedom , viz. things--towards the sort 0£ equahty here
in both its contrasted modes, _freedom as in question, an advance- nor that an Jason-
against terrorism, and freedom as against siderable one, _ would be made by virtual
bribery, universaldy of su_age , -- on the supposition

In no individual scheme of reform, capable that full efl_eet would be given to _irtval
of being designated by the generic term me- universality; even supposing that, were it
derate reform, is any such proposition in fa- possible, no separate attention to practical
your ofsecresy of su_age to be found, equality would be paid. Still, however, with-

2. Consequently, no such security as is af- out such separate attention, the most etfec-
forded by that principle against non.freedom, tual provision that on that supposition could
alias spur[eugene of su/_e, in whichsoever be made for practical equality, weald remaiu
of those two modes it is considered, in a state very far from complete. Take, for

3. As to virtual universality of suffrage, example, New Saturn and Gatton : by the
0riginally, by those advocates fur reform, who appHcatiooofthcprinclpleofvirtualunlver.
in 1792and 1793 acted in a society under the sallty to those two boroughs respectively
title of the Fr/ends of the Peep/e, _ in the those same two boroughs still continuing to
instances of what has hereinsbeve been de- _11 each of them a parliamentary seat-- the

contrast which the state of those two seatslignated by the name of the houseAolder plan,
no ineunsiderable advance was made. But of snug proprietorship would, in respect of
to the couaty seats it was not proposed that ! equa//ty as between the effect of one right of
this extension should be applied : and of the suffrage and another_the contrast which the
existin 8 county se_ts it was proposed (anne state of those two seats of snug proprietor.
1797,) that from 92 the number should be
inereued to 113: _increased by 25: a little not to find any other occasion for regretting my
more than a fourth." Moreover, the leader inability (pressure of time considered) to make

the like zererence to the sources in every me of
_' On turningto the document from which this _the other imtanees. On the other haud_ as to this

a_dele in Mr. Me_lley's paper_ here .r_rinted, i modiflrationofthe housGholderplan,_itappea_
wastaken, viz. Cobbettk ParL Del_ xvii. p. 128 not that it entered into Mr..Br_.'s design to
(Debate of May _lst_ 18t0j)-I fi_, that in the make application of it, in say otuer instance than
phm on that day brought forward by the Hen. that of the populous and at Imesent unrepre-
Tt _ one pro[_ arrangement was_ that seated town: to which it was his design to give
_' tlw _ of vOt_g should be g!ve+t to all seatt : to the counties, it seems pretty clear that
i_eha/_rs_y_g paro¢/da/a_d o_/wr taxes. 'j it was not the design of this gentleman, any more
Tits _ for-the me_tion thus made of it in than it_had been Earl Gr_.'st that the advance
this place is-- that, in that paper r_,'inted from thus made towards virtmdly universal suffrage
Mr. M_adley's, itwfllnot be to be f6und, lhope should be extended.
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ship would form with the state of Yorkshire,
for ezunple,mwould be no less striking than IL Next as to wllat regards tl_e slt_ation of
at present, tAe _PRRSENTATITIg Body _md tts _.igM,

In any an-comprehensive advance made aft.
towards this species of equalization, would In relation to this part of the election
evidently be included the breaking down of system, three in number arethe arrangements
the several counties, each into two or more which, in the present edition of rat/ca/re-
less extensive electoral districts.

In no edition of moderate reform have I anywhere been asigned. Wssitfor pmvislou
been able to observe any such decomposition against :ickrezs_--was it that, in their negucia.
advocated. By Mr. Brand,--whose edition, tions with the crown, the f_llty of each agent
togctherwiththatwhichwasonceEarlGrey's, migllt find a safeguard in tlmt of the otlierl _Note, that by the want of the press, and even of
may be stated as being the two by which the the/_en, the negotiations in question were reno
advances made towards radical reform were dered comparatively secret and unchecked.
most extensive, -- this decomposition is in- Suppose each enuntydivided,--though it were
deed distinctly brought to view,--but no less into no greater a number of districts than two,
¢hstinctly is an exclusion put upon it. with a seat allotted to each,--here would be seine

But in the section (§ 10) in which briber// advance made towards practical equallt.q of suf-frage as above explained: here would be _ne ad.
and terrorism are brought together and con- vance, but that advance still far from adequate.
fronted, -- it has been shown how, as well Under moderate reform, _ it appears not that
by the vote-compelling as by the competition- even this first step towards the equality in que_
excludin 9 operation of it, the seductive force tion has ever found favour among the advocates
of terrorism is increased : increased by and of these modes.
in proportion to the geographical extent pos- By Mr. Brand in partieular,--by Mr. Brand,whose edition of moderate reform seems to have
sessed by an electoral d]strict :--in proportion come nearest to radical, -- the idea of thus di-
to remoteness from the poll-book, _expense riding counties is brought forward and rejected.
and consumption of time by journeys and de- But, in the circumstance by the consideration
murrage will have been seen to be increased; of which this re_ection is stated---stated as having
thence, to a proportionable extent, exclusion been produced,-- I cannot, relation had to the
put upon such electors, in whose instance great end as above explained, discover any de-terrmnate inconvenience.
the repelhn 9 force of those inconveniences is The result which, in the spee_ ascribed to that
not overcome by the compellin 9 force of ter- gentleman, it stated as the ultimate inconve-
rorism ; oppression and spuriousness, in the nience, is--that on such a plan, some inhabitant
case of all those, in whose instance to the of a town comprised in the county,--in contra-
pressure produced by the expense and labour distineftontosomeinhabitantofthecountfypart
of the journey, is added the obligation of con- of that same count_/, -- would be generally re-turned. So farthe honourable gentleman. But
tributing by their suffrages to the advancement under a system of free suffrage, supposing this
of a candidate, to whose advancement they result to take place, no inconvenience can I find
are absolutely or comparatively averse, in it. Neither the inhabitant of the country part,

Out of the s/x above-stated clusters of nor the inhabitant of the town part, would be
proposed arrangements proposed by moderate chosen, unless by the majority ofthe electors he
reform,_sueh, then, is the inefficiency of the were deemed fitter than any other penon they

could chores: and, so longas they chose the fit.
three first--viz. 1. Those having for their oh- test person that was to behad, whethera town or
jeer, or professed object, the giving extension the country werethe seat of his redden c_ would,
to the electoralfranchlse ; 2. Those having for any reason I can see, bea matterm complete
for their object, or professed object, the giving indifference.
increase to the number of seats regarded as In the next place, no cause can I discover ads.
not venal; 3. Those having for their object, quate to the p_uetion of that l_une result." The fre_olde_ of the town," ss Mr.
or professed object, the diminution in the Brand, " would uniformly prevail over _e
number of seats regarded as vena/: and in holders of the ¢ennty, because they could almost
these three groups will be found comprised always outnumber them at an election." Yes,
all those which have immediate relation to at present, while the only territorial distrlctj,
the situation of elector.* viz. the counties, are, most of them, with refa.

fence to this_ not to _ of other purpe_, so
• Taking the representation upon its present excessively exteuaive. Ym: under the cxiatln_f

footing,--oue feature it po_esses, which in the state of t_ingm : mutroely, however, it should
way here in question is eminently pre_udiciel, _ seem, in the state of things which he himsslf pro-
and in the imtanee of which, whatmever use it poses, ttertfo_'d__'re , for argument's sake, be
may have had, has for centuries been in great I sePPcass to be divided into four _ .But
measure, if not altogether, obsolete, so mallis the extent of that county, _ divine it

hi, _ over Eng]and,--in theczse of the into four _e_ily equal diet_ctib_'_d, in a sen.
enunt/eswithout exception -- and in the case of tral spot of each, plase the __ ,--_
the bo.mu$[hs, with no more than five exceptions i indeed would be the numb_ _" the electen

me having two seat_ filled by ore such terri- ! by remotene_ from that spot, .would(ene ldmuld
torial.declorol dbtriet. To this sort of dupti- think) findthemseivee ._aeticaily excluded tram
c_ty I know not w.:ether any r_tional osnse has the exercise of their rid[htof suff_.,ge.
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t_rm, are proposed as so many essential ar- On this occasion, su_pomg its title to a
r_gements, necessary to the establishing in place in the budget of moderate reform ad-
that quarter the union of due /ndependence mitted,-- a simple reference to what (in §
with due dependence : viz. 1. Ezclnsion of 13) has been said on the subject of its inade-

p/aeemen from the right of votiHg (leaving quatcoess may hess suffice. By the place it
them always in possemdou of the right of leaves to the domini, among the corruption-
speech and motion L) 2. Measures, such as eaters, -- while the acknowledged lures are
shall be necessary, for the securing on the exeluded, mthe principle, instead of being
part of each member a ennstant and punctual reprobated, is approved and confirmed.
attendance on the service of the House ; 3. 2. As to the second point, viz. attendance.
Impermanence of the situations respectively Of the disorder produced by the violation of
oceupied by the members in virtue of their this duty-- the fe]filment of which forms a
respective seats; viz. that degree ofimper- necessary preliminary to the performance of
manence which corresponds to and is pro- every other, --in no one of all the several
dneedbytheanaualreenrrenceoftheelectiou proposals, included in the moderate reform
process, system, are any symptoms to be found, indi-

Observe, on this oeesslon, the object and entice of any the slightest glance, as having
use of these several proposed arrangements: ever been directed towards this object : to

1. By the first of them, a correspondent the disorder itself,--nor consequently to
degree of independence, as towards C----r- any arrangement considered as presenting the
General, is produced on the pert of the mere- prospect of a remedy. On this subject, too-
bets, individually considered, derate reform, in every one of its editions,

2. By the second of them, m besides the maintains the most completely uninterrupted
additional sureties afforded for intellectual silence.
aptitude and active talent, _ a remedy, in the 3. As to the thlrd point, viz. impermanence :
nature of a cheeh, is provided : provided impermanence of the situation of representa-
against that disorder, which, in addition to tire, as constituted by annualtty of election.
the improbity it gives birth and assistance to As to this matter, for the purpose of re-
on the part of members individually consi- ducing to its minimum the length of the term,
dered, -- gives birth and support to the ca- and thence raising to a corresponding ma=i-
rious devices by which C r-General and mum the degree of due dependence--of de-
Co. contrive to give increase to the aggregate pendence, on the part of each representative,
of the effect, produced by the aggregate mass as toward his constituents, _ under radical
of the matter of corruption in their bands ; reform, the comparatively short time indica-
viz. by keeping out of the House, on the se- ted by the word annuahty is insisted upon as
reval particular occasions, a number, more or above ; viz. the reduction of the at present
less considerable, of the members by whom, established long term indicated by the word
if present, a check more or less efficacious septenniality, to the dimensions of this short
mightbe opposed to their particular measures, term.

3. The third has for its object--the giving On the other hand, on the occasion of the
the necessary strength to those ties by which reduction, which, in some degree or other,
the dependence of representatives on their both editions of particular reform concur in
constituents is established, proposing, m moderate reform insists at stop-

Arrangements belonging to the general ping at the stage indicated by the word in'.
head in question, three : the two first for due enniality. Triennial parliaments it admits
independence, the third for due dependence, of and calls for : against annual parliaments

Obserye now what appears to be the habi- it insists on shutting the door.
rude of moderate reform, as towards those se. That, in comparison of annuality, the re-
vend last-mentioned proposed arrangements: reedy indicated by tricnniulity is inadequate,

1. In relation to the first, it seems rather -- and in what respects and degrees it is so,
difficult to say, whether, in what has been --are questions, the answers to which may
proposed, as above, modecate reform, con- afford matter for a separate section.
sidered in its present state, ought or ought Remain two proposed arrangements, the
not to be considered as taking any part. utility of which, as far as they go, is here ad-

For the purpose of shutting the door of mitred ; but, in relation to which, the doubt
the House against actual corruption-eaters _ is_ whether, having, as far as appears, been
persons actually sitting with the bread of cot- deserted by the men who at one ti_ae were
ruption in their months--a proposition, as their advocates, and who still continue to
above noticed (viz. in § 13,) was indeed, in belong to the denomination of reformiste_
one instance (onno 1810,) brought forward, viz. moderate reformists, -- they can with pro-
But, by the honourable gentleman (Mr.Brand) priety be at present regarded as having a place
by whom, on that occasion, it was brought in the moderate reform system : whether,
forward, it was, on the next oecesioa (viz. from having in former days been sound, prac-
mmo 1812,) abandoned, tical, and necessary, they may not, in the eyes
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of existing moderatlon, have become w//d
and vis/onary. These sre--l. The hoaseholder i SECTION XVIL
plan, as above mentioned : an article of the TBIENNIALITYIN&DEqUATE; -- ANNU&LITY
number of those which apply more especially SECEas_JtY.
to the situation of electors. This, as far as it
goes, is an advance made towards t,irtual_ COMICSnow what remains to be said on the
universal suffrage : and, in that character has subject of/mpermanenoe.
been mentioned, as an arrangement which-- The conflict is between aanuali_ of eleeo
though not completely adequate-- might, by tion and triennia[ity.
radical reformists, for the present at any rate, I. Compare, then, the two degrees of ira-
be acceded to without much reluctance, permane,_ea --in the first place with a view

But, by a radical reformist it could not be to appropriate probity.
refused to any electora] district--to any part 1. In the event of misconduct, the remedy
of the population : whereas, by no moderate is by a better choice. In the ease ofannua]ity,
reform,st, by whom it has ever been advo- behold here promptitude maximized; in the
cated, does it appear that the application of it ease of trienniality, degree of promptitude no
has been proposed -- any further than to such more than one-third of what it is in the other
town electoral districts, as upon his plan were case.
proposed to be established: at any rate, to '2. So, inrespeetofdiseontinuanceofehoice,
some of the counties in their capacity of elec- or, in one word, removal, considered in the
total dtstricts, character of punishment, operating in the way

Lastiy, as to the plan for exclusion or re- of example to others.
duction of the expense, delay, vexation, and 3. In respect of expense, whence, in case of
disorder, at present attendant on, or incident excess and consequent pressure, temptatiort
to, the election-process; -- viz. 1. Voting by to venality. In the case of annuality, behold
districts ; 2. Carrying on the process in all here the temptation to expense minimized:
places on the same day; 3. Arrangements to in the ease of trienniality, the temptation
prevent the same person from givinghis vote tl_rice as great.
in or for places more than one. _. B. By the seoresy ofsuffrape , here pro,

Neither of the second, nor of the third, of posed as an arrangement essential to the utility
these proposed arrangements, do I find any of radical reform, the temptation to expense
mention in my own Plan (drawn up anna beluga]together, it is believed, takenaway,m
1809) as herein printed. Regarding at that if this be admitted, the advantage attached to
time their importance, as being-- howsoever annuallty on this score will, as to a consider-
in an absolute view considerable, -- inferinr, able portion of it, be to be left out of the
in a comparative sense, viz. as compared with account.
the others herein brought to view, -- it has Under annuality, for the purpose of car-
never yet happened to me to apply to either ruptinn-hunting, scarcely would it be worth
oftbem any considerable portion of attention : the while, of _ man deficient in probity, to
useful and unexceptionable, in so far as prac- offer himself a second time to choice, thereby
ticable, -- such is the character in which they exposing his character to scrutiny : at any
have, on each occasion, presented themselves rate, small, as above, is the price whichC----r-General would be at the same time
to a cursory glance.

In regard to votin 9 by districts, _ in the en- able and willing to give to him ; _ prompt the
suing Plan of radical reform it may be seen time at which his power of doing mischief
presented in a shape rather more determinate, might be put to an end.

it is believed, than in any of the moderate gentleman*,, is, "making the returns &j du.
reform plans : nor, in any one of them, does triers." to express what is here expressed by
it seem to present itself in a form sufficiently voting, or collecti_._ the votes in sub.dittrlctt, to
determinate for contrast and discussion.* be called _otlng dutrict#, he says, "taking the

votes by distrlct#." Tbe eecasions, _ f_ speak.
ing of the diltr@t# which, upo_tthe plan in ques-

• For the sake of distinction and clearness of tion, would have to correip6n_dwith the num_.bor
¢onception___ for any such districts as, for the of the #eats, presenting themselves so vontinuslly_
purpose of the more commodious ¢olle_ing of _ hence the necessity of pt_yi'ding a _ to
the votes, may be proposed to be carved out _ speak of them by. As to the ph.rase employed by
the electoral di:trletsj I employ the appellation the honourable gentleman, -- though the
of sub.distrlet#: understanding all along, by prietyofitmay beconsidel_d_unex_a.ble_
electoral dittriott, those whiel_ correspond to, yet, as it affords not any name tor the t_ir_ Ihad
and in number agree with, the number of the such frequent occasiou to bring to view._it
aeatt: -- or_ in contradistinction to the cicero- not_on every occasion, be rendered sppUetble to

m_ W.n.poim_:nor indeed, tin after some little
ral districts, these sub.4//rtr/ct_ might be termed exye.n_ in the way of atta_iono w_tbe state of_ing dlztriet_

To expre_ what is here expre__ by dividing things which it presents brought within my view.
the eonhT- into districts (mine of them, in the
ensuingI_an, territorlal, others populatie_ dis- • Mr. Bnmd--C_b. Deb. xviL 131. --Amto
_i_,)--the phrase employed by an honourable 1810, Jlay21,
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Under trlenniality, lhrce years is the term which a man, whose appropriate talents are,
for which every man may sell himself to any- all of them, _vith or without his probity, either
body. : mthree years, the term for which his in his acres or his purse, may fill a seat with
terv_ce may be bought by C r-General: useless matter as at present : _ matter at
-- three years, the time given to him to re. best useless, and naturaiJy prone to become
main in a complete state of independence as worse than useless : for, generally speaking--
towards constituents; thence in a state ofcom- (though, alas ! in one way, exceptions are not
pleas dependence and mischievous obsequious- altogether wanting) -- the more destitute a
nasa, as at present, as towards his purchaser, man is of natural dignity of chaunter-- of
Trampling on his duty --doing the work of natural title to estimation and respect- the
political uncleanness with greediness, during stronger his inducement to sell himself to
the whole of the two first years, with s part C r-General ;-- purchasing in exchange
more or less considerable of the last,--just factitious diunity , in the shape of baronetcy
at the close of the term -- (adequate active or ribbon, -- for self, or for relative, t?iend,
talent being supposed to be in his possession) or dependent, in any one of those, or of some
ruby some dashing and momentary display in other more substantial shapes. And howso-
the exercise of the art of popularity-hunting, ever, for no more than a single vote, with
the corruption-hunter may have promised whatsoever constancy and punctuality re-
himselfmand perhaps not altogether without peated, the least valuable oftheseimplements
success--the satisfaction of thus atoning for may be deemed too great a price, --yet, if by
his past misconduct, in the eyes of a never- one such article bestowed upon one indivi-
with-suffieient-universallty-or-constancy-at- dual, seats more than one should be to be
tentive, and thence for ever too indulgent, commanded, the bargain may here and there
people, be, by both parties, found a convenient one.

Even under 8 system of radical reform- Referable to this head, comes now an
of reform in all other particulars such as here objection ascribed to Mr. Brand. Under an-
proposed _ in all other particulars (suppose) nuality, the term not long enough for gain-
perfect--such, in here and there an instance, ing the requisite stock of experience : under
may, in this particular, be the result of an triennia]ity, the term long enough.*
unfortunate choice once made. But, in other Answer. 1. In this respect, during the
particulars, _for want of this or that other whole of the first year, annualit_/and trlen-
of the features essential to completely efficient nial, ty are exactly upon a par. Under annu-
reform--whether it be virtual ualversollty of allty,--in the election of the second year, every
suffrage, practical equality in respect of the representative, who has served the filst year,
effect of the right of suffrage, or secresy, and i will, in respect of presumable aptitude, have,
thence freedom of suffrage,--suppose the sys- in this respect, the advantage of .every Cmlo
tern so constructed, as that it shall be in the didate, or proposed candidate, who has not as
power of any individual to secure to himself yet served. And by this consideration, in de-
the perpetual command of a seat ; --on this fault of determinate considerations pleading
supposition, --if by indolence, by unpopula- on the other side, it seems natural that the
rity, or by any other cause, it should happen choice of the electors should be determined.
to him to have become disinclined to occupy But by the bye, in either case, of wbat avail
the scat in his own person any longer,--thet e is opportunity of acquiring aptitude, any fur-
remains the seat, which he may find himself ther than as the opportunity is improved ?
in a condition to give or sell to this or that And, under the existing system, unless it be
other Honourable, by whom the like perni- on the part of a dozen or two, where is the
clone use may be made of it : and so-- par- motive _ See above, in various places. And
liument after parliament_ so long as the seat what, accordingly, the disposition and the
continues in his hands, habit _ See the section on Attendance.

Exactly in this case would the represents- 2. The idea of detaching speech mid motmn
tion continue to be, _supposing that mode of on the one hand, from vote on the other, and
moderate reform adopted, of which the reduc- by that means securing, even on the part of
tion ofseptenniality to trienniality is the prin. the ministerial side, a supply, so much more
elpa], if not the only feature, to be depended upon than at present, of ap-

II. Next as to appropriate/nte//eetual up- propriate aptitude in the shape of active talent
t/rude and active talent. -- this idea not having entered into the de-

In the ease of annuality, -- in the event of sign, nor perhaps into the conception, of the
deficiency_ absolute or comparative--in re- honourable gnntleman, _ on this supposition,
spect of these endowmonta_ both or either
of them, _ in the ease of mmuality, behold • Cobbett's Debates, xviL 131._May21,1810.

---'_ Annual parliaments would be found excep-
l_ere, as above, promptitude of the remedy tionsble, from the shortne_ of the period, by
maximized: in the ease oftrienniality, promp- leaving the representative too little accasum_d
tltude no more than oae.tiaird, to bemuses to be competent to Ida duties in that

Here, then, is a three year_' term, mduring House."
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the comparative mnalineu of the quantum of In the imputation meant to be conveyed by
intellectual aptitude possessed by such of the the words w//d and v/_mary, and so forth
members as have votes, will not have pre- (for by honourable gentlemen the ehargo of
seated itself to his view. On the suppomtion finding sense for their aloqueaea has, along
of radical reform, the men for whose decision with so many other burtbena, been left to us
the arguments on both sides are presented, of the swinish multitude) _ in the_number of
will be a set of men who have no interest these ennjeeturable imputations, on this on-
in a wrong decision: and, in default of se/f- easion likewise, are we to place the charge of

formed judgment, the opinion from which de- tendency to produce d/sorder f But if to par-
rivativc judgment will, in their instance, be liamentary elections of any sort a charge of
derived, will, in that state of things, wherever, this sort attaches, it must assuredly be to
in the balance of reason and argument, the eleetlons of that sort, which would have place
sesles hang tolerably even, be most naturally under the system of virtually tmiversal suf-
the opinion delivered by the members of ad- frsge. Under that head (see § 8) the proof,
ministration : m by those members, to whom it is hoped, will be found tolerably sufficient,
not only speech, but motion, is proposed to be that, in no instance, under tha_ system, of
so extensively and uniformly secured.* miselfief,---in any of the shapes in which the

term d/sorrier is ever employed for giving
s Cobbett's Debates, xviL 130.--May21,1810. [ expression to it, _ would there be any re_

--Hon. T. Brand. _" Other gentlemen might [
consider other obje_ons m the existing state of [ sonable ground for apprehension. But if not
the representation of the people of more import- I even on the supposition that the widest pos-
anee, and particularly that respecting the dura- [ sible extent were given to the right of suf.
tion of parliaments. Upon this question he had [ frage, still less on the supposition of any less
bestowed much and earnest attention, and he narrow extent: and if not in any one year,
found it one of enormou: di2ffeult*./, but of ex- then not in three suceossive elections for three

tren_ infarct and equalimportanc_ Septennial successive years, any more than in one soch
parliaments had a tendency, from the length of
their term, to weaken the relation between the election having place in the first of these same
elector and the representative, and to shake the three years.
dependence of the one upou the other; _ while If, in either case _viz. in esse of onnunlily,
annual parliaments would be found not less ex- or in case of tricnniality, _ under rutlical
eeptionable_ from the shortness of the period, by reform _ or even, to go no farther, under vir-
leaving the representative too little accustomed to tually universal suffrage,-- tendency to dis-business to be competent to his duties in that
House, and from the too frequent recurrence to share in the s.y_ing part of the business, or
the troubles and contests of parliamentary else- even in the wntingpart--suppese it to be to a
tions. The one term wa# too long to please t/w certain degree extensive mu] tntonse_ an incanve-
people; and tlw other too abort to #atiafy the nienes of a sort above noted on another oceylon,
monbers. He, for his own part, would ])e ino
clined to take a _niddie course between the ex-

vis. useless and excessive consumption -- wa,te,
in a word, of so precious an artis]e as time _ dis-

tremes of annual and septennialyarliaments, and posable o_cial time -- may be the result. This
m recommend tr*ennial parlmmentl; which, considered--only for the uke of giving inerease
without the evils of either, would pmsess all the to the number of the individuals duly qualified
advantages of both." to become objects of choice, and thence in_a_in g

Advantsge to the member ? Yes; -- plain the probabihty of the best choies_is aptitude,
enongh:advantagetothepeoplcstilltoseek. But in respect of that one of the three elements, an
mind this--members' interest set in the balance objec_ to be desired and aimed at.
ea_oainstthe people's intere_ and the scales, it Not so iu regard to _ppropriate intellectual

uld seem, hang even. aptttade, considered u dinner from appropriate
Consider, however, wlwro this was spoker_ active talent ; -- in respect of this element, in-

The supposition that, when set against the inte- convenience not being, either in the shape of
rests of-those trustees of the people, the interest waste _.time, or in any other shape, liltble to be
of the prlndlxdS should suffice m make the _ i produc_l by any deg_ of abundimee___ exce4#
hang even_hazarded in that plece, a supposition cannot here by anypmsibility find
to any such effect, was it not a daring oue ? By un the Other han_, only in the event of its pre.
the honourable gentleman "the question" had vailing to s certain extent, will defl_nc#,_ even
been "found"--thus frankly, he confeses_ in reepe_ of this great, and to a certainty in-
"one of enormous d_ieulty, b_d of e.vtreme in- noxious enaowment,-.be _l_oductiveofany pra¢.
teresa and equal importance." "Of enormous tioal_ of anything more than a theoretteal_ a
difficulty P -- of extreme interest ? "Oyes. no h_/pot/wt/ca/--in a word, ofany real -- incanve.
doubt it had. But the difficulty ? where did it monce_ On the part of a decided majorlW of the
lie ? In the "i_tere#t." And in what "inte- population of the House--uy on the patter the
rest ?" In the interest of the _wmber#. [Feat majority--suppe_.f_ argument's

t/mt_ in every instence, _ votes reapS.rely
/given are en the right side,--ua this sUEpositie_,
it matters not wh_her the reetltude _ for ins

this whll_ let it not be forgotten, that--
to keep out impr_. -- .¢_ption-hunti_ ira.
probity -- is the celntal objec_ .

As to appropriate active talent, a ease may De I _u_. a right sdf_ormed judgment, a right d_-
eoneoived_/n which_takenln a eertaindegree of | r,vati_e judgment, or even {su_inlg it cot_.
abudanes, the etfeet of it may, ulmn the whole, [ _ _ l_Ub"!_eye) the nmst_erfect imbi-
be found--not only not of a bencfi_t, but, in | _ity of jud_-nt: _imb_.lity_k.,_t, in this
•ome resper_ and in a certain degree, of a]xm. [ ms_ insumce_in the Im_hof ree_le by thehsod
tively pre_udidal, nature. The desire to take a I of c_tanre.
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order we_ worth a thought, m rather on the m under the pressure of such unexampled
ease oftflennlality than on the ame of mmu- cause of imtation--in the vain hope of ob-
ality should the thought be bestowed. Why ? raining mercy and relief at the hands of their
Pot this plain reason-- Because, the longer oppressors _ what multitudes have we not
the term in the seat, the greater the vulue of seen collected together--multitudes in ten
the seat; the greater the value of the seat, times the number that would ever be present
the stronger the indtement in both situations, at any roachelections as those here in ques-

that of candidate and that of elector; the tion ;--and yot,--to the sad disappointment
stronger the excitement, the greater the tamp- of those tyrants by whom disorder below is
ration to disorder in every shape, so eagerly looked for, as a pretence for, and

On this occasion likewise, if it he worth thence an instrument of, tyranny above, m
while, look once more to experience. During not a spark of disorder visible
the andent period above mentioned, while Will notthat suffice? Lonk then to West-
parliaments were changed, not merely every minster:m number of inhabitants, 162,085;
year but oftener,--from impermanence, even number of electors, st least 17,000 ; voters
when carried to that degree, --in any such notdistributedamongsub-districts, but driven
shape as these which are included under the all together-- all into one and the same poll-
head of disorder, rain what instances does in- booth : compared with the ease ofannuahty,
convenience appear to have ever had place? existing interests rendered the more stimn-

" Nay, but," it may be said, "no wonder iating by the superior value of the object of
During all that period, parliamentary service competitio_ and by the rareness of its re-
was a service of burthen,-- not, as now, of eurrence. Freer from disorder in every shape

is it possible for election to be, than (see
toPr°fitkeep:theoutObjectofit."was not to get into its btrt P. 472) in this great city-- its population

Answer. Yes : accidentally, but not unl- part and parcel of the contiguous population
f_rmly : especially considering that in those of more than a million--it has been for these
days the servants were paid for the service, ten years past?
and that by the proper hands--their masters : Well : to secure, and for ever, the same
and as to disinelinatinn, it was, unless by undisturbed tranquility all over the three
accident, disinclination- not on the part of kingdoms,- nothing on the part of Honour-
servants as toward the service---burthen and able House but the will-- so it be but sincere

pay together--but on the part of the masters -- is necessary.
as towards the expense of paying for it. As On the ground of general principles, were
to the statute of Henry the Sixth, though by the advantages on the side of annuallty ever
it great concourse is proved--great concourse so slight _ or eveu altogether wanting --
the state of things, competition the probable especially when it is considered that, under
cause of it---dlsorder, instead of being proved, the original system, not only was it actually
is disproved, established, but the good effects of it were

Well, if this ancient experience will not even at that time so manifest and undeniable
suffice--and small indeed to the present pur- h on this ground, ere with any colour of
pose must be confessed to be its value -- look reason, or pretence, or any hope of the repu-
to ancient and modern experience combined tatien of sincerity, trienniality can continue to
in one -- linked together in a long and unin- be set up in preference to it, can it be other-
terrupted chain, having for its last link pre- wise than that some grounds-- some specific
sent time. Look to the metropolis : --look and determinate grounds--must, in support
to the city of London :--look to the common of such alleged preference, be produced?
counc//: --electors the whole body of the Towards the close of the reign of Charles
liverymen, in number several thousands: -- the First, (16 C. I. c. 1,) at the opening of
elections annual : -- districts in which the the Long Parliament -- the so often repeated
votes are taken, szb-districts. In what shape and so long observed engagement, for the
was disorder ever seen here _ annual holding of fresh parliaments, having

'* Nay, but," says the adversary, i' this been so inug and so continually violated as to
sample of yours is not a fair one. Your uni- have become in men's eoneeptions obsolete,
ver_l-sutfrage men -- or even your house- -- tr/enn/a//ty w_ for the first time, esta-
holders-- speak of them in the same breath blished by law instead of it. Tl_enRiatity and
with the London liverymen Y men who are not not anaulity f Why? Because, at the corn-
only householders, but such substantialhouse- mencement of the struggle, parliament did
holders ?" not feel itself strong enough to exact anything

I answer: Not in the poorest classes, any more: to exact the restoration of the original
more than in the richest, will disorder in any and so thoroughly approved, but unhappily
shape have place, where no cause of disorder so long despaired of, state of thh_gs.
in any shape has place : and, by the means In Charles the Second's time, (16 C. lI.
• o often brought to view, every imaginable e. 1,) the legitimacy and despotism which
cause of disorder has been shown to be re- led to the Revolution, having for four years
moeed. Even in the present disastrous times been reseated on the throne,--the provisions
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extorted from the piety of the Father being people of the United Empire, let them sty,
found too efficient, were repealed: these re- to whose industry the mehmcholy secret hu
pealed, others, the merit of which consisted been revealed. Before the Irish Union, mum
in their inefficiency, substituted_ 1793, according to the F_e-peop/e

In William's time, (6 W. and M. e. 2,) [ _qode_y, ofthe,_58 seats,--by patrou_ 154,
the inefficiency of the provisions dictated by ] seats filled, 307; not known to be so filled,
Charles the Second having been so fully and ] 251 ; known majorityofthem repreeentativea,
so superfluously provedby experience, others I _6. Since the Union, anno t81_j according
less inefficient were substituted. Here, too, ] to Mr. Brand, --of the 658 seats, by patrons
however, instead of being annual, the dura- [ (i. e, single patrons, acting as such in seve-
tion was made triennial. Triennial? Why? I ralty) 182, rots filled 326_ add ditto, filled
Because by this time the value of a seat to by compromise between forty pair of Tar-
the occupant was pretty fully understood: rorists, seats filled, 80: * total 406 and more:
and, for the giving to it.the utmost duraton, representatives not known to be ahem r 252,
and thence the utmost value which at that and no more: known majority of sham re.
time had ever presented itself as endurable, presentatives, 154 and more.
the two above-mentioned precedents furnished
honourable gentlemen _ the honourable gen-
tlemen of those days_with a pretence. SECTION XVIII.

Comes the new dynasty of the Gweifs, and
now one of the first acts of the first of them rSTEsEsTs ADVE_g To ADEQUA_rgn_IFOSM

(l G. I. e. 8) was to poison the constitu- --SUPPORT GIVENEY THEMTO MODgP,_TE,
tion of the country : of that country, the To THE EXCLUSIONOF SADIC&L: TORIE_
voice of which had called him to the throne. -- WHIGS-- PEOPLE'SMEN.
Most probably the scheme was is the greater A SORT of paradox-- a sort of riddle _ here
degree, if not exclusively, the scheme of the presents itself. Behold it in the following
honourables among his advise;s: the benefit train of conflicting circumstances.
to them being as manifest, as to the ill-ad- Of the funetiou of the Members of the
vised monarch it was problematical. Their Commons House as such_representstives
constituents hed seated them for three years : sent, or supposed to be sent, by the body of
they seated themselves for four years more. the people, to officiate in the character of
An analogous retaliation would have been an- their trustees and agents, sole use the se-
other Gunpowder Plot _not contrived only, curing on the part of the servants of the raG-
but executed. How long shall principals con- narch a due dependence on the will -- on the
tinue bound by chains of irou_trustees by supposition that the will will be governed by
nothing but cobwebs? According to these theinterest--of the whole body of the people.
men, to such a degree was the nation adverse Seductive influence of the monarch and his
to th_ new king, _ all the official establish- servants a bar to that use. Removal of this
merit, added to all the army and the majority bar the p_oper object of every change that
of the peerage, would not, without the con- under any such name as that ofpar&amentary
tinued service of these honourables, have sufo reform can be proposed. The mode of re-
riced for his support. Well then : if it was form called radtcal, as above explained,
so _ (not that it was so) _ what was he this abe only change by which that removal
better than an usurper, fenced about by this can be effeeted. Moderate reform a chan$e
guard of petty tyrants ? The monarch was altogether inadequate. Such the state of
no usurper: he was fairly seated. Not so things which (not to speak of other eyes) to
honourable gentlemen. What shall we say of the eyes of the set of men in question has
their successors? _su_eessors seated by the been all along lying open.

Now as to the line of conduct pursued
original sin of their ferefsthers_seated by by them under and in relation to this samethe same breach of trust?

Remains one short observation, by which state of things. Among the profeued advo-
much sad matter is brought to view. In the eaten for parliamentary reform, on the partof
situation in question, only in proportion as it the confedereey of leading men, styling them,
contributes to strengthen the ties of their selves (for, at the formation of the confade.
dependence, is impermanence, and thence an- racy thus they actually did style themlelves)
nuallty in comparison of trienniality, of any _ styling themselves Fr/ends of LltePeople
use: only, therefore, in the ease, mad to the -- and, at that time, by one great prelimimu T
extent, of that portion of the whole popula- service of unspeakable use, really aeting as
tion of Honourable House, who are m any susie-- on the pert of t/te_ men, and in par-

degree dependent for their seats on the good * The passage, as _orted, not b_mg altog_
opinion of the persons styled their constitu- thor _ of ambiguity, ne_,e follow the _tds:
ents: and how small that minority is, which ,,Abowf_.typ¢_L_. retul_d_etth_f,(eschp j
is eompmed of the l_rsons whose presence is ,,_ide, l_ythstwhichwesdecoteda_ _
not a nuisance and an insult to the whole --Co6b_'s Dd_, 1ffitii_l___Mqe, 1812.
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titular on the part of.ueh of them as are or to his view have something more or less of
have been in possession of seats in that same unpleasantness in them _ where the effeet of
house, a declared ho_t///ty towards every ade- them is to check the vivaelty of that swagger-

unte plan ofreform--4m exclusive preference ing and strutting pace, which, when in their
yen to that altogether inadep_e one. Un- vibrations before a looking.glum, pride and

der the state of things thus described,--in vanity are so apt to assume,- nothing is
the repugnuney between profession and prae- more natural than that the eyes should have

rice _ profeN/ons so universally kept up by a tendency to close ,themselves. But, on this
so vast s body, eomposedof menofthe most occasion, let a muna eyes be dosed by him
respectable characters, in the highest walks ever so fast, in those same eyes at which it
of life m in this repugnancy win this sort of began, will the compression terminate: it will
inconsistency--lies the riddle. _ot communicate itself to any other.

Here then we have the riddle. In the state In the case of a man by whom a public si-
o.finterests, on the part of the body of men tnation in any way efficient is occupied,
m qucstien _ in this source and no other-- the correctness of the conception which he
will the solution of this riddle, by any person himself has of what is passing and about to
whose curiosity may happen to have sent him pass in his own mind, -- and in particular of
in quest of it, he to be found, the springs of actwn by which his own con-

Follow now the sub-topics under which duct has been and is in a way to be deter-
the matter of this Section will he found : -- mined, -- is, to the public at large, a point as

I. Sole clew to political conduct, interest, indifferent as it is unascertainable : but, to
II. Tories- Whigs--People's men:- that same public, a conception as correct as

general coincidence of interests as between can be formed in regard to these same springs
Whigs and Teries. of action, and the share they have respec-

Ill. Particular points of radical and effi- tively had. and are in a way to have, in the
eient reform, by which the joint interests production of the several effects, is frequently
would he affected, a matter of no inconsiderable importance.

IV. Reforms to which they would be In the view of giving what facility it may
equally irreconcilable, though contributing be in my power to give to an inquiry of this
nothing t_ democratic ascendency, sort, in the hands of any such persons, by

V. Country gentlemen _ opposition of vhom the need of engaging in it may happen
their particular interests to efficient reform, to be felt, I will accordingly in this place,
and thereby to the universal interests, notwithstanding the repetition involved in

VI. Options--Compromises--Experiments them, venture to submit two rules or direc.
_Postponements. tlons : the one positive, the other negative.

VII. Uses of this exposure. 1. POSITIVE RULE. -- To satisfy yoursel.f
beforehand, wltat, on a given occasion, wdl be

1. 8ole clew to political conduct, Interest. the course a man will take, look to the state
In this publie situation, or in any other, of interests : look out for, and take note of

be the individual who he may, have you any the several interests, to the operation of
such wish as that of possessing either a clew which the situation he occupies stands ex-
to his conduct in time past, or a means of posed.
foreknowing his conduct in tame future? 2. NI_OATlVERUL_.--/n your endeavour
Look to the situation he is in, in respect of to satisfy yourself, what, on tl6e occasion in
interest. Have you any such wish in regard 9uestion, is the course l_e will take, pay no
to an aggregate body f Look still to inte- regard whatever to professions or protesta-
rests:_ look to the situation which the tions : _ to protestations, by whomsoever
whole or the majority of that body are in, in made, whether by the man himself or by his
respect of interest, adherents: never to professions m_d protes-

In the case of an individual unknown, it is rations, directly n,ade, in and that very shape :
your only clew: in the case of a body_meano still less, to professions and protestations
ing the governing part of it, -- except in so muffled up in any such di_uise, as that of a
far as, by accident, the view taken by it of storm of indignation poured forth upon the
its interests may have been rendered erro- malignant and audacious calumniator, by
neous by weakness, -- it is a sure one. whom any such expectation is held up to view,

Yes: in this one short phrase, the state of as that the conduct of the men in question
/nterests, every man has at hand a glass, in will on that occasion or any other, be in any
which,-- when set up in the field of morals degree likely to receive its direction, from
--and more partieuhtrly in that compartment those springs of act/on, on the predominant
of it which embraces politics, _ any man, force and efficiency of which the preservation
who is not a£raidof seeing things as theyare, of every individual is every day of his life
may at all times see, what it will not at all dependent.

mos be equally agreeable to him to see. A ease,_in which, by the application of
Where the objector objects which it presents the above rules, it may here and there hap-
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pen to a man to be led into a conclusion, they stand, any man may feel himself corn-
more or less erroneous, __ is that of an/ad/- palled inwardly to join in, as well is war-
viduaL For, in the ease of an individual, the ranted in uttering, with an tmhesltatlng,
most eorrectly framed general rules will every howsoever melancholy, confidence.
now and then find themselves put to fault, That by an absolute monarch-- not only
by the uneonjecturable play of individual mu/er him, but even /i the place of Aim
idiosyncrasies, a representative democracy should be estab.

Far otherwise is it in the ease of a body lished, _ this, even this, is upon the cards,
of men ; more particularly in the case of a By no other means could so heroic an act
body, the motives of which are in so great a of beneficence be exercised: q by no other
degree open to universal observation as those means eonld so vast and unperishable a tree-
of a polities] party. The larger the body, the sure of inve and admiration be collected and
more unerring the indications afforded by laid up: -- by no other means could so novel
those rules, and striking a manifestation of talent and

Take, for example, the ease of universal genius be displayed: -- by no other means
su_ag_* and the late Duke of Richmond. By could even so vast a mass of power be exer.
what tolerably intelligent mind, knowingno- cised : power exercised, and for ever, over
thing of him but that he was a d_e, could posterity: a power, with reference to which,
any such expectation have been entertained the vaines_ and most selfish of despots
as that of finding in this duke an advocate-- Lewis the Fonrteenth_recognised, and fore-
s zealous and persevering advocate--for uni- told, what those who came immediately after
versal suffrage ? Yet, by this or that incident him experienced -- his impotence.
in the interior of his llfe -- some temporary Of voluntary surrenders of monarchy
heart- burning, for example, between this surrenders made into the hands of expectant
great aristocrat and his monarehietl cousin, and monarchical soeeessors, there is no want
-- the apparent mystery might perhaps have of examples : not even in modern--not even
been--may still perhaps one day be explained, in European history : -- Char/as the Fifth of
--the paradox removed, the riddle solved. Germany, monarch of so many vast mortar-

Accordingly, that there shall never again chics--Christina of Sweden -- Victor Ami-
be a duke, in whose instance universal sof. dens of Savoy _ Philip the Fifth of Spain :
frsge shall find a zealous advocate -- is a _ here, in so many different nations, we have
prediction, which the observation of that already four examples. But, on the part of
one ease should snifiee to prevent a man from an aristoeratleal body, of the surrender of
being forward to utter: and*so in regard to any the minutest particle of power which
each of the several features, essential to re- they were able to retain, where is there am
dieal, i. e. to e_ident -- parliamentary reform, much as any one example to be found ?
But that there never will ben time, in which
all dukes, or so much as a majority of the II. Torie_-..WTtigs--People's mea:--general
fellowship of dukes, will, under any other coim:idence of. interests as between Whige
impulse than that of fear, join in the advo- and Torles.
eating of any such arrangement, may without To this purpose at least, all-- and to every
danger of error be pronounced with unbeat- other purpose, almost all _ in whom in all
tating confidence, its several forms parliamentary reform finds

So in the ease of the Wh/gs, considered opposers, may be considered as belonging to
with a view to radical parliamentary reform, the einss of Tortes.
That, among those members of parliament, To this same purpose, all by whom, to the
who at present, on the occasion of a party- exclusion o.fradical reform, moderate reform
question, are in the habit of voting in and is advocated or supported, may be considered
with the party so deuominated, there arc not as belonging to the class of W/iigs.
any, who, at any time, will be found edvo- In respect of all the several elements be.
eating this only efficient bulwark against longing to the system of radleal reform,
the ocean of ulterior misery with which the and in particular according to the edition
country is threatened. -- is a prediction hap- here ventured to be given of it, it has been
pily no less improbable than it would be un- seen what, _ with the exception of a certain
comfortable. But that, by any other impulse confederacy of particular and sini.-t_rinterests
than that of.fear--by any impulse other than --are the exigendes and demands of the ui°
that by which the conduct of their more versal/_ere.-t--of the interest of the whole
prosperous antagonists, t_.e Tortes, w_l be people. Those by whom that univezsalinte.
directed--neither the whole body, nor so re_t isadvoeated, may, for disflnetlon't sake,
much as the majority of the numbers of the be termed People's mz,a.
party in question, will ever be engaged in any Now then, so it is, that in respeot of these
such self-denying course,-- is a prediction same matters, TorieJ and _ -- both
which, by a short glance at the state of the parties (it will be _en) acting uader the do-
interests bearing upon the situstion in which minion of the same seductive mui eorraptiv_
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inhenee-- will be seen to possess the mine in the existing m of the matter of corrap-
separate and dni_c_r interest : _ an inte- tion; -._ no lmblie money st their disposalN
rest completely emi unchangeably opposite to no peerages, no factitious dignities ;-- hence
that of the whole uncorrupt portion of the so it is, that_setting aside their respective
Deogle- i masses of private property,- in the power
"That which the Torice have in possesdon attached to the seats they possess in the two
_viz. the matter of good--the object of Houses--but more particularly in the most
universal desire in all its shapes :-- the mat- efficient of the two--they behold the sole
ter of good -- the whole of it, by the relative efficient creme of whatever pre-eminence they
situation of C r-General and Co. on the can hope, as a party, to possess in the scale
one part, and the members of both Houses of influence. In the eyes of the people at
on the other part, converted into matter of large, the sort of corporate union they have
eorruptive influence --the Whig_ have before been wont to maintain among themselves,
them in prospect and expectancy, presents itself to them as securing to them

In the first place, as to waste and corrup, a sort of chance of entering, once more, on
tion, corruption and waste. Of the Toriee some unknown occasion, be it for ever so
it ever has been, and ever will he, the inte- short a time, into the posseuion of efficient
rest-- to keep that portion of the substance and profitable power. In that auction, at
of'the people, which is expended in waste and which, by greater and greater manifestations
corruption, as great as possible: so of the of obsequiousness, the favour of C r-
W_igslikewise. Undernon-reform, thisquan. General must, by all competitors, be at all
tity will be left untouched : under moderate times bid for, __impossible as it is for them
reform, the reduction in it, if any, would be _ incompatible with their distinctive charac-
minimized: under radical reform, it would tern to outbid, or so much as to come up
be maximized, to the present occupants, -- it is not in the

In the next place, as to seats. Of the nature of things, that any possession, which
Toffee, it is the interestmthat the power it may he supposed possible for them to at-
belonging to the seats which they have at rain, should be of any considerable eontinu-
their disposal--that, therefore, in number as ance: of any continuance beyond that of the
well as value, the seats themselves--should longest of those short-lived ones, which past
remain undiminished. On the part of the experience has brought to view.
Whigs, so far as concerus the seats at the/r But if ever, as a body, the Tories go out
disposal, behold the self-seine interest, altogether, the Whigs as a body, being the

Partly toproprietorship, partly to terror/sin only formed body in existence, must come
-- (not to speak of bribery)--to terrorism, m : come in-- and, being a body, come in
as well of the competition-ezcludln 9 ss of the together. Here, then, such as it is, is a
vote-eompellin 9 species _ are the Tories in chance : and the thing of which it is a chance
the greater proportion indebted for their seats, being, so long as it lasts, a mass of power
To the same instrument -of subjection --to never much less, and now not at all less,
the same extinguisher of freedom _ without than absolute, -- thus it is -- especially to
any ascertainable difference in respect of pro- those of them who elsewhere have nothing
portions m are the Wh/gs indebted for their but this chance -- thus it is that, being their
seats, everything, were it even much less than it

Of the Tor/es, in respect of their seats, it is, it could not be prized at anything less
is thelnterest to be absenteesadl4bltum: ab- than the full value. And, the smalIer the
aentecs for the purpose of half the effect of portion which is thus left to them, it being
corruption as above explained : absentees-- their edl, the more, rather than the less per-
for the purpose of private interest, dissipa- tinacious, will be their determination to pre-
tion, and idleness. On the part of the Whigs, serve it undiminished.
with the exception of that corrupt purpose, Thus, without any need of concert N most
in which none but those in power can be probably, therefore, without any assistance
partakers _ stilt the same sinister interest, of actual concert -- has a sort of tacit coo

Among the Tories, it is the interest of all operation been kept up between the two
persons who have seats at command, to enjoy, contending parties : an aIliance in form but
clear of oM/_at/o_, the full private benefit of defensive, but in effect but too offensive,
those dtuatimm, and oftbe power they confer: agmnst the people and their interests.
clear of obligation in every shape, and in III. Particular points offRadical find

dpsrtleuler: clear of all such obligation as
that

_ anythe smallest grain ofappro- Reform, bywldch the joint interestswould
pr/ate apt/t_de. In respect of interest, the be a_eted.
TFh/gs, iftaken individually, will be*een to In regard to seats, by the interest of the
be ia that same ease. Teries it is required, that, as well in respect

Not havlng in pommmlon, norinany toler- of the number of zeats in their possession, or
ably probable and near expectancy, any share within their grasp, -- as also in respect of the
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va/ue of those several sests-- taken in all IL As to the _ of these same seats.
the dcmse_s of which in such a case vah_ is ]mpermane1_ce of the situation_necemity
susceptible _ things, if in the sense of par- of constant attendance-- exclusion from of.
ticular and sinister interest they cannot be ficial situations, unless on condition of lodng
made better, should st any rate continue as the right of voting: --by the conjunct ope-
they are. Without any the smallest differ- ration of these sevend arrangements, would
ence, all thia may it not be predieated ofthe the value of all seats be reduced: reduced
interest of the W_/ps _ in the instance of all seats without excep.

I. As to the number of these seats, tion, by whomsoever occupied; the reduction
Of the particulars above brought to view therefore attended with a earrespondent sen-

in the character of arrangements included in astion of loss, in the instance of all exlst_
the present edition of radical reform, the fol- occupants of such seats.
lowing will be seen to concur in lessening As to those members who, in the existing
the number of the seats in the possession of state of things, add to the profitable posses.
the present possessors ; meaning by present sion of officlal situations, the not altogether
possessors, not merely the e_isting in.divi- useless, though net additionally profitable
duals, but moreover all others whose posses- right, of exercising controul over, and sitting
sion will be the result of the same causes, in judgment on themselves and one another,
These are---l. Virtualuniversalityofsuffrage; in the character of representatives of the
2. Practical equahty of suffrage ; -- i. e. prac- people, -- the effect which the change woudd
tical equalization of the quantities of popu- have in their instance, would be the oblig_
]ation and territory respectively comprised in tion of making their option between the as-
the two proposed sorts of electoral districts, surable possession of the profitable office, and
viz. population and territorinldistrlcts; 3. Se. whatsoever chance they might respectively
eresy of suffrage; thence, 4. Freedom ofswf, have of obtaining the unprofitable vote.
j_age. 1. Virtual universality of suffrage; _. Prac-

As to the particular means by which this tical equality of suffrafe ; 3./;],eedom of sufo
general effect wilt beproduced, they will not frege; 4. Secresy ofsutfrage: under the head
be far to seek. By the virtual universality, of arrangements applying more immediately
in conjunction with the praotleal equahty, to the situation of e/actor, have these four
the present possessors, together with those articles been conjunctly brought to view: un-
who would have been their successors, would der the head of arrangements applying more
be excluded from the proprietor, seats : by immediately to the situation of Tepresenteo
the same causes m with the addition of the tlve, the three following: _vtz. I. Xm_perma.
secret/, and its fruit, the freedom-- all those hence of situation _ say, as particularized by
towhcee possession either terrorism or bribery the word annuali_ ; 2. Efficient obligation
would be necessary, would in like manner to constancy of attendance; 3. Exclusion of
stand excluded :-- excluded as well from such placemen from the right of voting -- though
seats as they are now in the habit of filling, ! not from the right of speech or that of too-
as from all such other scats, to the acqtdsi- i tion.
tion of which those same modes of seduction By the set of arrangements thus applying
would be found necessary, to the situation of elector, _ by these would

All seats being thus laid open to all can- the existing seats be siipt from under the in°
didates, self- proposed and proposahie, _ divid-Rle by whom, when net otherwise more
whatsoever advantage would remain to the profitably or pleasantly occupied, they are at
existing occupants, would be the result _ present filled: by the set of arrangements
either of habit on the part of electors, or of thus applying to the situation of repressnta-
good reputation, already acquired, in respect tlve, would be stript off a great part-- who
of the several elements of appropriate apti- shall say in what sad proportion the greater
rude so often brought to view: of which part ? -- of the value which, lm_ for so mar.
reputation, the evidentiary cause might be ciless a defldcation, might have been fonnd
either of a d/tact nature, consisting of service attached to such newly furnished seats, as by
already performed in this same line of pti]_lie the operation of the first-mentioned set of
serviee, or of a cir_tial and presumptive arrangements, would ha substituted to the
nature ; the presumption derived from virtue existing ones.
manifested, or supposed to have been mani- Annoying-- tsmentab|y annoying--would
rested, in other parts of tile. field 6f action, all these several innovations be tothe Tories:
public or private : among which that negative --little less so would they be to the Wh_
sort of virtue, which eenmsta in the innoxioua Sole difference,_the differonce between pus-
and unoffenslve application of the matter ef session and expectsney_ond t/mr confined
opulence to the use of the possessor and his to the option which, in so far as office is can.

connexibnd, is ih little danger of earned, would be to be made, as above_ be,
being overlooked or undervalued, tween vote md office.
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TABLE,_, oRa_ _ _ Mr.Okmekl'.Himv ofBoree_ (_t aUtiee,)
the nspee.ive Nmnbm_ dEleeum in the _q,mmlCitim and Borougtm in .g%,_J_, the Puli_
menuuy Seam _wbie, h m'e eedi_y reprded _ open to competitm: also (_m_n the
edition _ that work) the Numbor of Counties, Citle_ and Boroughs in IrdaJ_, reg_ed as
beingin that_me eanditto_; together with a like CaI_Of the Popuhttien, u wellM the
Nemben of the Vetm in the _ underme_tiened.

ENGLAND. IRELAND.
,, , _ A

L Westminster.. 17,000 I Popu. Member,

m

_. Iaondon ...... 7.000 Places. Voter(. lat$on. Retur_d

& Bristol ...... 6,000 I Freely.4. N_mch ..... 8,000
& Oleueestor .... 3,000
& Coventry .... 2,400

_ __I._/verpo01... 2,300 I. Cork (Co_ nty) ..... '20,000 41_,000 IYork ...... 2,_ 2. Tyrone (( ounty)... 20,000 I
9. Southwark... 1,900 3. T_ppemry (County). 12,000 i70:0_ 1

10. ].ameast_ .... 1,800 4. Gal_vay (( ounty)... 4,000 14O,_0 2
IL Worcester .... 1,700 b. Cavan (C_ unty) .... B,000 81,000 l
12. Nott/ngham, .. 1,700 6. Limerick I County).. 8,000 170,000 I

l& He_ef6rd ..... 1,200 7. Waterford (City_... B,000 ll0,000 , 114. Durham ..... 1,200 8. Dublin (Universtty) 441 ..... 2
l& Exeter.. 1,200 9. Dublin (City) ......... 190,000 2
16. Hull ....... 1,180 10. Roseommon (County) .... 86,000 1
17. Lincoln. .... 1,100 11. Kildare (County) ....... _0,000 1
18. Leicester, about 1,000 12. 8ligo (County) .... _ .... 60,000 I
19. Yarmouth .... 787 44,000 l13. Osrlow (County) ... [ ....
20. Bride-north... 700 14. Drogheda ......... _ .... 20,000 2

l. Ipswich ...... 623 15. Meath (County) .... I .... 4,000 IShrewsbury... 600 16. Carricktergus ...... [ ......... 2
!23. Maidsto_e .... 600 17. Monaghan (County) ......... I
24. Southampton .. 600 m

_ Abingdon ..... 60¢) 22Reading ...... 600
'27. Tewksbury .... _00
28. Bar___ple .... 4b0
'29. Staford ...... 40O

Electoral Distri_ .. '29
Se_ts ........... 61
London having ....
Abingdon, but 4

i

MR. OLDFIELD'$ RECAPITULATION.

(Part IL VeL IV. p. 300, Edifio_ 1816.)

Mc_nbers returned by 87 Peers in England and Wales, .... 218
by 21 Peers in Sco-dand_ ........ BI
by 86 Peers in Ireland, ......... ttl

Total returned by Peru's, ......... 300

Members returned by 90 Commman_ in Enghmd and Wldes_ . . 137
by 14 Commeaens in _, ...... 14
by ]9 Commone_ in Ire]and_ ...... 20
Neminated by Government, ....... 16

Total term-ned by _ and Gove_n¢_ ..... 187

Tetal returned by nomination, ........... 487
Independent of nomi_ti_ ............. 171

Tetal of the Hoex of Cemmens, ........... f_8
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IV. Roforms to wllirA tilq would be egualtij reform in this shape the concurrenee of two
irreconcilable, t_ough contri_ti_ aotldR_ out of the three branches of the legislature.*
to democratic ascendent. In the minds of the peers of those days, theconsideration of the defalcation, to which the
By tr/enn/a//ty alone, next to nothing, if value of the honour would be mtbjected by

not absolutely nothing, would be done. every increase given to the nt_nbers of the
Even by annuallty, little more : the appli- sharers N this interest, minute as it was, oh.

cation of it would in England be confined to tained, by the advantage of proxlmlty, the
the small number of cities and boroughs, in prevalence over the remote, but so much
which the number of individuals participating more valuable interest, in respect of which
in the right of suff_ge is considerable enough that order of men are sharers with the whole
to operate as an antidote, more or less efli- body of the ruling few in the profit of cor-
cacions, to the poison of eorruptive influence, rupt misrule. Taught by so long s course of

Two arrangements might be mentioned, intervening experience, the peers of present
by which, taken together, more--much more time are better calculators. By the Lords
-- would be done, than by annuahty taken Temporal, jacob]nism--by the Lords Spiri_
by itself: viz. ]. Exclusion of placemen's tual, atheism- would be descried, in any
votes-- speech and motion, as proposed, re- attempt to defalcate any the smallest atom
served ; 2. Universal constancy of attendance, from that part of the mass of corruptive in-
supposing it really effected, fluence which operates in this shape.

By neither of these arrangements would As to the exclusion ofplacemen's votes,
any the slightest ground be afforded for the scarcely more fully entitled to its name was
imputation of jacoblnism : by neither of them the celebrated self.denying ordinancs,by which
would any the slightest advance be made to- --with the exception of Cromwe/L--tbe mere-
wards the restoration of democratic ascend- bets of Charles the First's Lon 9 Parliament
ency: byneitber of them would any extension were reduced to the same sad dilemma, of
be given to the right of suffrage, making each of them his option between two

Still, however, in whatsoever degree effi- incompatible offices. In that way was cor-
cient, -- deplorably short of adequate would ruption at that time rooted out, because there
be the above pair of remedies, without the existed u Cromwel4 and there existed pur/-
addition of that other, which in a late reign tans : neither in that way _ nor, much it is
was so near being applied, viz. the limitation to be feared, without convulsion, in any way
to the prerogative in respect of the right of --will corruption at this time be rooted out :
creating peers. Part and parcel of the legiti- for we have now no Cromwell: we have now
mate influence of property, when swollen to no puritans.
a certain bulk, is that of conferring on the " Oh I but this is nothing but your own
possessor a sort of right to a peerage : a sort surmise _ your own ungenerous and ground-
of constitutional, customary, half-legal right; less surmise -- one of the fruits of your own
subject of course to the universal condition selfish, and wild, and visionary, and jacobi-
of being in league with the party in power at nical and atheistical theory."
the time being. Thus it is, that, On one side Good gentlemen -- if I am indeed so un*
or the other, all the families in the three king- generous as to behold men as the Almighty
doms, within whose field of vision this highest made them, -- and as they must be, on pain
lot in the inventory of corruption is included, of ceasing to exist ;---if such is indeed my the-
are everlastingly enlisted in a state of irre- ory, -- it is neither in any respect without its
concilable hostility with the universal inte- sufficient warrant in the universally, and he-
rest. If neither Palteney nor -Pitt the first- cessari]y, and undeniably prevalent principles
each the first man of his time-- could with- of human antion,--nor yet (for so it happens)
stand the temptation of this bait, think how without its grounds, in the shape of special
it must be with the herd of fox-hunters1 evidence, appl)ing to this particular case.
Within the circle thus marked out, suppose To the Whigs --these securities against
one man proof against the force of the en- corruption _ securities, as far as they went,
chantment--suppose this one miracle : comes so efficient _ to the Whigs, would they any
the next generation, the miracle Jsat an end. one of them he endurable ? Not they indeed.
And, while the as yet uncoroneted class of Anaua//t_ --with all its wildncu and vision.
near.owners and irresistible terrorists-- pro- arine_--annuality would be _tr less intole-
prietors of seats by descent or conquest_ rable. How should it be otherwiN ? By
are thus held in corrupt thraldom, by u co- ezcludo_ of placemen's votes, prospects would
toner with no more than four _ on it,- he destroyed: by obligatlon of attendan_eo
the already enconeted proprietors of the same ease would be transformed into hard labour:
fractions of the integer of despotism are kept by limitation applied to the number of the
in the same state of fudnation by eormtetl peerages, the triumph of property over pro-
d superior bri31iancy, b/_ would be arrested in its count,

In the last reign but one, a newr renew-
able concurrence of circumstances gave to " The Peaaga Bill of 1719.
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Ezvlm_onofptacem_'sastezn_ghtbesub. to it: even from speech_s_nay even from
mittod to by such of them by whom indo. mot/o_ _ in support of it, neither can con-
lense or want of talent would be recognis_ elusioas in affirmance of inward favour and
as excluding, in their own instances respee- intentions be drawn with any certainty: for,
tirely, the slender portion of endowment no- by maturer reflection, operating upon inter-
eeseary, and,--in the ease of all lint the few vening experience,-- further and true lights
leaders,_suffieient, to the earning of the pay showing the falsity of the lights by which
thus to be earned ; but, in every eye without they had st first been guided, m original de-
exception, the most visionary of all imaginable vistions from the psth of eonsommste wisdom
visions would be that by which the fulfilment lie st all times open to correction. Witne_
of ineo_ble duty -- thoegh in the field i Earl Grey, and Lord Erskine, and Mr. Tier-
of time not covering near so much as half the aey, with et c_teras upon et c_leras.
year -- (see Report, 27th March 1817, p. 20) On these occasions -- as on all occasions--
were robe regarded as either practicable or one object at least, if not the only object, is
desirabIe, to make display of numbers, and thus strike

Asto what regards constancy ofattendance_ terror into ministerial bosoms. That object
the proof, as shown already under that accomplished or abandoned-- the expedient

head, stands upon your own journals, has, well or ill, performed its office, and_ likv
As to what regards the exclusion of phtce- a socked orange, is ripe for being cast aside.

men's votes, I call in Mr. Brand. To the Not in any such degree exposed to error
nerves not only of Whigs, but of Whig-Re. are the conclusions that p_esent themselves
form/its (of coupe altogether moderate re- from the opposite course. When, upon any-
formistsJ so intolerable was found to be the measure of reform, an honourable back has.
odour of this instrument of purification, that been turned,--expe_, yegeed men and true,
on the ouly one of the two occasiona on which to whom disappointment is atreat--expee_
Mr. Jgrandexeeuted the originally announced to see turned again, with a smile, towards
design of an anmm} reproduction of his pro- reform in that or any other shape, the ho-
position for parllsmentery reform, • he found nourable visage that belongs to it.

himself obliged to leave out this most eflL V. Country Gentlemen-- opposition of t_elr
eient and unobjeetiormble of his proposed am-

particular in_erests to e_icient Reform, and
rangements: and even then -- such had been thereby to the universal interest.the offence taken, at the injury done to the
party, by propositions admitted on the former To the interest of the great landbolders
occasion in favour of the people -- from 115 whether in the situation of counery 9entlemen,
against 234, his numbers were reduced to 88 employing their influence in the providing of
against 215. t seats for themselves or their c_mnexions,

On this same occasion, another too efficient or in the situation of peers, conferring, in.
proposition, omitted by the same honourable the character of patrons, seats on any but
reformist, was _ that for the taking of the themselves -- radical reform, would it not be
votes in parochial or other such small dis- generally and undeniably prejudicial in a ra-
ttlers, riety of ways ?

On this same second and last occasion, 1. Ofthe cirele, -- filled by those in whose-
in m word, everything that had been before eyes the perpetual vision of a coronet, sus-
proposed was red_eed or altered to that for pended over their head in the a_rostatie re-
the abolishing, in some w_y not mentioned, gion, occupies the place of the Labarum or
the proprlstory seats, and the giving an in- the NewJerusalem,--mentionhas just beer_
crease to the number of the county seats : to made.
the number of the sources of that terrorism, 2. In virtue of the principle of practical
by the consideration of which, the mind of eqwallty of sulk'age , the counties, in the eba-
Charles Foxhad, as above (§7,)been repel- racter of territorial election districts, would
ted from the idea of that measure. -- most, if not all of them _ require to be

Note that, from. their giving in the first broken do.wn and divided. To the class of
huFumee the support of their votes to a pro- persons in question, what in this respac_
posed arrangemeut of reform, it follows not would be the consequence ? That a gentle-

any means, that honourable gentlemen nma, who in an entire county beholds at
anythe snudlest liking to it, uranythe present an Edom over which he may cast

slightest intention to continue their support forth his shoe, would _nd this imteger re-
duced to afract/on _ a fraction corresponding

• Cobb. Deb. _iiL 99 to 106; May 8, 1812. to the number of the electoral districts into
_r Ilddwanno 1810_xviL 164_anno |812,xxiii. which the county would he divided. Say,

106-16/..--" I4e, '_ Mr. Bared, "was ashamed that for proeuring to him, ss before, a seat,
thus to ¢lelay the House before empty benches;
veexpectedamorefullsttendaneeoftho:emem. --the fraction, in which the greatest part
be?'.,who m*afl¥ _etee} su t_ _ame pri_ip/es of his territorial property is situated, would
w/_/dme_f, _ sulfiea. So fez, so_: his station int_
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Hogse would remain unchanged. But the it cannot but be to be so driven: -- in no in.
eem,ty _ from his hnportanee in the eoum'y sumee, by the idea of unca,_ eo_d_
__fi_m every part of his influence but that ashaving place in anyhuman bremt--ho.
immediately and exclusively attached to his noumble, any more than swinish _and not
seat in the House--s defalcation, propor- outweighed by greater estlsfaetltm eisewhere,
tioued to the number of the fractions, would -.As any such sensation as that of sutisfaetion
be produced, ever produced in mine. Quantity of corrupt

Of the electoral districts into which the matter,.thesan_, in hothcases:mby the re-
county is divided, let four (suppose) be the production of it every year, instead of ouce
number: from each of them, one seat to he in every three years, much would be lost to
filled. On thiesupposition--iu thefield of individualcomfort- t_othing_ined to public
his present dominion, instead of o_ joint- security--security against oppression and
potentate, he would have t/wee to share with legalized pillage. Nothing will I conceal,
him: instead of one Pompey, each C_eser nothing will l exaggemte. Even by the exelu-
would have three Pompe_s. sion of the whole number of corrup6o_eeters,

3. Even in that one of the four anpposed _suppnsing their places filled by an equal
fractions, in which his territorial demesnes number of eorruptioa-lmaters, nothing more
were wincipa]ly or exclusively situated, m than the difference in effect between fear of
his possession even of the one scat in question loss and hope of gain would be gained. No: no-
might lose much of its present security, thing more than that di_erenee: but whether

Once more, in the force of terrorism m of that difference would be slight and inefficient,
competition.excludin 9 terrorism --does not a let any one judge, al_r making the tmte his
knight of the shire behold his surest depen- own, and asking himself which would be the
deuce? If yes, then proportioned, as above grcater -- his grief on losing his all, or his
shown (§ 7, 8,) mproportioned to the extent joy on doubling it. Always, at the expense
of that same shire -- is the pressure of that of the least suffering possible, would I obtain
force.* the good I look for. Many men deserve re-

ward: -- no man deserves punishment. When
VL Options--Compromlses.--Experiments-- a surgeon cuts into a limb, is it because the

Postponements. patient has deserved the smart? No: but
For my part, if it depended upon me, that the limb may be healed. Reward is--

gladly would I give up annuaiity,- if at that punishment is not--a thing to be deserved.
price, even though it were confined to the For my own part--not much should I
population districts, I could obtain the house- want of being sathfied, for and during the
holder - plan, accompanied with secresy of short remainder of my own life _ could I but
suffrage: -- compensation given for proprie- see the quondam F_.ends of the people repent
tory seats, and even for close boroughs. I of their repentance : repent of it, and no more
feel, as sensibly as any one of them can do said : it would be too hard upon them to ask
for any other, the plague which it would he them for the reasons of it. But freedomlw
to honourable gentlemen -- year after year, freedom 1-- wheresoever given _ by whom-
as regularly as the year comes--to set, each soever given--all suffrages must be flee--
of them, his stewards to drive to the poll- or they are worse than none. For and wltt_
booth his portion of the swinish multitude: the people the thing might surely be done,
kI feel still more sensibly the plague which with the Friends of the people _ and those

not friends in name only _--for their leaderL

* Of the existing system of representation, that
part which regards the counties, found (as hath VII. Uses of this Exposure.
been already seen, § 7, 8), no very strenuous as- Of this display of the state of interests--
mirer in the permn of Charles Fox_ To mat ofthlsexposure, melancbolyasitis_melan-
m°stpowerfulsdv°cate°fthe .ca,use°fthepe.Opie' choly and inauspicious, but not the less he-the denomination of Lacklana oelongea wtm no
less pmpri_, than to the monarch to whom we ceasary-- what now is the preetical use ?
are indebted for the fleet or*our magna d]artas: Amneer.--1. That thJse who, on looking
nor, either in Wflmhire or elsewhere, have any into themselves, have the satisfaction of be-
seats been observed among the appendages of holding in themselves merit sufficient for the
Holland house, purchase of a stock of popularity of the true

Bythe Sheridan of Sheridan_ support (I.am and everlastingfabrie, ampteenough toalford
just informed) was given, not only to annuality adequate eompouution, not ouly for the Imp.
of parliam_ts, bu_ to univer_.'t_ _ sutfmse, posed lost seats, but for the reductioa in mewould not allow me the s_sfaction e_ rag-
ging up the speech, in which, by a title stflI vu]sarly estimated value of those new ones,
cles_ than that of C/tur/_Fox, thismlenghis to which they might look with such well.=
_mt a,,_ant _ hi, _ht _ a place mneng grounded eoufuience,--that these men, n
the ndvoostesbf thewild sndvm_rysystem-- any men these bethat mn bebuldthem_vel
ring]sadem of the swinish multitude, in this deseriptioa, --happy eno_ ss the_This service I undersumd has been perfermed
in the lately imblished pamphlet of Bfr. Em_ " would be sot to seed the addingto tlmstoell
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of their other merits the merit of self-denial, of the case, being afforded by the nature of
may come forward, -- come forward, and, the case-- what then will be their resource ?

instead of sitting with folded hands to see us Answer: Henceforward, as till now, silence,
crushed, or lending their hands to the work storm, or fallacy. But, of the stock of such
of cr,,_ht_g us, condescend to head us, and arms as the arsenal of fallacy often to their
lead us-- us of the swinish multitude, hands, u part not altogether incousiderable --

2. Thatthuse who, to a stock of merits in and that among the readiest at humidmlms
other less assured shapes add a supplement of already been brought out : -- brought out,
sufficient strength in the rarest of all shapes, pre-expused to a damping atmosphere, and
ulf-deniui _ pure and genuine self-denial- thus rendered unfit for use.
may join those others in the same generous In all this truth, unwelcome as it cannot
course, but be, mark well-- there is nothing of vitu-

Yes, peradventure, here and there, at one peratlon. Employed on this occasion, vitu-
time or other, may be found a few such su- peration would be as ill-grounded as it would
perior minds. Such was the Duke of Rich- be useless. Man is a compound of nature and
mond's : he did not scoff'at universal suffraye : situation. Such is the force of situation here,
he advocated it. He himseLf framed -- he no probity of nature can ever have power to
himself made public -- a plan of reform, _ resist it. If these men were to be stoned, how
and that plan was founded on it. many are there among us, who, upon trial.

Yes -- in this or that House-- nay, even would be found entitled to cast the stones ?
in each House, to-day or to-morrow _ may That wl_ch, in this behalf, these men do and
be found here and there a few such eccentri- forbear to do, -- what is there in it which
caliy generous minds : and these the people those who are most angry with them would
will have for their leaders : and these their not--with few exceptions indeed-- do and
leaden will be adored : -- in lifetime they forbear to do in their place ? Thus sad -- and,
will be worshipped ; and, after death, passing but for the silently increasing strength of
through death to immortality, they will be their own minds, hopeless --is the condition
immortalized, of the people. Everything, that in any shape

But, to be thus immortalized, they must has power at Its hack, is either Whi 9 or Tory.
have been transfigured into people's men : -- The Tories are the people's avowed enemies.
W_iys they would be no longer, but tone- Man must change his nature, ere, to any radi-

9adoes. cally remedial purpose, the Whiys--the great
3. That, when these refined spirits are body of the Whigs--can be theirfr_end_.

thus drawn oft, and lodged in their proper In so fitr as, to the receiving on any oc-
receptacle, the heart of an adoring people, casion protecting assistance at their hands,
the power of the caput mortuum, which they real sympathy is necessary, _ it may now be
will have left behind _ the weight of it at imagined whether, by the great body of the
any rate in the scale of authority-- may find people, any such affection can ever be reason-
itself reduced to its true and proper amount, ably looked ibr from the body of the Whiys.

As to these last-- whatsoever arguments, Happily, to the receipt of such assistance
grounded on the principle of general utility -- to a certain degree, on most parts of the field
on the respective relations of the two rival of government except this all-embracing one,
modes, the m_erate and the radical, to the no such feeling, it will be seen, is in that
universal interest, _ whatsoever arguments quarter necessary.
of this ovly genuine stamp it shall have been Between that aristocratical confederacy and
their good fortune to have found -- will, on the great body of the people, in respect of
this occasion as on others, like all other ar- most matters of detail separately taken, the
guments dragon from the same clear fountain, community of interests may be stated as being
operate, and tell with their due and proper commonly to a certain degree sufficient for
weight. But the argument in the shape of their purpose.
authority _ the argument which, being corn- On no occasion, under the ever-increasing
posed of the alleged self-fornted judgment of weight of the yoke of oppression and misrule,
the supposed closel_ thmkin 9 few, seeks to from any hand other than that of the parlia-
supply, as it were from an inexhaustible foun- mentary Whigs can the people receive any the
lain, matter for the derivatwe judgment of slightest chance -- (talk not of rellef--for
the loese_ thuuhny many-- of this argument, that is at all times out of the question,) but
in proportion as, the stgte of their interests for retardation of increase. As to liberty of
being ]aid open, the direction in which the speech, _ to all such purposes, everywhere
prevalent mass of interest operates is seen to out of the House, it is already gone. In the
be adverse to the only efficient mode of re- House, the Whigs still have--and probably
form-- of this instrument of delusion, the for some time longer will continue to have
force and efficiency will evaporate. _ssossion of that instrument, without which

Argumeatsofthatonly genninestampbeing i no resistance can be made. In the sort of
iueesm_ole to them _ l_ne such, on theirside struggle, faint as it is, which from time to
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time the W]_ contrive to _on up the people. Causes will have _t_Ir _eet_
strength enouKh to maintain apinst the ever Sonnet er later, unleu a chlmge _kes _
overbearing force of their antagonists, _ the people_the people, in their own defan_
scereely any way without servingin some way _ will be against all that rule.
or other the interest of the peop/e, can they
so much as ez_avonr to serve tKvzsdves. A parting word or two, respeeti_ the

Not that_ by such hands, abuse in any shape pamphlet lately published by Mr. Evans.
esobeeradieated: forthebenefitoftheeven- Time forbidding all e._x_.__natlonof it with
tual]y succeeding nursery-men, each stool my own eyes, the following is the result of
must be preserved: meantime, however, even a report made to me byan intmJIigant friend.
by such hands, there is scarce an abuse but With little or no exeeption,--histarieal faet_
may be clipped, authorities, arguments, nay even propmalsm

The time, will it ever come, in which, on in favour of radical reform : ennelusions
the one hand, so intolerable will have become conclusions alone m in favour of moderate.
the system of misrule--as grievous the yoke Historical facts and authorities, many and
of despotism,--on the other hand, in the eyes important ones : many which, could I have
of the Whigs, so plainly hopeless the chance foundtime for the gleenlng of them , Ishould
of their ever being, though it were but for a not have failed to add to the number of the
moment, taken into power, othat, in their i notes above distinguished by the name of
ealcolation, the value of their share in the Shield Notes: I say shield notes; the others
partial and sinister interest will no longer be --for want of room uand with much more
greater than that of their share in the univer, of satisfaction than regret--bei_ omitted.
sal interest ? The time, will it ever come, in Under these eircumstance_ it cannot but
which, in each man's estimate, the system of be my wish that every person into whose
misrule and oppression will have swollen to hands this too long work may fall, may yet
such a pitch, that, on the occasion of the sa- add to it the pamphlet of Mr. Evans.
orifice made of the universal interest on the Another word or two on the mode of treat.
altar of despotism, he has more to fear in the /a9 the subject.
character of a victim, than to hope for in the In the section on/mpermammce, m to the
characterofpriest? This will depend--partly duration expressed by the word anua//ty, the
on the degree of precipitation or caution with objection made by Mr. Brand, on the score
which the system of despotism proceeds on in i of want of experience, will have been seen.
its course _partly on the joint degree of dis- Of the argument so employed on that oeea-
cernment and public feeling which shah have sion by the honourable gentleman, the souroe
place on the partofthe Whigs. But the great being the same, viz. the pri_ple ofgsTteral
fear is -- lest for their saving themselves and util_tg, as that from which, on every pert of
the country together, the time may not al- the field of polities, my own arguments are
ready be too late. drawn on all oecasinns, _ to that argument,

Already a Lewis, G J will before that so far as regards the legitimacy if.the source,
time have been made a Ferdinand. Individuals it was accordingly impossible that any objec-
or bodies--without means of communication, tion could be entertained by me. The sort o_
nothing effectual can be done by any two par- business in question, be it what it may, _in
ties for mutual defence. Between mind and the choice of a functionary for the perform.
mind, sole instruments of communication ante of it, appropriate aptitude _ aptitude
these three :--the tongue, the pen, and the with reference to that same budness--beinK
press. By the pea, without the aid o£ the the term by which the end properly belonging
press, nothing effectual can in these days be to the subjeet_the proper and all.eompre_
ever done. Of what will be done, and that hensiveend--isbreughttoview,--appropri-
without delay, for the depriving the people ate probity, appropriate i_telle_.al aptihtde,
of the use of the press, an earnest has been and appropriate act/re ta/_eaeh of them
already given: given in the here several times with reference to that same end-- are on
alluded to, but elsewhere too little noticed, all occasions the terms employed by me as
decision of the House of Commons. As to the capable of serving, wlum taken together, and
tongffie, under one of the late liberticide acts, as serving acenrdivgiy., for giving .e_eu/oa
two London aMermea, sitting at Guildhall, to all the severalconstituentparts or e/4mum_

so often mentioned, of that fictitious whole:have sufficed to put an end to all public use
of that instrument, on this or on any other endowments, by/be pmsesdon or ram-pro.
part of the field of politics. In this state is session of which, in so far as in each instmme
c/v////berby. In L/verpoo/, already has the the matter d faot is capable of being ateer-
arm of perseention been raised against the talned,_whatsonverbethefunc/bminques-

/_/ta_uu. Inthisatsteisre/_o_/_y. I tion,--a_dwholoevort_penon_fwThe heart is pierced through and through the exerdse of it,-- the propriety or impro.
with the melancholy truth. Yes: all that rule prioty of flue e/m/at may be, sad ought to ]m,
_allthat even think to rale--a:e qr'ABt ; determine& la tbe settiagupofthi_pmtl-
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eular standard, as the standard suited to the eyes that could find patience to lonk at it, was
nature of the particular subject, may be seen the Plan itself designed. A few exceptions
one instance of the applisatiou made of the excepted-- (and tboso--alas: howfewl)--
above-mentioned leading prhiciple---t/tepr/n- for swinish eyes alone this melancholy Intro-
ciple of 9eneral utility. In the standard of duction, -- not for honourable ones. Against
comparison thus set up, may be seen the basis interest -- against a host of confederated in-
of the annexed Plan : and, on the occasion in arrests -- what can argument do ? Exactly
question, to this same standard (it may be as much as against a line of musketry.
seen) did the discernment and judgment of A last word on the new oppression to which
the honourable gentleman in question conduct we are now doomed, viz. the suppression of
him likewise :mtbe ease being such, that, in petitions: -- the closing up of that channel,
the position in which he stood, not ouly did through which, under the protection of the
the subject, but the s/de in which, in rela- bill of rights, from that time down to that of
tion to that subject, his position was, admit the present session, we possessed, all over the
of his drawing his argument from that sam_ kingdom, the means of knowing one another's
elearandqtfietsource. From that same souree thoughts on the subject of our common la-
mas on all occasions, so on this, -- were of arrests.
course drawn the arguments which it fell to Framed by that masterly hand, which is so
my lot to find on the other side. Between consummately adequate to every work it un-
the one and the other, the reader, the state dertskes -- (ah ! would the times were such
of whose mind in respect of interest leaves as might allow it to undertake none but good
him at liberty to form an unseduced and un- ones I)-- framed by this exquisite hand, I see
bhased judgment, will have had to decide, just come out a set of arrangements, admirable

To find so much as a single instance in as they are new, for giving the most efficient
which the question was argued upon such and timely, the mostin every way commodious,
ground, as well as with such temper--all pobtieity to the proceedings of the House.
logic, no rhetoric -- was a real treat to me. The first specimen has just reached my hand :
Had all the arguments, from that as well as but, from amidst these flowers, a snake,-
other quarters (I speak of the assembly, not how can I help seeing it?--lifts up its head
of the individual,) been of the same temper as and threatens me :--" Anypetztzoas, or other
well as from the same source, -- the ensuing proceedings, which may occasionally be prznted
Plan shows not only the source from which, by special order, m,ght follow as a supplement
hast the sort of temper in which, and in which or appendix to the votes, not impeding their
Idone, ever_rtJaing which came from me on daily delivery, and be printed and circulated
_2aesubject would have come. afterwards with due diligence, according to

In preserving while thus occupied that same their length."
eool and quiet temper, min preserving it from Any petitions? Yes: and therefore any
begianingto end, --not any the smallest dif- petitions, even for parliamentary reform
_icuity did I ever experience : as little should even for radical reform _ even for the wild
! experience in discussing with any person and visionary reform -- may Aeneeforward be
that same question, point by point, so that printed, so it be by special order. But for dis-
the arguments were on both sides drawn from seminatiou of any such visionary matter, in its
that same source. In that same temper, from whole extent, or in any considerable portion
that same source, in that same course of argu- of its extent, any such special order, will it
meat, by that one honourable gentleman was be generally obtained ? _ was there any de-
that one step made : but, inanysortoftemper, sign that it should? Till now, evenof those
on that same ground, in that same course of visions was the substance in use to be inserted
argument, and on that same side, totake an* in the votes : and thus, on so easy a condition
other -- st any rate, to take many such other as that of putting on the uniform of prescribed
steps -- so it were upon terrafirma, and not respect, petitioners, in all parts of the United
in the region of air and clouds -- weuid not, Kingdom, might, without fear of adding to
I am inclined to thiILk, by any honourable gen- the troubles of Mr. Attorney-General, have
airman on that same side, be found an alto- had the possibility of coming to the know-
gather easy task: not even by the honourable ledge of one another's minds.
gentleman in question, who of all moderat/sts, By a former decision, __ so perfectly pre-
in so far as he seems to be at liberty to give ex* teneeless, and here more than once alluded to,
presston to his own sentlm__ents(for it hasbeen mseeing the use of the press interdicted to
seenunder what a yoke he has been working,) petitions for reform _ seeing that clause of
seems to be least remote from radleagm, the bill of rights which regards petitions, thus

In respect of temper, is there a reader to in part already repealed by a decision of the
whom the cause of the difference observable House of Commons,- how can any eve, how
between the _ itself and the latrodaa_tioa averse soever, avoid seeing another wound,
to it is an object of any the least corlosity ? and that a still more desperate one, now giveri
I will answer him without disguise. For amy to the liberties, whir.h, by that so much ceie-
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brated, but arm ! how vague and imperfect, styled servants of the people, wh_le so many
law, were in part professed -- in part intend- of their masters are perishing every day for
ed _ to be secured ? want of necessarias ?

So far as concerns the new matter added, By the first glance, at the first specimen
mlmiralde as these new arrangements are, -- of the new arrangement in company with the
since the day on which, in addition to the report by which it was explained, was the
power, the talent requisite to the making of suspicion in question awakened : _ within
them found its way into the chair from which _e compass nicaea days, behold the conflrma-
they issued, has there ever been a time in tlon it has already received from experience.
which the demand for them did not exist ? i Since this beautifully, end, in every part
No : but not till now has the demand been but this, irreproachably, commodious regula-
so imperative for this u the final __ suppres, tion has been acted upon, --five instances of
sion of all pernicious visions, petition for reform have occurred: in one of

Addition m compression _ acceleration _ them alone has the printing been ordered: in
to whatsoever has been done in any one of every other of the fourinstanees, suppression
these ways, never was applause more sincere has been the result. In the one instance in
than that which has here been paid : as to which the printing was ordered, how came it
postponement -- so far as necessary to the ac- to be ordered ? Because, on the part of the
celeration of the essence, postponement of the member by whom it was presented, there was
mass at large is a small price paid for a great a real desire that no such suppression should
benefit. But suppression -- saving special take place. In the four other instances, ho_r
order or special motion -- suppression thus happened it that the petitions were thus sup.
final, -- and, among the matters suppressed, pressed ? Because, in the instance of the

the matter ofalipetitlons--and, among these honourable members by whom they were
petitions, all petitions for reform, -- here lies respectively presented, either there was an
the evil : and a more protentous one, where opposite desire, or whether the petition was
shall it be found ? circulated or suppressed was a matter of in-

Economy, forsooth, the motive! 0 rare difference.
economy ! Last date of the first Number, viz. 45, of

From the suppression of the whole quan- the paper printed upon the new plan, under
tity of matter proposed to be suppressed, the the title of " Votes and Proceedings of the
greatest quantum of expense, upon and out of House of Commons,"-- 24th Ap_.l 1817. In
which a saving, to a&_reater or less amount, this number, p. 392, follow two articles in
can by possibility be made, £2000 a-year :* the words and figures, following : --
and, out of this aggregate mass, what would " 36. Reform in Parliament, &c. Petition of
be the greatest amount of saving that could Wolverhampton, presented."
be made by the suppression ofpetltlons alone ? " 74. Reform in Parliament, &e. Petition of
A few hundreds a-year, or perhaps only a few persons residing in Andover, presented."
score. But the sum thus to be saved by the That this was the first paper printed in
suppression of petitions--suppose ittoamount pursuance of the new arrangement, appears
to the whole of the £2000 _ which, how- from the two articles following, viz.
ever, is zmpossible. For this £2000, would
any man, who was not an enemy to English '" 76. Votes and Proceedings of the House,_
liberties, be content to setl so valuable a por- Resolution of 28th March, as to a more
tion of them as this ? To sell this-- now that convenient method of preparing, printing,

so many others have so lately been torn from and distributing them, read."
us ?-- this, on the preservation of which de- " 77. Ordered, That the votes and proeeed-
pends perhaps the only chance yet left to us ings of this House be printed, being first
for the recovery, or the preservation, of any perused by Mr. Speaker, and that he do
of the others ? appoint the printing thereof, and that no

If, of all places imaginable, the place chosen person but such as be shall appoint do pre-
sume to print the same."for the scat of economy--and such economy !

must be the Chapel of St. Stephen--once (N. _. To no such effect as that of either
the great sanctuary of English liberties, -- of these two last articles, has any article up-
might not even there some more proper source peared (down to the 3d of May) in any sue-
or object for it be found? Suppose, for ex- ceeding number of these votes.)
ample, under the head of expense, the sa_ing Votes, &c. No. 48, 25th April 1817, p. 396.
made were nmdaofor upon the money so re- "31. Taxation and Reform of Parliament,
gularly consumed, in that same place, in the b_. Petition of Provost, &c. of M/tg_v;
periodical pami_ering , performed at the ex- to lie on the table."
pease of the people upon their self-styled Votes,&e. No. 47, 284h April1817, p. 400.
representatives _--upon these sometimes self- "' 37. Retrenchment of Expenditure, Reform

of Parliament, _ Petition of iahaifitants
of Dunferm]iae, relating thereto; to lie onV* Repert--27th March 1817,--_ printed

ores, &c. 1_ _. the t_ble."
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In this same No. 47, p. 400, note the fol- cirenhttion, is altogether natural : especially
lowing artielea :_ when, by any such resistance, such a pressure
" 38. Aosdemical Society of I_mdon, _ Pe- as that which it would be in the power of

tition for permission to continue their de- Sir Francis Burdett to apply, would have to
be encountered. Yet even already, out of five

bates; to |ie on the tsble, and to be pr/_ted, petitions, is the extinguisher dropped upon-- [Appendix, No. 4.]"
-AT.B. Members stated as belonging to _ur: this under the green tree--judge how

the universities or inns of court: one of them it will be in the dry ?
a Member of Honourable House. Society ', Why load the parliamentary press with
close : no swinish multitude : class thus fa- any such useless trash ? These petitions--

soured, the gagging--not the gagged. Pri- either they agree with one another, or they
vlleged orders, partaking, or preparing to disagree. Do they agree ? from some one
become partakers, in the separate and sinis- manufactory do they all come. Do they dis-
ter interest. It required the undaunted zeal agree ? the greater the disagreement, the
of Mr. Recorder Sylvester to find any ob- more conclusive the proof of wildness-- of

jection here. --`see Morn. Chron. 3d .May vlsionariness--of the impossibility of doing
1817 ; proceedings of the /London ,Sessions anything that shall be generally satisfactory
May 2d. to the swinish multitude." Behold here an

To manifest his respect for the principles argument, ready to serve, and to prevail
and interests of Honourable House, what is and at all times--for the suppression of that
it that the generous hardihood of the learned which is to be suppressed.
.gentleman would not be ready to do-- yea, Has no such plan of suppression been ever
In the very teeth of Honourable House ? formed, -- or, one having been formed, will
" 39. Distress and want of employment,- honourable gentlemen prevail upon them-

Petition of inhabitants of Birmingham ; to selves to relinquish it ? Nothing can be more
simple or unobjectionable than the remedy:

lie on the table, end to be printed. I'Ap- -- standing order, that every petition thatpendix, No. 5.]"
Distress great ; about reform, nothing. -- has been received shall be printed of course,

Useful ground afforded for the new job : for and in due course. On motion duly made,
diverting from the only remedy the attention suppose an order to this effect refused :
of the suffering people ; for leading them to of the justness of those suspicioos, which,

consistently with any regard for the public
suppose that their distresses are really an welfare, could not be suppressed, would any
object of regard ; and, as of course, forgiving such refusal fall anything short of the most
increase to znfluence, conclusive proof?

Votes, &c. No. 50, 1st May 1817, p. 412. That which, in each instance, is given as
- 20. Reduction of taxes, Reform of Parlia- and for the petition of such and such persons,

ment, &e. Petition of inhabitants of ,St. might it not be proper that by some of those
Ires (Hunts,) &c. ; to lie on the table, and tokens, which everywhere else are in use --
to be printed. [Appendix, No. 7.]" (for example, the insertion or omission of
In this one behold the instance_the only inverted commas) -- information should be

instance _ in which, after presenting the pe- given, whether the matter so printed be the
tition, the member moved that it be printed, very tenor of the petition in question, or only
This member was Sir Francis Burdett. the purport? _ the petition at length, or an

The only inducement which Honourable abridgment Y---an abridgment compressed to
House can have to submit to any such inca- any degree of compression, from the mlnlm,,m
sure as this of its own reform -- this sole to the maximum inclusive ? -- the discourse,
inducement being composed of the desires of in a word, of the exactly ascertainable per-
the people, as made known to one another sons whose discourse it purports to be ; or
as well as to Honourable House--which the discourse of some other person, neither
reform never can take place, but inpropor- ascertained, nor by any person, except those
fion as the particular interest of Honourable who are in the secret, ascertainable ?
House is made to give way to the universal Good Sir Francis (through this channel I
interest -- is it now ill human nature, that by now address you, it being the only channel
Honourable House anything should be omit- through which it is in my power to reach
ted which, in the eyes of Honourable House, you) -- Good `sir Francis, look at the Ap-
can, consistently with the rules of human pendix to the Votes, 1st May 1817, p. 8 :
prudence, be done towards the prevention of look at the paper, No. 7, in which may be
so unpleasant an effect ? seen enveloped, in the above-described cloud,

That in this or that instance, for some time the account of the ,St. Ires' petition printed
ai_r the introduction of the new arrange- at your instance. Tell us, on your approacK.
merit, ao resistance should be made to a too- ing commemoration day, to which of all the
tlon for giving to these applications, how above.described deseriptiolm we are to refer
tmweleome soever, the before-aee_nstomed it.--.I2tk May 1817.
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SECTION L over the exercise of the two others, vlz. the
administrative and the judicial,

_ND$ TO BE AIMED AT ON THE OCCASION OF

PARLIAMENTARYREFORM, QttestioN 4. What is to be understood of
appropriate, as applied to probity_

Question 1. What are the ends, to the at- Answer. On each occasion, whether in
tainment of which a system of parliamentary
representation and parliamentary practice speaking or delivering his vote, _ on the partof a representative of the people, appropriate
ought to be directed ?

Answer. Many might ]3ere be mentioned, probity consists in his pursuing that line ofconduct, which, in his own sincere opi_don,
But, whatever be their number, they may be being not inconsistent with the rules of too-
brought, all of them, under one or another of rality or the law of the land, is must conducive
three expressions, viz. -- to the general good of the whole community

1. Securing, in the highest possible degree, for which he serves; that is to say, of the
on the part of members (that is to say, on
the part of the greatest possible proportion whole of the British empire :--forbearing, oneach occasion, at the expense either of such ge-
of the whole number,) the several endowments neral good, or of his duty in any shape, either
or elements of aptitude, necessary to fit them to accept, or to seek to obtain, or preserve, in
for the due discharge of such their trust, any shape whatsoever, for himself, or for any

2. Removing, or reducing to the smallest person or persons particularly connected with
possible amount, the inconvenlencesattendant him, any advantage whatsoever, from what-
on elections, soever hands obtainable; and in particular

3. Removing, or reducing to the smallest from those hands in which, by the very frame
possible amount, theinconveuiencesattendant of the constitution, the greatest mass of the
on election judicature, matter of temptation is necessarily and un-

Question 2. What are these endowments or avoidably lodged, viz. those of the King, and
elements ofaptitudef the other members of the executive branch

Answer. They may be comprehended, all of the govenunent, _the King'J MinisterL

of them, under one or other of three expres- Question 5. What is to be understood here
sions: viz. 1. Appropriate probity ; 2. Appro- by appropriate, as applied tothe endowment
priate intellechLal aptitude; 3. Appropriate of intellectual aptitude.
active talent. Answer. Forming a right judgment on the

Quest/on 3. What is to be understood by several propositions, which, either in parlia-
appropriate, appliedas here to endowments? ment or out of parliament, but if out of par-

Answer. In the ease of each such endow- liament, with a view to parliament, are liable
ment, that modification of it, which is, in a to come before him: and, to that end, in
particular manner, suitable to the particular parliament forming a right conception, es
situation here in question, to wit, that of a well of the nature of each propodtion, co_
representative of the people, -- deputed bya sidered in itseff, as of the eddenee addueed
part, to fill, in the character of a trustee or or eapsble of being adduced, whatheria imp.
agent for the whole,---a seat in that assembly, port of it or in opposition to it, and the ob-
to which belongs one out of three shares servations thereon made, or ealmble of beh_
in the legislative department of government, made, in the way ofa_yument for it or a_
tofether with the right and duty of wateki_ i it, as above.
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Question 6. What is to be understood here 7. Each elector's title, payment made to a
by appropriate, as applied to aetive talent f certain amonnt to cer/_ taxes :_the evi-

Answer. Talents suited to the due perfor- dence of such title, a duplicate of the coffee-

marine of the several o_erag/ons which, in the tor's receipt : the paper (call it the votinq-
course of his service, m orout of the House, paper,) delivered, or else tranvmitted (for
but more particularly in the House, it may example, by post,) to the returning officer ;
happen to a member to be duly called upon in ease of transmission, the elector having
to perform, or bear a part in: m for example, first written upon it, according to diree-
introducing, or endeavouring to introduce, by tlons printed on the voting-paper itself, the
way of motion, any proposed law or measure name of the candidate for whom he means to
which he approves: delivering a speech in vote.
support of any proposition which healtogether 8. When performed by delivery, the voting
approves; or m opposition to one which he is secret.
altogether disapproves: propodng an amend- To establish the genuineness of the col.
ment to any proposed law or measure which leetor's signature, and the sufficiency of the
he approves in part only: drawing up, or same, the voter presents his voting-paper to
helping to draw up, a report, concerning such the returning officer, in presence of the agents
or such matters of fact, for the inquiring into of the candidates. The shortest glmlce suf-
which it has happened to him to have been rices. Its admission is signified by marking
appointed to act as chairman, or other mere- it with a stamp. The voter is thereupon
her, of a committee: putting relevant ques- presented with a ticket, which, out of the
tions, concerning matters of Fact, to persons sight of every person, he drops through a slit
examined before the House, or anycommittee into a box, marked with the name of the
of the House, in the character of witnesses, candidate for whom he means to give his vote.

Penalty on forgingthe signature of a collector,
or personating a voter: to enforce it, each

SECTION If. voting-paper is retained. Delivery not to be
performed by proxy: for in that case a known

MEANS, CONDUCIVETOWARDSTHE8E ENDS. friend of one of the candidates might require
Question 7. What are the means that pro- to be the proxy, and thus the design of se-

raise to be most effectually conducive to the cresy would be frustrated.
accomplishment of the above several ends? 9. To insure seeresy, as well in the case

Answer L In the first place come those where the voting is performed by transmis-
which have for their end or object, the se- sion (viz. by post) as where it is performed
curing, in the highest degree of perfection, by delivery, the voting-paper contains a pro-
the severid endowments or elements of apti- raise of secresy, signed by the voter, and
twde, requisite on the part of members, as conceived in terms of such strength, that
above, without offering an affront to him, neither a

These are_ candidate, nor any one on his behalf, can te-
l. Exclusion of placemen in general from quest the breach of it. Not that even by this

the right of sitting in the House, in the qua- means the assurance of secresy can be ten-
]ity of members entitled to vote. dered altogether so perfect in the ease of

2. Seating in the House o_iciul persons, transmission, as in the case of delivery as
named by the king, from each department, above.
witlaont right of voti._, but with right of Marks in lieu of names are not admitted.
speech and motion, subject at all times to re- They would be incompatible with seeresy.
striction or interdiction by the House. A vote is of little value to him, who, not

3. Elections, frequently, viz. annually re- being as yet able to write, grudges the trouble
hewed: with power to the king to ordain a necessary to the learning to write his name.
fresh election at any time. 10. Members' seats, say, for example [600]

4. Speeches (made in the House) correctly, whereof, for example, two-thirds--say [400J
completely, and authe_tiealbj, taken down, ---seats tbr territory : and the remainder---say
and regularly and promptly published. [200]_ seats for population.

5. Constancy, punctuality, and universality 11. To form the territorial electoral dis-
of aries.dance, secured, triets, the whole soil of Great Britain and

Aaswer II. Next comes the means, which Irelend is divided into, say _400] districts, as
have for their End the removing, or reducing nearly equal asia consistent with convenience
to their least possible dimensions, the/_co_ resultingfromloealcireumstanees. Onemem-

attamdant on elections, and e/cot/on ber is chosen for each. Not t_t, with rife-
j_d/mtfe, fence to the end in view, if byaceidevt, here

For shorting, that which is proposed, let and there, one should be found not above
it be stated as done. half the size of an average district, and, here

6. In eaeh electoral district, the number of and there another as much as twice the size,

the voters is uniformly large, the inequality would be material. Parisbe¢
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compose tlle e_Daentary portions. No lmrlch SECTION IIL
is divided.

M_AN_ _ YHI_Ilt USES, WITH KEIq_IU_NCJE TO
12. The popu/at/on electoral districts are _Enx _z,2cTxva aNDS.

composed of certain towns, the population
of which amounts to scertaln number of souls Quest/ore 8. These several mmms, in what
or upwards. Say, merely for illustration, way are they conducive to their respective
10,000:_preeision might be given, on exa- emdef
mination of the population returns. Each of Answer. For greater distinctness,bin the
these towns fills one or more seats, in pro- instance of each one of these meatus, ask ra.
portion to its numbers ; but in such sort, that ther, in the first place, to which of those ends
the whole number of seats thus filled does it is conducive, and then in what way or
not e_ceed the 200. Such inequalities as in ways it tends to be productive of that effect.
this case would be unavoidable, would here By understanding, in the instance of oseh
also be, to every practical purpose, immate- means, in what way or ways it is condudve
rinl. But such as they are, once every 50 or to this or that end, it will be understood in
25 years they might receive their correctien, what way or ways it is of use with reference

The principle of equality has not any elmm to such end, and thus far what are the _s
to anxious regard, any otherwise than in as or good effects of the particular arrangement
far any by a departure from it, the degree of thus operating in relation to that end in the
perfection with which the grand end in view character ors means.

is attained,-- viz. appropriate aptitude on the Question 9. So, then, the several arrange.
part of such portion of the House as carries ments in question have, each of them, for its
with it the power of the whole,--would, on object, neither more nor less than this, viz.
this or that occasion, receive a sensible di- the being, in the character of a means, con-
minution. For loral interests, the provision ducive, in some way or ways, to the accem-
made is on this occasion sufficient, if what- plishment of one or more of those ends ?
ever inequality has place, to the prejudice of Answer. Such is indeed, in every instance,
any such particular interest, is the result, _ their direct and primary object, and their
not of design, but accident, principal use. But, in the instance of most

The three capitals, London, Dublin, and of them, further- and, as they may be
Edinburgh, would thus possess that ascend, termed, eollateralm uses or good effects, and
ency which is their due: due to them, not those of no mean importmnce, may be seen
merely on the score of population, but also resulting from them, as of course.
on the score of approprLate information and
intelligence. Question 10. What are these collateral uses

13. For the seats corresponding to these or good effects?
population electoral districts, voting, other- Answer. For greater cleeruess, it seems bet.
wise than in the most surely secret mode _ ter to defer this statement till after the prin.
viz. by delivery--need not be admitted, cipa[ and direct uses of these same means

14. On the part of persons possessing the have been brought toview.
one qualification required as above, such cir- Question 11. And so, to be satisfied, and
cumstances as would be apt to present them- justly satisfied, with the several proposed ar-
selves in the character of grounds ofdisqua- rangements, nothing more is necessary, than
lification, need not be regarded. Aliens, for t_ see, in the instance ef each, in what way
example, would be admitted : but to such or ways it is conducive to this or that one of
a degree would they be out-numbered, that those ends ?
though they were all enemies, no sensible Answer. Assuredly: unleasfromtheemployo
practical mischief could ensue. Females m{ght ment given to each or any of them, such or
even be admitted ; and perhaps with as little such _ effects should be shown to be likely
impropriety or danger as they are in the elec. to take place ; bad effects, the amount of
tion of directors for the government of the which, taken all together, would be so great
30 or 40 millions of souls in British India. as to outweigh the sum total of the good e_.

By all the inequalities and other untoward recta above spoken c_
results put together that could have place in
the above plan, no practical mischief enuld be SECTION IV.
produced, equat to that whiek_on the pre_e,nt
plan, a single pocket borough is anfliczent _ANS CONVV_V_ TOaX_TgVa m _nQzas:I. PLACEMEN NOT TO VOTE_ NOK TO

to produee. SEATED MY ELECTION.
On such ocmslom as the demarcation of

the territorial districts, and the fxntiou of Quest/on 12. The exdmion propm_ to be
the population districts, or their respective put upon the v_tesofpiscemen,,--to which
numbers of seats, --/tma_ renson would_ m of the above ends does it izromise to be ¢on-
many instances, have noapplieatlon. Inthme dueive?
instances, the decision might be nude by lot. Answer. To prob/ty,--agproprlate probity,
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Q_,stlon 13. In what way ? sureR, either the co-operation, or at least the
Answer. In this way. By keeping the right acquiescence of the House, it will be all along

of voting out of the hands of persons pos- their interest, and therefore _turally their
sassing other situations, to which,--in the endeavour, to find out and station in the
shape of money, power, reputation, and in House such persons, as, being furnished with
other shapes, _ advantage in large masses is the requisite degree of obsequiousness as to-
attached,--together with expectation of fur- wards his will, are in an eminent degree dis-
ther and further advantage, in the same and tinguished by the talent of persuasion, in-
other shapes, -- all liable to be taken from eluding that sort and degree of appropriate
them, without reason assigned, and at the intellectual aptleude which is necessary to it.
king's pleasure :--persons thereby so situated, This inteUigenee, be it what it may, the
that, speaking of the generality of them, itis House may at all times be thus made to have
not in the nature of man that they should the full benefit of, and at the same time, with-
not, on all ordinary occasions, be in the habit out having its decisions perpetually exposed
of sacrificing, and continue disposed to sa- to be turned aside into a sinister course, by
crifice, in so far as depends upon each man's the weight of so many dependent votes, ex-
vote, the general interest of the empire and pressive- not of any will of the voters,
their public duty in every shape, to the de- guided by any opinion of their own concerning
sire of preserving such advantageous situa- the general interest, but of the will, guided
tions: to that desire, and thence to the desire by the particular and thence sinister inte-
and necessity of conforming themselves to rest, of the king, or of some minister, or of
the will of the person or persons, be they some private and unknown favourite of the
who they may, on whom their continuance king's.
in such situations depends. By this means the King and his Ministers

Nor should any such disposition appear would possess at all times what, at least in
wonderful, when it is considered, that even their own view of the matter, is the best
the worst king and the worst minister having, chance for obtaining, and maintaining, in the
on many points, the same interest with the House, the only honest kind of influence, viz.
body of the people, it is not in the nature of the i1_fluence of understanding on understand-
man, that they should harbour any such in- in.q: and that purified, _z. by the preceding
tention, or any such wish, as that of doing, and following proposed arrangements taken
on any occasion any act, that may be in any together, from that dzJ_onest kind of influ-
degree productive of injury to thegeneral in. enee, -- the exercise of which is on both
rarest, except in so far as it may happen to sides, in the relative situations in question,
this or that particular interest of their own inconsistent with _ppropriate probity, _ viz.
to be served by such act : and that, -- so the influence of wzU over will.

long as they content themselves with doing Question 16. But, is it not necessary, that
no other sort of mischief than what has been every man, who proposes a law or measure in
commonly done already, --they stand assured the House, should have a vote to give in sup-
of support, not only from each other, but port of it?
from the multitude of those, in whose eyes Answer. No more than that every advocate
the standard of right and wrong is composed who makes a motion in the court of King's
of nothing more than the practice of "great Bench should have a vote to give in support
characters," that is, of any characters what- of it on the bench.
soever, in " high situations." In the business of judicatore, to the giving

to the justice of the case the benefit of such
appropriate intell/genee and active talent as

SECTION V. may be afforded by the advocates on both
MEANS, _e. CONTINUED. -- IL PL&CEMEN sides, ithas never yetbeenthought necessary,

SEATED BY THE ][_ING_ WITH SPEECH AND or so much as conducive, that the advocates
MoTIon, w_Hov'r VOTE. on either side should take their seats on the

Questioa 14. Seating official patens, from bench, each of them with a vote equal in its
the _ departments, without votes, but effec_ to that of any of the _,_dges.
with the right of speech and motion, subject
to restriction or interdiction by the House,
to which of the ends does this arrangement SECTION VL
promise to be conducive ? ]I/]_ANS_, _:e. CONTINUED. -- IlL ]ELgCTIONS

Am_,r. To imtellect_l aptitud_ _ appro- ra_VXNT _ ANNU_.

wiste int_lle_tl aptitude. _ 17. The proposed frequent re-
Q_st/om 15. In what way? newal of elections, --to which of the above
Answer. In this way. "On the part of the ends does it promise to be ¢_dueive?

King and his Ministers, it being all along AaAoev. TO all three: sad in the fireplace
matter of necessity to secure for their mea. to prob/tU.
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18. In what way? tion, of all speeches made in the House, pro-
Answer. In divers ways: _ maise to be conducive?
I. On the part of each member taken in- Answer. To all three.

dividually: vlz. in case of transgression, by
the prospect of eventual excinsinn; and that Question 21. In what way does it prom_
speedy, to wit, at the next election--at fur- to be conducive to probity ?
thest within a twelvemonth: Answer l. By impressing upon each man's

2. On the part of the whole House, taken mind the assurance, that by the public in
collectively: viz. by reducing, to so small a general, and by his own constituents in par-
quantity, the length of sinister service which ticular, he will, thenceforward, and then for
it would be in the power of the king or his the first time, be judged of, and in the only
ministers to purchase at the hands of any way in which, in his situation, a man can be
one member: and increasing at the same time rightly and justly judged of, accordin 9 to Ais
the number of such lengths of service, as, ere works: held up, according to his deserts, to
they could secure the commencement or con- esteem or disesteem, for everything which he
tinuance of any sinister course ofgnvernment, has said, and not, as happens but too often
they would find themselves under the con- at present, for saying that which he had not
tinually recurring necessity of purchasing, said.
out of the whole number of members. 2. In so far as concerns veracity and sin-

3. By reducing, in sogreat adegree, what- ceyity, by operating as a check upon those
mlsrepresentatiens, which, for the purpose

ever inducement a candidate would have, on of the moment, are so apt to be hazarded,
the occasion of a contest, to launch out into under favour of the at present indispensable
any such expense, as, by straitening his cir- rule, which precludes reference to anteriorcumstances, might, in the hope of obtaining
an indemnification, engage him to place him- debates: nusrepresentations respecting the

speaker's own opinion; misrepresentation re.
self in a state of dependence on the king, or specting facts at large; misrepresentationsthis or that set of ministers: whether minis-
ters in possession or ministers in expectancy, respecting the speeches of other members ;
making in this respect no difference, misrepresentations, sometimes resulting from

eare]essness and temerity, sometimes secom-
Question 19. In what way does this means panied with insincerity, or in other words,

promise to be conducive to intellectual aptl. with wilful falsehood.
rude and active talent f

Answer. By perpetually holding up to the Question 22. In what way does it promise
view of each successful candidate, now be- to be conducive to intellectual aptitude f
come a member, the near prospect of a fresh A_wer. In the several ways following, viz.
election, on the occasion of which it may hap- 1. By furnishing to each member, on the
pen to his constituents to have the choice of occasion of each motion, a correct and com.
the same or any additional number of rival plate view, of whatsoever evidences and at.
candidates: for allwhom the encouragement 9uments have, on the occasion of the same
wilt be greater and greater, in proportion as, motion, mor any other past motion so con.
on his part, any feature of unfitness, absolute nected with it as to afford either evidences
or comparative, has, in either of these two or arguments justly applicable to it, m been
shapes, been manifested; viz. whether by dis- brought forward: thereby, so far as they go,
courses indicative of ignorance or weakness, furnishing him with bctter_nd safer grounds
by constant silence and inactivity, or by ab- on which to found his oplulon, his speeches,
sentatien or slackness of attendance.* if any, and his vote, than can be furnished

by any other means.
2. By impressing upon each man's mind

SECTION VII. that assurance of being judged of according
avsass, ks. COSTI_UZD. torY. SPXECHESXU- to his word*, which has just been brought

TtlENTICALLYAND PROMPTLY]PU]UtL/SHF_D.to view, in the dmrae_ of a security for
appropriate prob/ty. For, the more correct

Q_Jt/on 20. To which ofthe above ends the judgment which he is assured will be
does the correct, complete, authentic, and
constant taking down, and reK_lsr publiea- Passeduponthatpert°fhismor/_'thestr°hsnget_t.the motive which he has for malting wht

" Theshorter the man's centinuancein thesi, soever exertions shall appear to him to be
teatien, the less the temptation to himself, his [ necessary, to save him from thedishono_ of
_ets, smihisfdeads, to spread false teportsfor I being found wanting in point of appropriate
• purpmee_hi.s, obta!inin_-it: fsiasb_tstend, ji_el_dap6h_.
m_ lm_e oe.his part .apt_tud_ or en tl_..,pe_, ] 3. By furnishing the only completely era-urnsor _ nvzt msputua_ _'or an aamuoMx

m ; ._yo_mumnotso_ as a yesr,Ieientmeansfordetectingand_ out
aman, to IthoI thei_um_e, as welld the _reprezeffi_.

pme_B_jt_m.a...¢opd.tolasfmginfamy._M,j._ inltio_abovementiened,m ofthoser_
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fallac_s and devlees, the efficiency of which together with the whole of their support on
depends partly on the irremediable w_eerta/m_y every occasion, is secured by the dependence
rain which, in the case of word-of-mouth of their situations)leaves it altogether at a
discourse, the identity of the words in which man's option whether he will attend or not:
they are conveyed, remains involved--partly in this case, by simply forbearing to attend
on the want of the time requisite for search- at the place where, in point of moral duty,
ing out and bringing to light the errors and his attendance is due, it is, on every occasion,
false judgments which they serve to propagate in the power of any man, and every man, to
and inculcate." afford to the arch-tempter, and that without

4. By keeping out of the house such per- either shame or danger, exactly _a/.fthe sup-
sons as, on the ground of experience, shall, port which, without such shame and danger
either in their own judgment, or that of their as he could not perhaps have brought him-
constitutional judges, have been found tin- self to expose himself to, he could not have
able to abide this test. afforded, by attending and voting on that

side:--and so in the case of any particular
improper and pernicious measure, to which,

SECTION VIIL on the score of any particular sinister bite-
MEANS, _ke.CONTINUED.--V. ATTENDANCE, rest, whether of a party or altogether pri-

PUNCTUALAND GENERAL,SECURED. rate nature, he finds himself exposed to the
temptation of showing undue favour: thus,

Question 23. Constancy and punctuality whether it be by leaving unopposed what he
of attendance, on the part of each Member ought to have opposed, or by leaving unsup-
end thence.of the whole House,--to which of _orted what he ought to have supported--
the ends does it promise to be conducive ? doing effectually by his absence, exactly half

Answer. To all three ends. the mischief, which, howsoever desirous, he
Question 24. In what way to probity _ durst not have done in case of his presence.
Answer. In sundry ways, as follows, viz.__
1. In relation to this point, whatsoever Question 25. In what way to intellectual

indication can be afforded, by the correct apntude?
and complete taking down and publishing a Answer. The more frequent a man's at-
man's speeches, as above, it is only through tendance, the greater his experience ; and
the medium of his attendance, and in proper- the greater his experience, the more perfect
tion to the constancy of his attendanee,--to is that branch of his intellectual aptitude
wit, in the only place in which they can be which consists in an acquaintance with the

nature of his business, whatsoever it may be.spoken, -- that any such speeches are, or can

be afforded. Question 26. In what way to active talent_
2. When, on this head, such is the state of Answer. The more frequent a man's attend-

/aw and custom, as, on each occasion (with ante, the greater will be his experience : and
the exception of such of the members, whose he the business what it may, the greater his
constant obsequiousness to the will of the experience in the examination and manage-
arch-tempter, _ not to say the C G-----, ment of it is, the greater will be his expert-

" On the subje.ctof these fallacles, some loose ness at it : -- that expertness, which is, at
papers were, at the writing of the above pars- the same time, the effect of active talent,
graph, lying on the anther*s shelves. Not long and the cause of it.
ago,--to serve as a sort of _ppendix to some
others, in which somewhat greater progress had Question 27. Conslderinghow thin, except
been made, on the subject of the Tactics o_Po. on extraordinary occasions, the attendance is
litical Assemblies,. they were, by the author's at present, what reasonable expectation canfriend, Mr. Dumont, put into that French dress,
in which, by the same able hand. so many other there be of anything like an habitually uni-
unc0mpl_ed works of the author's have been versa] attendance, and by what means can it
_.de reappear so much to their advantage. Co- be secured ?
ptesot mm work are in London, probably some Answer. On the part of a trustee or an
of them in the inmds of the foreign booksellers: agent, whose duty cannot be performed but
bu% owing to some accident, none have yet been at a certain place, absentation from that place
seen by the author of these pages:--l. Fallacies is a negleet which involves in it every other,of the Igt ; 2. Falhtcies of the-Ou_ ; & Either.
adds fallacies: -- in the original, these were the [ and usxinst which forfeiture of the trust is,
genend heads. One general chsxaet_ belongs to as soon as it takes plane, an effectual as well
almost all of them _and that is irr#/evaf_'_ ire as gentle remedy. Let but the operation of
r_evanyy with relation to the pm.tieular sue't, election recur with the proposed degree of
De it what it may, to which they are appfied. It frequency, it brings with it of course this re-
were muj onrious toelmerve, in howl_geapm- reedy, together with a time of trial, sure to
portion _ese are me materials of which pallia- recur at a stated and _ever long distant pe-reentry and other political speeches_ not to

ef other political wo_--ase cempesed, riod. Forir_suring the eflicaeyofthis remedy,
_e the Book of Fallaci_ in tld_ Cell_otbm.) in the instance of every such member to whom
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the continuance in his seat is an object of de- ! If the aggregate of the sums thus forfeited
sire,--and thereby for securing in every such on _ day were divided among the members
instance a degree of constancyund punctuality attendant on that day, the force of reward
of attendance, equal at least to what is seen would thus be added to that ofpm6zAmeat.
in any of the o,_wes, there can need but one Of the many opulent, and thence idle in-
thing more, which is--an equally sure and capables, who at present, while the Howe is
effectual notification of every such act oftrans- left empty, crowd the//st, some would pro-
gression, as it takes place, hably, even on the proposed plan of repre-

To this purpose, a regular and authentic sentation, obtain, by means oftbe illustration
publication, of two Tables of the following shed around them by their opulence, a pro-
descriptions, would obviously suffice :-- bationary year, with little or no intention, or

Table I. DAILY-GENERAL- ATTENDANCE at any rate without any persevering habit, of
TAeL_ : exhibiting, for each day, the name regular attendance. The superfluity of these
of every member present at any time of the idle favourites of fortune would, in this way,
sitting, together with the part taken by each, afford a not altogether unwilling supply to
on each question on which there has been a the exigencies of the more assiduous and less
division, opulent. And here would be emolument with-

N. B.--If, to the present tedious, incenve- out corruption: pay, for, and in proportion to,
nient, and inadequate mode of division, were honest serv/ce.
substituted the prompt, convenient, adequate, In this way, the pe_a/ty for non-attendance,
and obvious mode of giving in names, each with or without the reward for atteadaace,
]nan giving in his name, for instance, on a might, bythellghtofexperieace, beioereased
card, without stirring from his place, divisions or reduced at pleasure.
would of course be much more frequent then
at present, and the knowledge obtained by Question 28. The arrangementB above pro-
the constituent, of the political conduct and posed,- are they to be considered as being,
character of his representative, proportionally when taken together, sufficient to insure, on
more complete, the part of the population of the House, a

Table II. ANNUAL-IY,DXVIVUAL.ATTENV. degree of probity _ appropriate probity, n
A._CETABLE: exhibiting, on every day of sit- sufficient for all occasions ?
ting throughout the year, for the instruction Answer. Against so vast and perpetually-
of his constituents, the conduct of each re- increasing a mass of the matter of temptation
presentative, in respect of attendance, vote, and corruption, constantly and indispensably
and speech, with the grounds of excuse, if any, lodged in a single hand, no remedy that pro-
for each default, in case of non-attendance, raises to act as a preservative can safely be

2V.B. m On extraordinary occasions, for considered as superfluous.
party purposes, instances have now and then Suppose the plan established, and that to
been known, on which tables, of the nature its utmost extent, it would still be neces-
of the above-mentioned General-Attendance sary to watch over the matter of corruption,
Table, have, without authority, been printed in whatsoever part of the system it is lodged,
and disseminated by individual hands. _ to purge the system of it, where it is use.

If the security thus afforded were found less and needless, by the whole amount of it,
not sufilcient,--punishment, in the pecuniary -- and to restrict the quantity of it, in cases
shape, combinable with reward in the same where, _ although, in a certain quantity, it
shape, might, in the most simple and effec- may for such and such a specific purpose be
tnal manner, without need of prosecution, found necessary, nyet, in any greater qmm-
or intervention of lawyers and lawyereraft_ tit)', not being necessary, it is purely and
be employed to strengthen it : employed, _ simply mischievous.
viz. by a law framed upon the principle of Whatsoever is either good in itse]T, or

thought to be so, is capable of being employed
that claus of laws which are said to execute lathe character of matter of reward : andwhat-themselves.

On his election, each member deposits with soever is employed in the character of matter
the clerk a sum of money: say (merely for of reward, bec-omos matter of corruptiou when
illustration) £400. applied to a sinister purpose: when applied to

A computation is made of the greatest a men, in such manner as to direct his andes-
number of days in the year during which it is yours to the doing good to the ott¢ or to the
probable the House will sit; say, as before, ]few, at the expeuse of preponderant w//to the

200. Each day of attendance, on entrance, ] many. " withou"
the member receives bae/_, from the hands of I Of the matter of reward, with or 1;
a clerk appointed for that purpose, £2 : and, I title to reward, nothing ever is orean be be-
at the end of the year, if the number of days I stowed by the king, that is not bestowed at
of sitting hat fallen short of the enmputed I the expense of the peopze. . .
number, £2 is retA,rned for each day whereby ] Title to reward ._ _ adequ/ate _rt_
it ha_ so fallen short. [ dered, or in some shape or omev.anou_ _o
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rendered, to the public: and of the raatter of Answer. These will very, according as the
reward, whatsoever is bestowed without such expenditure of money in such or such a way
title, established by such proof of title as the is permitted or prohibited by law, and in case
nature of the service is susceptible of, is be- of prohl_itiun, according as the prohibition is
stowed as matter of favour: and, besides be. followed or not followed by compliance.
ing bestowed in waste, whatever is bestowed Here follow some of the principalitems__
as n_ttter of mere favour operates as matter 1. Given, with a view to the election,
of corrupt/on, by the expectation of it. though antecedently to a vacancy, and thence

Of the matter of corruption applied to the penalty-proof,--entertainw_ets:instrnments
purpose of corruption,--peerages, bestowed ofcorruptiun defyingell limitation, as well in
not only without extraordinary public service, point of number as in point of expense.
but without public service in any shape, or 2. Previously to the election, expense of
so much as the pretence for it, constitute a drawing up and publishing advertisements, in
conspicuous staple, newspapers and handbills.

In the shape of a peerage, the matter of 3. At previous meetings , -- and on the else.
corrupt/on is capable ofbeingemployed tothe tion day at the place of election, -- expense
corrupting of those, whose opulence suffices of engaging persons to attend as clerks, and
to preserve them from being corrupted by it make minutes of proceedings.
in any other shape. County members and 4. In the case of distant votes, expense of
borough members together, --the occupiers eonveyanee, with or without refreshment,
of no inconsiderable part of the whole hum- during the journey, to and from the place of
ber of seats, are held by the king in a state election.
of--invisibie, perhaps, butnotthelesscorrupt, 5. Money, or money's worth, given for
less constant, orless efficient--dependence. In votes; whether directly, in the way of bribery
one House by peerages, in the other by ad- to the votersthemselves, or indirectly to other
vancements in the peerage, the pretended persons having the command of votes in the
independence of judges is converted into de- way of influence.
pendence. 6. In the case of a scrutiny, expenses of

In the reign of George I., a bill for re- counsel, attorneys, andotheragents employed
straining the employment of the matter of in the attack and defence of the disputed
corruption in this shape, passed the House of votes.
Lords. Since that time, the quantity thus 7. Occasional lawsuits; produced by the
employed has received a prodigious increase, uncertainties which, to so great an extent,
The reign in which the bill was thrown out hang over the titles to election right, and the
of the Commons, was the same, in which a intrigues employed for the creation, preser-
set of representatives who had been elected ration, or destruction of such fights.
by their constituents for three years, were
engaged and enabled to elect themselves for Questlan 31. What are the inconveniences
seven years; thus vitiating the constitution by attendant on election judicature ?
It poison of new invention, under the effects Answer. Expenses, vexations, and delays.

of which it has been labouring and lingering Question 32. Wherein consist the expenses f
ever since. Answer 1. In fees to counsel, -- viz. for

opinions, and, in case of a trial before an elee-
SECTION IX. tiun-committee of the House of Commons,

for attendances, day after day, at the com-
INc_VENEENCES INCIDENTTO ELECTIONS, m/ttee.

AND ELECTIONJUDICATURE. 2. In money paid to witnesses for expense
Q"estion 29. What are the inconveniences ofjonrneys and loss of time.

attendant on elections ? 3. In fees to attorneys and other agents,
Amswer. They are so verions,- and de- for carrying on the cause, as above.

l_ndent, many of them_ on such various con- 4. Occasionally, in the expenses of suits at
tin4_encias, -- that it seems scarce possible to law, concerning such offices as, in the case
make a complete enumeration of them. The of seats for boroughs, confer the right of vo-
principal of them will, however, it is sup- ting on the election of members, or, in some
poseff, be found comprehended under two way or other, the means of influencing such
heads:-- viL 1. To candidates, expense and elections.
vexation; 2. On the part of electors and per-
sons at/ar_, toss of _me (a loss which is of Quest/on 33. Wherein consist the veze-
iteelf eqnivalant to so much expense,) idleness, t/ons f
d_mkennese, quarrels, mischioftoperson and Amn_r ]. In that burthen of attendance
property ms the occafion_" of riots, which fails upon the members (fifteen in

number,) of whom the indicatory is com-
Q_ 30. What are the sources of the posed;--2. In those veffittiormwhich, on that

expense? occasion, tu the shape of anxiety, candids_
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experience, or are liable to experience; __ 3. nay may equally be produced by a paper put
And in those which fall upon such witnesses, into the post.
in whose instance such compensation money 3. As to htwyers, clerks, and other agents,
as happens to be allowed to them, as above, neither on the occasion of the cellecting the
is, oris thought to be, more or less inade- votes sttheplaceofeleetion, nor on any such
quate, oceamon as that of an election-emnmittce of

the House, can there be any use or room for
Question 34. Wherein consist the delays _ any such assistance. All that the returning
Answer. In the stop so frequently put to officer will have to do, is--out oftbe boxes

the business of the House, by the anxiety of denominated from the several candidates, to
members to avoid serving on these judica- count the number of vot/ng-papers that have
tories. On the occasion of the sort of lottery, been put into each box : observing only whe-
by which the fifteen* who axe to serve on ther the sum mentioned by the collector as
each cause are determined,- to avoid being received, be reallyineach instance either equal
thus impounded, they have frequently been to, or greater than, the minimum required
knowntoabsent themselves, insuchnumbels by the law to constitute a qualification.
as not to leave in attendance the number he. As to vexations, _ such as those from the
cessaxy to constitute a House. obligation of serving on election judicatorias,

2. I, the length of time, during which, in and from the delays attendant on such judi-
case of an undue return, the electors, instead cature, --there would be no such vexation,
of the person who in their eyes is most fit, because there would be no such judicature:
see their share of power exercised by one and there would be no such judicature, be-
who in their eyes may be to any degree un- cause there could be nothing to try: -- unless,
fit, and the can&date, whose right it was to by possibility, and that without probability,
be returned, loses the benefit ot that right, any such offence should be committed, as, by

the collector, a refusal to sign and deliver the
duplicate receipt on the votlng.paper;- or,

SECTION X. by a postmaster, a suppression of a multitude
ELECTIONINCONVENIENCES--MEAN8FOR of such papers at the post-office; or, by a

THEI_ ItEMOVAL. returning officer, a false return,--respecting
this or that one out of a small number of

Question 35. In what way do the above- matters of fact, all of them simple, and in
mentioned means promise to be conducive to i their nature either of tbemselves notorious,
the removal of the inconveniences attendant, i or easily made notorious.
as above, on elections and election-juries- For the purpose of punishment, proseeu-
ture? tions for any such offences would of course

Answer. As to expense,--by striking off at be left to the established dilatoriness of the
one stroke all expenses whatsoever; except technical mode of procedure pursued in the
such as are comparatively inconsiderable,- ordinary courts. But, for the purpose of ap-
such as those incurred in the publication of plying an immediate parliamentary remedy
advertisements by the candidates, and those to a false return, a single day's sitting of a
incurred incidentally on the occasion of pre- Grenville-Act committee of the House of
vions meetings. Commons, would suffice.

To render this effect apparent, the slightest
glance at the above-mentioned sources of ex- Question 3ft. If, in the instance of each
pense will suffice, elector, the disposition made by him of his

1. Less o.ftme, idleness, deunhenness, and vote were thus to be placed altogether out
riots, have fbr their cause larfe concourses of of the reach of the public eye, -- so that s
people, with entertainments given to electors vote may be refused to the most worthy,
by candidates, or their friends. But any such given to the most unworthy of all candidates,
large concourse of people will have no object: and that without clanger, and consequently
nor (votes being secret) will any man be at without fear of shame, -- might there not be
any such expense m giving entertainments, too much reason to apprehend, that consider-
the receivers of which may, for aught he can ationa of a purely selflth nature would become
know, be composed, in as large a proportion, generally predominant?
of his adversaries, as of his friends. Answer. No: not to any such effect as that

2. The expense of conveyance and refresh- of seating s candidate really and gener-Aly
ment, in the case of distant voters, will be deemed less worthy, to the exclusion of a
struck off altogether. For, there cannot be candidate really and generally deemed more
any pretence either for offering or receiving worthy: whiclJ effect is the only practical
money on that score, when the utmost effect bad effect the case admits of.
that could be expected from the longest jour- If, indeed, nmtters were so drenmstmu_,

* Such was the numberiu an election com. thst, byvotinginfavourofaeandidatedeemed
mittec previous to 9 Geo. IV. ¢. 22. by themselves COmlmrativelyunworthy,--or,
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to cut the matter short, in favour of any can- the more likely they will be to be de//_ered,
didate whatsoever, -- it were pmsible for the or to deliver themselves, from ev//.

ajodty of the electors in any district to ob- The less it is that the law expects from
n, eachofthemforldmself, anycon_derable every man, the less it will expose itself to

private advantage, which, by the open mode disappointment. Less than the disposition
of voting, he would be deterred from aiming to do good, -- so far as it is to he done by
at: -- were this really the case, it were cer- serving the public, in such eases, and in such
tainly too much to expect, that they should, cases only, in which it can be done without
the greater part of them, commonly forego an atom of loss or other inconvenienco to
any such advantage: and, m if such aserifice himself, -- cannot surely from any man be
of public interest to private were accurdingly expected.

repeated in a considerable proportion of the Question 37. Any such mode of voting by
whole number of electoral districts, -- the a mixture of writing and printing, -- is it not
inconvenience to the public service might be --in comparison of the good old mode of
found sensible and considerable, voting, practised by the wisdom of our an.

But when, by the shortness of a man's ¢estors, viz. voting by word of mouth--an
_ime in his seat, and the multitude of the innot-ution, and that a signal one
sons, to each of whom, Answer. In one point of view, it/s an inno-
betrayedbyanyoueofthem, rattan--in another, not. Considered as an
any tolerable assurance of his giving his vote art in general use, the art of wrltmg must,
in favour of the briber, the bribe would be to to whatsoever purpose applied, and conse-
beoffered,--wbenbyalltbese means together, quentty when applied to any such purpose as
the obtainment of a seat by bribery is ran- this, __ be acknowledged to be an innovation,
dared, as it would be, to so unprecedented a and that a very signal one : then comes the
degree improbable,--it does not seem possible art of printing, which, especially when con-
to divine by what means a candidate, gene- sidered as an art in general use, is a still more
rally deemed the less worthy, should sweeping one. These arts being innovations,
an effectual preference, to the exclusion of it cannot but be an innovation to apply them
one generally deemed the more worthy. -- whether to the purpose in question or to

On the other hand, in the c_sseof the open any other purpose. But if these be innova-
method hitherto in use, the effect of it is, on tions, they will not, it is hoped, be placed in
every occasion, to force electors,--and that the class of mischievous ones.
in a number to which there are no limits, __ On the other hand, -- if in this, as in other
to give their vote in favour of the less worthy, matters, the wisdom of our ancestors be con-
to the exclusion of the more worthy, candi- sidered as consisting in the employing, for
date,_on pain of suffering, each of each purpose, at each point of time, the best
some personal inconvenience, to the magni- and most convenient method in their _ime
rude of which there are no limits, known and practicable, --there is not, in the

And this power, -- which, by meansof some mode of voting here proposed, any innovation
such relation as those between landlord and at all, much I_ss a mischievous one.
tenant, between customer and dealer, be- Our ancestors employed the most cenve-
tween employer and person employed, in a nient mode practicable, in employingtheword-
word, between patron and dependent, men of of.mouth mode : we, their posterity, employ
overswaying opulence possess and exercise the most convenient mode practicable, in era-
over men less favoured by the gifts of for- ploying the written and prznted mode.
tune, m this power of forcing men to vote Thus doing, we may therefore be said, and
against their consciences, has been termed with truth, to take the wisdom of our anees-
" the legitimate influence of property," and tots for our guide.
spoken of as that fonndation-stone, by the
re " "movalofwhich, the subversion of the con-
stitution" would be effected. SECTION XI.

If, in the event of his voting in favour
of him who, in his estimation, is the less COLLATERALADVANTAGES, REFERA]$LETO
worthy candidate, in preference to him who THE SITUATXONSOF ELECTOaS,FLACEMEN,
in his opinion is the more worthy candidate, Los_os, &c.
a man sees no prospect of advantage to him. Questlon 38. These that have been men-
self, nor of disadvantage in the contrary tioned, -- are they all the advantages result-
event, --it seems not too much to hope and ing, or all the uses derivable, t_om the means
expect, that his vote will most commonly be above proposed to be employed, for securing
in favour of that candidate who, in his opt- the several elements of aptitude on the part
nion, is the more worthy candidate, of members?

If conscience will not do this, it will do Answer. Far from it. Various collateral
nothing. But assuredly, the less deeply men advantages may be seen resulting, in case of
are /ed, or lead themselves, into temptatian, the employing of these means.
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Quest/as 39. What are the dusses of per. !of/Ate/lector/apt/t_e--appropriate intellee.
sous, by or through whom these collateral tual aptitude.
advantages would be received ? Of the probity of his representative, so f_

_/n_oer. They are various : and in partieu- as indicated by his attendance, -- and, in ease
lar, five descriptions of persons may be men- of his attendance, of his psoblty and intellec.
tioned in this view; viz. -- tual aptitude, in so far as indicated by his

1. Parliamentary electors, by whom, under vote, -- and, in ease OFhis speaking, of his
whatsoever denominatiou, viz. by their votes, probity, intellectual aptitude, and active re-
members of the House of Commons would be lent, so far as indicated by his speeches, --
seated, every, elector that pleased would, on every

2. Members of the House of Lords. oceasma on which he pleased, possess the
3. King's men, whether in or out of the most complete and correct evidence that the

House ; that is to say, the persons occupying, nature of the case admitted oL
under the king, the principal public offices.

4. The higher classes of the people, taken Ques6on 43. In the ease OFplacemen, rain
at large, what shapes, and by what means, do the

5. The lower classes of the people, taken promised collateral advantages promise to
at large, take place ?

Answer. By the tendency which such a el.
Question 40. In what particular ways dues tuation would have to raise to a maximum,

the employment of these means promise to be in their respective breasts, the several on-
serviceable, in the instance of these several dounnents, or elements of aptitude above
descriptions of persons ? mentioned, relation being had to the busine_

Answer ]. To parliamentary electors, as of their respective offices.
such, it promises increase of appropriate intel- The beneficial influence of the arrange-
lectual aptitude ;--2. To king's men in the ment would not confine itself to the case of
House, and to their respective subordinates those saperordinates in office, who, in virtue
in or out of the House, increase of appropriate of it, would be seated in the House: it would
a.ptitude in all the several points of aptitude, extend to their respective subordinates out
wz. probity, ir,tellectual aptitude, and active of the House.
talent ; -- 3. To members of the House of Take first the ease of the auperordinstes,
Lords, increase of intellectual aptitude, and -- seated in the House, and by official duty,
at the same time increased security for pro- and the proposed attendance-tables, rendered
bity ; -- 4. To the higher classes at large, m- constant in their attendance there.

crease of probity and intellectual aptitude ; 1. Probity, appropriate probity, will, in
-- 5. To the lower classes at large, increase their instance, have for its aid the continual
of comfort, viz. by increase of kindness and scrutiny, actual or impending, to which they
courtesy towards them, on the part of the will remain su_bject--subject, with full power
higher classes;--and on their own part, in- of giving, to themselves and to one another,
crease of appropriate intelleetual aptitude from whatsoever support can be alforded by speec/_s
the habit of appropriate discussion. -- that is, by evidence and by argument,

Question 41. What are the several parts but without that power of self-support, de-
of the plan by which those several advan- served or undeserved, which a confederated
tages promise to be produced ? body of men -- linked together by oue com-

Ansu,er 1. That which seats placemen in mon interest, and that a sinister one,---afford
the House from the several departments, with to themselves and one another by their votes:
every right but that of voting;- 2. That men who, while they are co-partners and co.
which provides for the correct and complete defendants by their o.fwes, ate fellow.judges
taking down, and immediate and regular pub- over each other by their votes.
lieation, of all speeches made in the House ;-- 2. To intellectual aptitude, --.appropriate
3. And that which gives uniformly extended intellectual aptitude,--on the part ofeffielal
numbers to the voters in the several electoral persons of the same descriptions, the arrange.
districts,--liberty to all their votes, --and re- merit promises increase; -- viz. by rendering
9ularlyfrequent recurrence to the elections, it to them matter of increased necessity, toobtain and retain correct and complete infot.

Question 42. In the case of electors, in matiou, respecting the whole nmss ofbusinesl
what way do the promised collateral advan- habitually transacted in their respective of-
rages promise to take place, and from what rices ; lest, -- by want of correctness, corn-
means? pleteness, or promptness, in the a_swers

Answer. From the correct and complete given by them to questions put to them in
publication of all speeches made inthe House, the House, from time to time, in relation to
the electors would, as well as the member, such business, _ any deficiency on their part,
be gainers, by so much as each man pleased in point of appropriate official intelL,_-'tusl

as many of them as pleased-- in the article aptit'ude, should strand exposed..
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Take next the case of the several sz_r- men, in the several departments, open in this
d/antes, not/mv/ag uats in the Hour. same way to this same sort of scrutiny?

/_-o/dby _ appropriate probity: ineresse and, such infornmtion as comas to be wanted,
in thisendowmont will in thdriustancehave, is it not continually called for, and obtained
as will be seen, for its immediate cause, the from them, in and by the House ?
incre_e of both endowments, viz. probity Answer. To a certain degree, yes : but not
and intellectual aptitude, as above, on the upon a plan approaching in any degree to the
part of their respective superordinates, lmvia 9 character of a complete and adequate one.
seats in the House. In the super/or departments, -- such as the

I. As to prob/hy, -- he the office what it treasury, -- the several offices of principal
may, the more correctly, completely, and secretary of state for home affairs,- of
generally, the business of it is understood, ditto for colonial and foreign affairs,- and
the more difficult will it be for improbity, in of ditto for the conduct of the war, -- in the
any shape, on the part of a subordinate, to military department, the admiralty, and the
profit by any undue protection, which any ordnance, -- it is matter of accident whether
superordinate in the office might happen to the persons responsible in the first instance
be disposed to give to it : and, the more cot- shall be in the House of Commons, in the
rect and complete the iuforrmztion is, which House of Lords, or in neither : while, in se-
the superordinate possesses in relation to the veral of the subordinate departments, -- such
business of his subordinates, the more effec- as the excise and customs, the stamp office,
tual will be the degree of vigilance, be it the assessed tax office, the navy office, the
what it may, with which it may happen to victualling office, and others,- so it is that,
him to be disposed to look intotheir conduct m pursuance of the partial, insincere, and re-
in this view. luctant system of purification that has been

2. Ag_n, as to intellectual aptitude _ employed, w it has, by positive law, been
appropriate intellectual aptitude,-- be the made impossible for any person, acquainted
species of information what it may, the more with any part of the business, to occupy a

frequently any such superordinate in office is seat in the only House of Parliament that
liable to be called upon in the House to fur- would otherwise have been accessible to him:
nish it, the more frequently will he thereby as if there were anything either pernicious,
be obliged to address himself to this or that or inconvenient, or so much as unusual, in a
subordinate, for information, in relation to man's having a seat in an assembly in which
such parts of the business as happen to be he has not a vote.

more _mmediately within the sphere of action Qwestion 45. In the instance of any one ofof such subordinate: and the more frequently
and suddenly any such subordinate is liable these departments, is there then ever any

ultimate deficiency in respect of such infer-
to he thus called upon, the more cogent will marion, as, in the judgment of the House, is
he the motives, by which he will find him-

proper to be collected and brought to view?
self urged to obtain and retain the most corn- Answer. Not much perhaps, ff compared
plete mastery, which it is in his power to with that which is actual_ called for : but
possess, of the business in question : lest, in much, if compared with that which ought to
respect of this element of official aptitude, be called for, and would be called for, ff the
any deficiency should eventually come to be means ofobtalning and calling for it were thusexp_ prompt, easy, and complete, -- in the degree

3. As to active ta_t, _ appropriate active in which, on the proposed plan, they would be.
talent, _ by whatsoever means, in these se- In this or that department that might be
veral situations, the arrangement in question mentioned,--tbe navy-o_ce for instance,
promises to be conducive to the increase of the business of the office is a chaos, inclosed
appropriate int¢llectualaptitude,--bythesame in a dark laybrinth, of which no clear and
means, and in the same proportion, it pro- comprehensive viewhas ever yetbeen takenjraises to be conducive to th/s more immedi-
ately efficient element of officiul aptitude, so much as by any of the persons habitually

On the part of official men of both deserlp- at work in it.And, even in the case of such information as,
tions, it moreover promises to secure, in an- on such points on which it is called for, comesother way, a more and more ample measure
of appropriate active talent, as well as in- to be actually given, the degree of prompli.

rude, with which it is at present furnished, is
tellectmd aptitude; _ viz. by keeping out of
the respective offices all such _mfit persons, apt to fall very short of that with which it

as, _ either in their own opinion, or in the _,.mightwhomandorW°Uldunderbe furnished,whosedirectionlfthe persons,it
opinion of those to whom it belongs to judge,

were

are unable to abide such close, and conti- he furnished, were constantly under the
nualiy impending, scrutiny, eye, and at the covnmand, of the House : andmany are the instances, in which that, which

Que_ioa 44. In the present state of things, does not come pr.omptly, and almost at the
are not the business and conduct of official moment at which it is called for, might, for
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any use that k or can be made of it, as well Question 48. In the case of the klgl_
not have come at all. classes at large, by what means do the pro-

And though, to answer its prop_ and in- raised advantages promise to take place ?
tended purposes, it is altogether necessary _ Answer. By means of that article which
that the matter of such information should be provides for the freq_mt recurrence of elee-
put in a written form, -- yet, to every one to tions, -- in conjunction with that which pre-
whom jury-trial is known, it is manifest how scribes, in relation to the several teats, tm
uninstructive and unsatisfactory a dead mass increased and nearly uniform extent to the
of written evidence frequently is, in compa- numbers of the persons sharin_ in the else.
rison of what it would be, if the import of it tion franchise.

were upon occasion explained and elucidated, Question 49. In what way?and the correctness and completeness of it se-
A_er. In both ways ;--via in the way of

cured, by apposite questions put on the spot intellectual aptitude, and in the way of pro-
by word of mouth, followed by immediate bity.and unpremeditated answers, and with fur-
ther questions, in ease of need, suggested by I. In the way of intellectual aptitude
those answers ; and so on till every obscure appropriate intellectual aptitude, it promises

to improve the texture of thdr minds, by
point were made clear: m exactly in the same bringing within the reach of a much greater
way as, for the conducting of his own private number of them than at present, the prospect
business, in the bosom of his own family, of a place in the most efficient seat of govern.
every head of a family obtains such informa- ment: such place being at the same time
tion as he happens to stand in need of, from tenable, not absolutely, but only upon suchhis own children or his own servants.

terms, as, after the first year, will leave to
Question 46. In the ease of the House of each man little hope of his being continued in

Lords, by what means do the promised ad- it, in any other event than that of his having
vantages promise to take place ? made manifestation of distinguished active ta-

Answer. By means of that article which pro. /ent, or at least intellectual aptitude: and, by
rides for the correct and complete tukzng down, thus giving increase to the number of com.
and immediate publishing, of all speeches made petitors, giving proportional increase to the
in the House of Commons. exertions made by each, in the hope of ma-

nifesting his superiority over the rest.
Question 47. In what way does it promise 2. In the way of probity _ appropriate pro-

to be productive of those advantages ? bity, --by rendering it the interest of every
Answer 1. In case of a bill, or other men. manmwho sets before his eyes any such pro-

sure, sent up from theCommons t@the Lords' spect, at whatsoever period of his life it may
House, -- it promises to be productive of a be his hope to see it realized-- to lay a foun-
degree of appropriate intellectual aptitude as dstion for such hope, by an uniform and con-
yet unexampled, by furnishing the members stant course of klndness and courtesy, as well
of that House,- upon whose decision the as of justice, towards all persons on whom
fate of every proposed law (not to speak of the success of his exertions may be in any
other incidental and miscellaneous measures) degree dependent _ and, in particular, as to-
depends,-- a correct, complete, and authentic wards the lower classes, which, of necessity,
representation of the several arguments, by are everywhere the most. populous ones.
which it has been supported and opposed. In the present state of things,--a borough.

2. In the same way it tends to secure, in holder, or a man of first-rate opulence, who,
the same superior quarter, an increased degree by weight of metal, is looked upon as able to
of appropriate probity; _ for, when all the sink every bark that should dare to steer the
several arguments, which, in the ease, for ex- same course, commands the seat, without need
ample, of a proposed law, have been adduced
in favour of it, -- when ell these arguments of paying any such price for it.
have been consigned to determinate words, Question 50. In the ease of the /ower
and those words committed to writing, to- classes, by what means do the promised ad.
getber with all the arguments that could be vantages promise to take place ?
found capable of being urged against it on the Answer. By means of the article last above
other side, -- in this case, the more satisfac- mentioned. It being, to so considerable an
tory and cogent the arguments in favour of it additional extent, as above, the interest of
appear, the more difficult will it be for any the h/gher classes, to maintain, in their in-
member of the Upper House to find out and tercourse with the lower classes, an uniform
set in opposition to it, any arguments that will and constant course of justice, kindness, end
bear the test of the public eye; or for the courtesy,_hence, byeachindividualofthose
whole House, without any warrant afforded higher classes, in proportion as his conduct is
on the ground of reason, to venture, howso- fashioned by that interest, the feelings of the
ever uncongenial it may be to particular in- lower classes will be respected, and their in.
terests or favourite prejudices, to reject it. terest consulted, sad treated with regard.
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Out of the virtue of the higher classes, eondueive_toprobity, to intelligence, to aCo
thus eometh forth the comfort of the lower, tire tale_tT

By all of them put together, is it thus con-
Q_estlmtSl. 2_wse collateral advantages ducive in a sufficient degree?
are they a//that can be stated as likely to The same questions, with regard to the

result from the plan, hi case of its being several classes of placemea belonging to the
adopted, and in proportion as it is adopted? executive branch of government.

Answer. If the question be confined to the The same questions, with regard to the
plan itself, meaning the arrangements of which Lords-- without whnse concurrence nothing,
Jt is composed, -- then so it is, that to one in the way of legislation, can, on any occasion,
or other of the above five heads, whatsoever he done.
beneficial results can be stated as likely to be The same questions, with regard to the se-
produced by the plan, would, it is supposed, veral inconveniences attached, in the existing
be found refersb_-e, state of things, to elections and election judi-

But, ff the principles, by which these have cature.
been suggested, are found to be those which Such are the questions, by the application
belong to the nature of the case --if, in the of which the eligibility, absolute and comps-
list of objects brought to view in the character rative, of any and every other plan, would, it
of ends proper to be aimed at. none are in- is supposed, be rendered pretty clearly up-
eluded but such as have a just title to a place parent.
in it, and all are included that have any such Strong and sound may that plan be pro-
just title:wlet this be supposed, and by nounced, that shall have stood examination
means of these prindp]es, the plan will, in upon these interrogatories : self-convicted of
this case, be found capable of being applied insufficiency, the plan that shall have shrunk
to an additional and perfectly distinguishable from the test which they afford.
use; into wit, the serving as a test or touch- The arrangements themselves can no far-
stone, by which the eligibility of every other i ther be of use, than in proportion as they are
plan, that has been, or that can ever be, adopted. But, -- although they should not,
brought forward, may be tried, any one of them, be adopted, -- yet the pria.

In the persons of members m in the per- ciples on which they are grounded, and by
sons of the representatives of the people, w which they were suggested, might still, in
is it conducive -- and if so, by which of the this way, be found to be not altogether with-
several arrangements contai_,ed in it, is it out their use.




